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Abstract 

This dissertation annotates selected poems from Ted Hughes's (in)famous final 

collection, Birthday Letters. The biographical, historical and critical research assembled 

here aims to facilitate a reader's appreciation of these provocative poems concerning Hughes's 

contentious relationship with his late wife, the American poet Sylvia Plath. This project is a 

complex exercise in intertextuality: drawing on various sources - texts, diagrams and 

photographs, interviews and emails - it situates and explicates Hughes's poems. In so doing, it 

serves both as a practical guide for reading Birthday Letters and as a sustained scholarly 

engagement with Hughes's attempt to explore the complexities of memory and truth through 

the lens of poetic and narrative art. 
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Epigraph 

Words are tools, learned late and laboriously and easily forgotten, with which we try to give 

some part of our experience a more or less permanent shape outside ourselves. 

Ted Hughes "Poetry in the Making" 
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Birthday Letters: Creation, Publication, Reception 

Ted Hughes's Birthday Letters was published on January 29, 1998. It was a 

Thursday. Neil Roberts, eminent Hughes scholar, calls its publication "the last and most 

significant of Hughes's literary life" (Ted Hughes: A Literary Life 197). Several researchers 

have suggested that his life-long study of astrology led to his insistence on this particular 

date. Neptune, the ruling planet of poetry, entered Aquarius for the first time since 

1847 on January 29, 1998, where it will remain until 2012 (Wagner, AG 25). In 

astrological terms Neptune's entry into Aquarius, the constellation associated with 

collective awareness, promises a time of change and of revolution in art, a time of 

transgression from the "norm." Birthday Letters represents a deviation from the "norm" 

for Ted Hughes. Faber's then Chairman and Managing Director, Matthew Evans, 

received the manuscript in the summer of 1997, at which time Hughes asked that its 

existence be kept secret. The Times of London purchased serialization rights to the 

collection in November 1997 and ran the five day serialization from January 17- January 

20, 1998-twelve of the 88 poems were published.1 When Birthday Letters headlined 

the paper's front page on January 17, the poems were accompanied by an article 

written by Andrew Motion, who would succeed Hughes as British Poet Laureate in May 

1999. The title of the article contained a bold proclamation: "A thunderbolt from the 

blue: this book will live forever" (22). 

1 Hughes requested that five poems not be taken out of context: "Dreamers," "The Inscription," "The 
Cast," "The Ventriloquist," and "Life after Death." 
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For those who had followed Ted Hughes's literary career closely, Motion's 

breathless description was appropriate. The surprisingly intimate nature of Birthday 

Letters was indeed a literary "thunderbolt." Reviewers and fans saw a collection that 

represented the end of Hughes's 35 year silence on the subject of his late wife, Sylvia 

Plath. Indeed, 84 ofthe collection's 88 poems are addressed to her. The placement of 

Plath as the "you" of the poems and Hughes as the "I" suggests an intimacy of address 

that returned readers, once again, to the contested notions of "truth" in poetry and to 

the lives of these two literary giants. Birthday Letters's intertextual engagement with 

Plath's work re-emphasizes the well-documented artistic intimacy Plath and Hughes 

shared during their time together. It certainly prompted many to re-visit Plath's writing. 

Hughes dedicated the collection to his children, Frieda and Nicholas. A painting by 

Frieda graced the cover. Everywhere Hughes seemed to reveal family secrets as he 

engaged with the painful subject of his former wife. The end of his long-held silence did 

little to soften the opinions of those who had done battle over the meaning, truth and 

history of the personal and artistic lives of Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath . In this context it 

is appropriate that Birthday Letters's publication was accompanied by a pre-emptive 

attack on its critics. 

In the article Motion addresses the cultural obsession with Plath and Hughes by 

attacking the negative responses he imagined Birthday Letters was destined to receive 

from 'feminist critics' and Plath scholars. His article was a stark reminder of the tensions 

between those who identify strongly with either of the two poets: 



Ted Hughes arrived in Australia a few years ago to begin a reading tour and was 

greeted at the airport by demonstrators holding placards which accused him of 

murdering Sylvia Plath. It was an especially terrible moment in a long-running 

campaign. Plath had committed suicide in 1963, seven years after marrying 

Hughes and shortly before her most important collection of poems, Ariel, was 

published .... As the rocket-burn of [Plath's] poems carried them to 

international fame, [Hughes] was seared and scorched. These were the charges: 

in the last years of Plath's life he had left her and their young children for 

another woman. He had destroyed the final volume of her journals. He was a 

chauvinist - however he might plead that he had acted honourably, thinking of 

nothing but Plath's reputation and her survivors .... Sometimes Plath's 

biographers have tried to tell her story with due care and calm. We've heard 

about her long (pre-Hughes} history of mental illness. About how much she 

gained from his support and inspiration. But this evidence remains oddly 

unstable .... And what has Hughes done in the midst of this inferno? Published 

nearly all - but no, not quite all - Plath's writing .... Watched his early life turn 

into one of the most celebrated love stories of the century. And kept a bristling 

badger-silence which seemed dignified to some, reprehensible to other, and 

fascinating to everyone .... Nothing could have alerted even the aficionados to 

what was in fact happening. It turns out that for the past 25 years Hughes has 

been amassing the whole story of his life with Plath - the story which is soon to 
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be published as Birthday Letters . ... And reading it is like being hit by a 

thunderbolt. (22) 

Thunderbolts aside, Hughes had not been as silent following Plath's death as 

Motion suggests. Though it is true that he largely refused to discuss his life with her, he 

had already published several of the Birthday Letters. "You Hated Spain" and "The 

Earthenware Head" were published as early as 1979/80 {Roberts, A Literary Life 198). 

They appeared again, along with six more Birthday Letters poems, in New Selected 

Poems in 1994: "Chaucer," "The Tender Place," "Black Coat," "Being Christlike," "The 

God," and "The Dogs are Eating your Mother." These poems were largely 

unacknowledged in terms of Hughes's relationship with Plath prior to their inclusion in 

Birthday Letters.2 Hughes 1994 collection of essays, Winter Pollen, is also revealing; 

essays like "Publishing Sylvia Plath," "Collecting Sylvia Plath," and "Sylvia Plath and the 

Bell Jar," among others, discuss her as person and poet. Introductory material he wrote 

for Journals of Sylvia Plath {abridged), Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams, and Plath's 

Collected Poems provide further examples of his writings on his former wife.3 He has 

also engaged in lengthy debate - often in such public forums as letters to the editor in 

British newspapers - concerning Plath with various biographers and critics. Debates with 

2 Hughes published 11 other poems about Plath in his 1998 private (Gehenna Press) and limited 
publication (10 000 copies) Howls & Whispers (Wagner, AG 3n). One of these poems, however, was 
published earlier than Birthday Letters. The Sunday Times published "The City,'' on October 26, 1997 
(Plath's birthday was the next day). A second poem from Howls and Whispers, "The Offers,'' was 
published a year later (also in the Times) just before Hughes's death on October 28

1
h (Whitehead 237). 

3 Noteworthy is the fact that Hughes, when discussing Sylvia Plath, sometimes speaks of himself in third 
person, ie: as "her husband." Several scholars and critics have noted and commented on this form of 
distancing. 



A. Alvarez and Jacqueline Rose, to name two, are well known and concern Plath's 

suicide, her public legacy, and the rights of their children. Janet Malcolm's The Silent 

Woman (1990) reproduces many of Hughes's letters and exposes a personal and 

sympathetic side of the poet. His 1995 interview with the Paris Review also speaks 

candidly, if briefly, about his wife and their life together. 

5 

The reading public, however, hungered after a more intimate and emotional 

response from Hughes to his marriage to Plath who, since her death, has become 

recognized as a feminist icon and remarkable poet. Readers were exposed time and 

time again to biographies that lacked the voice of the man who knew her best. No doubt 

it was this fascination with the couple that quickly propelled Birthday Letters to the 

status of bestseller on both sides of the Atlantic. Those who had vilified him - justly or 

unjustly -for his treatment of Plath and for his censorship of her work looked to the 

publication of Birthday Letters for answers-doubtless many were looking for apologies. 

It was hard to approach the book without wondering if he would finally answer 

accusations that had festered for decades. As Erica Wagner writes in her extensive 

study, Ariel's Gift: The Story of Birthday Letters: "What is not in question is that Birthday 

Letters is the artistic flowering of more than thirty years of pent-up emotion" (3). "After 

thirty-five years of aggressive silence," Carol Bere writes, Hughes "tossed a grenade" 

("Owning the Facts of His Life"). 

In the years prior to the publication of Birthday Letters, Hughes defended his 

cautious approach to discussing his relationship to his late wife: "any attempt to correct 



the record," he writes, "only gives a weirder energy to the lies" (LofTH 515). In a 1989 

letter to Anne Stevenson, Hughes describes how his silence has been interpreted as 

hostility: 

I have never attempted to give my account of Sylvia because I saw quite clearly 

from the first day that I am the only person in this business who cannot be 

believed by all who need to find me guilty. I know too that the alternative -

remaining silent - makes me a projection post for every worst suspicion. That 

my silence seems to confirm every accusation and fantasy. I preferred it, on the 

whole, to allowing myself to be dragged out into the bull-ring and teased and 

pricked and goaded into vomiting up every detail of my life with Sylvia for the 

higher entertainment of the hundred thousand Eng Lit Profs and graduates ... 

My simple wish [is] to recapture, for myself, if I can, the privacy of my own 

feelings and conclusions about Sylvia, and to remove them from contamination 

by anyone else's. (qtd. in Malcolm 141-142) 

It is important to note that Hughes had been composing verse about Plath for years by 

the time he wrote this letter. That said, there is sufficient evidence in his collected 

letters (published in 2007) that he had no intention of publishing them when he began 

the project. 

6 

The poems that make up Birthday Letters were written over a twenty-five year 

period. This time-frame is supported by analysis of Hughes's personal correspondence -

writing to Keith Sagar in 1997 he describes the poems as "written at odd times since the 
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early seventies" (LofTH 692), and writing to Herbert Lomas he claims "the first of those 

pieces, about 1972" (LofTH 731}. The exact chronology of the poems is more difficult to 

establish. In "Visit," the fourth poem of the collection, he writes of Plath as "ten years 

dead" {68}, suggesting the year of composition was 1973. The poem also suggests that 

reading her journals prompted him to write. While preparing her journals for publication 

in the seventies, he faced the prospect of reading his former wife's most private 

utterances. Undoubtedly a torturous process, it seemed to have doubled as inspiration 

for him. Neil Roberts, in Ted Hughes: A Literary Life, offers further evidence in support of 

the claim that Hughes began writing Birthday Letters in the early seventies: 

In 1976, responding to the publication of Edward Butscher's biography [of Plath], 

Peter Redgrove and Penelope Shuttle wrote urging Hughes to "write your story .. 

. . We are afraid there will be many such books as Butscher's unless you act, and 

the effect of them would gradually become more permanent" ... An 

undated letter from Hughes in the Redgrove papers is very likely a reply to the 

one quoted above: "What you say about writing my own story about S, 

strengthens a growing horrified realisation that I have to do it - for my own sake, 

if only for my own eyes." He tells Redgrove that "about 3 years ago" he had 

written a passage of verse about Plath each day for about two weeks ... This 

dating is consistent with the internal evidence that "Visit" was written in 1973. 

{198-199) 

Writing to his son, Nicholas, on February 20, 1998, Hughes explains: 



[In] 1969, I also lost contact with myself- and with my writing. When I started 

trying to get it back - in other words in 1972 when we got back from working 

with Peter Brook, and started living at C.G. [Court Green] again - I had 

tremendous difficulty finding my writing again .... The best I could do, 

through all those following years, to deal with that giant psychological log-

jam of your mother and me, was write, as if to her, quite privately, simple 
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little attempts to communicate with her about our time together. They were 

what accumulated, over the years, to this Birthday Letters. Most of them I never 

dreamed of publishing - they expose too much. (LofTH 712) 

Hughes's fear of exposing "too much" in his work has been a concern throughout 

his career. He had repeatedly expressed hostility toward the confessional mode of 

poetry - a school that now celebrates Plath among its most respected practitioners. 

That he embraces this poetic style in Birthday Letters is therefore a special source of 

interest and commentary. His poetry prior to Birthday Letters is marked by a rejection 

of the autobiographical, which he regarded as a personal distraction from the deeper 

impersonality of art, and by what he calls "a moral reluctance to deal with [an] episode 

directly, as material for an artistic work" (Lo/TH 718). 

Confessional poetry is largely a mid-twentieth century American phenomenon. 

M.L. Rosenthal coined the term when reviewing Robert Lowell's Life Studies (1959). 

British critic A. Alvarez (friend and foe of both Plath and Hughes) championed the 

movement, calling it - perhaps more aptly - a movement of Extremist art (Beyond All 
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This Fiddle 15). Whatever its name, this poetic movement is associated with a small 

number of poets -Sylvia Plath, W.O. Snodgrass, Robert Lowell, Anne Sexton, John 

Berryman and sometimes Allen Ginsberg - whose work has had a major influence on 

contemporary poetry. Robert Philips, who writes one of few book-length studies of 

confessional poetry, suggests the mode "is that writing which is highly subjective, which 

is in direct opposition to that other school of which Auden and Eliot are modern 

members - writers who consciously strove to all but obliterate their own concrete 

personalities in their poems" (4). The confessional poets, in stark contrast, rely on "the 

self" as the primary poetic symbol and are intent on expressing themselves directly and 

intimately despite -or because of - the painful experiences they choose to explore. 

Confessional poetry, writes Diane Middlebrook, "participated in the protest against 

Impersonality as a poetic value by reinstating an insistently autobiographical first person 

engaged in resistance to the pressure to conform" ("What Was Confessional Poetry?" 

635). Many of the poets associated with the movement suffered from mental illness 

and/or childhood trauma: most had been institutionalized; their poetry, it is argued, 

offered them a therapeutic process through which to heal. This raises the question: 

does better poetry provide better therapy? 

T.S. Eliot, in particular, had previously led the call for the extinction of 

personality in the poetic process. In "Tradition and the Individual Talent" and "Hamlet 

and his Problems" he advocates a poetry that "escape[s]" both "personality" and raw 

"emotion" (58) and he insists that the "difference between art and the event is always 
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absolute" {56). He argues that, in order for the poet to express "emotion in the form of 

art," he must find '"an objective correlative'; in other words a set of objects, a situation, 

a chain of events which shall be the formula of that particular emotion" {100, Eliot's 

emphasis). Hughes's views on poetry typically reflect Eliot's ideals. Writing to his 

daughter, Frieda, herself a poet, he reiterates Eliot's concern to separate the self from 

poetic expression: "The emotions of a real situation are shy, but if they can find a mask 

they are shameless exhibitionists. So - look for the right masks. Cast about & 

experiment. A feeling is always looking for a metaphor of itself in which it can reveal 

itself unrecognised" (LofTH 678, his emphasis). 

Hughes's extensive oeuvre, from his 1957 Hawk in the Rain onward, 

demonstrates a remarkable use of image and myth and a rejection of the self as poetic 

symbol. He displayed his disdain for the confessional process, describing the artistic 

focus on the autobiographical as 

reprehensible, not truly creative ... as Snodgrass, then Lowell, then Sexton did 

- picking it up from each other - I despised it. In poetry, I believed, if the 

experience was to be dealt with creatively, it would have to emerge obliquely, 

through a symbol, inadvertently ... And in fact, with me, in retrospect, I can see 

that it began to emerge in exactly this fashion in Crow. (LofTH 719) 

Hughes was never comfortable with the association between Plath and the 

confessional school of poetry. This difficulty has its roots in his deep understanding of 



the extensive mythology that functions beyond the borders of the autobiographical 

material in her work: 
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Her poetry has been called "confessional and personal," and connected with the 

school of Robert Lowell and Anne Sexton. She admired both these poets, and 

knew them personally, and they both had an effect on her. And she shares with 

them the central experience of a shattering of the self, and the labour of fitting it 

together again or finding a new one. She also shared with them the East 

Massachusetts homeland. But the connection goes no further. Her poetic 

strategies, the poetic events she draws out of her experience of disintegration 

and renewal, the radiant, visionary light in which she encounters her family and 

the realities of her daily life, are quite different in kind from anything one finds in 

Robert Lowell's poetry, or Anne Sexton's. Their work is truly autobiographical 

and personal, and their final world is a torture cell walled with family portraits, 

with the daily newspaper coming under the door. The autobiographical details in 

Sylvia Plath's poetry work differently. She sets them out like masks, which are 

then lifted up by dramatis personae of nearly supernatural qualities. (qtd. in Kroll 

2) 

Judith Kroll's study of Plath, Chapters in a Mytho/ogy,4 embraces Hughes's evaluation of 

her work. "'Confessional poetry' usually comprises a plurality of concerns - politics, the 

writing of poetry, marriage, aging, fame and so on - that remain relatively independent. 

4 Her title is borrowed from Hughes's description of Plath's poetry. 



But in Plath's poetry, there is one overriding concern: the problem of rebirth or 

transcendence" (2-3). 
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Connotations of the term "confessional" are more complex than many critics 

acknowledge. The religious origins of confession are varied but critics and practitioners 

alike have explained the poetics especially in relation to the confessional: the poems are 

confessions, the poets are confessants and the readers occupy the role of confessors. 

The poets seek absolution and/or healing by publicizing their private lives. Essentially 

they employ the medium itself-the confessional-as their objective correlative. The 

power dynamics suggested by the confessional process complicate the task of each 

individual poet working within this form: 

In confession, the confessant is confessing a wrong to the confessor. 

Consequently, the ideal act of confession is naturally motivated by a sense of 

shame, self-judgement, and complicity - feelings which, the confessant hopes, 

confession will assuage. Confession has been defined as a quasi-therapeutic 

process of self progression towards a new and/or improved state .... Whether a 

confession takes place inside or outside a poem, the difference in status 

between the participants means that the effect of this hierarchal relationship is a 

more appropriate criterion by which to characterize confession. Confession then 

becomes a means by which the confessant holds himself accountable for his 

actions before an audience more powerful than he is. (Sugarman 9-10) 
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This power dynamic is not, of course, always reflected directly in the work of 

confessional poets. Poems like Plath's "Daddy," considered a quintessential poem of the 

"confessional" movement, re-empowers the speaker who seeks no absolution and 

recognizes no authority who could grant it. In poetry, the position of the 

reader/confessor is ambiguous and really part of the fiction. Confessors are usually in a 

position of superior knowledge or authority, but in a poem any knowledge or power is 

granted to them by the poem, not by an institution like the church or psychiatry. 

Hughes's disdain for the conflation of autobiographical and "confessional" poetry makes 

Birthday Letters all the more fascinating. Surely he was conscious of the fact that he was 

producing a work that, in the eyes of many, would fall well within the boundaries of 

confessional poetry and, certainly, would be conscious of the confessor/confessant 

relationship. 

Hughes's earlier poetry displays no interest in shame or a desire for absolution. 

His oeuvre was concerned with the natural world and its capacity for both violence and 

beauty, for savagery and virtue. Hughes spent his life cultivating a "mythic imagination" 

and nurturing the imaginative process involved in the transformation of life into art 

(Sagar, Laughter of Foxes 1). In a 1996 interview with Eliat Negev, he describes the 

impetus for art by distinguishing between the confessional poet's fascination with "the 

wound in the soul" and the "real artist" who is concerned with its "cure": 

Every work of art stems from a wound in the soul of the artist. When a person is 

hurt, his immune system comes into operation and the self-healing process 
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takes place, mental and physical. Art is a psychological component of the auto

immune system that gives expression to the healing process. That is why great 

works of art make us feel good. There are artists who concentrate on expressing 

damage, the blood, the mangled bones, and the explosion of pain, in order to 

Rouse and shock the reader. And there are those who hardly mention the 

circumstances of the wound, they are concerned with the cure. (qtd. in Sagar, 

Laughter of Foxes xi) 

Hughes equated his early hostility to confessional poetry with a loyalty to the 

transformative possibilities of the imagination. Attention to fresh and painful 

autobiographical details, he felt, would limit the potential for creativity through symbol, 

image, and myth: "the problem about writing directly of recent experiences is - the 

memory is simply too unfinished. And the feelings ... [and] your attempts to express 

those feeling will always seem shallow, one-sided, exaggerated, false etc" (LofTH 678). 

A poet must peer into his or her subconscious for a superior understanding of the outer 

world: 

I have tried to suggest how infinitely beyond our ordinary notions of what we 

know our real knowledge, the real facts for us, really is. And to live removed 

from this inner universe of experience is to live removed from oneself ... The 

struggle truly to possess his own experience, in other words to regain his 

genuine self, has been man's principle occupation ... to do it for themselves, 
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they have invented art - music, painting, dancing, sculpture and the activity that 

includes all these, which is poetry. (WP 23- 24) 

By the 1990s, however, Hughes's disdain for the confessional model seemed to be on 

the wane. In a 1995 interview, he was asked what he thought of it: 

Goethe called his work one big confession, didn't he? Looking at his work in 

the broadest sense, you could say the same of Shakespeare: a total self

examination and self-accusation, a total confession - very naked, I think, when 

you look into it. Maybe it's the same with any writing that has real poetic life. 

Maybe all poetry, insofar as it moves us and connects with us, is a revealing of 

something that the writer doesn't actually want to say, but desperately needs to 

communicate, to be delivered of. Perhaps it's the need to keep it hidden that 

makes it poetic - makes it poetry. The writer daren't actually put it into words, so 

it leaks out obliquely, smuggled through analogies. We think we're writing 

something to amuse, but we're actually saying something we desperately need 

to share. The real mystery is this strange need. Why can't we just hide it and shut 

up? Why do we have to blab? Why do human beings need to confess? Maybe, if 

you don't have that secret confession, you don't have a poem - don't even have 

a story. Don't have a writer. If most poetry doesn't seem to be in any sense 

confessional, it's because the strategy of concealment, of obliquity, can be so 

compulsive that it's almost entirely successful. (Paris Review) 
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The key portion of Hughes' s response comes near the conclusion of the interview as he 

embraces the notion that the publication of a work offers release to its writer: "Maybe 

that's why poets go to such lengths to get their poems published. It's no good 

whispering them to a priest or a confessional. And it's not for fame, because they go on 

doing it after they've learned what fame amounts to. No, until the revelation's actually 

published, the poet feels no release" {Ibid). 

As he moves closer to the publication of Birthday Letters he repeatedly invokes 

an appreciation of the confessional mode and its ability to offer some form of release. 

As Neil Roberts has suggested, Hughes's choice to publish the 88 poems is as huge an 

event as his choice to write them. Largely silent on the subject of his late wife, except 

for his outspoken criticism of her biographers and those who label her a confessional 

poet, he publishes an (auto)biographical work in what is, arguably, a confessional style. 

"Hughes hesitation about publishing [Birthday Letters]," Neil Roberts tells us, "and his 

feelings of liberation at having done so are on opposite sides of the same coin ... . 

Hughes may have had to tell himself the poems were not for publication, in order to be 

able to write them" (A Literary Life 200-201). 

His choice to publish Birthday Letters is also intimately related to his battle with 

cancer. He died on October 28, 1998, just shy of nine months after the collection's 

publication and just one day after what would have been Plath's 66th birthday. Faced 

with the severity of his illness, he consciously publicized his experiences with her in the 

hope that the poetic release would be spiritually, mentally, and physically restorative. In 
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1997, he wrote to Keith Sagar, "It will bring the sky down on my head, if I publish it ... 

But so what. The sky's fallen anyway. One notion was to set down something for F & N 

[Frieda and Nicholas]. Written at odd times since the early seventies. Now I've had 

enough of it. The whole business has sat on me too long" (Lo/TH 692). And early 

January, 1998, he wrote to Seamus Heaney: 

I dearly wanted to know what you would feel about all those pieces, and about 

the niceties and not-so-niceties of publishing them ... In a way, my final decision 

was 3 parts blind - a gamble. I'd come to the point where there seemed no 

alternative. Given the funny old physical corner I've gotten myself into, and the 

mysterious role in my life that SP's posthumous life has played - and that our 

posthumous marriage has played - publication came to seem not altogether a 

literary matter, more a physical operation that just might change the psychic 

odds crucially for me, and clear a route .... when I assembled my New & 

Selected ... I thought of adding a good heap of those pieces - 30 or 40 maybe -

and started grooming & trimming the most ragged of the more attractive. But 

Carol's5 sister was dying, & nursing her daily Carol was in no shape to deal with 

these extras. I managed to clear those few ... The rest I stuffed back in into the 

sack. But they wouldn't stay. So I brought them back up & wrote at them en 

masse for some time - not knowing what I would end up with or where I'd end. 

Till suddenly - between one day & the next - I realized that was it. I couldn't 

5 Now Hughes's widow, Carol Orchard married Hughes in 1970. 
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grasp the wholeness of it but I had the sensation of the whole load of long 

preoccupation dropping away - separating itself and dropping away like a 

complete piece of fruit. The sense of being released from it very strong & weird. 

(LofTH 703-704) 

Archivists of modern literary manuscripts at The British Library - which is set to open its 

newly acquired (2008) Ted Hughes archive to researchers in spring 2010 - have 

examined drafts of Birthday Letters which he wrote in exercise books. As the writing 

progressed the notebooks "show how Hughes's handwriting transformed from compact, 

spidery script to a bolder, free-flowing style" (Malvern), the script itself suggesting the 

liberation he felt in writing the poems, releasing what he called the "log jam." 

Hughes also articulates this feeling in a letter to his son, Nicholas, (a letter that 

also reveals Nicholas's hesitancy to accept the poems) going so far as to employ the 

word "confession" in his description of the collection: 

... my daily feeling that I could write nothing and hardly even live until I freed 

myself from the log-jam was blocked and frustrated all those years - till I got ill. 

It was then I realised that my only chance of getting past 1963 was to blow up 

that log-jam, and assemble whatever I had written about your mother and me, 

and simply make it public - like a confession ... . So I did it ... And the effect on 

me, Nicky, the sense of gigantic, upheaval transformation in my mind, is quite 

bewildering. It's as though I have completely new different brains. I can think 

thoughts I never could think. I have a freedom of imagination I've not felt since 



1962. Just to have got rid of all that. Well, let's hope it wasn't all just a bit too 

late. (LofrH 712-713) 
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His words reflect not only acceptance of the confessional school of poetry and its 

celebration of pain in order to heal the shattered self, but also an attachment to the 

word "confession" and its religious implications. For Hughes, the confessional effect is in 

the writing of the poems - and in their publication - rather than in the poems 

themselves. He clearly believed that his guilt was responsible for his diminished mental 

and physical state and sought absolution in the confessional mode. Jo Gill and Helen 

Sugarman have examined his peculiar use of the confessional model in Birthday Letters. 

Gill, for example, argues that Hughes negotiates rather than embraces its traditional 

model. She arrives at the term "metaconfession" to describe his self-conscious interplay 

with the confessional school: 

Birthday Letters may more productively be read in terms of its self-conscious 

resistance to any straightforward identification with confessionalism. What is 

striking ... is the urgency and thoroughness with which it critiques the received 

attributes and parameters of the mode. That is not, however, to posit a 

wholesale rejection of the form, but rather to suggest that the collection 

reappraises it and renegotiates its own place in it ... [l]t re-envisions and 

recuperates some of its potential ... it acknowledges that confession is artful 

and that it produces rather than reflects truth and subjectivity, it also finally 
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recognises, and claims, some kind of cathartic release. ('"Your Story, My 

Story'"68) 

Helen Sugarman argues that Birthday Letters "does come close to being 

confession in a purgative sense" but that "guilt is not foregrounded" and there is no 

"clearly defined power relationship in the conventional sense" (190). She suggests that 

"a power dynamic does exist" but not between the poet and his addressee. Instead the 

power dynamic exists between Hughes and his readers who in part become the "silent 

confessor[s]," "forced to become ... active participants in the poems ... [and] to admit 

complicity in the circumstances which created them" (191). Both Gill's and Sugarman's 

ideas merit serious consideration in any analysis of Birthday Letters; however, regardless 

of Hughes's renegotiation of the terms associated with confessional poetry, he chooses 

to display his vulnerabilities and intimacies for public consumption. He also claims his 

reasons for doing so are cathartic and, ultimately, freeing. 

The merits of Hughes's decision to make Plath the addressee in these 'letter' 

poems, as he sought atonement in a (meta)confessional style, will be debated endlessly. 

So too will his choice of title for the 88 poems. Papers from his working drafts, now held 

at The British Library, indicate he had originally planned to name the collection, "The 

Sorrows of the Deer." When these papers become available to researchers, his original 

choice may be better understood. It is possible the earlier title takes its name from a 

poem he decided to excise from the final collection. What cannot be questioned is the 

central role that letters and letter writing played in his life. Hughes was a voracious 
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letter writer: his Collected Letters amass 700+ pages and their editor, Christopher Reid, 

had to be very selective to reach that number, indicating the letters could be published 

in three or four volumes (ix}. When Hughes was willing to speak publicly about Plath in 

the years following her death, he often did so in letters to British newspapers. His letters 

are powerful, "deeply [and] mysteriously moving" (Malcolm 104). Readers of them have 

commented repeatedly on the ease with which he is able to discuss topics in the 

epistolary form that are otherwise difficult for him. Sarah Churchwell describes why 

letters function well for his purpose: 

That Hughes consistently discussed the privacy of his feeling for Plath in letters 

seems apt, as letters themselves ambivalently bridge the public and the private. 

Indeed, letters might be said to literalize the move from private to public, as they 

move from sender "out" to the world. But they are also a "private" form, which 

may or may not be "intended to be published on any account." Because letters 

do not claim . .. to be a "definitive authorial statement," knowledge of their 

contents, too, can be something of an open secret. ("Secrets and Lies") 

Describing Birthday Letters to Seamus Heaney, Hughes comments on its form: "I hit on 

the direct letter as an illegal private transaction between her & me - then simply 

followed the clues, and they piled up" (703-704). In summer 1997, he expands, 

describing (deceptively} the poems as: 

very much the second kind of verse - rough. Not even that. Basically, my model 

was a 'letter.' . .. Very self-exposing, I suppose, unguarded - my attempt to 
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write about those things without aesthetic exploitation or concern for my artistic 

reputation. I no longer give much thought to that. Except to write clearly and 

expressively. No style. Plain. (Lo/TH 692). 

Though more sympathetic to the virtues of autobiographical/confessional model, 

Hughes still sees these poems as somewhat lesser, as "the second kind of verse." He 

even suggests that attention to autobiography prevents the poems from being 

considered serious art. He claims - although the claim must be viewed sceptically - that 

the choice of "letter" allows him freedom to ignore "artistic reputation" and to write, 

rather, "clearly," "expressively," "plain [ly] ." 

Several reviewers of Birthday Letters have assumed that its title suggests Hughes 

had composed the poems each year on Plath's birthday. We now know that this is 

unlikely, though the poem "Freedom of Speech" marks its composition as the day of 

Plath's Goth birthday: October 27, 1992. Other scholars have offered more plausible 

suggestions in an attempt to decipher Hughes's title. John Daniel writes how "Birthday 

Letters can be read as a continuation of the response and counter-response between 

the two poets and specifically as an extended reply to a poem of Sylvia Plath's 'A 

Birthday Present"' (114). Daniel refers to her well-known poem, written on September 

30, 1962, where she speaks of a dark and foreboding birthday gift, often read as alluding 

to Hughes's infidelity: 

Can you not give it to me? 
Do not be ashamed - I do not mind if it is small 

Do not be mean, I am ready for enormity, 



Let us sit down to it, one on either side, admiring the gleam 

I know why you will not give it to me, 
You are terrified 

The world will go up in a shriek, and your head with it, 
Bossed, brazen, an antique shield, 

A marvel to your great-grandchildren. 
Do not be afraid, it is not so. 

Let it not come by word of mouth, I should be sixty 
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By the time the whole of it was delivered, and too numb to use it. (21-24, 27-32, 
53-54) 

Daniel reads "Freedom of Speech" as a direct engagement with Plath's poem. In his 

formulation, Hughes attempts to emphasize his loyalty to Plath through an act of gift-

giving. The gifting of a compilation of his memories (Birthday Letters) in all their 

"enormity" is made despite his being "terrified" that his "world will go up in a shriek." 

Ian Sansom suggests that "The 'birthday' of the book's title seems to allude to 

those poems by Plath ... in which birth is used as a metaphor for artistic creation and 

the birthday as a reminder and sign of self-renewal"(qtd. in Byrne 76). In particular, 

Sansom believes "Poem for a Birthday" holds the key to Hughes's title: "In the 

Introduction to his edition of Plath's Collected Poems (1981), Hughes says he regards 

'Poem for a Birthday' as a metaphorical record of the 'first real breakthrough' in her 

writing" (Ibid). Plath's journals describe this poem as one "made up in separate sections: 

Poem on her Birthday ... An adventure. Never over. Developing. Rebirth, Despair" (UJ 



520). Sansom suggests that her description also suits Birthday Letters which "might be 

regarded as a long poem in separate sections, recording a never-ending 'adventure"' 

(qtd. in Byrne 76). 
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Linda Bundtzen suggests an intriguing and darkly ironic alternate explanation for 

Hughes's title. She bases her interpretation on his essay "The Evolution of 'Sheep in 

Fog"' published in Winter Pollen (1988). Hughes traces what he calls "the two amazing 

surges of inspiration that produced [Plath's late poems]" (191). The first surge began in 

July of 1962 and ended on December 2 of the same year with her composition of "Sheep 

in Fog." This surge, which largely resulted in the Ariel poems, was born of the dissolution 

of their marriage "coincid[ing] with a crisis in her traumatic feelings about her father's 

death" (191). Plath was hopeful these poems could help her rebuild a new life. Hughes 

claims that she wrote virtually nothing from December 2 until January 28, 1963 (dated 

manuscripts "enable us to be sure" [192]) when she revised "Sheep in Fog." It was at 

this time that her second surge of inspiration began: "By the time she died [February 11] 

. .. she had written twelve poems towards a new collection" (192). Hughes also remarks 

an ominous shift in her poetic tone based on his study of her revisions to "Sheep in 

Fog": from joy and hope to sorrow and mourning. Bundtzen suggests that the 

publication date of Birthday Letters "marks the thirty-fifth anniversary [she fails to note 

that there is a one day difference, Birthday Letters was published January 29, not 

January 28] of Plath's transition - or birth - into the poetic voice Hughes regards as 

irrevocably suicidal" (186). His attention to the changes she makes in the final three 
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lines of her poems suggests a "kind of joy, has evaporated. What remains is mourning" 

(198). 

Finally, it is important to consider that Hughes viewed Birthday Letters as a 

collection that would allow him to heal during a time of serious illness. Reading his 

personal correspondences, it is evident that his choice to publish was informed by his 

desire to free himself psychologically, and that he hoped a physical healing would 

follow. These "letters" to Plath, then, anticipate his own re-birth. 

By February 7, 1998, Birthday Letters had sold a remarkable 60, 000 copies 

(Wagner, "Laureate Tops Sales") and it was being reviewed in almost every major 

publication. Plath and Hughes scholars weighed in, most commenting on his use of the 

confessional poet's model and speculating on the collection's title. Critics seemed most 

interested, however, in how readers might evaluate the poetic merits of the collection. 

How could they separate the art from the biography? Reviewers also pointed to 

Hughes's use of Plath's texts in Birthday Letters; opinion differed on the appropriateness 

and effectiveness of the intertextual elements. 

Jacqueline Rose, who engaged in a public and hostile debate with Hughes after 

the publication of her The Haunting of Sylvia Plath,6 reviewed - surprisingly for some -

the collection favourably, calling it an "extraordinary poetic sequence" (On Not Being 

Able to Sleep 63). Despite earlier protestations against Hughes's posthumous "hold" on 

Plath, Rose argued that "Nothing has ever evoked Plath like this; the way these poems 

6 Annotations for "Freedom of Speech" below treat the debate in detail. 
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summon her ... celebrate her ... is, above all else, what overpowers" (66). Like Gill and 

Churchwell, Rose emphasizes the "questioning" and uncertainties foregrounded by the 

collection: "these poems offer their readers an account of failure" (64). He is not intent, 

she insists, on defending himself; the poems are not "an argument in Hughes's own 

service as they will no doubt be accused of being, or ... a reply - at last - to the critics" 

(63). 

Linda Wagner-Martin had a markedly different reaction calling the book "an 

affront ... seeming[ly] conceived to infuriate Plath readers" (A Literary Life 148). 

Wagner-Martin's main concern is the manner in which Hughes's poems liberally borrow 

from Plath's. She calls attention to those Birthday Letters that share titles (or nearly 

share titles) with her poems - "Ouija," "Brasilia," "The Rabbit Catcher," "Black Coat," 

"The Earthenware Head," "Night-Ride on Ariel" - and those that share lines, symbols, 

images and mythology from her work. Unlike Rose, Wagner-Martin does not feel the 

poems summon Plath in any meaningful way. Instead she argues that Birthday Letters 

"took the words out of Plath's mouth, and her art. Not only did Hughes's poems usurp 

the authority of Plath's narrative, they nearly erased her voice" (148-149). Wagner

Martin observes that: "There are several dozen poems in which Hughes begins with a 

poem that readers of Plath would recognize, and then rewrites her text so that nothing 

sensible remains of her original work" (150). According to Wagner-Martin, he has done 

a considerable disservice to Plath's poetry, serving to silence rather than celebrate her. 

Rob Jackaman makes a similar argument when he writes that Birthday Letters can be 



seen as a "final attempt at silencing- by speaking in Plath's place since she can no 

longer speak for herself" (85, his emphasis). 
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Wagner-Martin's and Jackaman's concerns are rooted in the manner in which 

Hughes controlled and, according to them, censored Plath's voice. Frustrated critics 

could now add "appropriated" to their list of grievances against his handling of her 

literary materials. Hughes's involvement with Plath's work had always been fraught; he 

controlled her estate until he passed the responsibility to his children shortly before his 

death. In Birthday Letters, his response to some of her most famous poems - "The Man 

in Black," "Ariel," and "The Rabbit Catcher," in particular- is read as an exercise in self

exculpation, a re-writing of the poems that portrayed him most harshly. Sarah 

Churchwell argues that Birthday Letters uses the narrative of Plath's "Daddy" as its 

backbone in an attempt to displace blame: "Ted Hughes lifts the plot of Sylvia Plath's 

'Daddy' and offers it as the true story of her death" ("Secrets and Lies"). Churchwell 

claims that his intention is to identify Otto Plath, her literal "Daddy," as the main source 

of Plath's troubles thereby displacing all "blame onto him" (Ibid). 

The poem, "A Dream," offers a succinct example of what infuriates some critics. 

In this poem Hughes not only appropriates a line, but suggests that its origins are his 

own. Plath's poem, "Words," concludes with the now familiar lines: "From the bottom 

of the pool, fixed stars/ Govern a life" (19-20). Hughes's poem reads, "Not dreams, I 

had said, but fixed stars/ Govern a life" (6-7). A line from Plath's poem "Medusa" also 

appears in Hughes's "The Tender Place," but critics less familiar with her work attribute 
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the line to him.7 Many critics find his "use" of Plath's language another abuse of his 

power. This view is surely reinforced by the fact that, wherever he could, he denied 

others the chance to engage with her work in any meaningful way. James Wood writes 

that "Birthday Letters must amount to a kind of silencing because it is like listening to 

one half of a phone call"(qtd. in Wagner, AG 28). 

Of course, not all critics agree. Ian Samson supports the way Hughes "alludes to, 

confronts, contradicts or otherwise engages with Plath's poetry; as 'letters,' many of the 

poems function as replies .... these new poems offer fresh opportunities for re-reading, 

counter-reading" (qtd. in Byrne 77). Many reviews focused on the idea that Hughes was 

presenting "fresh opportunities for re-reading." Erica Wagner's Ariel's Gift suggests that 

his use of Plath's work actually celebrates and honours her achievement. Birthday 

Letters, she argues, "is not a silencing ... because what the poems do finally is return 

the reader to the well from which they sprang: the work of Sylvia Plath" (28). The 

intertextuality of Birthday Letters is evidence of the "extent to which the poets 

influenced each other" (21). Wagner quotes Hughes to make her point: "We were like 

two feet, each one using everything the other did," (21) and she asserts that Birthday 

Letters re-vocalizes Plath's work, revealing her talent anew. 

Katha Pollitt agrees that Hughes's work flatters Plath, not because of his 

engagement with her work, but because her writing stands out in contrast to the 

mediocre quality of his poems: 

7 See Neil Roberts's comments on page 198 of Ted Hughes: A Literary Life. 
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Hughes frequently employs Plathian language, and several poems ... are written 

as if to answer, or contextualize, poems of hers. But Plath's poetry is one of 

intense compression and musicality, its imagery complex and ambiguous, 

whereas Birthday Letters is lax and digressive, the symbolism all on the surface, 

so these allusions, quotations and re-renderings serve mostly to remind us what 

a great poet she was. ("Peering Into the Bell Jar") 

Pollitt's disparaging of Birthday Letters raises other important questions. Is Birthday 

Letters a work of art? Or are these poems simply a versified autobiography? And more 

importantly, can we distinguish between these two? And, if so, how might readers and 

critics evaluate them? Like Linda Bundtzen, we must recognize the importance of 

shift[ing] focus away from the supposed evidentiary relevance of Birthday 

Letters as true or false testimony by a husband concerning his dead wife and 

their marriage, and focus instead on its literary dimensions. There is a 

conversation going on here between Hughes and Plath, and it is as much about 

poetry as it is about their marriage. {165) 

Bundtzen rightly recognizes that Birthday Letters is a collection of poems about writing 

poems. 

Carol Bere calls Birthday Letters "a major work of poetry" and the poems "some 

of the most visceral, accessible writing that Hughes has produced to date" ("Owning the 

Facts of His Life"). Is her claim of accessibility, however, a euphemism for a lack of the 

depth readers traditionally associate with Hughes's poems? Is accessibility an important 
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criterion by which to judge poetry? Hughes himself blatantly says that artistic concern 

was, at least in part, superfluous in his writing of the poems. Though readers cannot 

accept at face value what he writes in personal letters, he does call them "unguarded, 

quite private for the most part, unsophisticated bits of writing" (LofTH 713). Writing to 

Seamus Heaney and his wife Marie he admits, "God knows what that book of mine is, 

but I know in my heart it sets a problem for readers" (Ibid 717). He admits he feels they 

are "unprocessed, so naive, so self-exposing & unguarded, so without any of the niceties 

that any poetry workshop student could have helped me to" (Ibid 720); "poetical 

effects," he tells Keith Sagar, were "incidental. Not even that" (Ibid 692). Hughes argues 

that his articulation of the memories of Plath dictated a different poetic style. His 

"confessions," for all their complexity, required a plainness of form. Birthday Letters is a 

collection of poems written in free verse, in an open narrative in the sense that each 

poem recalls a specific scene or incident so that collectively they form a narrative 

sequence. Though Hughes's poems are rife with the skilful employment of poetic 

devices, he problematically claims great poetry was a secondary concern as he set out 

to write these apostrophes. His explicit acknowledgement of this fact creates a 

conundrum for anyone attempting to assess the Birthday Letters in all their 

complexities, without giving consideration to its biographical elements. 

It is precisely Hughes's employment of "conversational and unprocessed" poetics 

that gives the poems their unique poetic value. John Daniel argues that many 

underestimate the effects of the Birthday Letters and that their "larger than life images. 
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.. restore poetry to a story telling function" {120). Jack Kroll believes that the poems 

depict the "most sustained and harrowing domestic conflict ever written" (122), and 

Erica Wagner assures us that "It was not just their subject matter that made the poems 

sensational. Their vivid directness of style, their epistolary immediacy, the manner in 

which they drew together all the poetic threads that had occupied Hughes throughout 

his life, gave them a tremendous power" (AG 25). Seamus Heaney, contradicting 

Hughes's claims of poetic mediocrity, calls Birthday Letters 

a book of poems as solid as a sandbagged wall, as miraculous and yet as 

inevitable within the geology of imagination as a volcanic island .... To read it is 

to experience the psychic equivalent of 'the bends.' It takes you down to levels 

of pressure where the undertruths of sadness and endurance leave you gasping. 

(qtd. in Wagner, AG 26) 

Michiko Kakutani praises the poems' power and suggests that plainness of style and 

clarity of expression are their strengths: 

the poems seem remarkably free of self pity, score-settling and spin: rather, they 

draw a deeply affecting portrait of the couple's marriage while attesting to Mr. 

Hughes's own impassioned love for Plath. Poems, however, are not biography, 

and these should not be read for the light they shed on the Hughes-Plath 

relationship. They should be read because they constitute the strongest, most 

emotionally tactile work of Mr Hughes's career ... Burned free of the 

detachment, condescension and contrivance that cramped much of his earlier 



work, they dazzle not only with verbal dexterity but also with clear-hearted 

emotion. They are clearly the work of a poet writing out of the deepest core of 

his being. (Ibid 26) 
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Kakutani's comments reveal the central conflict that runs through the critical responses 

to Birthday Letters. On the one hand she denies biography a role in assessments of 

poetry and, on the other, she suggests that Hughes's treatment of his life with Plath 

allows him to produce superior poetry. Peter Stothhard, editor of The Times in 1998, 

perhaps describes the central contradiction best: "This was first-rate art that had the 

qualities of a real news story" (Ibid 25). 

Birthday Letters won several literary prizes, many of them posthumously. It won 

the T.S. Eliot prize for poetry and the Forward prize for poetry in 1998. It was named the 

British book of the year and won the Whitbread in 1999. Hughes had also received the 

Whitbread prize for the Tales from Ovid in 1998. The Chairman of judges, Raymond 

Seitz, claims "it was not a sentimental matter, it was not a matter of a posthumous 

award, it was not a matter of the drama of Sylvia Plath or any of that. It was simply a 

matter of how wonderful a read it was" ("Ted Hughes' Birthday Letters wins the 1999 

Whitbread award"). 

Keith Sagar disagrees, writing, "the claim that Birthday Letters is the summit of 

his achievement is as absurd as it would be to claim that the sonnets (revelatory as they 

are) are the pinnacle of Shakespeare's" (Laughter of Foxes x). Edna Longley, in her 

review of Birthday Letters, feels that Hughes' s adoption of the confessional model limits 
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the possibilities of the poems: "Perhaps the most disturbing thing about Birthday Letters 

is Ted Hughes's lack of distance. Here lack of distance amounts to lack of poetic tact" 

(27). She is dismayed at the positive response to the collection, wondering if critics have 

simply said "to hell with critical judgement, to hell with poetry?" {30). Hughes's 

"language and forms," she writes, "could not be less metamorphic. They tend to make 

everything sound the same and therefore seem unready for real challenges" {Ibid). Ian 

Hamilton calls Birthday Letters, "lumpishly composed" and "chopped-up" (qtd. in 

Jackaman 85). David Yezzi comments how, "Hughes shows us another important aspect 

of the story, but the 'story' does a disservice to his poetry .... [it] flounders under the 

weight of its own biographical and psychological content . .. What [Hughes] has not 

done is return to the height of his poetic powers" (9). Yet critic John Carey, responding 

to Hughes' s governing use of fate in Birthday Letters, suggests that his themes, if not his 

poetic structures, are not far removed from the concerns of his earlier poetry: 

In his vision human beings have always been dwarfed by what he has called "the 

elemental power-circuit of the universe" -a coercive force variously identified 

with the laws of science, or giant figures of classical myth, or the brutal intensity 

of birds and animals. . .. We are moulded, directed and destroyed by cosmic 

forces beyond our control or understanding. Throughout Birthday Letters, this 

fatalism is relentlessly endorsed. (qtd. in Wagner, AG 17) 

Among those who read Birthday Letters as biography, there is a deep divide. 

There are those who feel Hughes's poems reveal love ("18 Rugby") and tenderness ("St. 
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Botolph's") for his late wife; that they are expressions of grief ("Daffodils"), guilt ("The 

Blue Flannel Suit") and failure ("Fever"), and others who feel Hughes's exculpatory 

methodology is problematic. The privileging of fate that John Carey refers to allows 

Hughes to avoid responsibility for his more egregious actions. In a similar exculpatory 

manoeuvre that did not go unnoticed by critics he points an accusatory finger at the 

"demons" he claims haunted Plath long before he met her ("Visit," "The Machine"). He 

dwells on her problematic relationship with her father ("Isis," "The Minotaur,""The Bee 

God") in lieu of providing honest analysis of his role in the disintegration of their 

marriage. 8 

Critical engagement with the futility of any "truths" about Plath abounds. Jo Gill 

and Janet Malcolm analyze the flawed nature of biography itself, of its ultimate futility 

in the search for truth. Gill and Brain credit Hughes with re-negotiating not only with the 

confessional mode, but also with biography and the limitations of language. They write 

about the ways in which Birthday Letters undermines any attempt to know, arguing that 

the poems reaffirm the impossibility, even for Hughes, of re-living the life of Sylvia Plath 

in text. Birthday Letters, Gill tells us, is "deeply self-reflexive about its own creative 

processes" ('"While My Pen Travels On'" 105). Both critics point to Hughes's insistent 

use of questions - the collection begins with a question - and how they represent his 

uncertainties throughout. Brain writes of his "constant questioning, [h]is refusal of any 

one meaning or privileged viewpoint" and how this "may be the source of Birthday 

8 The one poem where Hughes does discuss his affair is the problematic "Dreamers." 
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Letters' power" (182). The difficulties Hughes expresses of translating his and Plath's 

national experiences - his, British rural and hers, American suburban - becomes a 

metaphor for translating any experience into poetic or biographical form. He tells 

readers in "Visit," "It is only a story./ Your story. My story" (68-69). And this is all it can 

be. Gill writes: 

The book raises huge questions - about knowledge, and responsibility and 

memory, and truth, and identity - but fundamental to its broaching of these is 

the problem of language, and language here is a barrier not a conduit. It is 

slippery and evasive and intransitive and it leaves the speaker/confessant in the 

impossible situation of being unable to speak, being unable to render account. 

From this, we may conclude two things: first, as I've already suggested, that 

what Birthday Letters is confessing is its realisation of the impossibility of its own 

project and, second, that the confession resides as much in what it does not say, 

in its secrets and silences, as in what it does manage to voice. ("'Your Story, My 

Story"' 74) 

Whatever side one takes, the diverse critical reception serves to undermine 

Hughes's (untrustworthy) claim that his Birthday Letters poems are "plain." They are 

endlessly complex. Similarly, any claims that these poems lack merit cannot stand up to 

the fact that they continue to be rich fodder for discussions on art and the limits of 

language in the search for any representation of truth. The drafts of Birthday Letters will 

become available to researchers in spring of 2010. This event will likely incite a new 
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series of articles concerning the poems, their creation and their contribution to poetry. 

As Carol Bere predicts, Birthday Letters will "keep the critical mills in operation for years 

to come" ("Owning the Facts of His Life"). 
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Annotating Birthday Letters: The Project and the Process 

I was a fourth year B.A. student when I first encountered Birthday Letters. I was 

studying Plath in a modern poetry seminar when our professor, Doug Smith, brought 

the book to the class's attention. Already deeply intrigued by Plath's writing, as well as 

by the few details of her personal life I had accumulated, I hurried to purchase Birthday 

Letters soon after its publication. I could not have imagined the impact the book would 

have on my life. I remain, some twelve years later, just as intrigued as I was opening it 

for the first time. 

While I was, of course, fascinated by the autobiographical elements of Birthday 

Letters, I was deeply moved by the poems themselves long before I had any detailed 

account of the life Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes shared. Looking back, this initial 

response to Birthday Letters was, in a manner, my purest appraisal of them simply as 

poetry. I was immediately struck by what I perceived as the collection's raw sincerity 

and tenderness, as well as the accessibility of its images. I found Hughes's employment 

of metaphor compelling. I was also struck by his confession of failure, a recognition 

recorded many times throughout the poems - not only of a failing in his relationship 

with Plath, but a failure to "right [write] wrong" in the creation of his poems ("The 

Blackbird" 24). Hughes insistently reminds readers that his text, despite his best efforts 

to conjure, dialogue with and understand Plath, is ultimately doomed to fail. This is, to 

me, the central tragedy uniting the collection. 
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As I continued in academia, I made Birthday Letters the subject of my M.A. 

research essay. I began the process of researching the poems closely in order to attempt 

the impossible task of unravelling the tangled web of competing narratives that 

surround Plath and Hughes, and their relationship{s) to biographers and critics. The 

focus of my project evolved into a study of the problems of biography and I began to see 

Birthday Letters as a sharp post-modern critique of biographical narratives. I felt then, 

and still feel today {as Gill has argued}, that Hughes recognizes the ultimate impossibility 

of any narrative to capture factual "truth" and that this is his ultimate confession. He 

repeatedly reminds the reader of his place in the present moment, of the "imperfection 

of reflection" {Brain 182), and highlights the contaminating effect the present has on 

remembering and/or reliving the past: "I see, I saw" {"The Blue Flannel Suit" 32}, "the 

see-saw bustling" {"Caryatids II" 26}, "The peril that see-saws" ("sgth Bear" 94). His 

discovery that memory betrays the past can produce problematic results, for example 

when he alters "truths" in a manner that absolves him of responsibility for his more 

questionable actions while laying the blame on his long deceased wife among others. 

Birthday Letters' intertextual elements sent me in a myriad of directions. I set 

out to identify a name included in one of the poems, and the research would take hours, 

sometimes days, as the original question inevitably produced a more complicated 

reading that demanded new avenues of inquiry. The poems are as intricate as the life 

shared by Plath and Hughes. He includes thousands of spaces, places, events and people 

in his attempt to enter into a dialogue with a painful and absent history. For all his 
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claims that the poems are "plain," their "simple" formal structures are at odds with -

to use a popular image from the poems - the labyrinth of remembering. Birthday 

Letters is a collection of poems about lives lived under poetic guidance - "we I Only did 

what poetry told us to do" ("Flounders" 55-56) - and for this reason the poems demand 

intense analysis. 

The whole collection became, for me, an intertextual drama imbued with 

theatrical and performative language. I began with a more intimate reading of a single 

poem, "Night-Ride on Ariel," and pursued each individual reference and source named 

in the poem; my first set of annotations was born. I committed myself to the task of 

shedding light upon the hundreds of references woven into the poems. Clear insight 

into relevant biographical and historical materials provides the opportunity for deeper 

insights into Hughes's poetic landscape, indeed, into his language. Details, including 

maps, diagrams, photographs and pictures are included when they aid in understanding 

elements of the poem in question and in illuminating Hughes's poetics. I have paid 

attention to the role astrological, mythological and poetical references play as allegories 

and symbols for the larger themes of the collection. Wherever possible I have engaged 

with other critics who have worked on Birthday Letters. I am indebted to their work. It is 

noteworthy that Erica Wagner's Ariel's Gift remains the only full length monograph of 

Birthday Letters; although it has been extremely helpful to my work, it was written 

swiftly following the collection's publication and does not always employ the critical eye 

required of Hughes's poems. 
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Approaching these poems through the lens of historical accuracy is a different 

task from any appraisal of their value as poetry. I do, however, engage in commentary 

on the poems themselves and their respective forms, because I believe attention must 

be paid to Hughes's focus on poetry itself. Birthday Letters is, despite his public claims 

about the secondary value of its artistry, a book of poems about poems and about 

poetry. I also believe any engagement with these poems demands that a careful reader 

return to the work of Sylvia Plath. I take serious issue with his posthumous censorship of 

her voice, but my work on Birthday Letters has led me to reread virtually everything she 

has published. My prolonged engagement with Birthday Letters has deepened my 

appreciation of her work. Just as I wish that these annotations might have a liberating 

effect for readers, that they might open Hughes's poems to new avenues of 

interpretation, I hope that they might draw readers into a sympathetic engagement 

with Plath's work. 

While I believe strongly in their artistic worth, this study certainly does not 

present the poems uncritically. The annotations give insight into the more problematic 

aspects of Hughes's "letters." The narrator of these poems is-too often to be 

accidental- problematically revisionist. "Dreamers," a poem rarely considered in 

reviews of the collection, and one that Hughes requested that The Times not publish 

singly, relies on racist and derogatory imagery to depict his lover and later partner Assia 

Wevill. Worse yet, the description is presented as his attempt to "see" Wevill through 

Plath's eyes. His construction of his late mistress- and the simultaneous depiction of his 
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ex-wife - in this unconscionable manner certainly merits further critical attention. In 

poems such as "The Rabbit Catcher" and "Black Coat," he proclaims his own innocence 

(he is a "tabula rasa" [10: 102]), incredulity ("I had no idea" [28: 103]) and 

incomprehension ("I was a fly outside on the window-pane/ Of my own domestic 

drama" [37-38: 145]) thereby deflecting criticism of his treatment of Plath by conflating 

their behaviours and portraying them both as victims of external forces. The 

annotations make clear the degree to which he repeatedly uses this tactic. Much has 

been made, for example, of Hughes's employment in Birthday Letters of "fate" as an 

irresistible power outside themselves to explain the demise of their marriage and the 

tragedy of Plath's death. Both speaker and addressee are repeatedly depicted as 

helplessly lacking agency. In this manner, Hughes deflects a close accounting of key 

events with Plath by turning to his love of astrology, the occult and mythology.9 

Those familiar with his work will recognize the central role that mythology plays 

in it and Birthday Letters is no exception. Whitehead, Bundtzen and others have 

discussed how Birthday Letters constructs Hughes as a modern-day Orpheus in search of 

his lost Eurydice. As he portrays himself as a tragic hero, his lyrics at times seem to be an 

attempt to soften his image as it relates to his former wife; in "Visit," Hughes describes 

his poems as clawing at the frozen earth in an attempt to reunite with her. Knowing that 

he published a collection of translations, Tales from Ovid (1997), we can assume the 

story of Orpheus and Eurydice was close to his heart. Likewise, his intimate study of 

9 Worthy of mention is Ann Skea's study of Birthday Letters and the Cabbala: Poetry and Magic. 
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Shakespeare - he published Shakespeare and the Goddess of Complete Being in 1993-

is reflected in Birthday Letters. The Tempest, naturally, becomes an important allegory 

and Ariel a key player; the poem "Setebos" makes explicit use of the play' s magic and 

sorcery. 

As a corollary to his engagement with the role of fate, Hughes spends much time 

constructing Plath as already "possessed" by "demons" and "goblins" long before he 

made her acquaintance. He also focuses on her "Daddy" issues, constructing her 

struggle with depression and anxiety as resulting from a strained relationship with her 

father and from the trauma she suffered at his untimely death. In this way, he largely 

avoids confronting his own responsibility in her final struggles. Mentions of his infidelity 

and its aftermath are a consistent 'absent presence' in these poems. Hughes engages 

with his harshest critics in an elusive manner-never actually directly confronting their 

allegations (however fair or unfair they may be) that his infidelity and abusive behaviour 

were contributing factors in Plath's demise. He does not, however, remain silent on the 

subject, choosing instead to distribute blame: to the fates, to her father, to her country 

of origin, and to Plath herself for the couple's problems. His tactics make these 

annotations vital for the uninformed reader as well as those with a deep interest in the 

poets. It may have been painful for Hughes to attempt to communicate with a 

grievously felt absence; it may also have been tempting to put words in her mouth. 

In an examination of historical references and "facts," and in the context of an 

autobiographical work that questions the accuracy of memory, it is important to note 
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those points where Hughes errs in the act of creating his own myth. Some of the most 

obvious examples occur in "A Pink Wool Knitted Dress," "18 Rugby," and "The Literary 

Life." Interesting, too, are his explicit challenges to Plath's recorded memories that 

appear in poems such as "St. Botolph' s," where her head-scarf turns from the red she 

describes in her journals to blue. He is well aware of her remembrance so his choice to 

change the colour either suggests a calculated discrepancy in their memories of a 

particular moment - a shift that calls attention to the limitations of memory- or a 

symbolic foreshadowing of the collection's closing poem and its use of reds and blues to 

describe Plath. Likewise, in "18 Rugby," Hughes misremembers the date of the first 

night they spent together, identifying it as her father's birthday, April 13. In actuality, 

the night was March 23. By writing the date as a April, Friday the 13, Hughes constructs 

the event as mythically fated, drawing on his superstitious beliefs that not only was the 

day full of "bad luck" but her father's meddling ghost was also somehow present. 

Another discrepancy occurs in his descriptions of her definitive work Ariel. In his 

personal correspondences he observes that, for Plath, Ariel was the ultimate realization 

of a powerful, positive, movement and a great achievement. In Birthday Letters, he 

describes her final collection as the result of a tortuous past whose writing had 

devastating effects for her. In many of his "errors of memory," the alterations come out 

in Hughes's favour. 

Another recurring theme (well analyzed by Gill) is nationality, as Hughes 

continually juxtaposes Plath's American-ness with his own "British" sensibility. While he 
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sometimes employs their national differences in effective metaphors, he also relies on 

shallow generalizations and prejudice. Poems like "The Owl," "18 Rugby," and "Error" 

reveal the American Plath as outwardly confident but culturally shallow and naive, 

whereas Hughes's British-ness expresses an ability to be in better touch with his deeper, 

more primal self while maintaining intellectual discipline. Poems that treat Plath and 

Hughes's time in America, specifically their time travelling, are also revealing in terms of 

Hughes's engagement with national identities: the vacancy of America, the fullness of 

Britain. Other poems engage with Plath's despairing response to British sensibility and 

difference ("The Beach ," "You Hated Paris"} as a result of her failure to understand or 

acknowledge the British post-war experience. When it is expedient he also focuses on 

her German ancestry (Scigaj addresses this as Hughes's problematic use of "genetic 

determinism"} as if it explains her tendency towards violence due to an anger inherited 

from her German father. Plath confronts this (largely fictitious} history in her own 

poems where she tackles her own identification with both victim and aggressor, but 

Hughes uses these constructions less critically to explain her irrational behaviour. My 

annotations address these issues of nationality and draw on the relevant critics. 

There are many instances where Hughes does express a painful acknowledgment 

of grief and loss. Many of these elegies, I argue, are as touching and beautiful as classic 

examples. The poems make clear the love he had for Plath and they lament the ways in 

which their relationship "went wrong." Many of the early poems - "St. Botolph's," "18 

Rugby," "Fidelity," etc. - capture the genuine excitement of their early love and his 
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captivation by Plath's vitality. Poems like "Fingers," "Daffodils," and "Robbing Myself' 

are heart-wrenching and sincere as he deftly handles metaphor and symbol to express 

the pain of Plath's loss. A poem like "Fishing Bridge," that recalls the brightness of 

Plath's "dead" and "unmoving" eyes, conveys a devastating imagery. His sense of a loss 

of self - following descriptions of their closeness in all things that borders on the 

supernatural - is powerfully felt. In other poems, he admits he was simply ill-equipped 

as a husband and that it was his failure to understand his wife, and to act, that 

contributed to her unhappiness: "You were overloaded. I said nothing./ I said nothing" 

{"Fever" 69-70). 

The first half of Birthday Letters - I mark shifts at "Epiphany," again after "The 

Rabbit Catcher," and most obviously, after "Dreamers"- traverses a familiar narrative 

arc. Hughes describes their meeting {"St. Botolph's), their courtship ("Fidelity"), their 

marriage ("A Pink Wool Knitted Dress"), the birth of their first child {"Isis"), and their 

struggles with poetry ("The Literary Life"). When they became unhappy ("Error"), and 

then separated, their marriage begins to dissolve. The poems follow (with some 

exception) the chronology of their relationship with key events, many already familiar to 

the reading public. Hughes's revelation in "Epiphany" marks the end of the marriage in 

terms of his psychological and emotional commitment, and by the time we reach "The 

Rabbit Catcher," it has almost reached an actual separation. 

Late in the second half of the book there is a marked shift in tone. Hughes' s 

poems work, for the most part, more symbolically. They are less romantic and loving, 
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less cohesive in terms of a chronology of events. His focus turns to ominous "dreams," 

"Gypsies," "thunder," and "fairy-tales." His recollections of events are more laden with 

myth; they are much darker and sinister. He evokes the darkness of the "goblins" that 

overtake Plath. These later poems are rife with blood and fire, sweat and pain, screams 

and horror, anger and death; the poems themselves seem possessed by these same 

"demons" and, as Jo Gill has suggested, the fires of these sections symbolically suggest 

Hughes's own burning catharsis as he nears the completion of his collection. By the time 

we read "Dreamers," he no longer controls the poetic narrative and, perhaps, no longer 

trusts his own memory following the traumatic loss of his sacrosanct union with Plath. 

As he struggles to make sense of events, and in what can be read as his refusal to 

acknowledge his own culpability, he lashes out at critics' involvement in Plath's 

posthumous life ("Freedom of Speech," "Costly Speech," "The Dogs are Eating Your 

Mother"), describes life without her ("Fingers," "Life After Death") and confronts Otto 

Plath ("A Picture of Otto"). His guilt in these later poems is not always as explicit but, 

ironically, seems more significant the more he is unable to explain the events and 

emotions away. 

Because Hughes's poems emphasize the impossibility of devising a "truthful" 

retelling of Plath's life, the collection lacks a clear conclusion marked by a satisfying 

teleological conceit. The poems all express loss, are always mournful as they vacillate 

between expressions of guilt and of self-righteousness, between anger and sorrow. 

They capture the bitter-sweetness of memory in all its complexities. The Birthday Letters 
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are love poems and elegies; any attempt to revive or revisit Plath is ultimately doomed 

to failure. The reality of her death is as present in poem one as it is in poem 88. 

The size of this project has forced me to present a representative selection of 

poems. This dissertation contains twenty-nine sets of annotations. When I began 

annotating the poems I started, naturally, at the beginning of the book. Quickly realizing 

that I could not fit all 88 poems within the required length of this degree's requirements 

I began annotating poems throughout the text, hoping to capture the scope of the 

collection by exploring poems relating to each period, stage, emotion and poetic 

concern in Plath's and Hughes's lives. 

I do not privilege the poems annotated here over the ones that are not. My 

choices are meant to proceed in a logical manner offering a clear representation of the 

arc of Hughes's book. The annotations are headlined with a small summation of the 

poem's subject. They are numbered according to their place within the sequence of 88; 

"Fulbright Scholars" is number one, "Caryatids I" is number two, etc. I have numbered 

each annotation within the sequence. For example, "Fulbright Scholars" consists of only 

four annotations, number 1 (poem's place in the sequence) .1 (number of the 

annotation) through 1.4. "Dreamers" requires ten separate annotations and is the sixty

seventh poem in the sequence; its annotations thus run 67.1-67.10. Finally, I include the 

page number(s) for each of the poems at the beginning of each set of annotations, and I 

also indicate in square brackets the page on which the lines appear. For example, an 

annotation for the first lines of "Dreamers" found on page 157 would read: 67.1 [157]. 
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hope the methodology proves clear and helpful to the reader. I should also note that I 

quote Hughes's and Plath's texts as they appear; this will account for what might seem 

as inconsistencies on my part. Hughes, for example, rarely italicized titles in his letters 

and Christopher Reid did not make changes of this kind when editing them. 

My research has taken me to Emory University where I met with curator Stephen 

Eniss and studied many of Hughes's papers while, at the next table, Christopher Reid sat 

preparing Hughes's letters for publication . The staff at the special collections room at 

Robert Woodruff Library continue to be helpful when I need answers to questions. A 

2007 conference at Oxford in honour of what would have been Plath's 75th birthday 

allowed me to present current research and to make valuable connections with other 

scholars who have been extremely helpful and supportive of my work. As I write this 

introduction, early drafts of Birthday Letters are being prepared for release to 

researchers. I eagerly await new information and insights. To this point, Birthday Letters 

has been the central concern of my academic career and I am still deeply moved by the 

immediacy of the poems. Reading them, I feel connected to something impossible to 

articulate, but inspiring. Whatever controversy surrounds Hughes's collection, this 

feeling is surely what art is meant to evoke in its reader/viewer. 
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"Fulbright Scholars" 

Annotations 1.1-1.4: 3 

This poem, the first of the 88 Birthday Letters, attempts to articulate what may have been Hughes's first 

sighting of Sylvia Plath. Hughes remembers passing a news stand in the fall of 1955 where photos of 

incoming Fulbright Scholars were displayed. The poem speculates and supposes, importantly compelling 

the reader to adopt a critical standpoint when reading Hughes's collection of poems. "Fulbright Scholars" 

also constructs Plath as American, multifaceted, conflicted, and draws attention to the performative 

aspects of her personality. Such emphases and constructions are important throughout the 88 Birthday 

Letters. 

1.1 [3] 

Where was it, in the Strand? A display 

Of news items, in photographs. 

For some reason I noticed it. 

A picture of that year's intake 

Of Fulbright Scholars. Just arriving -

Or arrived. Or some of them. 

Were you among them? 

Many scholars agree that Hughes's choice to begin this poem, and thus his collection, with a question, is 

an essential and compelling one. Jo Gill, in particular, argues in her study of Birthday Letters how this 

"interrogative introduces an anxiety about truth and memory which lingers throughout the volume" 

('"While my pen travels on"' 109). In this collection Hughes's poems raise more questions than they 

propose to answer. Hughes insists on questioning memory, his in particular, but also recollection in 

general. He thus resists a reading of this poem, and the poems that follow, as factual or objective 

retellings of his life with Sylvia Plath. Ian Sansom suggests that this poem is about a series of "crucial 

distances," the first, established by Hughes's opening question, being the distance between "Hughes 

and his memories" (qtd. in Byrne 79). 

In the poem's first line, Hughes questions his location: The Strand is a street in the City of Westminster, 

London, England. Beginning at Trafalgar Square, The Strand runs east to join Fleet Street at Temple Bar, 

marking the boundary of the City of London. Hughes suggests that he walked along The Strand when he 

spotted the photos of the incoming Fulbright scholars. Though he goes on to speculate about the image 

of Plath he may have seen, he still questions if she was even part of the photograph; his descriptions of 

her call into question the retellings of her that follow. As Erica Wagner suggests, Hughes's question: 

"Were you among them?" "shapes the drama of uncertainty that follows" (AG 33). 



Figure 1: The Strand, London <http://www.multimap.com/motoring/?&hloc=GBIWC2NSNJ#t=l&map=Sl.Sll11,-

0.11725 I 16 I 4&1oc=GB:S1.S0728:-0.12867:16 I WC2NSNJ I WC2N%20SNJ> 
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In May of 1955, while studying at Smith College in Massachusetts, Sylvia Plath was awarded a Fulbright 

scholarship to study at Cambridge University (she commenced her studies in September of 1955, and 

received sponsorship for a two-year program). A letter to her mother from September 27, 1954, 

articulates the importance of the scholarship and speaks to Plath's ambitions: 

My main bother this month is my Fulbright application. I've had numerous interviews with the 

head of the graduate office and all my former professors, all of which have at least resulted in 

most gratifying results: Elizabeth Drew, Newton Arvin and Mary Ellen Chase have all agreed to 

write my letters of recommendation, and as they are all very big names in their fields 

internationally, I should have an advantage there that might compensate for my mental hospital 

record. (LH 141) 

The Fulbright program is an international educational exchange program envisioned by Senator J. 

William Fulbright and approved by Senate in 1946. Senator Fulbright described the program as 

promoting "mutual understanding between the people of the United States and the people of other 

countries of the world" ("Fulbright").1 It is one of America's most prestigious awards. 

That Hughes begins his collection of poems with a poem entitled "Fulbright Scholars" importantly 

conjures a dialogue that readers can follow throughout. Hughes focuses on Plath's American identity

one that is exaggerated in subsequent lines - as importantly different from his own Britishness. Jo Gill, in 

her aptly titled article '"Exaggerated American': Ted Hughes's Birthday Letters" suggests how this 

poem's title "foreshadows an underlying preoccupation of the whole volume: the actual, lived nature

and perhaps cost - of the kind of transatlantic dialogue which the Fulbright programme seeks to 

promote. The fact that 'Fulbright Scholars' is full of questions ... confirms the riskiness of the encounter 



and indicates that such an exchange or 'operation' or 'affair' to cite Hughes's comments again, is to be 

problematised, its apparent benefits (its 'bright' - ness) cast into doubt"(166). 

1.2 [3] 

Maybe I noticed you. 

Maybe I weighed you up, feeling unlikely. 

Noted your long hair, loose waves -

Your Veronica Lake bang. Not what it hid. 

It would appear blond. 
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Hughes, speculating as to what he may have noticed if Plath was, indeed, in the picture he surveyed that 

day, draws attention to Plath's hair. Her "Veronica Lake bang" hides the scar that marked Plath after her 

botched suicide attempt of 1953.2 That Plath's hair would "appear blond" continues to raise the 

problem of appearance vs. reality. Plath dyed her hair a platinum blonde in the summer of 1953 but 

dyed it back to her natural brown by September of 1954 (LH 142); certainly, in a picture of the scholars 

arriving in the late summer, Plath's hair would have been sun streaked. Hughes, certain of Plath's 

natural hair colour at the time of the poem's creation, draws attention to misrepresentations thereby 

calling his own poetic representations of Plath into question. Hughes's use of American icon Veronica 

Lake, and his inference that he "fe[lt] unlikely'' in comparison to Plath, foreshadowing her "exaggerated 

American/ Grin," all mark an important sense of difference between the British Hughes and the 

American Plath that continues throughout the 88 poems. Hughes continually constructs America, and 

thereby Plath as she becomes America to him (10.19 [24)), as superficial, culturally shallow, and 

performative by nature. Veronica Lake, with her "peekaboo" bangs/hairstyle is famous for her 

depictions of femme fatales in 1940s American film noir. Plath becomes Hughes's American femme 

fatale. More obscure, but still notable, is the fact that Lake (born Constance Frances Marie Ockelman in 

1922) died tragically in 1973 suffering from mental illness and addiction ("Veronica Lake"). The images 

for which Lake is remembered are in no way representative of the actuality of her life; her hair is but a 

mask. As Hughes explores in Birthday Letters, likewise is the case for Plath who casts herself in many 

roles that fail to correspond with her lived experience. 

Figure 2: Veronica Lake <http://z.about.com/d/beauty/1/0/B/l/veronicalake.JPG> 
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1.3 [3] 

And your grin. 

Your exaggerated American 

Grin for the cameras, the judges, the strangers, the frighteners. 

Hughes attributes Plath's exaggerated grin in part to her Americanness and depicts Plath as constantly 

performing herself for others in an attempt to gain approval and recognition. The Plath that she 

presents for the camera is the Plath she wants the "judges, the strangers, the frighteners" to see. With 

the knowledge of what horror and sorrow lie behind the embellished grin, Hughes prepares the reader 

for Plath as an actress in the drama that was their life, as well as for the performative nature of the 

poems in general. Jo Gill in her "'Exaggerated American"' argues how "Birthday Letters is characterized 

by [a] persistent uncertainty about the identity of its addressee, hence the repeated and unanswerable 

questions, hence the images of photography, mirrors, endlessly refracted reflections, and 'exaggerated' 

grins which dazzle the viewer and deflect attention" {172) . 

1.4 [3] 

I was walking 

Sore-footed, under hot sun, hot pavements. 

Was it then I bought a peach? That's as I remember. 

From a stall near Charing Cross Station. 

It was the first fresh peach I had ever tasted. 

I could hardly believe how delicious. 

At twenty-five I was dumbfounded afresh 

By my ignorance of the simplest things. 

That Hughes is walking under a hot sun with sore feet contrasts his situation with the Fulbright scholars 

just arrived, by boat, with their luggage. While he pounds the "hot pavement," Plath smiles for a photo, 

her fancy American luggage in hand. Hughes, as he is elsewhere in many of these poems, is the shabby, 

"drab," post-war British poet.3 That he savors his first peach speaks to the sort of deprivation common 

in Britain in the post-war period, a deprivation remarkably different from the plentitude and prosperity 

of post-war America . That Hughes is "dumbfounded" by his "ignorance" is important in constructing 

himself as ignorant of all the "baggage" Plath brought with her to Cambridge. Hughes, as Erica Wagner 

suggests, is also, in his ignorance, "taking up the challenge of the poetic endeavor: his eating of the 

peach can be set against the nervous caution voiced by T.S. Eliot's Prufrock, who hesitates at this 

sensual commitment" (AG 33). Likewise, he later embarks on a relationship with Sylvia Plath, despite 

any reservations he may have. 

Jo Gill considers Hughes's peach as forbidden fruit that foreshadows his fall: 

The metaphor of the peach in 'Fulbright Scholars' is important here. It invokes ideas about 

American bounty and promise, intimating that America represents a new Eden ... as both Ian 

Sansom and Ann Skea have noted, the 'peach' stands for the apple, for temptation, and for the 



inevitable fall. The querulous tone of the poem undermines the apparent promise, intimating 

that this Eden cannot survive, that this paradise will inevitably be Lost. (Gill '"Exaggerated 

American"' 173-4) 
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Hughes's first poem, then, prepares the reader for this paradise lost, while claiming his own ignorance 

in the process; Plath, soon to become Hughes's delicious and foreign peach is, like the apple from the 

forbidden tree, a fruit that will bring an awful and damning knowledge. As we see in many of these early 

poems, the temptation of Plath takes hold of Hughes and he suggests he is unable to resist (see 

annotation 10.17 (24]). 

Hughes buys his peach from a stall near Charing Cross railway station. Charing Cross is a central London 

railway terminus, the fifth busiest rail terminal in London. Originally named for a cross erected in honour 

of Edward l's wife, Eleanor, the religious implications continue to resound . Hughes evokes the image of 

wrongful suffering and condemnation through the image of the cross and its associations with the 

crucifixion of Christ. 

Figures 3 & 4: Charing Cross pre-renovations (1971) - note the base of the Eleanor's Cross (replica) & a modern picture of the 

Station.<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Charing_Cross_Station,_London,_1971.jpg> 

<http://www.londonarchitecture.eo.uk/lmages/Strand/CharingCrossStation-001.jpg> 
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Figure 5: Charing Cross, located on The Strand <http://maps.google.ca/maps?hl=en&um=l&ie=UTF-
8&q=Charing+Cross+Station+London&fb=l&cid=0,0,8521188043899143781&sa=X&oi=local_result&resnum=l&ct=image> 

1 For more information, visit the Fulbright Scholar information page: <http://www.cies.org/about_fulb.htm>. 

2 See annotations for ''The Tender Place" 6.1-6.6 [12-13) for further exploration of Plath's suicide attempt 

3See annotations 16.1-16.12 [34-35) 
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"Caryatids (I)" 

Annotations 2.1-2.3: 4 

In this poem, Hughes responds to his first encounter with a poem by Sylvia Plath: her '"Three Caryatids 

Without a Portico' by Hugo Robus. A Study in Sculptural Dimensions." It, and "Epitaph in Three Parts, 11 

were the first poems she published at Cambridge1
• Hughes examines his misreading of this early work, a 

poem he encounters before meeting his future wife. As Diane Middlebrook explains in her study of 

Hughes's and Plath's caryatid poems, "in Birthday Letters, [Hughes] cites his contact with Plath's 'Three 

Caryatids' as a defining moment in his vocation, in two poems that stand at the opening of the book on 

facing pages, like double doors through which we pass to reach the theatre where his drama with Plath 

will be staged . .. 'Caryatids {1}' and 'Caryatids (2}' . . .immediately follow the poem 'Fulbright Scholar 

[sic]'; their position is important, because all three of these opening poems show Hughes meeting Plath 

in print . . . before he meets her in person" (163). 

2.1 (4) 

What were those caryatids bearing? 

It was the first poem of yours I had seen. 

It was the only poem you ever wrote 

That I disliked through the eyes of a stranger. 

It seemed thin and brittle, the lines cold. 

Like the theorem of a trap, a deadfall - set. 

I saw that. And the trap unsprung, empty. 

Hughes begins this second poem (as he did the first poem) of the collection with a question. His 

admission of uncertainty is important in establishing that he is not interested in final answers or truths 

in these poems, but rather in capturing/remembering/reliving his own perspectives of Plath and their 

life together - always problematized by his position in the present moment. His failure to acknowledge 

what the "caryatids [were] bearing" upon his first reading, speaks to his often self-deprecating 

admission that he knew little of what Plath "bore" until he re-experienced the posthumous Plath in all 

her textual selves. By the end of this poem, which offers a revised reading of Plath's own, Hughes has a 

better idea of what these female pillars are supporting. 

As Keith Sagar writes, "Plath and Hughes met each other's poetry before they met each other'' (The 

Laughter of Foxes 48). Hughes read Plath's "'Three Caryatids Without a Portico' by Hugo Robus. A Study 

in Sculptural Dimensions" in the January 1956 issue of the Cambridge magazine, Chequer. It is the same 

publication where Plath had encountered poems by Hughes such as "The Jaguar'' and "The Casualty." 

Here is Plath's poem: 

In this tercet of torsos, breast and thigh 

slope with the Greek serenity 



of tranquil plaster; 

each body forms a virgin vase, 

while all raise high with regal grace 

aristocratic heads; 

these maidens would support with valor 

a portico that weighed the pillar 

of classic sister, 

but such a trial is not granted 

by the gods: behold three daunted 

caryatids.2 (qtd. in Sagar The Laughter of Foxes 49) 

Plath's poem is based on her experience of Robus's sculpture at the 1954 Whitney Museum's Annual 

exhibition of American Art: 

As Diane Middlebrook explains: 
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In the late autumn of 1954, during Plath's last year at Smith College, she decided to enter a 

competition sponsored by Vogue magazine, the Prix de Paris, for which the winner would 

receive $1000 and a trip to Paris . . . . By January 1955, Plath had made it as far as the finals for 

Vogue's Prix de Paris, and was required to submit a 10-page essay on the arts. Plath wrote about 

a visit she had made ... to the Whitney Museum's Annual Exhibition of American Art. She 

structured her essay as a guided tour that begins on the Museum's first floor, with an exhibition 

of sculpture. Among these pieces Plath describes is 'Three Caryatids without a Portico', by Hugo 

Ro bus. This was a plaster cast of three linked torsos with vase-like necks, standing 34 Yz in. high. 

The figures, Plath said, 'curve with the lyric calm of plaster, a trio of supple pillared maidens.' 

(Middlebrook, "Plath, Hughes and Three Caryatids," 158-159: quoting Plath from her 

unpublished: "The Arts in America: Collage of a Collegian") 

Figure 1: A Sketch of Robus's "Three Caryatids Without a Portico"3
: 

<http://images.google.ca/images?gbv=2&hl=en&sa=l&q=hugo+robus+caryatids+without+a+portico&aq=f&oq> 
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Plath's two poems were met with a scathing review in Broadsheet, a critical Cambridge publication 

which Hughes and his friends4 were circulating fortnightly in reaction to the Cambridge poetry 

magazines, which they saw as promoting flat, dull and inauthentic poetry. Lucas Myers5 describes the 

publication: "The St Botolph's circle had come into the editorship of a review called Broadsheet which 

covered events and publications at Cambridge, mimeographed and stapled but taken quite seriously" 

(CSBA 24). The review of Plath's poems was written by Daniel Huws [see annotation 7.1:14): "Of the 

quaint and eclectic artfulness of Sylvia Plath's two poems my better half tells me 'Fraud, fraud', but I will 

not say so; who am I to know how beautiful she may be" (qtd. in Sagar, The Laughter of Foxes 48-49). 

In a February 2, 1956 letter to her mother, Plath reacts to this criticism: "My two poems in the 

Cambridge magazine got lousy reviews; there are 10 critics to each poem, and although I think they are 

bad critics, using clever devastating turns of phrase to show off their own brilliance, I still was sorry, but 

the deep parts of me are not affected, and I cheerfully go on writing" (LH 213). 

Hughes admits in his poem that he, too, found Plath's poem too contrived. At the time, Lucas Myers tells 

us, Hughes said nothing at all about "not liking it; the rest of us said a good deal" (CSBA 24). 

That Hughes describes Plath's poem as a "trap" or "deadfall" returns the reader to his 1993 

story/reminiscence, "The Deadfall." In the story, Hughes describes the first deadfall he saw: "Under the 

wall, on the wood side, a big flat stone like a flagstone, big as a big gravestone, leaned outwards, on end. 

It was supported, I saw, by a man-made contraption of slender sticks. Tucked in behind the sticks, under 

the leaning slab, lay a dead wood pigeon, its breast torn, showing the dark meat" (Difficulties of a 

Bridegroom 9). With a knowledge of this earlier publication, the reader appreciates the mythical 

associations of Hughes's deadfall. 

Figure 2: A Deadfall: <http://www.geocities.com/marksknots/traps-snares/deadfall.gif>. 
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Sager suggests that Hughes's poem "misse[es], naturally enough, the irony of the fact that the first Plath 

poem he read should be one in which she is asking the gods to send down a vast stone weight upon her 

head" (Sagar The Laughter of Foxes 50); I am not sure that Hughes misses that irony at all. The very 

structure of Plath's poem shows the weight that she, and other women, have to bear. The short third 

line of each stanza supports the "porticos" of the two lines above it. It is Plath's formal refusal to be 

"daunted." Hughes's poem gives Plath's caryatids a heaviness "stopped" and held in place only by the 

statues' hair. His final line, like the caryatid, supports the heaviness above it. Hughes marks both Plath's 

"frailty" and strength in the poem. In contrast to L.M. Scigaj's view in "The Deterministic Ghost in the 

Machine" that Hughes exposes his "blindness to Plath's struggle for equality'' (qtd. in Moulin 13), it 

seems rather that Hughes's reassessment of Plath's poem allows him to glean the important equality 

she desired in both her work and her life, but suggests that her own personal baggage was what 

ultimately weighed her down. The weight Plath desired to bear, the power she wished to hold, was 

outweighed by her demons. Diane Middlebrook sees Hughes's poem as "a revisionary misreading of 

Plath's .... Plath depicts the figures as vase-like; Hughes depicts them as massive and in a falling 

position, with streaming hair. Most significantly, Hughes puts blindfolds on their faces .... Moreover, his 

references to omens and a gaslamp implies that it was a tragic vision, and associated with Plath's 

suicide" (Middlebrook, "Plath, Hughes, and Three Caryatids" 164). 

That Hughes's caryatids are blindfolded is also a way of exposing his own blindness to Plath and her 

inner reality. His return to Plath's poem is, indeed, a tragic vision as he writes with all the knowledge 

unknown to him at his first encounter with the poem. 

2.2 [4] 

I felt no interest. No stirring 

Of omen. In those days I coerced 

Oracular assurance 

In my favour out of every sign. 

So I missed everything 

In the white, blindfolded, rigid faces 

Of those women. 

Upon first reading, Hughes was uninterested in Plath's work; he found the poem lacking spiritually. His 

reference to "Oracular assurance" gestures to the poetic philosophies embraced by Hughes and his poet 

friends at Cambridge. 6 They were opposed to consciously crafted verse and devoted themselves to the 

theories of Robert Graves outlined in his formative text The White Goddess, subtitled a "grammar of 

poetic myth." As Lucas Myers describes: 

they were attracted to the [book] and its central thesis: True poetry rises from a sense of the 

forces of life and death as they pass through nature and can be stirred forth or represented by a 

White Goddess. True poetry contrasted with poetry, however finished, that was an expression 

of logic rather than myth, 'classical,' and esteemed principally as an instrument of stability in the 

state or of the celebration of persons or social order but not the order of nature. (C58A7)7 
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Diane Middlebrook examines the influence of Graves's book on the Cambridge crew: 

By the 1950s, The White Goddess had become a cult book at Cambridge, and the year before 

Plath arrived, Graves himself had reinforced its influence by giving, at Cambridge, an outrageous 

series of lectures, in which he debunked the poetry at the peak of current literary fashion .... 

The St. Botolph's poets took the same line in reviews they wrote for Broadsheet. That is why 

they were so hard on Sylvia Plath. 'Three Caryatids' referred to a work of modern sculpture, not 

to the instincts -that would have been its first flaw. Worse, the poem was written in rhymed 

stanzas, indicating that it was 'artful' rather than inspired - those were its other flaws. But the 

reviewer had also asked, 'Who am I to know how beautiful she may be?' This remark could 

strike us as blokish insolence, but we would be mistaken. It is a feature of Grave's theory that 

the 'true' poet is male and that he receives his creative affiliation with the power of the White 

Goddess by falling obsessionally in love with an actual woman. The goddess 'demanded that 

man should pay woman spiritual and sexual homage,' Graves said. In his passionate sexual 

embrace of the woman who inspired his love, a poet would reach through that female person to 

the dreadful power she embodied. ("Plath, Hughes, and Three Caryatids"163) 

A major problem with Graves's theory is that it allows little room for women as artists themselves. For 

Graves, women are muses, manifestations of the goddess to inspire male poets. Plath's caryatid poem, 

in part, alludes to her/woman's desire for power, a space where they might be given "such a trial." Plath 

challenges Graves's assertions and, like her caryatids, she longs to support the same portico afforded 

men. 

Worthy of mention is that the "oracular assurance" Hughes alludes to also references his interests in 

astrology and the occult, both important aspects of his sensibility at Cambridge.8 

Because Hughes, like the caryatids, is blinded, he "misses everything." This poem is largely an 

acknowledgement of his failure to "see" and "comprehend" Plath's poem and, later, as we discover, her 

struggle with inner demons resulting from traumas of her past. 

2.3 (4] 

I felt their frailty, yes: 

Friable, burnt aluminum. 

Fragile, like the mantle of a gas-lamp. 

But made nothing 

Of that massive, starless, mid-fall, falling 

Heaven of granite 

stopped, as if in a snapshot, 

By their hair. 

Hughes, in re-evaluating Plath's poem, acknowledges her fragility. She, like the caryatids, is "friable"; by 

the date of this poem's composition, she has indeed been reduced to powder. He does, however, 
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simultaneously acknowledge Plath's fortitude and bravery in her attempt to hold her head high in a 

patriarchal world, a fortitude continually displayed through her poetic genius. As Middlebrook suggests 

(see annotation 2.1:4), his choice of a "gas-lamp," a flimsy yet brilliant light, intensifies his attention to 

Plath's ultimate inability to support the weight of her plight. 

Figure 3: Caryatids in Athens at the Acropolis. Probably were the work of Alkamenes, a student of the great 

sculptor Pheidias. Dated to ca. 420 B.C.: <http://www.greece-athens.com/pages_images/48.jpg>. 

1 To my knowledge, this poem has not been re-published. 

2 Plath's 1956 poem was a revisionary work. Her original "Caryatids" was written in 1955 and bears many 
interesting differences: 

In this tercet of torsos, breast and thigh 
slope with Greek serenity 

though decapitated 

each body forms a virgin vase 
curving with the classic grace 

of tranquil plaster; 

these maidens would support with valor 
portico that weighed the pillar 

of lyric sister 

but such a trial is not granted 
by the gods: behold three daunted 

caryatids. (qtd. in Middlebrook, "Plath, Hughes, and Three Caryatids" 160). 

3 The sculpture is now housed at the Smithsonian; for more information see: <http://siris
artinventories.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp ?uri=full=3100001~!295435 !O#focus>. 

4 See annotations for "St. Botolph's," specifically 7 .1(14) 



5 See 4.1[7] 

6 Again, see annotations for "St. Botolph's" for a details and specifics of Hughes and his Cambridge companions. 

7 See annotations 75.2 [174] for more on The White Goddess. 

8 See also annotations for "St. Botolph's," particularly 7.2-7.3 [14] 
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"Visit" 

Annotations 4.1-.4.14: 7-9 

After the infamous meeting at the St. Botolph's party when Plath bit his cheek (see annotations 7.1-7.13: 

14-15}, Hughes returned to Cambridge from London, on March 9. That night (technically the early A.M. 

of the 10th) he and Lucas Myers attempted to locate Plath in her Newnham residence, as they did the 

following night. This poem is out of chronological order in that Hughes includes it prior to his "St. 

Botolph's." Perhaps because this poem is inspired by his later "visit" with a textual Plath, previously 

unknown to him, on the pages of her March 10 and March 11 journal entries, he chooses to place it prior 

to his recollection of their first meeting. The Plath he meets in the journal is a Plath he had yet to meet. 

"Visit" alludes to the anxieties Plath brought to their relationship, preparing the reader for the "shadow" 

that alters Plath's vivacity and joy in "St. Botolph's," and revealing Plath's "demon(s)" as preexisting her 

relationship with Hughes. The poem wrestles with the textuality of his late wife and poses important 

questions about memory, Truth and the limitations of language. 

4.1 (7) 

Lucas, my friend, one 

Among those three or four who stay unchanged 

like a separate self, 

A stone in the bed of the river 

Under every change, became your friend 

"Lucas" is E.1 Lucas Myers (b. 1932), originally from Tennessee, who was a friend and fellow poet of 

Hughes at Cambridge and after. He is a distant relative of the poet Allen Tate.2 Elaine Feinstein quotes 

Hughes describing Myers: "an especially close friend of mine. Luke was very dark and skinny. He could 

be incredibly wild. Just what you hoped for from Tennessee. His poems were startling to us - Hart 

Crane, Wallace Stevens vocabulary, zany'' (38). 

Myers, pleased to be described as an "unchanged" friend and "separate self," writes in his memoir Crow 

Steered Bergs Appeared: 

From the early days of our friendship, I had seen it but not phrased it that way. For me, the 

friendship was a lucky accident (if one believes in accidents) of congeniality and convergence on 

a time and place. Ted and I had pretty much the same view of the human animal, its possibilities 

and its place in the universe. The two selves were not duplicates but obverses of each other. The 

events and difficulties that overtook us in the two decades after we met were similar in certain 

respects, but only one of the two remained productive in the face of them. The strength with 

which Ted met the swirls and blasts of his life without allowing his productivity to be flooded 

over is a subplot as arresting in itself (although it has scarcely been examined) as the rest of the 

play. (29) 

4.2 (7) I heard of it, alerted. 
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Erica Wagner writes in Ariel's Gift that "Visit" "reveals much about the lives of the two poets at that 

time. Hughes, aware enough of Plath to be, one senses, a little jealous of her friendship with Myers" (52-

53). 

Myers has his own interpretation of Hughes's use of the word "alerted": 

4.3[7) 

I had gotten to know Sylvia a little because, after the St. Botolph's party, Bert Wyatt-Brown had 

taken me over to the Whitstead residence hall of Newnham College to see the American girls, 

but I didn't know Sylvia at all well until a month or so later when Ted came up to Cambridge to 

court her or, to speak more precisely, to put himself onto the path of her pursuit. Ted could not 

have been jealous of me because, although he was intrigued by her, I didn't approve of 

bourgeois values and commercial instincts in a poet and wasn't in the field for Sylvia. It was at a 

later time that I developed friendlier feelings for her. Ted's phrasing in "Visit" must be hard to 

follow .. . What Ted meant by "alerted" may have been that he had been alerted to the ease, 

since I had got to know her, with which he could renew contact with the girl who had left her 

imprint on him at the St. Botolph's party. He came up to Cambridge from London the second 

weekend after the party. (CSBA 34-5) 

I was sitting 

Youth away in an office near Slough, 

Morning and evening between Slough and Holborn, 

Hughes travelled from his London flat at 18 Rugby Street3 in Holborn, to Slough, where he worked at 

Pinewood Studios for the film company, J. Arthur Rank. Slough is an ethnically diverse borough in the 

county of Berkshire, England. It is 22 miles (35 km) west of central London and 20 miles (32 km) east of 

Reading. 

Figures 1 and 2: Maps of Slough and Holborn, marking Rugby Street: 
<http://wwp.greenwichmeantime.com/timezone/europe/uk/england/county/berkshire/slough/map.htm> 

<http://www.google.ca/search?hl=en&source=hp&q=map+of+london+rugby+street+holborn&meta=&rlz=lR2ADSA_enCA33 
2&aq=f&oq=> 
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The following is an excerpt from Hughes's letter to Terence Mccaughey, written in early 1956: 

Did you know that I work with J. Arthur Rank?4 I am a shit-shoveller. Literally. I read everything 

that is written, and that an author's vanity can think will make a film. I make a synopsis of each 

piece, and say how suitable for a film I think it is. I intend to do it for another fortnight, and then 

I shall leave. Everybody there is - in Bradley's phrase - as far up everybody else's arse as they 

can get. I'm not very well equipped really to live outside a college, that's the truth, however 

badly equipped I am to live inside. (Lo[TH 35) 

Elaine Feinstein, in her biography of Hughes, writes of Hughes's experience at Arthur J. Rank: 

His task was to write summaries of novels and plays so that the directors had some idea of their 

possible use as films. Hughes was more or less forced to use a typewriter and he disliked the 

effect on the structure of his sentences. He decided then that he much preferred the natural 

resistance set up by the effort of writing with pen and paper. In the event, the job only lasted 

seven weeks; according to Hobsbaum5
, because Hughes found the pressure of reading so much 

junk was affecting his faculties. Another account suggests that Hughes was discovered reading 

Shakespeare and that he walked out when rebuked. (45) 

Lucas Myers remembers this time in his memoir "Ah Youth .... " 

4.4 (7] 

That Spring ... An overling at Pinewood had called for Ted and said "You don't seem to be 

settling in here very well, do you?" Ted kept an Oxford rice-paper Shakespeare in his drawer at 

the studio and would read a scene between the books he had to review and report on as 

possible sources of films. "No, I don't," Ted had replied. He emptied his desk and came up to 

Cambridge with a folding cot he put out in my room. (313) 

Hoarding wage to fund a leap to freedom 

And the other side of the earth 

Hughes was working to save money in order that he might travel; on his first trip, to Australia, he 

planned to visit his brother. 

From a letter to his sister Olwyn Hughes, in early 1956: 

I had a letter from Gerald and Joan.6 When I arranged to emigrate on the previous occasion - in 

1954 - I asked the Auss. to defer my passage for a year. That was up last summer. Now they are 

enquiring from Gerald whether I want to take it up now, and if I do not then I have had a cheap 

passage for good because they don't like being monkeyed about when so many people are dying 

to be there on the next boat. I feel this is forcing my hand rather, but as I do intend to go within 

the year - after a stay abroad as I've mentioned up above - I suppose I should not lose the 

chance of a cheap passage just for the sake of 5 or 6 months in Europe this side of my 27th year. 

In fact, out of that very confused last paragraph you may pick my intention - which is to go to 
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Australia just as soon as the Auss. enquire at this end whether I still want to go. I shall stay two 

years at least then go through America. This does not mean that I shall not have free months 

this summer to come to Europe. (Lo[rH 34) 

And to Luke Myers, on the March 18, following his "visit" to Plath's residence, Whitstead, but less than a 

week before he would rendezvous with Plath in London, Hughes writes: 

"I have been given an ultimatum by the Australian immigration authorities. Two years ago I deferred my 

application for a free passage, and my time is now up. If I do not take it now, I cannot have another 

chance, and whenever I go will have to pay full fare. As I intend to go within a year anyway, I think I shall 

agree to go as soon as possible" (Ibid 37). 

4.5 (7] 

Weekends I recidived 

Into Alma Mater. 

Although "recidivated" would be the grammatically correct word, the reader understands Hughes's 

intent. He suggests he relapsed, slid from a higher position to a lower one, returning to Cambridge - the 

"nourishing mother" - on his weekend. He certainly speaks ironically and facetiously in this instance, 

especially since he writes in 1956 that his "life in London in fact is no life. Automatism in a stunned half

wake" (Lo[rH 36) and, later that year, "all life here [London] is outside you - there's never time for 

anything else. In fact, it's a complete waste of time, its [sic] earning a little money, but losing absolutely 

everything else" (Lo[rH 37). Clearly Hughes returned to Cambridge on his weekends to feel the vivacity 

of life among his like-minded friends, a vivacity lacking in the 9-5 work week he so abhorred. 

4.6 [7] 

Girl-friend 

Shared a supervisor and weekly session 

With your American rival and you. 

She detested you. 

Here, Hughes refers to three different women. Firstly, he refers to his current girlfriend, Shirley7 who, he 

tells Plath (as addressee), "detested you." Next, he refers to the supervisor that Plath, Shirley and Plath's 

"American rival" shared. This supervisor is Dr. Dorothea Greenberg Krook (1920-1989), an assistant 

lecturer in English at Newnham College from 1954-1958. Plath studied the English Moralists with her in 

1955/56.8 The American rival is Jane Lucille Baltzell (1935- ). Baltzell received a Marshall scholarship to 

study at Cambridge. She lived at Whitstead residence with Sylvia Plath from 1955-1956. In her journals, 

Plath refers to Baltzell as "the blonde one" and clearly harbours serious resentment towards her in 

several entries. On March 6, 1956, she writes: "Turns out we're too much alike, too much the same, 

ironically, to be friends closely here: One American girl who writes and is humorous and reasonably 

attractive & magnetic is enough in any group of Englishmen here" (UJ 227). Jane Baltzell dated Bertram 



Wyatt-Brown9 while living at Whitstead; she attended the St. Botolph's party with him. Baltzell's 

memoir, "Gone, Very Gone Youth," describes Plath through her own clouded lens. 

4.7 [7] 

With my friend, 

After midnight, I stood in a garden 

Lobbing soil-clods up at a dark window. 

Drunk, he was certain it was yours. 

Half as drunk, I did not know he was wrong. 
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Figures 3-7: Photos of Whitstead residence, Newnham College, 4 Barton Road, Cambridge: 

<http://www.newn.cam.ac.uk/about/whitstead.shtml> 

Figure 8: Arial Shot: <http://www.newn.cam.ac.uk/about/clickmap/NewnSouth.jpg> 

Plath describes in a letter to her mother, written October 2, 1955: "from my window in Whitstead on 
the third floor I can see out into the Whitstead garden to trees" (183). Figure four is taken from the 
garden, and the small third floor dormer was her room during her first year at Cambridge. 
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Chris Bremner, of Newnham College, confirms the whereabouts of Plath's former room in an email 

written on June 16, 2008: "Sylvia slept in room 10 (now room 15) which is an attic room. The window is 

in the roof on the right hand side of the photo [figure 3, which was supplied by Mr. Bremner], peeking 

out between the branches (to the right and below the chimney stack)" (dt4@newn.cam.ac.uk). 

Jane Baltzell in her memoir remembers, "In the mornings, especially, the large dormer windows let in a 

gorgeous flood of sunshine" (63) . As figure five demonstrates, the other side of the residence is without 

windows and the back (figure 6) facing Clare Road, would not have overlooked the garden. The seventh 

picture is a recent picture of the room itself, from the inside. It is unclear which window led to Phillipa's 

room though Wagner-Martin biography suggests that Hughes and Myers were on the Clare Road (figure 

6) side of the residence (130). 
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Diane Middlebrook's explores this assumption in Her Husband: 

After the party at Falcon Yard, Hughes went back to his job in London. In another fortnight he 

was again in Cambridge for the weekend, and on the Friday night, after drinking late at the 

Anchor, he went with Lucas Myers around to the house where Sylvia Plath lived with other 

female students from abroad. Throwing clods at what he thought was her window, he called out 

her name, but she was with another man10
, and anyway he was calling at the wrong window. 

Saturday night he and Lucas were back, again throwing clods at the wrong window at 2:00 A.M. 

This time they wakened the tenant, who dutifully went looking for Plath, but Plath was deep 

asleep and couldn't be roused. (23) 

Myers writes: "They were soil-clods because we could not find the pebbles we hoped would bring Sylvia 

to her sash .... 'Half as drunk' is a courtesy to me. I was not alone in drunkenness it says. Actually I 

never saw Ted drunk or half drunk. Ted's description of me is a retrospective courtesy to Sylvia. Not that 

I didn't drink too much on this and other occasions. Unfortunately I did" (CSBA 35). 

See below, 4.9[8] and 4.10[8] for Plath's journal entries concerning this "visit." 

4.8 [7] 

Nor did I know I was being auditioned 

For the male lead in your drama, 

Miming through the first easy movements 

As if with eyes closed, feeling for the role. 

As if a puppet were being tried on its strings, 

Or a dead frog's legs touched by electrodes. 

Wagner writes in Ariel's Gift: "[Hughes] compares himself to a puppet, to the legs of a dead frog hooked 

up to electrodes: his picture of himself as helpless, as not in control, could not be farther from her image 

of him as her 'black marauder.' He is 'unknown to you and not knowing you' -but it hardly seems to 

matter" (53) . 

In addition to the images Hughes uses to portray Plath as the puppet-master and playwright, the "frog's 

legs touched by electrodes" not only conjure images of experiments performed by the Italian Galvani, 

but also Plath's Electro-Convulsive Therapy at McLean's hospital, Boston, in 1953.11 With the images of 

this section, Hughes continues to marry life and death, to stimulate something or someone already 

stagnated, already deflated. This notion of his own helplessness, his ignorance, and his failure to 

exorcise the demons that already possessed Plath, is an important strategy throughout the Birthday 

Letters. 

4.9 [8] 

Aiming to find you, and missing, and again missing. 

Flinging earth at a glass that could not protect you 

Because you were not there. 
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In the same way, Hughes "aims" to find Plath in this collection of poems, but he cannot protect her, she 

is already gone, was already "gone" when they first met. Hughes flings these poems, "missing" and 

"again missing" her, all the while missing her presence and attempting to fill the hole left by her 

absence. 

4.10 (8) 

Ten years after your death 

I meet on a page of your journal, as if never before, 

The shock of your joy 

When you heard of that. Then the shock 

Of your prayers. 

Jo Gill discusses this poem in her article "'While my pen travels on"': "This poem, written in 1973, likely 

coincides with Hughes editing of Plath's journals for publication. He reads these entries ten years after 

her death and sees her anew in her pleading desperation. He relives an event, from his past, through her 

eyes. Hughes is commenting on the strangeness of the new insight he has gained from his re-reading of 

Plath's work" {106) . 

And, in her journal, on March 10, 1956, Plath writes: 

What I want to say is: HE is here; in Cambridge. Smiling blub-faced Bert, all scrubbed and 

polished, met me in the street on the way to the College library: "Lucas and Ted threw stones at 

your window lastnight" A huge joy galloped through me; they remembered my name; it was the 

wrong window and I was out drinking with Hamish, but they exist in this world ... 

Now, tense, rebellious with spring sprouting outside my window and playing merry hell with my 

blood, I have to cram for paper on Webster & Tourneur: why oh why didn't I do it yesterday. I 

should have known; and today will be shot to hell because he is Here and he may not bother to 

come again, having dates with Puddefoots or something, and I wait here, quivering like polished 

barbwire .. .. 

Please let him come; let me have him for this British spring. Please please. 

Please let him come, and give me the resilience & guts to make him respect me, be interested 

and not throw myself at him with loudness or hysterical yelling; calmly, gently, easy baby easy. 

He is probably strutting the backs among crocuses now with seven Scandinavian mistresses. And 

I sit, spider-like, waiting, here, home; Penelope waving webs of Webster, turning spindles of 

Tourneur. Oh, he is here; my black marauder; oh hungry hungry.12 I am so hungry for a big 

smashing creative burgeoning burdened love; I am here; I wait; and he plays on the banks of the 

river Cam like a casual faun. {232) 
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4.11 [8] 

And under those prayers your panic 

That prayers might not create the miracle, 

Then, under the panic, the nightmare 

That came rolling to crush you: 

Your alternative - the unthinkable 

Old despair and the new agony 

Melting into one familiar hell. 

Having attributed the power to Plath in stanza two - he is "jigged," and "watched," and her "puppet" -

Hughes acknowledges in his re-reading of these journal entries the lack of control Plath has over herself. 

Her choice of language: "fury," "disease," "ash," "dark machine," "hell," that she is "quivering like 

polished barbwire" etc. conveys the anxiety at Plath's core concerning her self-worth and her fear that 

she might descend, once again, into mental illness: "Old despair and the new agony." Her panic over her 

inability to control a situation, and her dramatization of the mundane, are shocking and illustrate the 

different ways in which both she and Hughes fictionalize reality in their respective narratives. 

Plath's Journals, Postscript to March 10, 1956, reveal Plath's further dismay: 

Oh the fury, the fury. Why did I even know he was here. The panther wakes and stalks again,13 

and every sound in the house is his tread on the stair. 

Now I lay, burning, fevered with this disease, and the sun glared at me all at once, a lowering 

orange eye, blank and mocking; it set on time, I clocked it. And again the dark eats me: the fear 

of being crushed in a huge dark machine, sucked dry by the grinding indifferent millstones of 

circumstance. He is at a party now, I know; with some girl. My face burns, and I am turning to 

ash, like the apples of sodom and gomorrah. 

How I hate him; how I hate Bert for feeding my fury which I had quelled by wrenching out that 

poem ["Pursuit"] last week. (233-234) 

On March 11, Plath writes the following journal entry: 

Another day of hell. He is on the prowl, all the fiends are come to torment me: and I alone am 

escaped to tell thee. All of the eyes, the multitudes of eyes that report his being here. This 

morning, a male tread, a knock at the door; is it He? It was: mere Chris, after all this 10 days of 

absence. Only, a Chris gifted with instruments of torture, having just seen Luke and Ted down 

the street this very morning; they will not come. Not in the gray sober light of morning. They will 

not come. But last night they came, at two in the morning, Phillipa said. Throwing mud on her 

window, saying my name, the two mixed: mud and my name; my name in mud. She came to 



4.12 (8) 
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look for me, but I was sleeping. Dreaming of being home in Winthrop on a lovely new spring day 

... And all this while, those three boys14 in the dark were treating me like what whore, coming 

like the soldiers to Blanche DuBois and rolling in the gardens, drunk, and mixing her name with 

mud. Two reports today, to insert more needles in my skin. I must cram for my paper. Oh, god 

give me the guts to live through this week. Let me someday confront him, only confront him, to 

make him human, and not that black panther which struts on the forest fringes of hearsay. Such 

hell. They refuse to face me in daylight. I am not worth that. I must be, when if they ever come. 

They will not come. I don't want to eat, to go to tea today. I want to rave out in the streets and 

confront that big panther, to make the daylight whittle him to lifesize. (235) 

Suddenly I read all this -

Your actual words as they floated 

Out through your throat and tongue and onto your page -

Just as when your daughter, years ago now, 

Drifting in, gazing up into my face, 

Mystified, 

Where I worked alone 

In the silent house, asked, suddenly: 

'Daddy, where's Mummy?' 

Plath's daughter, Frieda Rebecca Hughes (b. April 1, 1960)15
, was only two when Plath committed 

suicide on February 11, 1963. Plath, Frieda and Hughes all convey the language of loss and longing. 

Ann Skea's "Poetry and Magic" offers: 

This raw emotion, and the sudden shock and the pain of loss which Sylvia's words brought to 

Ted, reading them ten years after her death, are powerfully re-created in 'Visit' by her 

daughter's sudden question, "Daddy, where's Mummy?". Ted calls Frieda "your daughter," 

combining the female energies and linking her so closely with Sylvia in the lines of the poem that 

there is a confusion of past and present which mirrors his own confusion when Frieda spoke. 

Suddenly, the whole story is there in a midnight of frost and numbness which encompasses both 

the garden with which the poem and the story began and Ted's own continuing pain. But buried 

there, too, like the continuing life-force hidden in a chrysalis, is "A pulse of fever" with which 

Ted links past, present and future. ("The Path of the Empress"} 

From N.J. Roberts's "Hughes and the Female Addressee": 

Plath's writing in the journal is described in a remarkably phonocentric way ... These words are 

not mere signifiers but the literal traces of her presence. His remorse for his former absence is 

made more poignant by his being there in the presence of these traces now, at the moment of 

reading the journal. ... The illusion that the words in the journal are literally traces of her voice 



allows for a moment the even more tormenting illusion that the unachieved future is still just 

that: a future. Then the journal shrinks back into mere signification. (qtd. in Moulin 92) 

These comments are helpful but miss the irony that Hughes omits Plath's words from his poem. These 

"literal traces of her presence" and the "shock and pain" of her words are absent here. Without 

annotations for this poem, the weight and resonance of Hughes's poem - made possible by Plath's 

"actual words" - are lost or, at very least, compromised. Perhaps this lack is Hughes intent; in a poem 

where he attempts to convey loss and longing, Plath's missing words produce that very effect. 

4.13 [8-9) 

The freezing soil 

Of the garden, as I clawed it. 

All round me that midnight's 

Giant clock of frost. And somewhere 

Inside it, wanting to feel nothing, 

A pulse of fever. Somewhere 

Inside that numbness of the earth 

Our future trying to happen. 
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As Hughes claws at the ground in the freezing March soil of the Whitstead garden, he conjures images of 

Plath's cold dark grave, the role he may have played in helping to dig it, and his attempt, with these 

poems, to get to Plath's "underworld." That he "claws" at midnight-a time important for Hughes in his 

poetic projects as representative of a mystical, and thus poetic hour- in a "Giant clock of frost," allows 

us to feel the effects of time on memories as they grow cold, despite our attempts to keep them alive 

and warm. And the pain of loss, when we "wan[t] to feel nothing" is, too, like a pulse of heat. Plath's 

journals then - and all of her writings - are like the cold ground that Hughes claws at. Inside them he 

encounters the fever of her voice as their "future trying to happen." He claws at them, hoping to "meet 

[her] voice," just as he will meet the voice(s) of the textual Plath in many of these Birthday Letters 

poems. 

Jo Gill in "'While my pen travels on"' notes Hughes's allusion to Samuel Taylor Coleridge's 1798 "Frost at 

Midnight": '"Frost at midnight' is a particularly important model (in places, for example line 2, Hughes 

even mimics Coleridge's metre). It offers Hughes a means of soliciting sympathy for his own situation as 

lone father (although the ironic implication is that Hughes's child, unlike Coleridge's, does not 'slumber 

[ ... ] peacefully')"(lOS).16 

4.14 [9] 

I look up - as if to meet your voice 

With all its urgent future 

That has burst in on me. Then look back 

At the book of the printed words. 



You are ten years dead. It is only a story. 

Your story. My story. 
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Jo Gill rightly asserts how, '"Visit', for example, is one of a number of poems in which Hughes re

encounters and begins to understand Plath only by perusing her textual traces ... The title, itself, should 

be noted, implying as it does a 'visitation' by an uncanny, ghostly, textual presence. 'Visit' is ... an 

expression of Hughes's ... puzzlement at the strange but nonetheless vivid medium (her writing) by 

which his new-found knowledge comes to him" ("'While my pen travels on"' 108). 

Likewise, Tracey Brain explores how, "Hughes questions the reality of events as he remembers them and 

stresses the fictional aspect of any account he can give .... Hughes reminds the reader that historical 

events cannot be made into reliable facts by anybody, even those who lived them, but that they 

nonetheless had material effects on real human beings" (Brain 184). 

Here, Hughes speaks to the power of Plath's writing that conjures her anew for him. He acknowledges, 

however, how words, despite their ability to move us, create but a story. A story cannot bring Plath back 

from the "freezing soil" no matter who tells it. His insistence in the last line that this poem is, "Your 

story. My story," reveals how they too, recollect differently events that they shared. Hughes again calls 

attention to his poems as simply other "versions" of this "story," thus denying them full authenticity. 

1 According to Karen Kukil, the E. stands for Elvis. 

2 Myers has written two memoirs of Plath and Hughes: "Ah, Youth ... : Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath at Cambridge 
and After" (1989) and Crow Steered Bergs Appeared (2001) . 

3See annotations for "18 Rugby Street" : 10.1-10.19 [20-24) 

4 Diane Middlebrook, in Her Husband, and Elaine Feinstein in Ted Hughes: The Life of a Poet credit poet Philip 
Hobsbaum with getting Hughes this job (11) (45). Hobsbaum's short memoir of Hughes, "Ted Hughes at 
Cambridge"was published in 1999 and also takes credit for this job assignment. 

5 See previous endnote. 

6 Gerald Hughes, Ted's brother, and Joan Hughes, Gerald's wife. The couple lived in Australia. 

7 See annotations 7 .S [14) of "St. Botolph's 

8 Dorothea Krook's "Recollections of Sylvia Plath" recalls their relationship, see also "SS Eltisley'' 22.6 [SO) 

9 See also annotations for "St. Botolph's," specifically 7.1 [14) and footnote vii. 

10 With Hamish Stewart, a Canadian student at Cambridge. 

11 See annotations for ''The Tender Place" 6.1-6.12 [12-13). 



12 From Plath's poem "Pursuit," written after the St. Botolph's party; here is the complete text: 

Dans le fond des forets votre image me suit. 
Racine 

There is a panther stalks me down: 
One day I'll have my death of him; 
His greed has set the woods aflame, 
He prowls more lordly than the sun. 
Most soft, most suavely glides that step, 
Advancing always at my back; 
From gaunt hemlock, rooks croak havoc: 
The hunt is on, and sprung the trap. 
Flayed by thorns I trek the rocks, 
Haggard through the hot white noon. 
Along red network of his veins 
What fires run, what craving wakes? 

lnsatiate, he ransacks the land 
Condemned by our ancestral fault, 
Crying: blood, let blood be spilt; 
Meat must glut his mouth's raw wound . 
Keen the rending teeth and sweet 
The singeing fury of his fur; 
His kisses parch, each paw's a briar, 
Doom consummates that appetite. 
In the wake of this fierce cat, 
Kindled like torches for his joy, 
Charred and ravened women lie, 
Become his starving body's bait. 

Now hills hatch menace, spawning shade; 
Midnight cloaks the sultry grove; 
The black marauder, hauled by love 
On fluent haunches, keeps my speed. 
Behind snarled thickets of my eyes 
Lurks the lithe one; in dreams' ambush 
Bright those claws that mar the flesh 
And hungry, hungry, those taut thighs. 
His ardor snares me, lights the trees, 
And I run flaring in my skin; 
What lull, what cool can lap me in 
When burns and brands that yellow gaze? 

I hurl my heart to halt his pace, 
To quench his thirst I squander blood; 
He eats, and still his need seeks food, 
Compels a total sacrifice. 
His voice waylays me, spells a trance, 
The gutted forest falls to ash; 
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Appalled by secret want, I rush 
From such assault of radiance. 
Entering the tower of my fears, 
I shut my doors on that dark guilt, 
I bolt the door, each door I bolt. 
Blood quickens, gonging in my ears: 

The panther's tread is on the stairs, 
Corning up and up the stairs. (CP 22) 
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This poem is essential to understanding Plath's journal entries of March 10 and 11; her reference to the "black 
panther" who is "on the prowl," as well as many others, demand a reading of this poem. For more discussion, see 
annotations of "Trophies" 9.1-9.10 (18-19). 

13 Again a reference to Plath's "Pursuit," see previous footnote. 

14 There is no indication there was a third "boy." 

15 See annotations for "lsis"45.1-45.9 (111-112) 

16 Frost at Midnight (1-23) 

The Frost performs its secret ministry, 

Un helped by any wind . The owlet's cry 

Carne loud-and hark, again! loud as before. 

The inmates of my cottage, all at rest, 

Have left me to that solitude, which suits 

Abstruser musings: save that at my side 

My cradled infant slumbers peacefully. 

'Tis cairn indeed! so cairn, that it disturbs 

And vexes meditation with its strange 

And extreme silentness. Sea, hill, and wood, 

This populous village! Sea, and hill, and wood, 

With all the numberless goings-on of life, 

Inaudible as dreams! the thin blue flame 

Lies on my low-burnt fire, and quivers not; 

Only that film, which fluttered on the grate, 

Still flutters there, the sole unquiet thing. 

Methinks, its motion in this hush of nature 

Gives it dim sympathies with me who live, 

Making it a companionable form, 

Whose puny flaps and freaks the idling Spirit 

By its own moods interprets, every where 

Echo or mirror seeking of itself, 



And makes a toy of Thought. 

--Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
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"Sam" 

Annotations 5.1-5.6: 10-11 

This poem refers to Plath's 1955 ride on a runaway horse. Her July 1958 poem, "Whiteness I Remember," 

also recalls the event. Hughes's poem speculates about Plath's experience while comparing her 

dangerous "ride" to their relationship and its equally treacherous dynamics. 

5.1 [10) 

It was all of a piece to you 

That your horse, the white calm stallion, Sam, 

Decided he'd had enough 

And started home at a gallop. 

Erica Wagner dates the ride on December 12, 1955: "Plath went out riding with an old friend from Yale, 

Dick Wertz1
, and her horse, Sam, ran away with her. This led directly to the writing of one poem, 

'Whiteness I Remember' . .. and is also reflected in the power and pulse of 'Ariel', four years later, the 

poet hauled through air and transformed by a force both beyond her control and part of herself' (AG 

56). 

Plath briefly describes the event in her March 6, 1956, journal entry (largely addressed to Richard 

Sassoon - see 10.7 [21)): "Then there was the time with Wertz when the horse galloped into the street

crossing and the stirrups came off leaving me hanging around his neck, jarred breathless, thinking in an 

ecstasy: is this the way the end will be?"(220). 

Plath's poetic version of the event2, available in its entirety in the second footnote, is a poem that 

importantly foreshadows the powerful 1962 "Ariel";3 this "gallop 'was practice' for the later, deadly ride 

of 'Ariel', in which Plath will write how 'The brown arc I Of the neck I cannot catch' dragged her towards 

oblivion" (Wagner 56). 

That the experience is "all of a piece to you," alludes to Plath's use of personal events as the stuff of her 

writings. According to Hughes she sees this near-death-experience (like many other such experiences) as 

fodder for art, just as her poem becomes fodder for his poem. 

The horse, Sam, is described by both Plath and Hughes, as a normally timid, calm, stallion. That he 

"takes off' on Plath is uncharacteristic; Hughes suggests that the horse "Decided he'd had enough," thus 

also suggesting, by the end of the poem that Hughes, too, became a "run-away stallion," that "had 

enough." Hughes subtly suggests that Plath is- at least in part- responsible for both Sam's, and the 

speaker's, transgressions. 

Hughes's use of the colour white, in these and subsequent lines, conjures Plath's powerful use of colour 

in her poems, where white signifies the finality and silence of death. 

5.2 [10) 



I can live 

Your incredulity, your certainty 

That this was it. You lost your stirrups. He galloped 

Straight down the white line of the Barton Road. 

You lost your reins, you lost your seat -

It was grab his neck and adore him 

Or free-fall. 
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Sam, according to Hughes, bolted down the centre of Barton Road. As indicated by Figure 1, Barton 

Road is a main street in Cambridge, running from the centre of the town, past Newnham College (where 

Plath studied at Whitstead, located at Barton and Clare Road) heading south east past Granchester. 

Hughes imagines, "can live," Plath's fear and adrenaline as she lost control of the horse. 

Figure 1: A Map of Cambridge, noting Barton Rd: <http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/-jds/x2170y1030sSOW700h400.gif> 

5.3 [10) 

You slewed under his neck, 

An upside-down jockey with nothing 

Between you and the cataract of macadam, 

That horribly hard, swift river, 
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But the propeller terrors of his front legs 

And the clangour of the iron shoes, so far beneath you. 

Plath, having "lost her seat," now grips the horse from below, hanging upside down from its neck. As 

Hughes visualizes, there is "nothing between" Plath and the furious rush of the macadam, the road 

beneath her, but the charging legs of the stallions and the loud noise of his iron shoes. Barton road, as 

she speeds over it - upside down and holding on for dear life - becomes a "swift" dark river, waiting, as 

death, to submerge her in its "horribly hard" current. 

According to Ann Skea: "Macadam is a tar-sealed road surface, but the word also means, literally, 'son of 

Adam'. So, the cataract is not only the potential "end" which Sylvia saw and wrote of in her journal 

entry, it is also linked with the origin of human life and the dark river of time and death to which all life 

in the material world is subject" ("The Path of the Emperor''). 

5.4 (10) 

Luck was already there. Did you have a helmet? 

How did you cling on? Baby monkey 

Using your arms and legs for clinging steel. 

What saved you? Maybe your poems 

Saved themselves, slung under that plunging neck, 

Hammocked in your body over the switchback road. 

As Linda Bundtzen suggests in The Other Ariel: "In 'Sam' ... Hughes speculates that when Plath survived 

a ride on a runaway horse, it was the genius of poetry that saved her'' {165). 

In these lines, Hughes poses many questions; he removes himself from the experience that was Plath's 

alone, although, significantly, the experience becomes a metaphor for the demise of their relationship. 

Suggesting that Plath's poems "saved themselves" speaks to Hughes's (and Plath's) assertion that poetry 

is its own force and exists in its own right; the poet is a vehicle for poetic inspiration. 

As Wagner explains, for Hughes, '"Sam' is an imagined recollection ... The runaway horse embodies his 

contention that she, that both of them, were prey to a higher, controlling agency of fate that demands a 

kind of worship ... Her work, too, is perceived as the product of an almost separate self, having its own 

agency, saving itself at the expense of its writer's life" (AG 56). 

5.5 (10-11) 

You saw only blur •.•. 

How did you hang on? You couldn't have done it. 

Something in you not you did it for itself. 

You clung on, probably near unconscious, 

Till he walked into his stable. That gallop 

Was practice, but not enough, and quite useless. 
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Hughes suggests that Plath could not have held on. It was a force outside her that saved her that day. 

Plath herself, in a journal entry dated July 9, 1958, describes the phenomenon as a "revelation" -one 

the allows her to write the poem "Whiteness I remember:" "I wrote what I consider a 'book poem' 

about my runaway ride in Cambridge on the horse Sam: a 'hard' subject for me, horses alien to me, yet 

the dare-devil change in Sam & my hanging on god knows how is a kind of revelation: it worked well" 

{403). 

The "revelation" of that day, according to Hughes, is that power of the poetry. Whether it was power 

beyond the poet, or a new poetic self emerging from the possession of the power, Plath's poems saved 

Plath in order to save themselves. 

Hughes may be alluding to the "useless[ness]" of Plath's earlier poem when compared with "Ariel," a 

poem born after much "practice." The uselessness seems to speak to the next and closing lines of the 

poem where the ride on Sam did not provide her the lessons needed to weather their own rocky ride. 

See Skea's comments in 5.6 [11). 

5.6 [11) 

When I jumped a fence you strangled me 

One giddy moment, then fell off, 

Flung yourself off and under my feet to trip me 

And tripped me and lay dead. Over in a flash. 

Wagner describes in Ariel's Gift the gravity of these final lines: "Sam does not unseat her; Hughes, at the 

end of the poem, does; although there is confusion between actor and acted upon. You 'fell off', he 

addresses her - or, in the next line 'Flung yourself off' . Who, precisely, was the cause of the action can 

never be clarified : all that is clear and baldly stated is the end result . .. 'Sam' blends her work, their 

lives, into a headlong rush to a swift and bitter end" {56-57). 

According to Ann Skea, Hughes's poem laments that Plath did not learn the lessons of her ride on Sam: 

In the final six lines of the poem, Ted seems to suggest that although Sylvia abandoned herself 

to the turbulent forces at that time and came safely through, she did not learn from the 

experience. It was "practice" but "not enough, and quite useless". So, when he himself became 

the cause of a similar turbulent and dangerous emotional ride for her, when he "jumped the 

fence" (so to speak) in their marriage, she forgot the lesson of Sam, clung to him only briefly, 

then threw herself off ... ("The Path of the Emperor'') 

As the final lines dramatically depict, Hughes and Plath are both destroyed. Plath's dead body "trips" 

Hughes; she takes him down with her. The poem suggests that, this time, poetry could not save either of 

them. Plath, Hughes argues, should have hung on until Hughes "walked into his stable." Hughes, now 

the stallion, argues that Plath doesn't trust poetry the second time around: she "fl[i]ng[s] herself off." 



1 Richard Wayne Wertz, born 1933, was a Yale roommate of Plath's lover Richard Sassoon (see 10.7(21]); Wertz 
attended Westminster College, at Cambridge, in 1955 & 1956. 

2 Whiteness I Remember 

Whiteness being what I remember 
About Sam: whiteness and the great run 
He gave me. I've gone nowhere since but 
Going's been tame deviation. White, 
Not of heraldic stallions: off-white 
Of the stable horse whose history's 
Humdrum, unexceptionable, his 
Tried sobriety hiring him out 
To novices and to the timid. 
Yet the dapple toning his white down 
To safe gray never grayed his temper. 

I see him one-tracked, stubborn, white horse, 
First horse under me, high as the roofs, 
His near trot pitching my tense poise up, 
Unsettling the steady-rooted green 
Of country hedgerows and cow pastures 
To a giddy jog. Then for ill will 
Or to try me he suddenly set 
Green grass streaming, houses a river 
Of pale fronts, straw thatchings, the hard road 
An anvil, hooves four hammers to jolt 
Me off into their space of beating, 

Stirrups undone, and decorum. And 
Wouldn't slow for the hauled reins, his name, 
Or shouts of walkers: crossroad traffic 
Stalling curbside at his oncoming, 
The world subdued to his run of it. 
I hung on his neck. Resoluteness 
Simplified me: a rider, riding 
Hung out over hazard, over hooves 
Loud on earth's bedrock. Almost thrown, not 
Thrown: fear, wisdom, at one: all colors 
Spinning to still in his one whiteness. (CP 102} 

3 See also annotation 75.1 (174)) 
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"The Tender Place" 

Annotations 6.1- 6.6: 12-13 

This poem explores Plath's subjection to electroconvulsive therapy. Following a mental breakdown in 

1953, she underwent a series of shock treatments at the advice of a psychiatrist she disliked. After a 

suicide attempt in August of the same year, and stays at Newton-Wellesley and Massachusetts General 

hospitals, Plath underwent treatment at Mclean1 psychiatric hospital in Boston. There, her psychiatrist, 

Ruth Beuscher, recommended another course of E.C. T. in an attempt to treat Plath's severe depression. 

In this poem, Hughes chronicles the violence of such treatment and suggests that Plath's experience had 

devastating effects on her psyche. Still, the poem explores Plath's subjection to E.C. T. as, in part, birthing 

her unique and transgressive poetic voice. 

6.1 [12) 

Your temples, where the hair crowded in, 

Were the tender place. Once to check 

I dropped a file across the electrodes 

Of a twelve-volt battery - it exploded 

Like a grenade. 

This poem begins "as if it is a conventional love poem" (Wagner, AG 37) but quickly shifts to a dark and 

disturbing topic. The "next lines might at first seem a non sequitur ... But this swift and shocking shift 

reveals more of Plath's history, and what she had suffered" {Ibid) . Hughes draws attention to the 

tenderness at Plath's temples, then shifts to disturbing and explosive images that become metaphors for 

Plath's electroconvulsive therapy. 

6.2 [12) 

Somebody wired you up. 

Somebody pushed the lever. They crashed 

The thunderbolt into your skull. 

In their bleached coats, with blenched faces, 

They hovered again 

To see how you were, in your straps. 

Whether your teeth were still whole. 

The hand on the calibrated lever 

Hughes is referring directly to Plath's electroconvulsive therapy, administered first at Valleyhead 

hospital in the summer of 1953 and then at Mclean in the fall/winter of 1953/54. Plath underwent this 

therapy in an attempt to help her deal with a depressive episode that resulted in an August 1953 suicide 

attempt. Because an understanding of the events surrounding this break-down, and subsequent 

therapy, is important to a reading of the Birthday Letters poems, Plath is quoted at length. 



Plath, in a letter to Eddie Cohen2
, dated December 28, 1953 and sent from Belknap House at Mclean 

Hospital, describes both her treatment and the events leading to her stay at the hospital: 

Dear E. 
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The rather enormous lapse in time between the date of this letter and the date of your brief

but-eloquent plan for me to write needs an explanation. I don't know just how widely the news 

of my little scandal this summer traveled in the newspapers, but I received letters from all over 

the United States from friends, relations, perfect strangers and religious crackpots; and I'm not 

aware of whether you read about my escapade, or whether you are aware of my present 

situation. At any rate, I'm prepared to give you a brief resume of details. [ .. . ] 

I worked all during the hectic month of June in the plushy air-conditioned offices of Mlle 

magazine, helping set up the August issue. I came home exhausted, fully prepared to begin my 

two courses at Harvard Summer School, for which I'd been offered a partial scholarship. Then 

things started to happen. I'd gradually come to realize that I'd completely wasted my Junior year 

at Smith by taking a minimum of courses (and the wrong courses at that), by bluffing my way 

glibly through infrequent papers, skipping by with only three or four exams during the year, 

reading nothing more meaty than the jokes at the bottom of the columns in The New Yorker 

and writing nothing but glib jingles in an attempt to commune with W.H. Auden .... 

To top it off, all my friends were either writing novels in Europe, planning to get married next 

June, or going to med. school [ ... ] The one or two males I knew were either proving themselves 

genii in the midst of adversity [ ... ] or were not in the market for the legal kind of love for a good 

ten years yet and were going to see the world and all the femmes fatales in it before becoming 

victims of wedded bliss. 

Anyhow, to sum up my reactions to the immediate problem at hand, I decided at the beginning 

of July to save a few hundred $$$, stay home, write, learn shorthand, and finesse the summer 

school deal. You know, sort of live cheap and be creative. Truth was, I'd counted in getting into 

Frank O'Connor's writing course at Harvard, but it seemed that several thousand other rather 

brilliant writers did, too, and so I didn't; so I was miffed and figured if I couldn't write on my 

own, I wasn't any good anyhow. It turned out that not only was I totally unable to learn one 

squiggle of shorthand, but I also had not a damn thing to say in the literary world; because I was 

sterile, empty, unlived, unwise, and UNREAD. And the more I tried to remedy the situation, the 

more I became unable to comprehend ONE WORD of our fair old language. 

I began to frequent the offices and couches of the local psychiatrists, who were all running back 

and forth on summer vacations. I became unable to sleep; I became immune to increased doses 

of sleeping pills. I underwent a rather brief and traumatic experience of badly given shock 

treatments on an outpatient basis. 
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Pretty soon, the only doubt in my mind was the precise time and method of committing suicide. 

The only alternative I could see was an eternity of hell for the rest of my life in a mental hospital, 

and I was going to make use of my last ounce of free choice and choose a quick clean ending. I 

figured that in the long run it would be more merciful and inexpensive to my family; instead of 

an indefinite and expensive incarceration of a favorite daughter in the cell of a State San, instead 

of the misery and disillusion of sixty odd years of mental vacuum, of physical squalor, I would 

spare them all by ending everything at the height of my so-called career while there were still 

illusions left among my profs, still poems to be published in Harper's, still a memory at least that 

would be worthwhile. 

Well, I tried drowning3
, but that didn't work; somehow the urge to life, mere physical life, is 

damn strong, and I felt that I could swim forever straight out into the sea and sun and never be 

able to swallow more than a gulp or two of water and swim on. The body is amazingly stubborn 

when it comes to sacrificing itself to the annihilating directions of the mind. 

So I hit upon what I figured would be the easiest way out; I waited until my mother had gone to 

town, my brother was at work, and my grandparents were out in the back yard. Then I broke the 

lock of my mother's safe, took out the bottle of 50 sleeping pills, and descended to the dark 

sheltered ledge in our basement, after having left a note to mother that I had gone on a long 

walk and would not be back for a day or so. I swallowed quantities and blissfully succumbed to 

the whirling blackness that I honestly believed was eternal oblivion. My mother believed my 

note, sent out searching parties, notified the police, and, finally, on the second day or so, began 

to give up hope when she found that the pills were missing. In the meantime, I had stupidly 

taken too many pills, vomited them, and came to consciousness in a dark hell, banging my head 

repeatedly on the ragged rocks of the cellar in futile attempts to sit up and, instinctively, call for 

help. 

My brother finally heard my weak yells, called the ambulance, and the next days were a 

nightmare of flashing lights, strange voices, large needles, an overpowering conviction that I was 

blind in one eye, and a hatred toward the people who would not let me die, but insisted rather 

in dragging me into the hell of sordid and meaningless existence. 

I won't go into the details that involved two sweltering weeks in the Newton-Wellesley hospital, 

exposed to the curious eyes of all the student nurses, attendants, and passers-by - or the two 

weeks in the psychiatric ward of the Mass. General, where the enormous open sore on my 

cheek gradually healed, leaving a miraculously intact eye, plus a large, ugly brown scar under it. 

Suffice it to say that by fairy-godmother-type maneuverings, my scholarship benefactress4 at 

Smith got me into the best mental hospital in the U.S., where I had my own attractive private 

room and my own attractive psychiatrist5. I didn't think improvement was possible. It seems 

that it is. 
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I have emerged from insulin shock and electric (ugh) shock therapy with the discovery, among 

other things, that I can laugh, if the occasion moves me (and, surprisingly enough, it sometimes 

does), and get pleasure from sunsets, walks over the golf course, drives through the country. I 

still miss the old love and ability to enjoy solitude and reading. I need more than anything right 

now what is, of course, most impossible, someone to love me, to be with me at night when I 

wake up in shuddering horror and fear of the cement tunnels leading down to the shock room, 

to comfort me with an assurance that no psychiatrist can quite manage to convey. 

The worst, I hope, is over [ ... ] Somehow, all this reminds me of the deep impression the movie 

"Snake Pit" made upon me about six years ago. I only hope I don't have any serious relapses and 

get out of here in a month or two. 

[ ... ]I can now have visitors, go for drives, supervised walks, and hope to have "ground 

privileges" by the end of this week, which means freedom to walk about the grounds alone, to 

frequent the Coffee Shop, and the library, as well as the Occupational Therapy rooms. 

[ ... ] I long to be out in the wide open spaces of the very messy, dangerous, real world which I 

still love in spite of everything [ ... ] 

As ever, 

syl. (LH 129-132) 

In a journal entry dated July 6, 1953, Plath exhibits signs of anxiety and depression leading to her 

summer "breakdown": 

The time has come, my pretty maiden, to stop running away from yourself, trying to keep on a 

merrygoround whirlwind of activity that goes so fast you haven't time to think too much or too 

long. Today you made a fatal decision - not to go to Harvard Summer school. And you vacillated 

like a nervous seesaw - gulped, chose blindly - and immediately wanted to reverse a decision 

which is speeding into finality now already on the wings of mails, minds, and secretarial files. 

You are an inconsistent and very frightened hypocrite: you wanted time to think, to find out 

about yourself, your ability to write, and now that you have it: practically three months of 

godawful time, you are paralyzed, shocked, thrown into nausea, a stasis. You are plunged so 

deep in your own very private little whirlpool of negativism that you can't do more than force 

yourself into a rote where the simplest actions become forbidding and enormous. Your mind is 

incapable of thinking ... you should not be bored, but should be able to think, accept, affirm -

and not retreat into masochistic mental hell where jealousy and fear make you want to stop 

eating - don't ignore all the people you could know, shutting yourself up in a numb defensive 

vacuum: but please yank yourself up & don't spend years gaping in horror at the one time in 

your life you'll have a chance to prove your own discipline .... Now is the time to conjure up 

words and ideas on your own. You are frozen mentally - scared to get going, eager to crawl back 
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to the womb. First think: here is your room - here is your life, your mind: don't panic. Begin 

writing, even if it is only rough & ununified .... Right now you are sick in your head .... You fool 

- you are afraid of being alone with your own mind. You just better learn to know yourself, to 

make sure decisions before it is too late .... Stop thinking selfishly of razors & self-wounds & 

going out and ending it all. Your room is not your prison. You are. And Smith6 cannot cure you; 

no one has the power to cure you but yourself. Be an introvert for 3 months - stop thinking of 

noise, names, dances ... Neurotic women. Fie. Get a job. Learn shorthand at night. NOTHING 

EVER REMAINS THE SAME-. (UJ 185-186) 

Plath's 1963 novel, The Bell Jar,7 a thinly veiled autobiographical retelling of her depression, breakdown 

and subsequent therapies, recalls both sessions of E.C.T. administered in 1953: 

From pages 136-138: 

I climbed after Doctor Gordon's8 dark-jacketed back. Downstairs, in the hall, I had tried to ask 

him what the shock treatment would be like, but when I opened my mouth no words came out, 

my eyes only widened and stared at the smiling, familiar face that floated before me like a plate 

full of assurances. 

At the top of the stairs, the garnet-coloured carpet stopped. A plain, brown linoleum, tacked to 

the floor, took its place, and extended down a corridor lined with shut white doors. As I followed 

Doctor Gordon, a door opened somewhere in the distance, and I heard a woman shouting. 

All at once a nurse popped around the corner of the corridor ahead of us leading a woman in a 

blue bathrobe with shaggy, waist-length hair. Doctor Gordon stepped back, and I flattened 

against the wall. 

As the woman was dragged by, waving her arms and struggling in the grip of the nurse, she was 

saying, 'I'm going to jump out of the window, I'm going to jump out of the window, I'm going to 

jump out of the window .... ' 

And as Doctor Gordon led me into a bare room at the back of the house, I saw that the windows 

in that part were indeed barred, and that the room door and the closet door and the drawers of 

the bureau and everything that opened and shut was fitted with a keyhole so it could be locked 

up. 

I lay down on the bed. 

The wall-eyed nurse came back. She unclasped my watch and dropped it in her pocket. Then she 

started tweaking the hairpins from my hair. 
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Doctor Gordon was unlocking the closet. He dragged out a table on wheels with a machine on it 

and rolled it behind the head of the bed. The nurse started swabbing my temples with a smelly 

grease. 

As she leaned over to reach the side of my head nearest the wall, her fat breast muffled my face 

like a cloud or a pillow. A vague, medicinal stench emanated from her flesh. 

'Don't worry,' the nurse grinned down at me. 'Their first time everybody's scared to death.' 

I tried to smile, but my skin had gone stiff, like parchment. 

Doctor Gordon was fitting two metal plates on either side of my head. He buckled them into 

place with a strap that dented my forehead, and gave me a wire to bite. 

I shut my eyes. 

There was a brief silence, like an indrawn breath. 

Then something bent down and took hold of me and shook me like the end of the world. Whee

ee-ee-ee-ee, it shrilled, though an air crackling with blue light, and with each flash a great jolt 

drubbed me till I thought my bones would break and the sap fly out of me like a split plant. 

I wondered what terrible thing it was that I had done. 

From pages 204-205: 

Doctor Nolan9 took out a white handkerchief and wiped my face. Then she hooked her arm in 

my arm, like an old friend, and helped me up, and we started down the hall. ... Then Doctor 

Nolan unlocked a door at the end of the hall and led me down a flight of stairs into the 

mysterious basement corridors that linked, in an elaborate network of tunnels and burrows, all 

the various buildings of the hospital. 

The walls were bright, white lavatory tile with bald bulbs set at intervals in the black ceiling. 

Stretchers and wheelchairs were beached here and there against the hissing, knocking pipes 

that ran and branched in an intricate nervous system along the glittering walls. I hung on to 

Doctor Nolan's arm like death, and every so often she gave me an encouraging squeeze. 

Finally, we stopped at a green door with ELECTROTHERAPY printed on it in black letters. I held 

back, and Doctor Nolan waited. Then I said, 'Let's get it over with,' and we went in .... 

Through the slits of my eyes, which I didn't dare open too far, lest the full view strike me dead, I 

saw the high bed with its white, drumtight sheet, and the machine behind the bed, and the 
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other masked people flanking the bed on both sides .... 
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Miss Huey began to talk in a low, soothing voice, smoothing the salve on my temples and fitting 

the small electric buttons on either side of my head. 'You'll be perfectly all right, you won't feel 

a thing, just bite down [ ... ]' And she set something on my tongue and in panic I bit down, and 

darkness wiped me out like chalk on a blackboard. 

In Plath's short-story (clearly a narrative engaging with her experience of ECT), "Johnny Panic and the 

Bible of Dreams," the protagonist's experience with the "Clinic director," "Miss Milleravage," and "the 

five false priests" employs a language that Hughes is clearly emulating in his poem. 

Hughes's lines respond to his readings of Plath's novel, short-story, journal and letters documenting her 

experience with this therapy. Hughes's hospital setting reeks of irony where a "bleached" and clinical 

setting is sinister and hostile. Plath is strapped to a bed, shocked by a doctor whose "hand on the 

calibrated lever" suggests the inherent dangers in his Godlike position. That these doctors are 

"bleached" suggest a lack of compassion or emotion involved in what he feels to be a barbaric 

procedure. 

Figure 1: Valleyhead Hospital, Carlisle Mass. & North Belknap, Mclean hospital. Used with permission of Peter K. 
Steinberg: <http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbsS0-55.html> 

6.3 (12) 

Terror 

Was the cloud of you 

Waiting for these lightnings. I saw 

An oak limb sheared at a bang. 

You your Daddy's leg. How many seizures 

Did you suffer this god to grab you 

By the roots of the hair? 

Hughes acknowledges the "terror" Plath felt before, during and after these E.C.T. treatments. He 

compares her experience to that of lightning, shot through her body, just as he had seen it shoot into a 
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tree, shearing a limb. Plath had experienced a similar shearing and dismemberment, the amputation of 

her father's leg on October 12, 1940; it was an event that would likewise terrorize her. 

Plath's father, Otto Emil Plath (b. 13 April 1885 - d. 5 Nov. 1940), is referenced many times throughout 

Birthday Letters (directly and indirectly). Born in Grabow, a Prussian town in the Polish Corridor, to 

German parents, Otto was a scholar, earning a doctorate from Harvard for a thesis concerning 

bumblebees.10 21 years his wife's senior, biographies construct Otto as stern and stubborn. Aurelia Plath 

describes him as the dominant personality of their household; she was required to become more 

"submissive" to maintain a "peaceful home" (LH 13). She writes that he "was very factual, 

unimaginative, primarily a man of science" (Letter to Ted and Carol Hughes, July 1972). Otto Plath's 

death resulted from complications of an untreated (he would not visit a doctor before it was too late) 

case of diabetes. As Otto Plath was ill for most of Plath's life, her relationship with her father was 

developed atypically. From 1937, she spent scheduled time with him after supper- he rested on the 

couch while she danced, played piano or recited poems (LH 19). She even helped to nurse him as his 

condition worsened. His death, the result of a pulmonary embolism after the amputation of his 

gangrene leg (the result of his advanced and untreated diabetes), was extremely traumatic for her and, 

arguably, she never fully recovered from the experience. Subsequent references to Otto Plath in 

Hughes's poems will allow for more detailed annotations of Otto Plath as his presence dominates 

Birthday Letters . 

The line, "You your Daddy's leg"11 also suggests how Plath herself has become the detached appendage: 

"Here, Hughes first acknowledges the overarching presence of her dead father. He makes her, it seems, 

Otto Plath's lost limb, a piece of himself amputated" (Wagner, AG 42).12 In this way, Hughes points to 

the ways in which Plath's father's death left her emotionally stunted, alienated from herself and the 

world at large, all contributing factors in her emotional breakdown(s). 

Hughes's use of "Daddy," (a usage he relies on throughout Birthday Letters) recalls Plath's poem of the 

same name where her speaker famously labels her "daddy" a Nazi and a vampire before she kills him 

with a "stake in [his] fat black heart" (76). Hughes's lines also evoke images of Zeus, Father God 

symbolized by thunderbolts, which he uses as weapons. That Hughes sees "[a]n oak limb sheared" 

conjures Thor, god of Thunder, of whom Plath writes in her short story "Among the Bumblebees" (JP 

259-66). Plath's story according to Ann Skea, is "a thinly disguised autobiographical picture of Otto as a 

powerful god-like father with whom the child protagonist (clearly Sylvia) learns to laugh at thunder and 

lightning, singing: 'Thor is angry. Thor is angry. Boom, boom, boom! Boom, boom, boom!"' ("Path of the 

Hierophant"). Skea goes on to argue how it is "the Father God's 'thunderbolt' which crashes into Sylvia's 

skull in 'The Tender Place' and his 'lightnings' which terrify her. And it is Thor's Oak tree from which she 

is shorn as an oak limb - like 'your Daddy's leg"' (lbid).13 

In Hughes's questioning, "How many seizures," he adopts images from Plath's poem "The Hanging 

Man," a poem that explores her experience of E.C.T.: 

By the roots of my hair some god got hold of me. 

I sizzled in his blue volts like a desert prophet. 
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The nights snapped out of sight like a lizard's eyelid : 

A world of bald white days in a shadeless socket. 

A vulturous boredom pinned me in this tree. 

If he were I, he would do what I did. (CP 1-6: 141-142) 

"The Tender Place" also returns the reader to Plath's seventh section of "Poem for a Birthday," "The 

Stones," where "This is the city where men are mended," and "A current agitates the wires I Volt upon 

volt" (CP 1, 29-30: 136-7). The reader is also drawn to Plath's images from "Elm": "Scorched to the root 

/My red filaments burn and stand, a hand of wires" (17-18: 192) and "Lady Lazarus": "The pure gold 

baby/ That melts to a shriek. I I turn and burn" (CP 69-71: 246). 

6.4 [12) 

What went up 

Vaporized? Where lightning rods wept copper 

And the nerve threw off its skin 

Like a burning child 

Scampering out of the bomb-flash. 

Hughes wonders what Plath lost in the experience of her E.C.T. What was vaporized and dissipated in 

the process of this barbaric treatment? Plath, her nerves exposed and unprotected, is like a "burning 

child /Scampering out of the bomb-flash." Hughes's image here recalls the famous Pulitzer-prize

winning photograph taken by Nick Ut in 1972. Although we cannot be sure when Hughes wrote "The 

Tender Place," there is a good chance he has this photo in mind when he writes these lines. On June 8, 

1972, an American commander ordered napalm bombs to be dropped on the South Vietnamese. 

Pictured is nine-year-old Kim Phuc fleeing from her village; by tearing her burning clothes from her body, 

she saved her own life. 
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Figure 2: Kim Phuc fleeing her Vitanese village 
<http://www.famouspictures.org/mag/index.php ?title=Vietnam_Napalm_ Girl> 

As your voice dived inwards 

Right through the bolt-hole basement. 

Hughes describes Plath's voice, as "div[ing] inward" for protection; it resurfaces, as we see in the 

subsequent lines, years later. The bolt-hole basement refers to the crawl space under her home's 

breezeway, where Plath hid in order to swallow the sleeping pills. Because Plath consumed too many 

pills, she vomited, saving her life. She remained undiscovered for two days, see 6.2 (12). 

Figure 3: Plath's Wellesley home, note the breezeway connecting home and garage: 
<http://www.sylviaplath.info/photos/elmwood.jpg>. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 

6.6 (13) 

Came up, years later, 

Over-exposed, like an X-ray -

Brain-map still dark-patched 

With the scorched-earth scars 

Of your retreat. And your words, 

Faces reversed from the light, 

Holding in their entrails. 
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Hughes describes Plath's "voice," largely her poetic voice, as surfacing "years later." But the voice is 

"over-exposed." Hughes borrows this line from Plath's poem "Medusa": "I could draw no breath, I Dead 

and moneyless,/ Overexposed, like an X-ray" (29-31). Because Plath's poem is a harsh critique of her 

mother, Hughes's use of this line implicates Aurelia Plath, too, in the role she played in her daughter's 
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treatment.14 The line speaks to Plath's vulnerability, her self and voice now raw and susceptible. Her 

"brain-map," her mind, forever altered by the electro convulsive therapy, is scorched as she dived into 

herself in an attempt to escape the horror. Plath's words are "faces reversed from the light": they face 

inwards, are distorted and disemboweled. Hughes seems to credit, in part, the horror of the E.C.T. 

experience with the "terrible" power of her poetic voice. Plath's poems, rampant with dark and 

disturbing images and metaphor, are the result of this facing inward, "reversed from the light" to 

confront the voice that "dived inwards" and which was permanently scarred. 

Writing to Ben Sonnenberg in 1982, when trying to write an introduction for the English edition of 

Plath's abridged journal, Hughes discusses Plath's poetry as an "X-ray record": "All other poets have a 

subject - or rather, an arrangement of objects. She only had the subject . .. . The point about my notion 

of Sylvia's poetry as the X-ray record of the history of a purely internal process is -without 

understanding this I don't see how the mood, obsession, frustration etc of her journals is to be 

understood" (LofTH 451). 

As Erica Wagner succinctly observes: "For Hughes 'the tender place' at her temple is an embodiment of 

the suffering from which much of her art was made. Her poems were images of herself, created by 

turning what she saw when she looked inward towards the outside world, a desperately revelatory 

process" (AG 41). 

1 Famous confessional poets Robert Lowell and Anne Sexton also spent time there. For more information on the 
hospital, consult : <http://mcleanhospital.org/>. 

2 Eddie Cohen is Edward M. Cohen, born in 1928. He corresponded with Plath from Chicago, Illinois between 1950-
1954, Cohen initiating the relationship after reading her 1950 short story "And Summer Will Not Come Again" in 
Seventeen magazine. In addition to their substantial epistolary relationship, Cohen and Plath met during her spring 
vacations of 1951and1952 (UJ 676). For further discussion of their correspondence, which consisted of highly 
sexual discourse, consult Stevenson's Bitter Fame, 20-22, Middlebrook's Her Husband 39-40, Or Wagner-Martin's 
Sylvia Plath: A Biography, 57-59, among many others. 

3 See Plath's poem "Suicide of Egg Rock" (CP 115) and pages 150-152 of The Bell Jar for creative interpretations of 
the event. 
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Egg Rock, Nahant, Mass, Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg: <http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbs50-55.html> 

4 Plath is speaking here of Olive Higgins Prouty, see annotation 75.3 (174] for more details. 

5 Ruth Beuscher, see annotation 75.5(174] for more details. 

6 Smith College, Northampton Mass., where Plath studied from 1950-1955. 
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7 
Published in 1963 under the pseudonym Victoria Lucas, The Bell Jar was first published under Plath's name in 

1966. The negative depictions of many acquaintances and, especially, her mother angered and upset many people. 

8 Dr. Gordon is based on the male psychiatrist under whom Plath first experienced shock therapy at Valleyhead 
hospital ; she strongly disliked this doctor. 

9 Dr. Nolan is based on Dr. Ruth Beuscher, Plath's psychiatrist at Mclean in 1953, as well as her therapist in 1958/9 
when she and Hughes returned to the U.S. Beuscher and Plath remained friends until Plath's suicide and 
corresponded by letter. For a more detailed exploration oftheir relationship, see annotation 75.5(174]. 

10see "The Bee God": 64 (150-152] 

11 Hughes will consistently refer to Otto as Plath's "Daddy" in these poems. In this way, he conjures the "Daddy" 
that Plath constructs in her poem of the same name, rather than using a more objective title, such as father. 

12 See annotations 8.1-8.8 (16-17] 

13See also "Blood and Innocence": 72 (168-9] 

14 In July 1982 letter to Ted (and Carol) Hughes, Aurelia discloses a family history of depression that she kept 
secret : "I never told her [Plath] that after her 1953 'breakdown,' Aunt Frieda [Otto Plath's sister] informed me that 
Sylvia's paternal grandmother, Frieda's sister, and a niece all had a tendency towards 'melancholia,' as deep 

depression was termed in their day." 
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"St Botolph's" 

Annotations 7.1-7.13: 14-15 

In this poem, Hughes writes his version of his infamous meeting with Sylvia Plath on February 25, 1956 at 

the launch for the St. Botolph's1 Review. Dr. Jo Gill argues that "The poem 'St. Botolph's' . .. as befits the 

significance of the St Botolph's Review in the Plath I Hughes relationship . .. may be described as the 

lodestone of the whole volume. In its encapsulation of key themes, images, perspectives and 

contradictions, it works as the structuring core of the book" ('"While my pen travels on"' 104-105 ). Here, 

Hughes describes his first impressions of Plath while underscoring important themes that resonate in the 

Letters as a collection. It is a poem that requires much historical and literary background to appreciate 

its meanings. 2 

7.1 (14) 

Our magazine was merely an overture 

To the night and the party. 

Lucas Myers, in Crow Steered Bergs Appeared, describes the birth of the Review: 

Writers who were not around in our Cambridge days, perhaps not born, describe Ted as the 

leader of a circle of friends. These friends met at the Anchor pub, on the bank of the duck and 

punt-filled River Cam, and were interested in literature. Later on, a smaller group coalesced 

around several members of the Anchor crew and published the St. Botolph's Review. Actually 

there were no "leaders." Everybody was aware that Ted was unusually gifted but there were 

other gifted people in our company and we didn't hierarchicize .... The connection of the 

Anchor group with four of the seven who put out the St. Botolph's Review on 25 February 1956 

was through Dan Huws. [This smaller group consisted of Dan Huws, Ted Hughes, Lucas Myers, 

David Ross -whose father financed it - Daniel and George Weissbort, and Than Minton]. (10,12) 

Figure 1: Queen's Bridge, where Plath bought her copy of the review, from fellow American student Bertram 

Wyatt-Brown. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. <http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbsSS-57.html> 
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As Bertram Wyatt Brown remembers: 

Sylvia saw me hawking something on King's Parade and Silver Street corner and asked what I 

was doing in the increasing cold. The Review, I explained, was not a theological publication but a 

magazine of poetry that I promised she would appreciate. I sold her a copy for one shilling and 

six pence, if memory serves .... As she reported in her diary, she was excited by the poems 

when she read them back at Whitstead Cottage. She came racing back to me while I was still 

shivering in the dusk outside the Anchor . ... Breathlessly, she asked if I knew Ted Hughes and 

Lucas Myers. They were the two poets, Sylvia explained, whom she most admired, and she 

would like to meet them. I invited her to the Review party to begin about 8:30 at Falcon Yard ... 

(361) 

Plath writes to her mother on February 25, 1956: "Tonight I am going to a party celebrating the 

publication of a new literary review, which is really a brilliant counteraction to the dead, uneven, poorly 

written two literary magazines already going here, which run on prejudice and whim .... This new one is 

run by a combination of Americans and Britons, and the poetry is really brilliant, and the prose, taut, 

reportorial, and expert ... " (LH 219). 

Hughes writes to Terence McCaughey3 early in 1956: 

Danny Huws and Luke Myers and I produced a magazine. We called it St. Botolph's Review- not 

a very good choice of title, everyone took it for a Parish magazine. Except for the few that 

bought it. They complained that it was obscene. The best thing about it was the party we had on 

the night of its first day out. We held it in a large fine room which belongs to the Women's 

Union - a room with large stained glass churchish windows. Mac played, all drank, more women 

than men, we left the place smashed, windows out, polished floor like a dirt-track. The bill will 

come one day. Pity you were not there. (LofTH 35-36) 

S INT 
BOTOLPH'S 

REVIEW 

.... 

Figure 2: Cover of the St.Botolph's Review: <http://www.sylviaplath.info/gallery/stbotolph.jpg>. Used with permission of 
Peter K. Steinberg. 
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Figure 4: "A wine-stained first edition of the literary magazine founded by Ted Hughes and his Cambridge 
friends, covered in handwritten annotations by the poet laureate [ ... ] acquired by the British Library. Featuring 

the first poems Hughes published under his own name - he had previously written poetry under the 
pseudonyms Daniel Hearing and Peter Crew - the Saint Botolph's Review was launched in February 1956 with a 
party where Hughes met his first wife, Sylvia Plath. The British Library's edition, acquired from Hughes's widow 
Carol Hughes, is one of just three copies held by public institutions in the UK and the only one with handwritten 

notes. Hughes's looping scrawl on the front cover of the magazines notes that it contains corrections by Luke 
Myers of his poems. 'Wine stains from the wine bottles smashed when he fell off his bike as I hailed him -

morning of 25 Feb 56,' Hughes writes. 'He was out selling copies, (of which this is one) from his pannier basket, 
which they shared with the bottles'" (http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2010/apr/15/british-library-hughes

plath-romance). 



In 1956, the contents list of the first issue of Saint Botolph's Review read as follows: 

POEMS by : 

DAVID ROSS 
E . LUCAS MYERS 
DANIEL HOWS 
DANIEL WEISSBORT 
TED HUGHES 

An Impression in Hospital , 
THAN MINTON 

Aunt Palestine ' s Girl , 
E. LUCAS MYERS 

Letter from a Painter , 
GEORGE WEISSBORT (Skea , "St. Botolph's Review No. 2.") 
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The poems by Hughes that appeared in this collection were: "Secretary," "Soliloquy of a Misanthrope," 

"Fallgrief's Girlfriends," "Meetings," and "Law in the Country of Cats." These poems later appeared in his 

first collection of poems, The Hawk in the Rain (1957). 

7.2 (14] 

I had predicted 

Disastrous expense: a planetary 

Certainty, according to Prospero's book. 

Jupiter and the full moon conjunct 

Opposed Venus, Disastrous expense 

According to that book. Especially for me. 

The conjunction combust my natal Sun. 

Venus pinned exact on my mid-heaven. 

For a wait-and-see astrologer - so what? 

Hughes begins his exploration of the astrological influence on his union with Plath. His allusion to 

"Prospero's book" from Shakespeare's last play, The Tempest, relates to his fascination with occult 

influences and the poet's relation to these (Prospero4 was a devout student of magic who could defy the 

stars). His mention of Prospero is also important in that he uses The Tempest in his later Letter, 

"Setebos,"5 as a metaphor for his and Plath's relationship. This metaphor is born of his and Plath's 

mutual love for Shakespeare6 and the fact that her most powerful collection of poems is entitled Ariel, 

the name of the airy spirit from Shakespeare's play. Erica Wagner writes how this reference to The 

Tempest, "is the first of many in Birthday Letters" and how "Hughes viewed this play as a culmination of 

the mythology that Shakespeare had created in the body of his work: the union of Miranda and 



Ferdinand, Prospero's drowning of his book of magic, the final solution of the 'Tragic Equation' 

presented in earlier plays" (AG 50-51).7 

In these and the subsequent lines, Hughes discounts himself as a serious astrologer. However, Lucas 

Meyers argues that: 
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Ted was an expert in astrology .... He responded to the requests of friends to cast their 

nativities or those of their girlfriends or boyfriends and he was marvelously entertaining in 

explaining their significance .... Olwyn [his sister], who was at London University, put him onto 

the subject. He loved the opulent lexicon of symbols the convergences, oppositions, planetary, 

solar and lunar influences, the cusps and houses with which it organized a description of the 

human character and destiny. His letters to me and Olwyn and doubtlessly to others are full of 

astrological references and symbols for the signs of the zodiac and the planets ... Ted saw 

astrology not as a science but as an instrument for the vivid expression of intuitive insights. 

{CSBA 8-9) 

Hughes's claim that the meeting on February 25, 1956 was destined to be disastrous is based on a 

number of astrological reading from that. Julie Turner, astrologer and clairvoyant from Calgary, Alberta 

explains how on this night "Jupiter was in Leo," "there was a full moon in Virgo" and "Venus was in 

Aries." Hughes, she suggests, 

was not kidding when he wrote that the day they met was astrologically disastrous. On February 

25, 1956, Jupiter and the full moon were conjoining, which means that you have the aspects of 

the moon and the effects of Jupiter dominating an emotional influence. The moon, which rules 

intense feelings and dominant emotional influence and subconscious, was full, which also 

means that there is a huge gravitational pull, a speeding up and intensifying that brings any 

astrological aspects closer together. In astrology, a conjunction suggests that when any planets 

conjoin, their effect is to inseparably combine the energies of the planets involved, each making 

the other planets more powerful. Therefore, that night you have the energies of Jupiter being in 

Leo and the Full moon in Virgo combining, but opposing Venus in Aries. There was a pull here 

from the full moon that surely forced their union astrologically: "That day the solar system 

married us whether we knew it or not" [see following annotation 7.3] - these words are 

astrologically true. On the day Plath and Hughes met, the full moon was in Virgo, which means 

that there was both an analytical and deceptive quality to the pull of their union. Virgo rules 

design and deception and it is possible that in order to "glue" the two of them together at this 

moment in time, that subconsciously they were both deceiving one another. (Personal 

correspondence, February 2010,Turner's emphasis) 

Turner also suggests that because the "conjunction was OPPOSING VENUS, ... aspects and qualities of 

Jupiter and the full moon were "butting heads" with Venus, the planet of love, which was in Aries at the 

time of their meeting. This is NOT GOOD. Venus being in Aries means HASTY decision-making and 

impatience, so their meeting took both of them by storm. There would be a childlike and spontaneous 

quality to their union that never settles down into "adult" habits and predictability" (Ibid) . 
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7.3 (14) 

Our Chaucer would have stayed at home with his Dante. 

Locating the planets more precisely, 

He would have pondered it deeper. What else? I left it 

For serious astrologers to worry 

Our Chaucer, I think, would have sighed. 

He would have assured us, shaking his sorrowful head, 

That day the solar system married us 

Whether we knew it or not. 

A writer greatly influential for Plath and Hughes, Chaucer was influenced by the Italian poet Dante 

Alighieri. Hughes, in a playful tone despite the "disastrous expense," suggests that Chaucer would have 

known better about the alignment of planets and "stayed home" to read "his Dante." Chaucer's 

astronomical work, Treatise of the Astrolabe, offers insight into 14th century astrological beliefs; the 

Canterbury Tales also open with a reference to the Zodiac. 

Diane Middlebrook, in Her Husband, examines Hughes's astrological chart. Quoting her text at length 

will clarify Hughes's claim in the poem, that the "solar system married [them]": 

Ted Hughes was born at home in the village of Mytholmroyd in the upper Calder Valley in West 

Yorkshire, on August 17, 1930 . ... He was delivered by a midwife at precisely "solar midnight," 

according to Hughes. This is a term in astrology, referring to the position of the Sun in an 

astrological chart. In the Calder Valley that night, the sun reached its lowest point in the zodiac -

"solar midnight" -at 12:12 A.M. Greenwich Mean Time. England was on "summertime" 

(daylight savings time) in August 1930, so in the village of Mytholmroyd the midwife's timepiece 

would have read 1:12 A.M. 

We know the exact hour of Hughes's birth - or at least we know what he said about it - because 

of a business letter dated 1974, on deposit in the Berg Collection at the New York Public Library. 

Hughes had just been awarded the Queen's Gold Medal for Poetry and was being asked to lend 

his hand in good causes. Turning down one such request, he goes on to explain that his natal 

horoscope foretold he was destined for fame, but ill suited to it -"fated to live more or less in 

the public eye, but as a fish does in air." 

It is useful to know a few details about [Hughes's] natal chart, because [he] applied astrological 

portents to some important decision making in his life, and drew on astrological symbols in his 

poetry. Hughes was born under the fifth sign of the zodiac: Leo, the lion. The Sun is Leo's ruling 

"planet": the typical Leo is endowed with a strong sense of self, one that wants to shine 

(Napoleon, for example, was a Leo) . But because of Hughes's birth hour, his expression of a 

strong sense of self would, paradoxically, require seclusion. While the "noon" position of the sun 
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[in Hughes's astrological chart] is associated with the public realm and outgoingness, the equally 

powerful "midnight" position is associated with home, and inwardness. 

A second relevant aspect of Hughes's natal chart was its "rising sign," or "Ascendant": Cancer. 

To the astrologer, geography is destiny; the sign that is ascending over the eastern horizon of 

the geographical locale at the hour of birth is believed to exert strong influence over the social 

character that the newborn will acquire. Cancer, the crab, is associated with home and family. 

The third broadly notable feature in Hughes's chart was the position of the planet Neptune, 

which is "Conjunct" the position of the Sun in Hughes's natal chart. In the zodiac, Neptune is 

associated with the making of images, symbols, fantasies, myths. At the hour of Hughes's birth, 

Neptune was exerting great force on the Sun. As Hughes's talent matured, this muscular 

influence could be expected to assist his project of shaping an imaginary self within a work of 

art. 

In combination, these astral influences suggested to Hughes the kinds of conflict that made him 

a "fish in air." The higher he rose into view, the greater would be his disquiet. He would crave a 

place in the sun alongside the great English poets of his personal pantheon. But he would hate 

to be dragged out of his proper element, his inwardness. And he would hate being scrutinized . 

. . . And this is the self that the solar system married to Sylvia Plath. Pisces - the Fish - is 

described in hand books as "the poet of the Zodiac"; Pisceans are thought to be adept at 

inventing a persona. This sign was Ascendant in Plath's natal horoscope, exerting an influence 

similar to that of the planet Neptune in Hughes's horoscope. This specific opposition of starry 

influences meant to Hughes that not just two persons but two artistic personae were jousting 

that night under the influence of Pisces, the astral sponsor of the poetic imagination. (51-53, 55) 

Ann Skea's "Poetry and Magic: Ted Hughes's Birthday Letters" interestingly offers how, 

Writer/ Astrologer, Neil Spencer, points out that the astrological information with which Ted 

begins the poem is not correct for the night of 25 February 1956. He describes two errors which 

would be immediately obvious to anyone familiar enough with astrological charts to construct 

one for that night . ... the night's Moon/ Jupiter conjunction (in Leo) did not oppose Venus (in 

Aries) but the Sun. Nor is it possible for Venus (in Aries) to be 'pinned' to Hughes's Midheaven if 

the Sun (in Pisces) is in his tenth house. ("The Path of the Lovers") 

As Skea goes on to argue, Hughes was too schooled in Astrology to make these errors. She thus 

concludes that they are intentional mistakes, thus serving a purpose in his poem's message: 

Firstly, Ted's presentation of the astrological data in 'St Botolph's' is glib and confident and 

effectively demonstrates his own carelessness and arrogance with regard to astrological 

calculations and portents. He was, he says, only a "wait-and-see astrologer" : one who brushed 

off bad portents with a casual "so what?", and one who consulted "Prospero's book" for 

meaning - a failing he accuses Sylvia of in 'Horoscope' (BL 64). He tells us, too, that an expert 



poet-astronomer like "Our Chaucer" would, unlike him, have heeded the portents, "stayed at 

home" and made his own calculations, and, "Locating the planets more precisely, I He would 

have pondered it deeper" . . .. Secondly, I believe Ted's purpose in making these deliberate 

mistakes was magical. (Ibid) 

Ted Hughes 

Figure 4: Ted Hughes's Natal Chart< http://www.astrodatabank.com/nm/HughesTed.htm> 

Birth Data 

Birth Name: Hughes, Ted 

Birth Date: 08/17/1930 (Aug 17, 1930) 

Birth Time: 01:12 (01:12 AM) GOT (+0:00) 

Birth Place: Mytholmroyd, Yorkshire, England 

latitude I Longitude: 53 N 44 I 01 W 59 
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Sylvia Plath 

Figure 5: Sylvia Plath's Natal Chart:< http://www.astrodatabank.com/nm/PlathSylvia.htm> 

Birth Data 

Birth Name: Plath, Sylvia 

Birth Date: 10/27/1932 (Oct 27, 1932) 

Birth Time: 14:10 (02:10 PM) EST (+5:00) 

Birth Place: Boston, MA 

Latitude I Longitude: 42 N 22 I 71 w 04 
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7.4 [14) 

Falcon Yard: 

Karen Kukil, in her note section of Plath's Unabridged Journals, describes Falcon Yard as an "old inn yard 

reached from a city centre street called Petty Cury in Cambridge, England" (685). Located here was the 

Cambridge Women's Union. The St. Botolph's Review rented the second floor hall for their magazine 

launch. As Ted Hughes describes in 7.1 [14), it was a "fine room" with stained glass windows and it was a 

"good-size" according to Lucas Myers ("Ah Youth ... " 311). 

7.5 [14) 

Girl-friend like a loaded crossbow. 

Ted Hughes arrived at the St. Botolph's party with his girlfriend, Shirley. 

Ted's girlfriend at the time of the St. Botolph's party, Shirley, was a sensitive, handsome, light

brown-haired and deep-eyed woman, quite English, quite reserved and the polar opposite of 

Sylvia. The poem has her like "a loaded cross-bow'' and, after his encounter with Sylvia, as 

"hissing" with rage in a doorway. Well, naturally .... In "Fallgrief s Girlfriends," a poem Ted 

wrote before he met Sylvia, the Shirley figure is described admiringly. If Ted had any other 

poems about her and any have survived, they will describe a person far more appealing than the 

one he compares to a loaded cross-bow.8 (Myers, CSBA 30) 

In "Fallgriefs Girlfriends," Hughes writes: "He has found a woman with such wit and looks/ He can brag 

of her in every company" (CPTH 30). 

Elaine Feinstein, in her biography of Hughes, writes that "Hughes was sufficiently involved with Shirley 

at the time [of the review party] to have taken her to stay for a weekend with his parents in Yorkshire, 

where he introduced her to his sister Olwyn" (47). 

7.6 [14) 

The sound-waves 

Jammed and torn by Joe Lyde's Jazz. The hall 

Like the tilting deck of the Titanic: 

Joe Lyde's band provided the music for the Review party. Lyde was a trumpet player. Danny Weissbort 

played piano and Michael Boddy played trombone. 

Plath describes the scene in her journal entry of Sunday, February 26:"Falcon's Yard, [sic] and the 

syncopated strut of a piano upstairs, and oh it was very Bohemian, with boys in turtle-neck sweaters and 

girls being blue-eye-lidded or elegant in black. Derrek9 was there, with guitar, and Bert10 was looking 

shining and proud as if he had just delivered five babies, said something obvious about having drunk a 

lot, and began talking about how Luke was satanic after we had run through the poetry in St. Botolph's 

and yelled about it"(210-211). 
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Erica Wagner calls his reference to the Titanic a "more modern imag[e] of fate ... brought into play" 

(51). Jo Gill, too, comments on the Titanic metaphor as one that "convey[s] the potential disaster of 

transatlantic exchange and the catastrophic disappointment and loss of hope contingent on its failure" 

("'Exaggerated American111 174). The name is italicized not only to mark it as "title," but so that its letters 

tilt like the hall in the excitement of the moment. Hughes uses this metaphor to pull the reader in two 

opposite directions throughout: between violence and sensitivity, joy and sorrow, life and death. 

7.7 [14) 

Suddenly-

Lucas engineered it - suddenly you. 

Hughes credits Myers with his and Plath's initial meeting. Myers is not sure such credit is due: 

"St. Botolph's," reporting the meeting of Sylvia with Ted at the party, says, "Suddenly-/ Lucas 

engineered it - suddenly you." Very curious engineering the commonplace self is able to report. 

Sylvia approached me. We hadn't met before. I was dancing the twist with someone else. Sylvia 

began to recite my "Fools Encountered" from the St. Botolph's Review. I was flattered. I would 

have been even more flattered if I had read what she had written about me in her journal that 

morning.11 But I was also embarrassed for her as a fellow American and furthermore my soulful 

English girlfriend, a painter, was watching Sylvia's red shoes and flash and my response or lack 

of it. Mostly lack of it, as I hoped my girlfriend would believe. Sylvia asked where Ted Hughes 

was, I pointed towards the end of the hall, and she went off. I accomplished this sudden 

engineering without intending to because I disapproved of Sylvia and didn't like seeming to put 

her off on Ted. (CSBA 32) 

His version in "Ah, Youth ... Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath at Cambridge and after"12 is slightly different: 

After a time, a well-dressed American girl with red shoes named Sylvia Plath came up the stairs. 

Ted was at the back of the hall, and Daniel and Helga13 at the front with me and my girlfriend, 

Valerie, and, between renditions by the jazz band, Danny14 was at the piano. None of the St. 

Botolph's contributors knew Sylvia, but we knew who she was because she had been publishing 

well-made poems in Cambridge magazines. We disapproved of the poems in spite of their being 

well made, or rather partly because of it. Her ambition shined through them, or so we thought, 

and we thought it was not legitimate to write poetry, which should come down on the poet 

from somewhere, out of sheer will. Only Ted hadn't commented. Much later, I learned that 

Bert15 had sold Sylvia a copy of the Review that afternoon, that she had read it, seen him again, 

and asked how one might get an invitation to the party, and that he had told her it would be 

very informal and she could just drop by. The music was fast. Sylvia introduced herself to me 

and we began to dance the twist. Valerie, a sweet flower of London's bohemia and a good 

painter, was sitting in an armchair against the wall with one leg tucked up beneath her and a 

soulful expression. Sylvia began to recite "Fools Encountered," a companion piece to "Knaves 

Dispatched" in the Review. She recited it entire as we danced the twist. Valerie, I soon learned, 
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was thinking, "Is he going to leave me all alone for this flashy American girl?" ... The twist 

ended, and Sylvia passed up the hall. I didn't see her meet Ted, I didn't see her kiss him and bite 

him on the face, but the next day I saw that he had been bitten. (312) 

Plath's version, from her February 26 journal entry: 

7.8 (15] 

satanic Luke, very very drunk, with a stupid satanic smile on his pale face, dark sideburns and 

rumpled hair, black-and-white checked baggy pants and a loose swinging jacket, was doing that 

slow crazy english jive with a green-clad girl, quite black-haired and eyed and a good part pixie, 

and when they stopped dancing, Luke was chasing her around ... By this time I had spilled one 

drink, partly into my mouth, partly over my hands and the floor, and the jazz was beginning to 

get under my skin, and I started dancing with Luke and I knew I was very bad, having crossed the 

river and banged into the trees, yelling about the poems, and he only smiling with that far-off 

look of a cretin satan. He wrote those things, and he was slobbing around. Well, I was slobbing 

around, "blub, maundering" and I didn't even have the excuse of having written those things; I 

suppose if you can write sestinas which barn crash through lines and rules after having raped 

them to the purpose, then you can be satanic and smile like a cretin beelzebub. Then the worst 

happened, that big, dark, hunky boy, the only one there huge enough for me, who had been 

hunching over women, and whose name I asked the minute I had come into the room, but no 

one told me, came over and was looking hard in my eyes and it was Ted Hughes. (211) 

First sight. First snapshot isolated 

Unalterable, stilled in the camera's glare. 

Taller 

Than ever you were again. Swaying so slender 

It seemed your long, perfect, American legs 

Simply went on up. That flaring hand, 

Those long, balletic, monkey-elegant fingers. 

And the face- a tight ball of joy. 

I see you there, clearer, more real 

Than in any of the years in its shadow -

Memory and loss are conceived of as moments of backward-looking, briefly and stunningly vivid, 

then fading. Hence, in [this poem,] Hughes remembers their first meeting .... Almost 

immediately, however, he leaps forward to the "years in its shadow" ... where "its shadow" 

must be her death, the darkness that enfolds his "clearer, more real" poetic imagining of his first 

sight of her. (Bundtzen 172) 

Hughes's focus on Plath's Americaness denotes an Otherness, setting her apart from the English values 

central to his own identity. In many of the early poems, he exoticizes her American identity as 

intoxicating and infatuating, as her "perfect, American legs" are in this poem. This Otherness is 
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"shadow[ed]" in other Birthday Letters poems where he comes to resent her differences and where 

"American attributes ... are seen as hyperbolic or otherwise off centre" and where "English values ... 

make up the assumed moral focus" (Giles 106-107). As Jo Gill offers, "'otherness' is persistently signaled 

by the adjective 'American"' ("Exaggerated American" 165). 

That Hughes sees Plath as a "snap shot" and in the "camera's glare" speaks to his efforts to stabilize a 

memory and moment from a distant past. He attempts to re-visit Plath at their initial meeting, to strip 

away all the baggage of memory that he now brings to such a remembrance; in a performance of what 

he rightly acknowledges throughout the poems is essentially impossible, he relies on the construction of 

an isolated image. Consider Anne Whitehead's comments: 

"[T]he very isolation of the image from other memories and impressions, its static quality, belies its 

nature as representation. Hughes himself is emphatic that the image which he stores in remembrance is 

akin to a photographic representation of Plath, and is not a mode of access to the real" (234). 

These lines begin Hughes's blazon of Plath. He performs a similar categorization of her attributes in "18 

Rugby Street." 

7.9 (15) 

The loose fall of hair - that floppy curtain 

Over your face, over your scar. And your face 

A rubbery ball of joy 

This floppy curtain is reminiscent of the "Veronica Lake bang" in "Fulbright Scholars."16 Hughes suggests 

that this "loose fall of hair" hides Plath's scar. In the summer of 1953, Plath attempted suicide by 

sleeping pills, which had been prescribed to her as she was in the midst of mental illness.17 Passing out 

in her home's basement, Plath's face sideswiped concrete, leaving a permanent scar. Annotations for 

"The Tender Place" 6.1-6.6 (12-13), describe this suicide attempt. As Anne Stevenson writes, "Except for 

an ugly abrasion under her right eye, Sylvia was physically uninjured" (Bitter Fame 46). The scar then, is 

the physical reminder of a difficult time in Plath's life. She was critical of what she described as her 

"boneless" face; Hughes also describes it as "rubbery" in "18 Rugby Street" (23). 



Figure 6: Sylvia Plath's "bang:" <http://www.newprophecy.net/Sylvias_choice.jpg> 

7.10 [15) 

Round the African-lipped, laughing, thickly 

Crimson-painted mouth. 
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Hughes exoticizes Plath with thick "African" lips that are sexualized as "crimson painted." See also "18 

Rugby Street'' 10.12 (23). The colour red is associated with Plath throughout many of Hughes poems, 

and she associates it with herself in her writings. In "Red" 88 [197-198), Hughes treats the topic in 

detail. His reversal of the headscarf from red to blue in this poem (see 7.12 and 7.13) is interesting in 

light of his insistence in the last poem of the collection that she is better suited to blue; he chooses 

perhaps to rewrite the legacy on his own terms. Still, he describes her overtly sexualized lips in shape 

and in colour as leaving an emotional impression at their first encounter. 

7.11 [15) 

And your eyes 

Squeezed in your face, a crush of diamonds, 

Incredibly bright, bright as a crush of tears 

That might have been tears of joy, a squeeze of joy. 

In these Letters Hughes often alludes to the brightness of Plath eyes. That they are "diamonds" speaks 

both to their uniqueness and brightness; they are "jewels" as seen in 16.12 [35) and 10.8 [20). The 

repetition of "crush" expresses the visceral power of their presence and their mutual sense of 

infatuation. They felt the weight of each other, "crushed" by a violent experience: "you meant to knock 

me out." Ultimately, Plath never escaped the "weight" of Hughes in her life, nor Hughes Plath's during 



the years in "her shadow." His repetition of the word "joy" (four times altogether) emphasizes the 

visceral and intense emotional presence that she was to him that night. 

7.12 [15) 

And my stupefied interrogation 

Of your blue headscarf from my pocket 

Wagner, in Ariel's Gift, offers how: 
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At the end of "St. Botolph's," Hughes has the headscarf, torn from her hair, as blue. She wrote 

that it was red [See Plath's entry in annotation 7.13]. Whom do we believe? That is not the 

issue. In writing- or even in revising - this poem, Hughes cannot have been unaware of Plath's 

recollection ... One way of seeing this conflict is to view it as a reminder that memory is fallible; 

even (and especially) the memories of those who were direct participants in an event. Hughes 

acknowledges the ellipses of memory again and again in this book, as he does in this poem: from 

these fractured memories are "stories" created. (51-52) 

Ann Skea, from "Poetry and Magic" writes: 

In "St. Botolph's", Sylvia has all the attributes of the love goddess, Aphrodite/ Venus. The waves 

which surround her may be sound-waves, but her striking looks, the easy sway of her emotions, 

her vivacity, her intentions ("You meant to knock me out", Ted writes), all are like those of 

Aphrodite when she seduced Paris. Even Sylvia's headscarf, which Ted later found in his pocket, 

seems like a worldly manifestation of Aphrodite's magic band which had power over gods and 

men: "The world lies in its weaving", Aphrodite told Hera, who once borrowed it in order to 

seduce Zeus and keep him from his wars, "You won't return, I know, your mission unfulfilled". It 

is significant that Ted makes this headscarf blue in the poem, not red, as Sylvia twice notes in 

her journal entry for that night (26 Feb. 1958) [sic] and which would have matched the red 

shoes Lucas Myers remembers-her wearing. Blue is the colour of Aphrodite, who is Sea Goddess 

and Moon Goddess as well as Love Goddess: blue is the colour of the band which Botticelli's 

Venus wears in her hair as she rises from the waves. ("The Path of the Lovers") 

Because we know Hughes was rereading Plath's work as he wrote these poems, there is no doubt that 

he knew she wrote the headscarf was red. In choosing to "rewrite" history in this way, for readers 

familiar with Plath's journals, Hughes draws attention to narrative as construction and the impossibility 

of being sure of Truth. Jo Gill rightly comments how, "Although it is tempting to read Birthday Letters in 

terms of its revelation of the other side of the stories previously related by Plath or by a succession of 

biographers ... the poems themselves make no claim to any privileged access or insight. Instead, they 

emphasize by the repeated use of questions and negative constructions the unreliability of their 

representations. The poems show us a subject uncertain of his own history, his own past" ("'Your story. 

My story'" 68). 

7.13 [15) 



And the swelling ring-moat of tooth-marks 
That was to brand my face for the next month. 
The me beneath it for good. 
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Hughes references the famous "bite scene" that reveals the intensity of his and Plath's initial encounter. 

Their meeting was primal in terms of their violent attraction for one another. He is figuratively and 

literally branded by the experience at the St. Botolph's party as is his life in the aftermath of his marriage 

to her. 

This is Plath's version: 

I started yelling again about his poems and quoting: "most dear unscratchable diamond"18 and 

he yelled back, colossal, in a voice that should have come from a Pole, "You like?" and asking me 

if I wanted brandy, and me yelling yes and backing into the next room .... and bang the door 

was shut and he was sloshing brandy into a glass and I was sloshing it at the place where my 

mouth was when I last knew about it. We shouted as if in a high wind, about the review ... he 

had obligations in the next room, and he was working in London, earning ten pounds a week so 

he could later earn twelve pounds a week, and I was stamping and he was stamping on the 

floor, and then he kissed me bang smash on the mouth and ripped my hairband off, my lovely 

red hairband scarf which has weathered the sun and much love, and whose like I shall never 

again find, and my favorite silver earrings: hah, I shall keep he barked. And when he kissed my 

neck I bit him long and hard on the cheek, and when we came out of the room, blood was 

running down his face. His poem "I did it, l."19 Such violence, and I can see how women lie down 

for artists. The one man in the room who was as big as his poems, huge, with hulk and dynamic 

chunks of words; his poems are strong and blasting like a high wind in steel girders. And I 

screamed in myself, thinking: oh, to give myself crashing, fighting, to you. The one man since 

I've lived who could blast Richard. (UJ 211-212)20 

Plath also fictionalizes this event in her 1957 short-story "Stone Boy with Dolphin" in her posthumous 

collection of stories Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams. She is represented in the story by a character 

named Dody and Hughes by Leonard: "Teeth gouged. And held. Salt, warm salt, laving the tastebuds of 

her tongue. Teeth dug to meet. An ache started far off at their bone-root. Mark that, mark that. But he 

shook. Shook her bang against the solid-grained substance of the wall. Teeth shut in thin air" (309). 



Figure 7: A photo of the statue at Cambridge that inspired Plath's title. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 
<http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbsSS-57 .html>. 
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1 St. Botolph is the patron saint of travelers and farmers. His feast day, June 17, follows the June date of Plath and 
Hughes's wedding, June 16. 

2 The British Library has acquired a sound recording of Plath and Hughes discussing (in brief) the circumstances of 
their meeting. To hear the sound clip go to: <http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/audio/2010/apr/15/sylvia-plath
ted-hughes> 

3 Terence Mccaughey was Hughes's best friend during his Pembroke College days. The two remained close and, in 
fact, as Lucas Myers confirms, Mccaughey "conducted Ted's funeral service in North Tawton, Devon, [November 
1998) and spoke in Westminster Abbey at the memorial service for Ted in the following May" (CSBA 10). 

4Prospero's character in The Tempest may be based on John Dee (1527 - 1608 or 1609), an English mathematician, 

astronomer, astrologer, geographer, occultist, and consultant to Queen Elizabeth I. 

5 See annotations SS [132). 

6 Hughes's important work, Shakespeare and the Goddess of Complete Being, looks to discover the underlying 
mythology that unifies all of Shakespeare's work; it was published in 1993. 

7 See previous endnote. 

8See also annotations for ''Visit" 4.1-.4.14 [7-9) 

9 Derek William Strahan (b. 1935) dated Plath briefly in 1956. 

10 Bertram Wyatt Brown. See also his memoir "Ted, Sylvia, and St. Botolph's: A Recollection" for more details of his 
account of the event. 
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11 Lucas Myers alludes to Plath's February 25 entry where she writes: "I have learned something from Lucas 
Meyers [sic] ... His poetry is great, big, moving through technique and discipline to master it and bend it supple to 
his will. There is a brilliant joy, there, too, almost of an athlete, running, using all the divine flexions of his muscles 
in the act" (207). 

12 This memoir is the first appendix to Anne Stevenson's Bitter Fame (307-321). 

13 Daniel Huws b. 1932 and his girlfriend Helga Kobuszewski 

14 Danny Weissbort 

15 Bertram Wyatt Brown 

16 See annotation 1.5 [3] 

17 This breakdown is the primary subject of Plath's largely autobiographical The Bell Jar. 

18 From Hughes's "The Casualty" in The Hawk in the Rain (1957). Plath knew this poem from its earlier appearance 
in Cambridge's Chequer magazine. 

19 From "Law in the Country of Cats," published in Hughes's The Hawk in the Rain: "Then a flash of violent 
incredible action, I Then one man letting his brains gently into the gutter" (CPTH 24-5). This poem appeared in the 
Review. See also Diane Middlebrook's "The poetry of Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes: call and response," page 157, in 
The Cambridge Companion to Sylvia Plath. 

20 Richard Sassoon (1934-) dated Sylvia Plath 1954-1956; he was still the main object of Sylvia's affection in 
February 1956. 
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"18 Rugby Street" 

Annotations 10.1-10.19: 20-24 

This poem recounts the first night Plath and Hughes spend together. In attempting to capture in 
language the intensity of this first union, Hughes continues to imagine Plath through the lens of his 

present, and through the lens of his encounters with her textual selves. 

10.1 [20) 

So there in Number Eighteen Rugby Street's 

Victorian torpor and squalor I waited for you. 

Daniel Huws, whose father owned the house, describes 18 Rugby Street: "a small early Georgian house, 

the odd one out at the end of a terrace of larger ones. On each floor was a living room with two 

windows facing south to a lively street, a tiny kitchen beside it and, at the back, a small bedroom. The 

rooms still had their original paneling, covered in many coats of paint'' (qtd. in Wagner, AG 58). 

As Elaine Feinstein offers, there was "no running water, and the only bathroom was three floors below, 

beneath the street pavement" and, as Michael Boddy recounts for her, "'you had to bang the knocker 

twice for Ted, who would then throw down the key111 {56). 

Figure 1: 18 Rugby Street. Used with permission of Peter Steinberg.1 <http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbsSS-
57 .html> 

Figure 2: A map of Bloomsbury, London (note Rugby Street) <upload.wikimedia.org/ ••• /Bloomsbury_
_map_l.png> 



10.2 (20) 

I think of that house as a stage-set -

Perpetual performance - names of the actors altered, 

But never the parts. They told me: 'You 

Should write a book about this house. It's possessed! 

Whoever comes into it never gets properly out! 

Whoever enters it enters a labyrinth -

A Knossos of coincidence! And now you're in it.' 

The legends were amazing. I listened, amazed. 
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Hughes, who tells us he was auditioned for a role in Plath's life (see 4.8 (7)), continues here with 

dramatic metaphors. 18 Rugby is a "stage set" where the lives of its residents maintain "perpetual 

performances." Hughes calls attention to this poem as its own performance. He dresses the stage, sets 

the scene, recalls himself and Plath as actors in a perpetual "intertangling" and "disentangling." Like 

many of the other Birthday Letters poems, "18 Rugby Street'' calls attention to itself as a construction, 

as a one-sided story; in so doing, it reminds the reader that all remembrances are performative in 

nature. 

As Wagner offers in Ariel's Gift: "[Hughes] invokes [Plath], she conjures him: a magic that obscures their 

real selves and makes them actors in a drama. There is no escape: of 18 Rugby Street he has been told 

'[tales of] fireside ... exaggeration111 (60). 

Hughes addresses this haunted location as "possessed," as a space where no one ever "gets properly 

out!" He foreshadows the ways in which Plath will come to possess him and, also, the ways in which she, 

too, is possessed by demons that, he claims, led to her demise. The relationship that Plath and Hughes 

consummate this night is one from which he never truly "escapes," as evidenced by the intensity of 

these poems written in the thirty years following her death. 

Hughes also conjures images of 18 Rugby Street as the labyrinth of Knossos. Knossos was the central 

palace of Minoan Crete; now a bronze age archeological site, it was established in 7000 B.C., the 

Neolithic period. 



Figure 3 & 4: Knossos at Crete <http://www.thenagain.info/WebChron/mediterranean/Knossol.jpg> 
<http://faculty.maxwell.syr.edu/gaddis/HST210/Sept23/knossos-palace-air.jpg> 

"In Greek mythology, the labyrinth of Crete was derived from the elaborate floor plan of the Palace 
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at Knossos. Daedalus the Athenian craftsman, was the architect and inventor who designed for King 

Minos of Crete the labyrinth in which was imprisoned the Minotaur, a man-eating monster that was 

half man and half bull" ("Labyrinth"). Because it was so brilliantly designed none could escape the 

labyrinth nor its minotaur. Daedalus revealed the maze's secret to only one: the daughter of Minos, 

Ariadne. Ariadne, in turn, revealed the secret to her lover Theseus who was able to slay the Minotaur 

and escape the labyrinth. "In anger at the escape, Minos imprisoned Daedalus and his son Icarus in the 

labyrinth. Although the prisoners could not find the exit, Daedalus made waxwings so that they could 

both fly out of the maze. Icarus, however, flew too near the sun; his wings melted, and he fell into the 

sea. Daedalus flew to Sicily, where he was welcomed by King Cocalus" (ibid). 

Figure 5: Floor Plan of the Knossos: <http://www.dilos.com/location/13410> 
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The myth of Daedalus and the Minotaur is one that Hughes often returns to in his discussion of Plath, 

her father, Otto, and her poetic projects as exorcisms.2 Hughes also writes "The Minotaur 2" in Howls & 

Whispers. In "18 Rugby Street," he suggests that their entry into their own "labyrinth" begins at this 

house where they descend into a deadly, yet enticing, maze. Perhaps his writing of this poem also leads 

him into a labyrinth of memory in search of Plath; the result of his endeavor is his collection of poems. 

10.3 (19) 

I lived there alone. Sat alone 

At the hacked, archaic, joiner's bench 

That did for desk and table, 

Hughes describes his writing/eating space as a hacked/archaic woodworker's space: 

Figure 6: A Joiner's Bench/Table: <http://www.sawdustmaking.com/JoinersBench/pic3.gif> 

10.4 (19-20) 

Whatever I was thinking I was not thinking 

Of that Belgian girl in the ground-floor flat, 

Not, seven years in the future, from her gas oven. 
She was nothing to do with me. 

Hughes describes another "player" in the 18 Rugby Street drama: the Belgian girl who occupied the 

ground flat. He describes her as possessed by her own dark, Germanic demon and alludes to her 

suicide, just seven years later. Plath's suicide would also come in 1963. 



10.5 [19-20) 

Nor was Susan 

Who still had to be caught in the labyrinth, 

And who would meet the Minotaur there, 

And would be holding me from my telephone 

Those nights you would most need me. On this evening 

Nothing could make me think I would ever be needed 

By anybody. Ten years had to darken, 

Three of them in your grave, before Susan 

Could pace that floor above night after night 

Crying alone and dying of leukaemia. 
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Susan is Susan Alliston, a British poet who lived in the flat above Hughes. Hughes suggests that she, too, 

eventually finds herself possessed by the labyrinth of the house; she too eventually succumbs to a 

Minotaur in the form of cancer. 

In 2006, fifty years after the publication of the original St. Botolph's Review, Viper Press, set up by David 

and Daniel Ross, published the St. Botolph's Review No. 2. In this publication, they include Ted Hughes's 

unpublished introduction to the poems of Susan Alliston. According to Nancy Howell's post on The 

Sylvia Plath Forum, Alliston was born in 1940 and died in 1969 (not in 1966 as loosely Hughes suggests 

in the poem: "Ten years had to darken, I Three of them in your grave" (44-45)). She also posts an 

Alliston poem.3 

In the Review of St. Botolph's No. 2, Susan Alliston is described as "the woman in the poem who, three 

years after Sylvia's death, was pacing the floor, "dying of leukaemia" (actually, of Hodgkins'disease).4 

Daniel Weissbort and Olwyn Hughes found Sue's poems in her flat after her death and when Daniel 

suggested publishing them Ted wrote th[e] introduction" (Skea, "St. Botolph's Review No. 2"). Koren 

and Nagev in their 2006 Lover of Unreason suggest that it was Hughes who collected the poems: "After 

her death, he collected Susan's manuscripts from her flat at 18 Rugby Street, with his sister Olwyn and 

friend Daniel Weissbort, hoping - in vain - to find a publisher for them. The unpublished poems, with a 

touchingly intimate introduction by Hughes, entitled 'a close friendship of six years,' are kept in his 

archive at Emory University" (138). Koren and Negev also claim that Hughes "first heard of Susan in the 

late 1950s, when he and Sylvia were living in the United States" (137). This seems impossible if Hughes 

was her neighbor in 1956 at 18 Rugby Street, unless he ponders her future residence there in the poem 

and if the review of St. Botolph's No. 2 is inaccurate. They also claim that Hughes and Alliston became 

good friends in the early 1960s, alluding even to a sexual relationship (137, 190).5 Hughes suggests in 

"18 Rugby Street" that he and Susan did eventually develop a close relationship: "And would be holding 

me from my telephone/ Those nights you would most need me" (41-42). After Plath's death, when 
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Hughes took up residence at Fitzroy Rd., Koren and Negev suggest that Susan Alliston was one of the 

first friends to visit him there. They quote David Ross: "'I gave Susan a lift and as we entered the flat, 

Ted handed us the typed manuscript of what was to become Ariel. I read it and my hair stood on end111 

(116). 

10.6 (20) 

Lucas was bringing you. You were pausing 

A night in London on your escape to Paris. 

April 13th, your father's birthday. A Friday. 

Ted Hughes asked Lucas Myers to arrange his meeting with Sylvia; though Myers was uncomfortable 

with this, he conceded. Hughes's letter, to Myers, dated 18 March, 1956, reads 

Dear Luke, 

I shall expect you any day. If you have time, drop me a note and tell me when you are coming. 

If you see Sylvia Plath, ask her if she's coming up to London, give her my address. Get her 

somehow, free lodgings for her as for you .. .. See you this week sometime. Don't forget Sylvia, 

and discretion. 

Ted. (37) 

Myers comments on the letter in Crow Steered Bergs Appeared: 

I almost disposed of one letter Ted sent me, the earliest surviving apart from a note he left on 

my desk at St. Botolph's .... Ted rarely asked me to do anything for him; more often, he did 

things for me unasked. But he was down in London on 18 March 1956, he continued to be 

intrigued by the woman who had bitten him on the cheek, and she was in Cambridge. On this 

early and unique occasion, he asked me to do an errand I didn't want to do ... . I invited Sylvia 

for supper, which I cooked on a gas ring at my digs. I recall being somewhat formal, but she was 

not. All that is in my earlier memoir. I don't believe I invited her to stay in the "free lodgings" of 

Ted's flat but possibly I did. In any case she had reservations at a hotel. We did agree to meet in 

London for a drink. (40-41) 

In his earlier memoir "Ah Youth ... " Myers also remembers: 

I invited Sylvia over to my new digs in Barton Road for supper. She sat on a cushion on the floor 

and I sat in a chair preparing food on a gas ring. She was at Newnham College, tall and pretty, 

and, unless my memory tricks me, wearing bobby sox .... I told Sylvia that, at the beginning of 

the spring vacation, which was coming soon, I would be joining Ted for a couple days in a flat 

Daniel's father kept in Rugby Street in London. His father was a graphic designer who tolerated 

incursions of Daniel's friends when he wasn't there; the Lamb was nearby, the British Museum 

not far away. If she would give me the number of her hotel in London, Ted and I could meet her 

for a drink. Ted had let me know he would like to see her. He did see her in the few days before 
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she went off to the Continent. {312-313) 

Hughes misremembers the date of this meeting. He and Plath met at Rugby Street on March 23, 1956, 

not April 13. Christopher Reid, editor of Hughes's letters suggests that Hughes is "muddling two 

separate visits: the first on the eve of Plath's journey out [Paris and Europe], the second following her 

early return" {38). Lucas Myers claims "the poem describing the circumstances of his meeting Sylvia in 

London joins together events that actually took place on two different occasions, the night before she 

went to Paris, 23 March, when I was present, and the day or night of her return from her tour on the 

continent, 13 April, when I was not" (CSBA 43). 

10.7 [21) 

I guessed you were off to whirl through some euphoric 

American Europe. Years after your death 

I learned the desperation of that search 

Through those following days, scattering your tears 

Around the cobbles of Paris. I deferred for a night 

Your panic, your fevers, your worst fear -

The toad-stone in the head of your desolation. 

The dream you hunted for, the life you begged 

To be given again, you would never recover, ever. 

Your journal told me the story of your torture. 

In fact, Plath was off to meet her then love, Richard Sassoon; he had been the primary object of her 

affection since 1954. Sassoon, born in Paris, in 1934, was raised in North Carolina. He attended the 

Sorbonne from 1955-1956 where she visited him for Christmas of 1955. Her attempt to reconnect with 

him in March of 1956 failed . Her published journals contain many letters about Sassoon and their 

relationship; these are evidence of the "torture" that Hughes speaks of (See 7 .13 [15)). From Plath's 

journal, March 26, 1956, written in Paris: 

The dark and suspicious concierge met me and blandly told me that Sassoon was not back nor 

would he be back probably until after Easter. I had been ready to bear a day or two alone, but 

this news shook me to the roots. I sat down in her livingroom and wrote an incoherent letter 

while the tears fell scalding and wet on the paper ... I wrote and wrote, thinking that by some 

miracle he might walk in the door. But he has left no address, no messages, and my letters 

begging him to return in time were lying there blue and unread. I was really amazed at my 

situation; never before had a man gone off to leave me to cry after. (553) 

That Hughes is the "toad-stone in the head of her desolation" speaks to how he temporally "defers" 

Plath's anguish; he is an antidote for its poison. Legend claims toadstones are the mythical "jewels" set 

in the heads of toads. This myth can be traced back to the Roman natural historian Pliny the Elder (AD 

23 to 79), and the idea is mentioned in Shakespeare's As You Like It. "Like tonguestones, toadstones 

were considered to be antidotes for poison and were also used in the treatment of epilepsy," says Paul 
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Taylor of the Natural History Museum. From the 14th century, toadstones were set in rings for their 

magical properties. The toadstone had to be taken from an old toad that was still alive, and, according 

to the 17th-century naturalist Edward Topsell, this could be done by placing a toad on a piece of red 

cloth, which caused it to cast out its stone" ("Fossils: Myths, Mystery and Magic"). 

Figure 7: A Toadstone Ring: <http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.salisburymuseum.org.uk> 

Hughes recognizes that he only "defers" Plath's panic for a "night" as she heads to meet Sassoon the 

following day. 

10.8 (22] 

Happy to be martyred for folly 

I invoked you, bribing Fate to produce you. 

Were you conjuring me? I had no idea 

How I was becoming necessary, 

Or what emergency surgery Fate would make 

Of my casual self-service. 

As in many of these Letters, Hughes turns to Fate as the force governing his and Plath's actions. He 

bribes fate to produce her and suggests that it also conjures him as "an emergency surgery" to restore 

her confidence. 

10.9 (22] 

Then-

Blank. How did you enter? What came next? 

How did Lucas delete himself, for instance? 

Did we even sit? 

Hughes confirms the fallibility of memory in his acknowledgement of the "Blank." 

Lucas Myers recalls his exit: 

on 23 March Boddy and I withdrew because we immediately saw what was predicated with Ted 

and Sylvia. We went to The Lamb, stayed till closing, understood that privacy was still required 

in the flat, and sat down on the curb across from the house. After forty-five minutes (I 
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remember quite clearly looking at my watch and judging the comparative wisdoms of going up 

or sitting out there indefinitely), we went upstairs, this to the evident discomfort of Sylvia. Ted 

and Sylvia went out to her hotel and we didn't see him until the next day. (43) 

Figure 8: The Lamb Pub, Bloomsbury: <http://www.classiccitybrew.com/london07 _lamb.jpg> 

Hughes does not include Michael Boddy in his remembrances; Myers has an idea why not: "His 

forgetfulness about Bobby is a courtesy to Sylvia provoked by affection and effected by retrospective 

tact. She did not like our friend. As her journals testify, she was unsettled and pained at his witness and 

was sure it would not remain confidential" (CSBA 43). 

From her journal, March 26, 1956: "[the] wild destructive London night ... makes me so sad, now I 

think of it, because of Michael Boddy coming in (I wouldn't have minded just Luke} and now all 

Cambridge will be duly informed that I am Ted's mistress or something equally absurd" (554). 

Boddy, however, recalls Plath and Hughes that night: "He was sitting on a chair facing her, close to her, 

leaning forward, knees touching her chair. There was a table lamp at the back of them, and between 

them. It lit them in the manner of a La Tour painting, from behind with faces half in light. They were 

whispering together, she with her hands to either side of her face, focusing on his ... I had no intention 

of getting involved and they were virtually oblivious of me" (qtd. in Feinstein 57). 

10.10 [22) 

A great bird, you 

Surged in the plumage of your excitement, 

Raving exhilaration. A blueish voltage -

Fluorescent cobalt, a flare of aura 

That I later learned was yours uniquely. 

Here, Hughes romanticizes Plath's energy and exhilaration. Her "blueish voltage," however, which is 

"fluorescent cobalt" recalls her ECT therapy in 1953, thereby making her behavior appear compulsive 

and unpredictable. Though Hughes admires these traits this evening, he suggests in many other poems 

that they complicated their relationship. That he chooses to surround her in a blue aura is further 



developed in his poem.6 

10.11 [22) 

And your eyes' peculiar brightness, their oddness, 

Two little brown people, hooded, Prussian, 

But elvish, and girlish, and sparking. 

With the pressure of your effervescence. 

Were they family heirlooms, as in your son? 

For me yours were the novel originals. 

Hughes begins his blazon of Plath- similar to his description in "St. Botolph's" 7.6 -7.11 [15) -

categorizing and evaluating her features. First, he recalls the beauty and intensity of her eyes - eyes 

that she passes to their son, Nicholas. 

Figure 9: Plath's Eyes: <www.blackbird.vcu.edu/v5n2/images/contributors/plath_sylvia.jpg> 

10.12 (23) 

And I became aware of the mystery 

Of your lips, like nothing before in my life, 

Their aboriginal thickness. 
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Part of Hughes's methodology in this poem is to exoticize Plath's appearance. While he seems to write 

in praise of her physical vivacity, he continually Others her, thereby subtly constructing her as 

unknowable, chameleonic and temperamental. She is, by the end of the poem, "a new world."7 



Figure 10: Plath's Lips: < http://www.sylviaplathforum.com/images/10.jpg> 

10.13 [23) 

And of your nose, 

Broad and Apache, nearly a boxer's nose, 

Scorpio's obverse to the Semitic eagle 

That made every camera your enemy, 

The jailor of your vanity, the traitor 

In your Sexual Dreams Incorporated, 

Nose from Attila's horde: a prototype face 

That could have looked up at me through the smoke 

Of a Navajo campfire. 
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Hughes lines here suggest multiple meanings. For one, he suggests a Jewish/Gentile division in that 

Plath's nose is broad and flat, thereby calling attention to Plath's poetic concern with her German 

heritage that contrasts her identification with the victimization of Jews. Astrologers claim that Scorpios 

have noses broad at their tips ("Scorpio the Scorpion: Physical Appearance"). 

Plath disliked her nose. As evidenced in her journal entries, she calls it "fat" (181) and a "leaky sausage" 

with "big pores full of pus and dirt" (457). Hughes's description of it as making "every camera your 

enemy'' and as "The jailor of your vanity," speaks to how critical she was of this aspect of her 

appearance. 

Hughes also calls Plath's nose Apache, more specifically Navajo. Just as he describes Plath's lips as 

African, now describes her nose as Native American. In so doing, he continues to write Plath as Other to 

his British sensibilities, as a "New World" for him to discover. This exoticism clearly excites Hughes. See 

above, 10.12. 



Figure 11 & 12: Plath's Nose: <www.blackbird.vcu.edu/v5n2/images/contributors/plath_sylvia.jpg> 

10.14 (23) 

It was never a face in itself. Never the same. 

It was like the sea's face - a stage 

For weathers and currents, the sun's play and the moon's. 

Never a face until that final morning 

When it became the face of a child - its scar 

Like a Maker's flaw. 
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"Plath's face is described in '18 Rugby Street' as continually metamorphosing, a shape shifting shell for 

the restless spirit inside ... Plath's face is elementally protean, 'a stage/ For weathers and currents, the 

sun's play and the moon's,' and does not assume its final mask, 'the face of a child- its scar I Like a 

Maker's flaw' until her death 'that final morning111 (Bundtzen 168). Hughes's allusions write Plath as a 

sort of tempest: transient, volatile, and subject to sudden change. He continues to use the metaphor of 

the "stage" whereby her personality now performs itself on her face. 

See annotation 7.9 (15) for a discussion of Plath's scar. 

That "final morning" refers to Monday, February 11, 1963, the morning of Plath's death. Hughes 

suggests Plath's torment ends and her innocence returns that fateful morning. 

10.15 (23) 

But now you declaimed 

A long poem about a black panther. 

Here, Hughes speaks of Plath's sharing of her poem "Pursuit."8 It was inspired by Hughes after their St. 

Botolph's meeting. 

That Plath "would not stay" may have had something to do with Michael Boddy. See her journal entry 

above in 10.6. 

10.16 (23) 

We walked south across London to Fetter Lane 



And your hotel. Opposite the entrance 

On a bombsite becoming a building site 

We clutched each other giddily 

For safety and went in a barrel together 

Over some Niagara. 

Figure 13: London Map Tracing Rugby to Fetter: Map Data Copyright Collins Bartholomew 

<http://www.streetmap.co.uk>. 
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That Hughes and Plath "clutch each other giddily" across from a former bombsite is significant on 

several levels; firstly, he continues to construct her as broken and in need of mending: she is a site 

where "wars" have been fought. He hopes to "rebuild" her and to construct a relationship. The imagery 

also foreshadows the rubble that will be their relationship and reminds the reader of the 

American/British divide following World War 11, an important metaphor for Hughes in several of these 

poems. 

10.17 (24) 

Falling 

In the roar of soul your scar told me -



Like its secret name or its password -

How you had tried to kill yourself. And I heard 

Without ceasing for a moment to kiss you 

As if a sober star had whispered it 

Above the revolving, rumbling city: stay clear. 

Hughes, learning of her attempted suicide through discussion of her scar, feels warned of Plath's 

demons. A "sober star'' tells him that he should "stay clear," but it is only a whisper heard above the 

"revolving, rumbling city'' of his excitement; he pays it no regard. 

10.18 (24) 

A poltroon of a star. I cannot remember 

How I smuggled myself, wrapped in you, 

Into the hotel. There we were. 

You were slim and lithe and smooth as a fish. 

You were a new world. My new world. 
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The star, he decides, is cowardly; he will be brave in the face of this unconquered territory, but in the 

heat of this conquest, he admits, he "cannot remember'' details of the unfolding: "These lines 

dramatise the tangled excitement of lovers, and the difficulty of committing to memory the precise 

choreography of an unfolding physical encounter. More literally, these lines admit the slippery nature 

of the past, and the imperfection of reflection" (Brain 182). The "slippery nature" of their relationship is 

conjured time and time again in these poems, even in his construction of her as a fish. 

Critics disagree if their relationship was consummated this evening. Erica Wagner feels that Plath's 

journal entry "seems to indicate that they did not, in fact, have sex that night; Plath was forthright in 

her notes to herself about achieving 'practical satisfaction' while maintaining 'technical virginity' -she 

was, after all, a child of 1950s America" (AG 61). 

Feinstein's biography of Hughes claims that Michael Soddy's memories of his conversation with Hughes 

the next morning suggest differently (57 /58). Hughes's letter to Plath, following their "encounter," also 

seems to suggest otherwise: 

Sylvia, 

That night was nothing but getting to know how smooth your body is. The memory of it goes 

through me like brandy. If you do not come to London to me, I shall come to Cambridge, to 

you. I shall be in London, here, until the 14th. 

Enjoy Paris 

Ted. (Lo/TH 37-38) 

Plath, in her journal recollections of the evening, calls her night with Ted a "sleepless holocaust"9 and 

claims she has a "battered face, smeared with a purple bruise from Ted and my neck raw and wounded 

too" (552). She later describes it as a "wild destructive London night" (554). She writes how she is 



worried that "all Cambridge will be duly informed that I am Ted's mistress" (554). 

10.19 [24) 

So this is America, I marveled. 

Beautiful, beautiful America! 

In addition to continuing to construct Plath as Other (particularly in terms of his own, British, 

sensibilities) Hughes's closing lines conjure John Donne's elegy 19,10 where Donne, too, uses the 

metaphor of America as new and uncharted territory for his sexual exploration of a woman's body. 
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1 For a live view, go to: <http://maps.google.ca/maps?hl=en&tab=wl&q=18%20rugby%20street%201ondon>: 18 
Rugby has a pink door. 

2 See annotations for "The Minotaur" 49.1-49.10 [120) 

3 See: <http://www.sylviaplathforum.com/archives/68.html> 

4 In Neil Roberts's Ted Hughes: A Literary Life, he claims Hughes declares in a 1978 letter that his Gaudete epilogue 
poem was about someone he knew with Hodgkins' disease - possibly with Alliston in mind. Though Roberts 
declares this appears in Hughes's 1978 letter to both Roberts and Terry Gifford, I can find no evidence of this 
statement in the letter which is published in Letter of Ted Hughes. 

5 They continue to call their credibility into question, however, when they misread (on page 137) Sylvia's Nov.22 
1962 letter to her mother; Plath speaks of Susan O'Neill Roe, not Susan Alliston. 

6 See "Red" 88 [197-198) 

7 See also "St. Botolph's" 7.10 [15) 

8 See footnote 8 of annotations for ''Visit": 4.1-4.14 (7-9) for the complete poem. 

9 Previously omitted from the original journal publication 

10 Elegy 19. To His Mistress Going to Bed 
Come, Madam, come, all rest my powers defy, 
Until I labor, I in labor lie! 

The foe oft-times, having the foe in sight, 
Is tired with standing though he never fight. 



Off with that girdle, like heaven's zone glistering, 
But a far fairer world encompassing. 
Unpin that spangled breastplate which you wear 
that th' eyes of busy fools may be stopped there. 
Unlace yourself, for that harmonious chime 

Tells me from you that now it is bed-time. 
Off with that happy busk, which I envy, 
That still can be and still can stand so nigh. 
Your gown going off, such beauteous state reveals 
As when from flowery meads th' hill's shadow steals. 
Off with that wiry coronet and show 
The hairy diadem which on you doth grow; 
Now off with those shoes, and then safely tread 
In this love's hallowed temple, this soft bed. 
In such white robes, heaven's angels used to be 
Received by men; thou, angel, bring' st with thee 
A heaven like Mahomet's paradise; and though 
Ill spirits walk in white, we easily know 
By this these angels from an evil sprite, 
Those set our hairs, but these our flesh upright. 
license my roving hands, and let them go 
Before, behind, between, above, below. 
O my America! my new-found-land, 
My kingdom, safeliest when with one man manned, 
My mine of precious stones, my empery, 
How blest am I in this discovering thee! 
To enter in these bonds is to be free; 
There where my hand is set, my seal shall be. 
Full nakedness! All joys are due to thee. 
As souls unbodied, bodies unclothed must be. 
To taste whole joys. Gems which you women use 
Are like Atalanta's balls, cat in men's views, 
That when a fool's eye lighteth on a gem, 
His earthly soul may covet theirs, not them. 
like pictures, or like books' gay coverings, made 
For laymen, are all women thus arrayed; 
Themselves are mystic books, which only we 
(Whom their imputed grace will dignify) 
Must see revealed. Then since that I may know, 
As liberally as to a midwife show 
Thyself: cast all, yea, this white linen hence, 
There is no penance due to innocence. 
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"The Machine" 

Annotations 11.1-11.4: 25 

In this poem, Hughes interprets Plath's own description of "the huge dark machine" she fears will "crush" 

her. Largely a poem confronting the anxieties and demons of Plath's psyche, her fear that depression and 

mental illness will immobilize her again, it also reveals the guilt Hughes feels for his obliviousness to her 

needs and his blindness to the inner darkness she possesses at the time of their meeting. This theme, 

Hughes's failure to understand, to acknowledge or to assuage Plath's anxieties, particularly in their early 

relationship, continues in many of the Birthday Letters. 

11.1 (25) 

The dark ate at you. And the fear 
Of being crushed. 'A huge dark machine', 
'The grinding indifferent 
Millstone of circumstance'. After 
Watching the orange sunset, these were the words 
You put on a page. They had come to you 
When I did not. When you tried 
To will me up the stair, this terror 
Arrived instead. 

These first lines are a direct response to Hughes's reading of Plath's journal. Waiting, hoping, and 

longing for Hughes to come to her Whitstead residence, Plath writes in the postscript of her journal 

entry of March 10, 1956:1 

Now I lay, burning, fevered with this disease, and the sun glared at me all at once, a lowering 

orange eye, blank and mocking; it set on time, I clocked it. And again the dark eats at me: the 

fear of being crushed in a huge dark machine, sucked dry by the grinding indifferent millstones 

of circumstance. He is at a party now, I know; with some girl. My face burns, and I am turning to 

ash, like the apples of sodom and gomorrah. (233) 

Plath, desperately longing for Hughes to return to her residence, is literally sickened by her need and 

desire to conjure him. In her despair she turns to her writing, articulating her fears and angers in several 

pages of intense entries. The "huge dark machine" represents this same fear, anger and anxiety that 

plague Plath throughout most of her life. Hughes mentions "the orange sunset'' that Plath uses as an 

important image in her entry; the sun, personified, mocks and glares at Plath as it sets, leaving her in 

immobilizing darkness. What for many is a beautiful and peaceful image, for Plath is sinister and 

daunting; as Hughes is well aware, this sort of reversal is often the case in Plath's writings. In "Elm," she 

writes: "I have seen the atrocity of sunsets" (CP 16: 192), alluding to her ECT therapy.2 

N.J. Roberts, describes Plath "wait[ing] in torment for [Hughes] to visit her" and how "[l]ater he read her 

account of this in her journal" (qtd. in Moulin 92). Roberts comments: "Hughes attaches a surprising 

importance to this episode, as if it stands for his general failure towards Plath: it figures much more 



prominently in Birthday Letters than his affair with Assia" (Ibid). Hughes's failure to recognize Plath's 

needs and fear in their early relationship is one of the ultimate failings described in the collection. 

11.2 (25) 

While I 

Most likely was just sitting, 

Maybe with Lucas, no more purpose in me 

Than in my own dog 

That I did not have. 

"Lucas," is Lucas Myers, see annotation 4.1 (7). 

11.3 (25) 

A real dog 

Might have stared at nothing 

Hair on end 

While the grotesque mask of your Mummy-Daddy 

Half-quarry, half-hospital, whole 

Juggernaut, stuffed with your unwritten poems, 

Ground invisibly without a ripple 

Towards me through the unstirred willows, 

Through the wall of The Anchor, 

Drained my Guinness at a gulp, 

Blackly yawned me 

Into its otherworld interior 

Where I would find my home. My children. 
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That the destructive force of "Mummy-Daddy," and the "otherworld" they occupy in Plath's psyche, 

moves silently towards Hughes, describes his utter ignorance, in 1956, of Plath's past and the 

destructive forces it brought to their future . Hughes's choice to credit this "grotesque mask" as "stuffed 

with [Plath's] unwritten poems," speaks to the connection he continually makes in Birthday Letters 

between the force that creates the Ariel poems and the demons that possess Plath. In most cases, these 

demons pre-exist his meeting her. 

As Wagner describes in Ariel's Gift: "Hughes is firmly placed in the vantage point of the future, looking 

back on their uncomprehending younger selves. In 'The Machine' his own younger self bears the brunt 

of his reproach. He allows that even a dog would have scented the phantom fear .. . sensing the terror 

contained in her past" (65). Wagner also points out that Hughes acknowledges here, for the first time in 

these poems, that Plath's mother is also a player in her anxieties. It is not solely the ghost of her father 

with which Plath wrestles - she also struggles with her living mother, the "Mummy" of the poem 

(Wagner 65).3 
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As Linda Bundtzen explains in The Other Ariel, "Long before [Plath] composed the Ariel poems, Hughes 

believes 'The Machine' of tragedy was already set in motion. In the poem by this name he describes the 

as yet 'unwritten poems' where she would attack 'Mummy-Daddy' as a 'juggernaut' grinding its wheels 

toward him and then mowing down both 'My children. And my life"' (85). 

As in many other Birthday Letters, Hughes sees events as controlled by fate. He is oblivious to the 

darkness about to engulf him; he has no control. Though he belittles himself for his oblivion to her 

"terror," he also suggests that there is nothing he can do to change the inevitable outcome. As Wagner 

writes: "The Mummy Daddy spectre - out of which she made her art - heads towards him as 

inevitabl[e] ... even in the most mundane place, a pub, even as he simply sinks his pint"(66). 

The Anchor pub, where Hughes sits drinking with Lucas Myers, was a popular hang-out for Hughes and 

his male friends. As Myers writes in one of his memoirs4
, "These friends met at the Anchor pub, on the 

bank of the duck and punt-filled River Cam, and were interested in literature. Later on, a smaller group 

coalesced around several members of the Anchor crew and published the St. Botolph's Review" (CSBA 

10). 

Figures 1 & 2: Photos of the Anchor Pub in Cambridge. <http://www.cambridgeanchor.eo.uk/> 

11.4 [25] 

Forever trying to climb the steps now stone 

Towards the door now red 

And my life 

Which you, in your own likeness, would open 

With still time to talk. 

The "steps now stone" conjure images of Plath's grave and headstone. Hughes attempts to converse 

with Plath beyond the grave. These lines are also reminiscent of Orpheus and his futile attempt to 

rescue Eurydice from the underworld. 5 

His life, he suggests, once he too became controlled by "The Machine," has been an uphill battle to 

communicate with his wife and to help her. The door- now red with the pain of her suicide, stained 

with the painful colour in which she chose to surround herself - he still hopes to open in order to "talk" 

with her. He wishes he might visit Plath that day at Whitstead with a new vision and understanding. 



These poems are part of this attempt to communicate now, those things he could not at the time, 

particularly in light of his retrospective understandings and musings. 
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"At the end of 'The Machine' Hughes again echoes the stark colours of her own work, the black of death, 

the red of blood, as her terror takes him over and freezes him 'forever' trying to escape its grasp. 'The 

steps now stone', 'the door now red', with Plath resurrected on that door's other side, create an image 

of Hughes himself trying, but never succeeding, to climb out of her grave" (Wagner, AG 68). 

1 For Plath's waiting for Hughes on the weekend of March 10 see annotations for ''Visit'' 4.1-.4.13 [7-9) 

2See annotations for "The Tender Place": 6.1- 6.6 [12-13) 

3See also annotation 75.3 [174) 

4See also annotations for "St. Botolph's" 7.1-7.13 [14-15) 

5 Critics Bundtzen and Whitehead have studied Birthday Letters in terms of this specific myth. 

6See also annotations for "Red" 88 
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"Fidelity'' 

Annotations 13.1-13.7: 28-30 

In "Fidelity" Hughes refers to the early period of their relationship when he resided above a soup-kitchen 

in Cambridge. The poem concerns itself with Hughes's sexual loyalty to Plath despite temptation. In light 

of Hughes's later well-documented unfaithfulness to Plath and to other female partners, the poem is 

particularly interesting in terms of his claim to monogamy as a "holy law" that he strictly follows without 

deviation. "Fidelity" is also interesting in light of the loyalty and confidence he attempts to inspire in his 

reader, a relationship Hughes constantly reassesses throughout the Birthday Letters poems. 

13.1 [28) 

It was somewhere to live. I was 

Just hanging around, courting you, 

Afloat on the morning tide and tipsy feelings 

Of my twenty-fifth year. Gutted, restyled 

A la mode, the Alexandra House 

Became a soup-kitchen. 

Ted Hughes, in an attempt to seriously court Sylvia Plath, came to Cambridge in the latter part of April, 

1956. As the poem indicates, he was 25, and would not turn 26 until August 17 of that year. As Lucas 

Myers recalls, "It would have been the latter half of April 1956, not May as somewhere reported. Ted 

stayed with me1
, as well as I can reconstruct it, for about four weeks or a shade more and on the top 

floor of the Alexandra House, a fashionably bohemian coffee house off Petty Cury, for about three 

weeks before his marriage"{C58A 45). Erica Wagner's Ariel's Gift, describes the Alexandra house as a 

"British, or Civic, Restaurant run by the Women's Volunteer Service in Alexandra Street . . . since the 

time of the Second World War'' (61-62). 

Hughes describes this time as one when he is newly in love, "tipsy" and "afloat." His sole purpose is 

courting Plath. The Alexandra House is "somewhere to live" in order that he may be in close proximity to 

her. 

13.2 [28) 

The girls that helped to run it lived above it 

With a retinue of loose-lifers, day-sleepers 

Exhausted with night-owling. Somehow 

I got a mattress up there, in a top room, 

Overlooking Petty Cury. 

The girls who worked at the Alexandra House lived above it (along with the others that Hughes 

describes). Unsure of how, Hughes knows he got a mattress to the top floor where he had a room 

overlooking Petty Cury. 
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Figure 1: Map of Cambridge noting Petty Cury 
<http://www.plantsci.cam.ac.uk/Haseloff/SITEGRAPHICS/Maps/CambridgeMapBW.gif> 

13.3 [28) 

Abare 

Mattress, on bare boards, in a bare room. 

All I had, my notebook and that mattress. 

Under the opening, bud-sticky chestnuts, 

On into June, my job chucked, I laboured 

Only at you, squandering all I'd saved. 

Free of University I dangled 

In its liberties. 

Hughes writes to his sister Olwyn on 22 May, 1956: 
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"For the last month I've lived about the strangest life I ever did live. The main thing about it - and the 

thing that has saved it from being just absurd - is that I've written quite a bit. As I am miserable and fit 



for nothing if I don't write continuously, I shall from now on shape my life round writing instead of 

squeezing writing into my life where I can" (LofTH 40). 
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In these "strange" days, Hughes marks how his "notebook" is essential, equating the necessity of his 

writing and Sylvia Plath. New life all around him, evidenced by not only a "budding" relationship, but by 

the "bud-sticky chestnuts" outside his window, Hughes's notebook foreshadows the writing partnership 

that evolved between him and Plath. The merger of their two creative minds is well documented, 

including by Plath and Hughes themselves. Hughes dangles in the liberties of a graduate who has quit 

his job and turned to writing and wooing: "I labored/ Only at you." Stripped "bare" - he uses the word 

three times to emphasize his new-found vulnerability -- he shapes his "life round" Plath and writing, a 

holy union evoked by the poem. 

13.4 [29) 

She and I slept in each other's arms, 

Naked and easy as lovers, a month of nights, 

Yet never once made love. A holy law 

Had invented itself, somehow, for me. 

But she too served it, like a priestess, 

Tender, kind and stark naked beside me. 

She traced out the fresh rips you had inscribed 

Across my back, seeming to join me 

In my obsession, in my concentration, 

To keep my preoccupation intact. 

In Crow Steered Bergs Appeared Lucas Myers offers his views of Hughes's and Plath's relationship at this 

time: "Ted was becoming visibly more and more attached to Sylvia. Something of the essence, 

subaqueous or subterranean, appeared to be going on between them. As it happened, Sylvia was far 

more passionate sexually than the average person. She also, as Ted did not report to me, may have 

been sexually more violent if 'the flesh rips you had inscribed across my back' were put there very 

frequently'' (46) . 

Hughes's "holy law" evokes him as a priestly figure, resistant to temptation in his praise and reverence 

for Plath's godliness. The unrealistic scenario that Hughes writes here seems only possible if his powers 

of resistance are attributed to a holy or sacrosanct power. Hughes and his female friend are priest and 

priestess, serving at the altar of Sylvia Plath. It is a cultish obsession, whereby the two parties pay 

homage even to the violent markings left by Plath on Hughes's back in what we can suppose was a 

moment of sexual passion. These markings, particularly in the context of the religious discourse, also 

conjure the flagellation of Christ during the Passion, suggesting the holy sacrifice Hughes makes for 

Plath, and alluding to ultimate suffering. 



13.5 (29] 

I was focused, 

So locked onto you, so brilliantly, 

Everything that was not you was blind-spot. 

I still puzzle over it- doubtful, now, 

Whether to envy myself, or pity. Her friend, 

Who had a bigger room, was wilder. 

We moved in with her. That lofty room 

Became a dormitory and HQ 

Alternative to St. Botolph's. Plump and pretty, 

With a shameless gap-tooth laugh, her friend 

Did all she could to get me inside her. 

And you will never know what a battle 

I fought to keep the meaning of my words 

Solid with the world we were making. 

I was afraid, if I lost that fight 

Something might abandon us. 
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Hughes suggests this second room became a head quarters alternative to St. Botolph's rectory, where 

he and other fellow poets met to socialize and discuss poetry.2 

That this second girl has a "shameless gap-tooth laugh" suggests a comparison to Chaucer's The Wife of 

Bath, notably Plath's favourite literary character; such a comparison writes this girl as lusty, sensual, and 

sexually forward. This depiction is certainly confirmed by Hughes's line "Did all she could to get me 

inside her." 

That Hughes still "puzzle[s] over it," that he is "doubtful, now" and, in earlier lines [27-28] questions 

"What/ Knighthood possessed me there?" emphasizes the uncertainties of Hughes as speaker, and calls 

his reliability into question. Hughes, himself, is unable to fully assess his own situation. As Jo Gill argues 

in '"Your story. My story,"' Hughes's poem marks 

the shift, perhaps, from a faithful {hence the title) language to one which cannot be trusted and 

must be carefully monitored .. . [This] note at the end of the poem [lines 55-57] undermines the 

confidence of these initial representations ... and gestures towards the real issue which is the 

speaker's concern about faithfully rendering his experience, about making language subordinate 

to his needs ... [the poem] is about more than marital or legalistic unfaithfulness, it is about the 

awful risk of linguistic or textual bad faith" (75). 

Hughes importantly suggests that the battle he wages is not only a physical and sexual one; he also 

fights to keep the meaning of his words, acknowledging all the while the difficulty, perhaps 

impossibility, of such a fight. 



13. 7 (29-30) 

Lifting 

Each of those naked girls, as they smiled at me 

In their early twenties, I laid them 

Under the threshold of our unlikely future 

As those who wanted protection for a new home 

Used to bury, under the new threshold, 

A sinless child. 
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In these final lines, Hughes speaks to the sacrifice he makes in order to preserve the sanctity of his 

relationship with Plath and as an indication of his loyalty to the new world they are making as a couple. 

Hughes sacrifices these naked and smiling girls for what he describes as an "unlikely future" with Plath. 

He extends the sacrifice to compare the girls to "sinless children" who are buried under the threshold of 

a new home to protect it for the new occupants. He lays them down, rather than lays them in the more 

vulgar use of the term, under the threshold of the life Plath and Hughes are constructing. 

Possibly, Hughes's reference is derived from Russian Folklore. According to H. Clay Trumbell, in The 

Threshold Covenant or the Beginning of Religious Rites, 

Observances with reference to the threshold are numerous in Russia. On it a cross is drawn to 

keep off maras (hags). Under it the peasants bury stillborn children. In Lithuania, when a new 

house is being built, a wooden cross, or some article which has been handed down from past 

generations, is placed under the threshold. There also when a newly baptized child is being 

brought back from church, it is customary for its father to hold it for a while over the threshold 

Hughes's choice to end the poem with this image of sacrifice, even though the sacrifice is made for a life 

with Plath, foreshadows the dangerous future from which they will not be protected. These lines are 

also double edged in that on the one hand they present Hughes as the speaker with whom the reader 

will sympathize, as sacrificing himself and others for Plath's own welfare, yet they also render Hughes 

suspiciously culpable, as objectifying these women as his sacrifices. The exhaulting of himself in his 

"priestly" performance of abstinence seems contrived. In this way, Hughes continues to call his own 

poems and recollections into question, asking that the reader acknowledge the fallibility of not only the 

speaker's memory, but of his humanity, and of his use of language. 

1 Myers was living in a house on Tenison Road. 

2 For more information on St. Botolph's and St. Botolph's review, see annotations 7.1-7.13 (14-15) 
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"Fate Playing" 

Annotations 14.1-14.5: 31-32 

In this poem, Hughes describes his and Plath's botched meeting in London, October 1956. While the 

poem describes the factual details of the miscommunication and the reunion that ensued, it also 

describes Plath's hysteria, her propensity for the dramatic, her extreme reactions to stressful situations, 

and the fears of abandonment she carried from childhood. Perhaps most importantly, Hughes continues 

to explore his assertion that '1ate" determines the path of his relationship with Plath. 

14.1 (31) 

Because the message somehow met a goblin, 

Because precedents tripped your expectations, 

Because your London was still a kaleidoscope 

Of names and places any jolt could scramble, 

You waited mistaken. 

Ted Hughes's letter to Sylvia Plath, dated October 11, 1956 offers context for this event: 

Dearest Sylvia, 

I got your letter this morning of the train time. I shall pick you up either off the train, or, if my bus is a bit 
late, in the waiting room at King's Cross .... (LofTH 71) 

Plath's letter to her mother, dated October 16, 1956, expresses her "nightmarish" experience: 

Our London weekend has given me a new calm and dispelled that first hectic suffocating wild 

depression I had away from my husband for the first time in our married life. It almost began 

with a nightmare. I'd arranged to have Ted meet me at King's Cross station about 7:30, but 

when I found he was getting into the bus station at 7, decided to take an early train to Liverpool 

Street and meet him. I wrote a letter to this effect which, if he did not receive, I figured would 

be all right as I'd be at the bus terminal from 6 on and would have no chance of missing him. 

Well, I waited from 6 to 8 at the terminal and the bus he was supposed to take came; he wasn't 

on it. The bus terminal inspectors were all callous cretins, and the most I could get out of them 

was that all buses were in and no accidents reported. I was really frantic, unable to understand 

why Ted wasn't on one of these; he'd bought reservation: so, in a fury of tears, I fell sobbing into 

a taxi and for 20 minutes begged him to hurry to King's Cross to see if by some miracle Ted 

might be there. I was sick, not knowing what to do but yell, but yell[ ... ] through the streets of 

London. Well, to shorten my trauma, I walked into King's Cross into Ted's arms. He'd made the 

bus driver drop him off early so he could get to me sooner and had been worried about my not 

arriving on the train, having not received my later letter. He looked like the most beautiful dear 

person in the world; everything began to shine, and the taxi driver sprouted wings, and all was 

fine. (LH 277-278) 



As in many of these poems, Hughes attributes error to a demon or goblin, a force outside of his and 

Plath's control. Here, a goblin has snatched the letter Plath sent to Hughes; this goblin is, in part, 

responsible for the mix-up. 

Hughes's lines also echo T.S. Eliot's "Ash Wednesday." Considering Eliot's "conversion" poem is 

concerned with a spiritual journey back to God, Hughes may be exploring his own conversion to the 

world of Plath in all its glories and shortcomings. Certainly, religious discourse is an important part of 

this poem. Eliot's final two lines seem significant considering Hughes's gesture to the famous poem: 
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"Suffer me not to be separated I And let my cry come unto Thee" ("Ash Wednesday"). Separation from 

Hughes seems Plath's ultimate fear; indeed, her cry comes onto him especially loudly in this recollection 

of an early, yet pivotal, experience. 

14.2 (31) 

The bus from the North 

Came in and emptied and I was not on it. 

Eight in the evening and I was lost and at large 

Somewhere in England. You restrained 

Your confident inspiration 

And did not dash out into the traffic 

Milling around Victoria, utterly certain 

Of bumping into me where I would have to be walking. 

At the time, though married, Hughes and Plath lived separately, she at Cambridge and he with his 

parents in Heptonstall, West Yorkshire (where they moved from Mexborough, South Yorkshire, in 1952). 

He came to London, then, to meet Plath, from the north. For more information on their separation see 

annotation 16.7 (34-35). 
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Figure 1: A Map of England noting Yorkshire and London 
<http://www.ieslamarina.org/departamentos/ingles/upload - jjaviering/project0708/england_ archivos/ 

cou nties.gif> 

Plath is "milling around" the Victoria Coach Station, the largest coach station in London: 

Figure 2: Victoria Coach Station <http://cachel.asset
cache.net/xc/3355981.jpg?v=l&c=IWSAsset&k=2&d=45BOEB3381F7834070511BE8ASE4CE356587825211EA840 

98734705228888462> 



14.3 (31) 

I was not walking anywhere. I was sitting 

Unperturbed, in my seat on the train 

Rocking towards King's Cross. Somebody, 

Calmer than you, had a suggestion. So, 

When I got off the train, expecting to find you 

Somewhere down at the root of the platform, 

I saw that surge and agitation, a figure 

Breasting the flow of released passengers, 

Then your molten face, your molten eyes 

And your exclamations, your flinging arms 

Your scattering tears 
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King's Cross station is a major railway terminus opened in 1852. The station is located on the edge of 

Central London, in the King's Cross district and within the London Borough of Camden on the border of 

the London Borough of Islington. ("King's Cross Station"). Hughes, on his way to King's Cross Station, is 

unaware of Plath's plight and dismay. 

When Hughes exits his train, he sees Plath pushing through the passengers, making her way towards 

him in an "agitated" "surge." Hughes's recollections construct Plath in all her drama, "flinging arms," 

"exclamations" and "scattering tears." Plath's eyes, according to Hughes, and her face, are "molten," the 

fires of anxiety and emotion reshaping her face. The "molten" images mirror Plath's private inner hell 

that Hughes constructs in these poems. 

Figure 3: Inside King's Cross Station 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lmage:Kings_ Cross_Station_Platforms,_London_-_Sept_2007 .jpg> 



Figure 4: A Map Marking the Distance between King's Cross and Victoria, approximately 4 miles. 
<http://www.codeproject.com/KB/scrapbook/eurocpianspring2004party/RailwayStations_map.gif> 

14.4 [31-32] 

As if I had come back from the dead 

Against every possibility, against 

Every negative but your own prayer 

To your own gods. There I knew what it was 

To be a miracle. And behind you 

Your jolly taxi-driver, laughing, like a small god, 

To see an American girl being so American, 

And to see your frenzied chariot-ride -

Sobbing and goading him, and pleading with him 

To make happen what you needed to happen -

Succeed so completely, thanks to him. 

Hughes is overwhelmed by Plath's response to the situation; he becomes a miracle that she feels she 

has conjured by her own prayers. 

Linda Bundtzen reads "Fate Playing'' as a "warning." She argues: 
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the poem ominously enacts a version of the Orpheus-Eurydice myth. Fate disguises its oracular 

content by playfully reversing the roles of Hughes and Plath. As Hughes emerges from a train at 

King's Cross, it is as if he has been pulled out of a dark underworld by the force of Plath's desire, 
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suggested by his repeated use of "molten" to describe the intensity of her inner fire .. .. Even 

the taxi she hires is a "chariot" driven by a "small god," . . . The poem ends with a miraculous 

tempest, a thunderstorm [and] Plath's joy at being reunited with her "lost'' husband .. . (173) 

Hughes's lines describe the intensity of Plath's emotions. Although this is an intensity he, in part, 

attributes to her" American" tendencies to exaggerate and perform, 1 Hughes is clearly disturbed and 

mystified by Plath's dramatization of the situation. Writing to Aurelia Plath in May of 1963, Hughes 

seems to recall this incident as an example of how Plath lived in a "more or less constant state of terror 

that something might go wrong, then panic when it d[id], even if it's only missing a train"(LofTH 218). 

14.5 (32) 

Well, it was a wonder 

That my train was not earlier, even much earlier, 

That it pulled in, late, the very moment 

You irrupted onto the platform. It was 

Natural and miraculous and an omen 

Confirming everything 

You wanted confirmed. So your huge despair, 

Your cross-London panic dash 

And now your triumph, splashed over me, 

Like love forty-nine times magnified. 

Like the first thunder cloudburst engulfing 

The drought in August 

When the whole cracked earth seems to quake 

And every leaf trembles 

And everything holds up its arms weeping. 

Here, Hughes explores the element of fate common to the Birthday Letters poems. Plath "irrupt[s] onto 

the platform" the very moment Hughes's train pulls in late. That he appears to her at that very moment 

is an "omen" and "miraculous" and it confirms everything that Plath needs confirmed - that the two of 

them are destined to be together. As Plath's panic and joy "splash over" Hughes, he becomes her 

"miracle" and she engulfs him, rains down upon him in all her emotions, like a "thunder cloudburst'' that 

"engulf[s] /The drought in August." Hughes's language continues to dramatize the situation; he is the 

"cracked earth," overwhelmed by Plath in all her emotional capacity. He holds out his arms to meet her, 

but these same arms become the whole parched earth that "holds up its arms weeping." Hughes's lines 

here emphasize his view of the exaggerated nature of Plath's behavior. 

Lucas Myers, in his memoir, Crow Steered Bergs Appeared, helps us to decipher why Hughes has Plath's 

love "forty-nine times magnified":2 

In the autumn of 1959, Ted and Sylvia spent eleven weeks at Yaddo, an artists' colony in upstate 

New York. It was there, I believe that Ted was introduced to the Bardo Thodol, translated as The 

Tibetan Book of the Dead. The American-Chinese composer Chou Wen-Chung was in residence 
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at Yaddo and was planning an opera based in the Bardo ThOdol. He must have introduced Ted to 

the book, doubtlessly in the edition compiled by W.Y. Evans Wentz, with a psychological 

commentary by Carl Jung (London: Oxford University Press, 1957). 

In the beginning of 1961, Ted spent several months working on an oratorio for Chou based on 

the Bardo Thodol. A bardo is an intermediate state between death and rebirth. The forty-nine 

day passage offers an opportunity for liberation from the round of rebirth but also takes the 

defunct through the most frightening experiences, blown about by raging karmic winds and 

assailed by demons, blinding lights, malefic deities, and other apparitional products of the mind. 

The Bardo Thodol had a powerful and lasting effect on Ted's thinking and, through him, some 

effect on Sylvia's .... This text has its roots in "the old religion," Bon, a powerful Shamanism 

that dominated Tibet until the coming of Buddism in the middle of the seventh century C.E. The 

Bardo Thodol, which means liberation through hearing (of the sacred texts concerning the 

bardos), is used as a practice in preparation for death by the living and as a guide to the 

afterworld for the dying and the defunct. (68-9) 

The Chinese History Forum explains the Bardo Thodol: 

the Bardo Thodol has strong influence and connection to the Tibetan people who use it as a 

guidebook for the transitions between life and death and not just as a tool during the rites of 

the dead where it is recited to the newly departed. According to the Bardo Thodol, upon dying 

the dead are "presented with a series of opportunities for recognizing the actual "truth" (de

bzhin-nyid) of that moment". Following one's death the mind is separated from the body for 49 

days and the dead are confronted with bardo visions of many wrathful deities. If the person is 

able to distinguish these visions as simply "mental projections reflective of the previous life's 

thoughts and deeds then it is said that Buddhahood will be attained". If the person cannot make 

this distinction then he is led to an eventual rebirth and consequently further suffering in cyclic 

existence (" samsa ra"<http://www.china historyforum .com/index.php ?showtopic=20392> ). 

Plath's and Hughes's botched meeting in October of 1956 reads as one of the tribulations that Plath 

faces in the afterlife. Their reunion reads as a transcendent moment for Plath where she can move 

towards liberation. Hughes's appearance is a miracle, confirming that she has resurfaced from a sort of 

underworld; she has "triumphed," for now. 

1 See also annotations for "Fulbright Scholars" 1.1-1.10 [3] 

2See also "Fairy Tale" 68 [159-161) 
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"The Owl" 

Annotations 15.1-15.4: 33 

In this poem, Hughes describes Plath's American response to the British landscape. Ian Sansom maintains 

that Hughes's "The Owl," "offers up the story behind [Plath's June 1958} 'Owl,,,, (qtd in Byrne 78). 1 Her 

poem describes the contrast and conflict between rural and urban, where "main street" (1) and the 

surrounding landscape are "shaken by owl cry" (16). Hughes's poem, exploring his and Plath's distinct 

cultural sensibilities, and the initial effects these differences brought to their relationship, questions their 

ability to forge a successful marriage. 

15.1 (33] 

I saw my world again through your eyes 

As I would see it again through your children's eyes. 

Through your eyes it was foreign. 

Plain hedge hawthorns were peculiar aliens, 

A mystery of peculiar lore and doings. 

Anything wild, on legs, in your eyes 

Emerged at a point of exclamation 

As if it had appeared to dinner guests 

In the middle of the table. 

Hughes is re-experiencing the world from Plath's point of view and, later, from that of their children. 

Through Plath's eyes, Hughes's world is alien. Re-thinking and re-seeing in this poem are involved in an 

intimate relationship whereby the partners reevaluate the world and their lives through the eyes of 

their beloved. The American Plath saw Hughes's English world as extraordinary; what was commonplace 

for Hughes was for Plath, other-worldly. This poem contrasts the awe and otherness that Hughes 

experiences in Plath's American landscape, an important part of later Birthday Letters. 

Figure 1: A hawthorn hedge in Britain: 
<http://www.bbc.eo.uk/gardening/images/tv_radio/trees/300x193_hawthorn.jpg>. 



15.2 (33] 

Common mallards 

Were artefacts of some unearthliness, 

Their wooings were a hypnagogic film 

Unreeled by the river. Impossible 

To comprehend the comfort of their feet 

In the freezing water. 
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Plath is mesmerized by what seems illogical and impossible in her new environment. Her experience of 

English nature is magical. Mallards, though certainly ducks that populated Massachusetts as well as 

England, are here, "artefacts of some unearthliness." These animals and plants are fantastical in Plath's 

eyes, "wooing" her, hypnotizing her with their beauty. As we see in other Birthday Letters, Plath and 

Hughes seem lulled to sleep by the experience of their life together, sleepwalking through the magic of 

it all, soon to be awakened by the harsh reality of Plath's haunting and eventual death. 

Figure 2: A Mallard Duck: <http://students.umf.maine.edu/-overlole/Mallard-male.jpg>. 

15.3 (33] 

You were a camera 

Recording reflections you could not fathom. 

I made my world perform its utmost for you. 

You took it all in with an incredulous joy 

Like a mother handed her new baby 

By the midwife. 

Although readers know that Plath will be unable to adapt to the English rural landscape,2 early in their 

relationship Hughes hands Plath a new world; she receives it, in this poem, with optimism and elation 

for the future they hold together. Hughes is like a magician, making his world perform for Plath in all its 

glory. "The swooping, flightlike rhythm of the poem gives a sense of how the poet sees his soaring ability 

to conjure nature" (Wagner, AG 63). Here is Hughes's world, a world he holds close and dear in both his 



life and work. Part of the contrast explored in the poem is Hughes's level of comfort in the natural 

environment with Plath's sense of wonderment and unfamiliarity. 

Erica Wagner comments in Ariel's Gift: 
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The disparity between the worlds the two poets came from cannot be overemphasized .... 

Hughes's work, from his first book, The Hawk in the Rain, to Tales from Ovid, published in 1997, 

has always been closely connected to the natural world: his vivid images of animals and 

landscapes, whether familiar or exotic, stand out and endure. Plath's work is rarely so 

connected: much of it springs from her inner self and the private mythology she created around 

that self. Certainly, brought up as she had been in the United States, the English landscape that 

was bred in Hughes's bone was alien to her and, when first she tried to see it through his eyes, a 

wonder ... (62-63) 

That Plath is a camera here, Jo Gill argues, is "associating America with superficial images and England 

with impenetrable depth"; England, here, is something to be recorded ("'Exaggerated American111 171). 

Gill's comments speak to the way that an American/British divide is a force at work in Birthday Letters, 

suggesting an inherent incompatibility that destined Plath's and Hughes's relationship to failure. This 

line also calls to mind Anglo-American writer Christopher Isherwood's famous lines (with which Hughes 

would be familiar): "I am a camera with its shutter open, quite passive, recording, not thinking. 

Recording the man shaving at the window opposite and the woman in the kimono washing her hair. 

Some day, all this will have to be developed, carefully printed, fixed" (1). Hughes is also "developing" the 

films of his memory; though aware of their biases and objectivity, he prints them carefully, fixes them. 

And, like Isherwood, whose "camera" recorded the German experience in 1930s Berlin, Plath sets out to 

record the Otherness she experiences in Britain. 

15.4 (33) 

Your frenzy made me giddy. 

It woke up my dumb, ecstatic boyhood 

Of fifteen years before. My masterpiece 

Came that black night on the Grantchester road. 

I sucked the throaty thin woe of a rabbit 

Out of my whetted knuckle, by a copse 

Where a tawny owl was enquiring. 

Suddenly it swooped up, splaying its pinions 

Into my face, taking me for a post. 

In a May 1957 letter to his brother, Gerald, and his family, Hughes recalls this particular eve. The letter 

also reveals an ecstatic Plath. The joy she experiences in "Hughes's" nature is tied the joy she 

experiences in a life with him: 
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You have no idea what a happy life Sylvia and I lead or perhaps you have . ... It's amazing how 

we strike sparks. And when we're fed up of that we walk out into the country and sit for hours 

watching things. We sit by the river and watch water-voles and when they come near Sylvia 

goes almost unconscious with delight. She's the most responsive alert creature in the world, 

about everything. I squeal and rabbits come out. The other night outside a wood I squealed to 

no effect for about quarter of an hour and was just thinking there was nothing left alive when an 

owl that must have flown up at ground level suddenly rose in my face and tried to land on my 

head. Very good. It's the first time I've ever got one so near. (98) 

That Hughes writes this letter to Gerald is significant; Hughes associates Gerald with his strong ties to 

nature and a childhood immersed in the natural environment. As he claims in the poem, Plath's 

enthusiasm allows him to return, in a "giddy" and nostalgic way, to his boyhood with his brother. 

Hughes performs this magic on the Grantchester Road in Cambridge not far from where Plath lived in 

Whitstead residence and close to their home at 55 Eltisley (see figure 3, for a map of Cambridge). That 

he chooses the word frenzy speaks to his construction of Plath as prone to emotional extremes: early in 

the relationship they make him giddy; later they infect and contaminate their relationship. 

Erica Wagner comments on Hughes's experience with the owl: 

[T]he performance [Hughes] calls his 'masterpiece', imitating the cry of a wounded rabbit and 

drawing a tawny owl to fly at his face, has sinister overtones: for the nocturnal owl, in many 

traditions, is the bird of death .. . Plath, in a grim depression in 1958, would write that she felt 

'as if a great muscular owl were sitting on my chest, its talons clenching and constricting my 

heart.' ... So Hughes's performance, even if it was a masterpiece, could not protect Plath from 

the demons that haunted her. (AG 63-64) 

That Hughes and Plath are by a "copse" when he performs this magic puns on the word corpse, 

foreshadowing Plath's death in England. 

Tim Kendell, who in his article, "Governing a life," tells us "The Owl" is a "brilliant mini-drama [ ... that] 

tells more about the fixed stars of Hughes and Plath than any amount of astrological rambling" offers 

the following perspective: 

"Owl" should be read as a parabolic exploration of what happens when Plath's irresistible force 

collides with Hughes's immoveable object. Plath learns Hughes's natural lore with "incredulous 

joy": "Your frenzy made me giddy", he recalls. He then impresses her with an old country trick, 

but gets more than he bargained for ... For once Hughes dispenses with the cumbersome 

machinery, and lets the parallel perform its own magic: just as he is disorientated by Plath's 

"frenzy", so the owl also knocks him off balance. And that owl, Plath's kindred spirit, recalls (or 

foreshadows) the "dark thing" of Plath's 'Elm' which nightly "flaps out,/ Looking, with its hooks, 

for something to love". In his prose writings Hughes has identified that nocturnal hunter in 'Elm' 

as the voice of Ariel emerging fully fledged. The subject of his own 'Owl' is, then, at once 
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physical and fatally metaphysical. Expecting stability from him, it will knock him off-balance; in 

the process it may well kill the thing it loves. ("Governing a Life"). 

In these last lines of the poem, Plath becomes the owl that is so foreign to her. She embodies its 

strangeness. Attempting to spread her wings in England, she needs Hughes to be a "post" of security, a 

masculine pillar of strength lacking in her life since the death of her father. The owl becomes a terrible 

omen of death and disillusionment, one that contrasts with the "giddiness," "incredulous joy" and 

"exclamation" that come earlier in the poem; this reversal mimics the poet's and his late wife's 

disparate sensibilities. 

Figure 3: A Map of Cambridge Marking Grantchester Rd. 
<http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/-jds/x2170y1030s50w700h400.gif> 
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Figure 4: A Tawny Owl: <http://www.discoverituk.plus.com/isleofskye/images/birds/tawny_owl_lg.jpg> 

1
0wl 

Clocks belled twelve. Main Street showed otherwise 

Than its suburb of woods : nimbus---

Lit, but unpeopled, held its windows 

Of wedding pastries, 

Diamond rings, potted roses, fox-skins 
Ruddy on the wax mannequins 
In a glassed tableau of affluence. 
From deep-sunk basements 

What moved the pale, raptorial owl 
Then, to squall above the level 
Of streetlights and wires, its wall to wall 
Wingspread in control 

Of the ferrying currents, belly 
Dense-feathered, fearfully soft to 
Look upon? Rats' teeth gut the city 
Shaken by owl cry. (CP 101-102) 

2 See annotations for "Error" 51.1-51.8 (122-123] 
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"A Pink Wool Knitted Dress" 

Annotations 16.1-16.10: 34-35 

This poem is Hughes's poetic impression of his wedding day, June 16, 1956.1 Because Plath and Hughes 

included only Plath's mother, Aurelia, in their wedding ceremony, Hughes's recollections of this secretive 

event prove particularly interesting. The poem, like the Birthday Letters collection, is mixture of dark and 

romantic images speaking to the tension of their love and relationship. 

16.1 [34) 

In your pink wool knitted dress 

Before anything had smudged anything 

You stood at the altar. Bloomsday. 

Plath's wedding dress came from Aurelia Plath. Plath writes to her brother, Warren, on June 18, 1956: 

"mummy supplying a lovely pink knitted suit dress she bought (intuitively never having worn) and me in 

that and a pink hair ribbon and a pink rose from Ted"(LH 258). 

Hughes's title for the poem emphasizes Plath's attire for her wedding celebration. That the dress itself is 

not conventional in style, colour or material certainly speaks to the irregularity that was their wedding, 

and to the unique woman that was Sylvia Plath. The dress becomes a metonym for the Plath that 

Hughes represents in these poems: on the one hand she is very much working against social conventions 

in her life and in her written work, yet on the other hand, she readily adheres to the very relationships 

and ceremonies she finds constricting and problematic. As Ann Skea writes: "Sylvia, although she was 

fiercely independent, had grown up in a conventional, church-going, society and had absorbed many of 

its values. Marriage, as her journals show, was a goal she had actively pursued for many years and her 

family expected it" ("The Path of the Devil"). Her dress, then, while wool and pink, is still a dress and is 

ultra feminized by its colour. That her mother "suppl[ies it]" is interesting in light of the control she 

exercised in Plath's life and the need Plath felt to please this woman she also claimed to "hate." The 

dress becomes representative of the resistance/acceptance, the repulsion/attraction, the joy/sorrow 

and the fiction/reality that is their marriage. 

Ted Hughes's emphasis on the word ".Bloomsday." (he centers it between full stops) is important for 

several reasons. Firstly, their decision to marry on June 16 was influenced by the day's literary 

significance. James Joyce's novel Ulysses is set on June 16, 1904 and its protagonist, Leopold Bloom, 

lends the day its name. Bloomsday is now a secular holiday in Ireland where James Joyce and his 

writings are celebrated. June 16 was also the day of Joyce's first outing with his future wife, Nora, when 

they walked to a Dublin village named Ringsend. Hughes, later in the poem, describes Plath as her own 

"bloom" of lilac (a flower blooming in early to mid June)2 writing his wife as beautiful, fragrant, fragile 

and fleeting (see 16.10 [35)). Thirdly, Hughes's emphasis on "bloom" speaks to the bitter sweetness that 

is the blossoming of a flower. One anticipates that fleeting time of beauty and joy, but knows that with 

this newness, death is close at hand. The bloom is the pinnacle; in this image, then, Hughes suggests a 
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shift in his relationship following his marriage. The demons that Hughes claims in these Letters possess 

Plath, are the "flames" she attempts to "contain," even on her wedding day. 

16.2 (34) 

Rain- so that a just-bought umbrella 

Was the only furnishing about me 

Newer than three years inured. 

The rain foreshadows the dreariness of living in each other's "shadow[s]" (see 7.8 (15)) that became the 

couple's reality, but Plath's letter to Warren dated June 18, 1956 describes: "standing with the rain 

pouring outside in the dim little church, saying the most beautiful words in the world as our vows" (LH 

258). 

In Plath's version, Hughes has new shoes and pants: "We rushed about London, buying dear Ted shoes 

and trousers, the gold wedding rings (I never wanted an engagement ring) with the last of our money" 

(Ibid). 

16.3 [34) 

My tie - sole, drab, veteran RAF black -

Was the used-up symbol of a tie. 

My cord jacket - thrice-dyed black, exhausted, 

Just hanging on to itself. 

Ted's attire is shabby in comparison to the pink newness of Plath's dress. His use of "drab," "exhausted," 

early in the poem speak to a lethargy or apathy that is in stark opposition to Plath's joy. Anne Skea 

explains: 

The contrast between Sylvia's view of the wedding and Ted's (admittedly retrospective) view, is 

exemplified by the contrast between Sylvia's new, pink dress which, like her joy, is unsmudged 

by "anything" at all, and Ted's worn out, "used up symbol of a tie." Ted describes his tie as a 

"veteran": it had, it seems, been retired from active service, having survived Ted's earlier 

conscription into the RAF for the two-year military training .... The echoes of conscription and 

entrapment attached to this tie suggest what was at that time a commonplace, stereotyped, 

male view of marriage ... ("The Path of the Devil") 

Hughes's description of "Just hanging on to itself' suggests he is skeptical of the venture, as if his own 

identity will succumb to something alien and unwanted in this union. He recognizes the act, like his tie, 

as "a used up symbol," and wonders if this marriage can be different for himself and for Plath. 
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I was a post-war, utility son-in-law! 

Not quite the Frog-Prince. Maybe the Swineherd 

Stealing this daughter's pedigree dreams 

From under her watchtowered searchlit future. 
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"The Swineherd" alludes to Hans Christian Andersen's folk tale of the noble, but poor, prince. Certainly, 

Hughes constructs himself as shabby and "unworthy," especially in Plath's mother's eyes. It is significant, 

however, that in Andersen's story, the prince tries to win the heart of an affluent princess only to realize 

his actions aren't worth the effort; he comes to despise the selfishness of the princess. Ann Skea also 

comments on the allusion: 

To Sylvia's mother, unused in any case to the post-war deprivations still apparent in England, 

such shabbiness, especially on her daughter's wedding day, must have been shocking. No 

wonder Ted describes himself as "the Swineherd" (not the Frog Prince, because he obviously 

had no intention of being turned into a Prince) stealing all those "pedigree dreams", which were 

as much dreams for "this daughter" as they were Sylvia's dreams for herself. ("The Path of the 

Devil") 

Hughes's description of Plath's future as "watchtowered" and "searchlit" recalls Plath's mother and 

other female mentors who held such high hope for Plath as an academic or writer. She is trapped in 

their protective towers, much like Rapunzel, safe from the "likes of Hughes" with their demands, 

pressures, and unrealistic expectations. That he is "stealing" this "daughter's pedigree dreams" 

emphasizes the expectations that Aurelia Plath, as well as all the Moon-Mothers had for Plath;3 in their 

eyes, he is "robbing" Plath of the prestigious and affluent life they desired for her.4 

16.5 [34) 

My wedding, like Nature, wanted to hide. 

However - if we were going to be married 

It had better be Westminster Abbey. Why not? 

The Dean told us why not. That is how 

I learned that I had a Parish church. 

St George of the Chimney Sweeps. 

Plath and Hughes were married at Hughes's parish church: 

Plath's letter to Warren includes more details: "we'll tell you all the fantastic details of our struggle to 

get a license (from the Archbishop of Canterbury, no less), searching for the parish church where Ted 

belonged and had, by law, to be married, spotting a priest on the street, Ted pointing, 'That's him!' and 

following him home and finding he was the right one" (258). 

Anne Skea, in her analysis of this poem, offers important commentary on St. George's church: 
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Both Ted and Sylvia refer to the church of St. George-the-Martyr as the Church of the Chimney 

Sweeps. For Sylvia, this seemed a romantic designation, and, indeed, in England a chimney 

sweep at a wedding was always considered to be a lucky omen. But in Ted's poem ... the 

chimney sweep is one more symbol of society's suppression and destruction of natural energies. 

Inside the Church of St. George-the-Martyr, is a nineteenth century plaque which records the 

donation of £1,000 by a parishioner for the provision of Christmas Dinner for London chimney 

sweeps. ("The Path of the Devil") 

Plath describes their union in her journal entry of February 251957: "We came together in that church 

of the chimney sweeps with nothing but love & hope & our own selves: Ted in his old black corduroy 

jacket & me in mother's gift of a pink knit dress. Pink rose & black tie. An empty church in watery yellow

gray light of rainy London. Outside, the crowd of thick-ankled tweed-coated mothers & pale, jabbering 

children waiting for the bus to take them on a church outing to the Zoo" (UJ 270). 

16.6 (34-35) 

Figure 1: St George the Martyr. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 
<http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbsSS-57 .html> 

Your mother, brave even in this 

US Foreign Affairs gamble, 

Acted all bridesmaids and all guests, 

Even - magnanimity - represented 

My family 

Who had heard nothing about it. 

I had invited only their ancestors. 

I had not even confided my theft of you 

To a closest friend. 
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Despite what Hughes envisions as Aurelia's disapproval, he facetiously credits her with bravery in a 

"foreign affairs gamble" - the use of the word "gamble" ties nicely with Hughes's image of the dice in 

the closing line. Everyone involved was "taking a chance." Hughes then credits Aurelia with being 

magnanimous, noble and highminded, in representing his absent family members. Hughes, again, 

speaks sarcastically here; his relationship with Plath's mother was a tumultuous one. In one letter 

written in September of 1962, shortly after Plath and Hughes's separation, he writes: "[Plath is] much 

more like her mother, whom I detest" (208). 

Christopher Reid, editing Ted Hughes's letters, writes how "[t]he only relative in attendance was Plath's 

mother, Aurelia. TH did not admit the marriage to his own family until he and Plath had returned from 

their Spanish honeymoon, although he declares that he will marry her in [a] letter [from the summer of 

1956], to his parents, from Spain, where she is plainly with him, and in [a subsequent letter], to his 

sister" (40, his emphasis). 

From Hughes's letter to his parents, written in the summer of 1956: "I am certainly going to marry 

Sylvia. By the time I come home in the end of September I shall be married. I'll bring her home for a 

week before her term starts. Don't tell anyone because it mustn't get back to Cambridge. Married 

women aren't allowed at Newnham and she is on a grant there for another year which is worth several 

hundred pounds" (LofTH 44-45). 

In a letter dated July 25, 1956, Plath laments this dishonesty to her mother: "Ted and I have decided to 

go stay with his family for the week before I go back to Cambridge and tell them we are married. I have 

been feeling very badly about his writing them as if he were alone [these letters must predate the one I 

have quoted above], and he was sorry he hadn't told them when we were married" (LH 266). 

Lucas Myers, arguably Hughes's "closest friend" in June of 1956, questions Plath's motives in his 2001 

Crow Steered Bergs Appeared: 

The reason Sylvia gave for keeping the marriage secret was that Newnham College and perhaps 

the Fulbright Commission - since she was a Fulbright scholar - allowed no married students or 

maybe allowed no students to marry. I never believed that. There was in fact an old regulation 

at Newnham requiring that a student had to get her tutor's permission to marry, but I believed 

that was a formality which could be ignored without consequences, as in fact it turned out to 

be. I took her argument to be a transparent rationalization for managing things so that only her 

mother was involved. (59) 

Dr. Dorothea Krook, Plath's supervisor at Cambridge, supports the validity of Plath's fear in her memoir, 

"Recollections of Sylvia Plath:" 

She had got married without tutorial permission, and had up to now kept it from tutorial 

knowledge ... she was afraid now that her outraged college would recommend that her 

Fulbright scholarship be taken away, in which case she would have to leave Cambridge and 

come away without a degree . .. Within a day or two Sylvia came back, happy and beaming. Her 



tutor had been completely charming, kind, understanding; she would not have her Fulbright 

award taken away; and she could go now and live with her legally recognized husband in any 

convenient place in Cambridge. (54-55) 

16.7 [35] 

For Best Man - my squire 

To hold the meanwhile rings -

We requisitioned the sexton. Twist of the outrage: 

He was packing children into a bus, 

Taking them to the Zoo - in that downpour! 

All the prison animals had to be patient 

While we married. 
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Images of imprisoned animals complicate this poem; Hughes alludes to the trap of marriage much as 

Plath's later poems make use of this metaphor. A sexton would be more likely to handle a funeral than a 

marriage, so that he stands in as "Best Man" to offer the symbolic rings is symbolic of the fate Hughes 

seals himself in. 

16.8 [35] 

You were transfigured. 

So slender and new and naked, 

A nodding spray of wet lilac. 

Hughes records not only Plath's transformation, but glorifies and exalts her in this "holy place" as well. 

At this point, Hughes's poem also transforms; his line pushes over to make way for Plath as she comes 

down the aisle. 

Bundtzen offers: "the ... image of Plath in the wedding poem 'A Pink Wool Knitted Dress' as a 'slender' 

and 'nodding spray of wet lilac' (BL 35) celebrates her femininity, her delicacy and need for 

support"(note 39, 203). That the lilacs are wet speaks to her bitter sweet tears as she attempts to 

embrace her love while containing her anxieties; Hughes makes this observation in retrospect, with the 

knowledge of the Sylvia Plath who kills herself. 

16.9 [35] 

You shook, you sobbed with joy, you were ocean depth 

Brimming with God. 

You said you saw the heavens open 

And show riches, ready to drop upon us. 

Levitated beside you, I stood subjected 

To a strange tense: the spellbound future. 
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The marriage, literally and figuratively, is one of joy and sorrow, as in many of the other poems. The day 

seems otherworldly where Hughes, levitating, is swept off his feet. That Hughes is "subjected" to his 

"spellbound future" speaks to his uncertainties, the risk he is forced to take despite happiness and awe. 

Hughes's use of the word "tense" cleverly alludes to the language he uses in these poems. Certainly, 

readers of Birthday letters are also subject to a "strange tense" as Hughes recreates his life with Plath in 

poems written after her death and with a knowledge of the complete body of her writings. 

Erica Wagner observes here an "ironic but loving refraction of the 'bag full of God' with 'a head in the 

freakish Atlantic' that is Plath's 'Daddy'" (AG 70). Hughes, like Plath, laments the loss of his larger-than

life loved one. 

Middlebrook, in Her Husband, suggests that Plath's joy was born of the sense of security finally awarded 

her through marriage: 

it was against the backdrop of her desertion by Sassoon that Plath turned to Ted Hughes in the 

Spring of 1956. Plath's resolve to marry Hughes had some of the pressure of compensation in it, 

then: she had lost one man but gained another, and she wanted to keep him. Never mind that 

Hughes had little money, no job, and only a dim sense of where his future might lie, and that his 

friends didn't like her. It was Plath who proposed. Some inquisitive person once asked Hughes 

point-blank, why did you do it? And got an answer: "Because she asked me." Why not? (49) 

Feinstein, quoting an unpublished letter from 1975 in the Emory archives, validates Middlebrook's un

referenced claim: '"Did she sacrifice anything in marrying me? She wanted to teach, I wanted to go off 

round the world. I didn't even ask her to marry me. She suggested it as a good idea and I said OK, why 

not?"'(60). 

On this day, Plath is overjoyed by the possibilities she sees in her future with Hughes. She sees the 

occasion as magic, auspicious, fortuitous - Hughes is moved by Plath herself and the joy she finds in the 

promise of the future - a future Hughes the poet knows is somewhat short on "riches." 

16.10 (35) 

In that echo-gaunt, weekday chancel 

I see you 

Wrestling to contain your flames 

In your pink wool knitted dress 

And in your eye-pupils - great cut jewels 

Jostling their tear-flames, truly like big jewels 

Shaken in a dice-cup and held up to me. 

Plath, even on her wedding day, wrestles to contain the demons that Hughes claims possess her. The 

fires of her anxieties are just below the surface of her joy. Hughes acknowledges the gamble of their 

marriage, the stakes are high. We know the losses are great. 



Figure 2: Inside St. George the Martyr: Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 

<http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbs55-57 .html > 

1Plath's wedding poem is "Wreath for a Bridal" (CP 44). 

2 In fact, since 1977, Spokane, Washington has held a "Lilac Bloomsbury Run." 

3See annotations for "Night-Ride on Ariel" 75.1-75.15 (174] 

4 Dorothea Krook's memoir, among other, speaks particularly of Mary Ellen Chase's disappointment. 
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"The Blue Flannel Suit" 

Annotations 30.1-30.5: 67-68 

Here, Hughes writes of the unhappiness Plath experienced as a teacher at Smith College in the academic 

year of 1957/B. He expresses his inability to understand or to help Plath as she struggles with the 

"demons" of her past and the pressure to conform to the expectations of others by whom she felt judged. 

This poem, like others in the collection, is Hughes's acknowledgement of grief and regret for failing his 

late wife. 

30.1 [67) 

I had let it all grow. I had supposed 

It was all OK. Your life 

Was a liner I voyaged in. 

In these lines, Hughes assumes responsibility: "he" is the one that allowed "it" to "grow." It, as we come 

to see in the poem, is the torture Plath submits to as a teacher at Smith College. He assumed this 

arrangement was acceptable, as Plath writes to her mother in January of 1957: "Ted is so understanding 

about my need to get a self-respecting teaching job in America and 'give out"' (290). In a second letter 

dated March 12, 1957, Plath delights in the job offer from Smith, demonstrating her need to please all 

the mother-figures in her life and to present an enthusiastic self for her mother: 

It is with the maximum of self-control that I don't at this moment rush to call you up again over 

the phone and rouse you at what must be 4 a.m. ! Hold on to your hat for some wonderful news: 

I have just been offered a teaching job for next year! 

AT SMITH! 

I got the nicest little letter from blessed R.G. Davis this morning (I know dear, blessed Miss 

Chase is responsible for this and for my knowing so early). The salary sounds very fine to me: 

$4,200!!! ... Well! You can imagine how much indefinite, vague concern this sets at rest. I am 

just walking on air. Ted is so happy for me and is really excited. He will help me in every way . . . . 

I'm writing dear Mrs. Pouty at the same time, so you can share the news with her, feeling I've 

already told her firsthand . . . I feel suddenly as if I see light behind the grim advancing hydra of 

exams - beautiful light - writing furiously on the Cape, teaching and writing furiously at Smith in 

the lovely Pioneer Valley, among the people I admire most in the world .... Naturally, I'm 

humble and a little awed by this teaching job. I'll want advice from you and courage this 

summer. I want to make them work devilishly hard and love every minute of it. I can't think of 

anything I'd rather do than teach at Smith. (300-301) 

Hughes assumes that the job will benefit them financially and allow Plath a year closer to home. But 

while accepting some responsibility, he simultaneously suggests that he is simply "along for the ride"; it 

is Plath who determines the course of their lives and he is happily "on board." His use of the metaphor 

of the "liner'' also recalls that they sailed to America June 20, 1957 on the Queen Elizabeth II; they 

arrived before the end of June. That Hughes "had supposed" situates this supposition in the past tense. 



As the poem proceeds, the reader understands that Hughes, later and with the knowledge of Plath's 

letters, poems, stories and journals, sees that nothing about the situation was "OK." 
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Figure 1: 337 Elm Street, Northampton, Mass: Where Plath and Hughes lived 1957-1958. Used with permission 

of Peter K. Steinberg. <http://www.sylviaplath.info/photos/337elm.jpg>. 

30.2 (67) 

Costly education had fitted you out. 

Financiers and committees and consultants 

Effaced themselves in the gleam of your finish. 

You trembled with the new life of those engines. 

Hughes alludes here to Plath's formal education at both Smith and Cambridge; Plath felt the weight of 

all those who helped her on the path to "success." Many people, women like Mary Ellen Chase of Smith 

College and Olive Higgins Prouty, Plath's benefactor,1 not to mention Aurelia Plath, greatly contributed 

to Plath's academic success. She felt pressure to perform and did not want to disappoint - particularly 

now that she was working at her alma mater. Hughes's words construct Plath as a new machine or 

vehicle that had been specially built and polished. Now expected to do what she was "built for," Plath 

trembles and breaks under the pressure. 

30.3 (67) 

That first morning, 

Before your first class at College, you sat there 

Sipping coffee. Now I know, as I did not, 

What eyes waited at the back of the class 

What a furnace 

Of eyes waited to prove your metal. I watched 

The strange dummy stiffness, the misery, 

Of your blue flannel suit, its straightjacket, ugly 

Half-approximation to your idea 



Of the proprieties you hoped to ease into, 

And your horror in it. And the tanned 

Almost green undertinge of your face 

Shrunk to its wick, your scar lumpish, 

We can deduce from a letter Plath writes to her mother that her first teaching day at Smith was 

September 27, 1967. The letter also reveals Plath's focus, organization and determination as she 

embarks on the new career: 
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My first class is on Wednesday at 3 p.m .... Thus, in effect, my 3 p.m. class will be a test for the 

next day's two morning classes, and I can revise mistakes in between. I have three office hours 

"by appointment" and am supposed to see all my 65 students for conferences as often as 

possible, which I see now will take much of my time, but I want to be very conscientious about 

this, too .... My first day of class is very routine. I'll introduce myself, as you say, talk about the 

course and assign the term's books and the week's assignments and ask them to write out a 

questionnaire I'll make up - about themselves, their interests, their reading, so I'll have a profile 

of each one to help me get to know them and to aid in filling out my own information .... My 

second class day I'll begin really teaching - the most difficult book of the course - two chapters 

from William James. The classes are not lectures, but discussions, so I can only prepare the main 

points to cover and perhaps a little background material and must learn what I can draw from 

them. I also want to learn how to explain grammatical errors. I have an editorial eye and know 

something's wrong when I see it, but must learn the rules. (LH 326-327, Plath's emphasis) 

Hughes describes the blue suit Plath wears this day as a "straight-jacket" that confines her. He points to 

the performative aspects of Plath's flannel suit- it is how she imagines she should dress as an instructor. 

She wears it to present herself as she feels others should see her. The suit, however, takes from Sylvia 

any trace of joy; she becomes a mannequin, a "dummy" who stiffly performs for the academic 

establishment. The vivacity Hughes so admires in Plath is gone as she sips her morning coffee. 

Having spent the summer in Cape Cod,2 Hughes and Plath are tanned in September. This healthy glow, 

however, abandons Plath on this particular morning. The "green undertinge" suggests Plath's 

apprehension at the job that lies ahead, she is sick with the thought of it. Her face is reduced to fright 

and sadness, her facial scar all the more apparent (see the following annotation). 

Hughes now knows Plath was put to the test in the classroom. He is aware of the pressures she felt in 

being judged by female students, and her fear that she might not live up to the expectations of the 

matriarchs in her life. He describes the appraising eyes of her students as a "furnace" "wait[ing] to prove 

(her] metal." This image points to Plath's own "Lady Lazarus": "I am your opus, I I am your valuable, I 
The pure gold baby/ That melts to a shriek. / I turn and burn. /Do not think I underestimate your great 

concern" (67-72: 244). Plath, desperate to maintain her reputation as the "golden girl" of Smith College, 

must prove her value under the scrutiny of her students and advisors. A perfectionist prone to 

depression and feelings of inadequacy, she puts herself in a dangerous situation. The demands of 

teaching are rigorous and they require that she put her writing career on hold. The self-destructive 



pattern Plath's "Lady Lazarus" deems necessary for success is aggravated by Plath's teaching year at 

Smith. 
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Hughes was aware of these burdens early into Sylvia's new career. In a letter to his sister Olwyn, written 

in the autumn of 1957, Hughes describes the burden of Plath's teaching: "Sylvia is creaking under her 

burdens. This, for her, except insofar as it is a trial of character by ordeal, is a year lost. She works every 

hour she wakes almost. She certainly won't have to teach again" (LofrH 113). 

In a letter to Lucas Myers, written in early 1958, Hughes extends the sentiment: 

Teaching in these Universities is the death of the artist in whatever person tries it ... 

The most useful thing about this last year so far is that it has forced Sylvia out of several of her 

easy delusions .... Sylvia would have been an adoring Smith Sophomore all her life but for this 

job - which has very brutally disenchanted her. Now she sees what an utter kindergarten the 

whole place is, and she is really a different person. (Ibid 118) 

In November of 1957, Plath's attitude towards teaching has markedly changed; even writing to her 

mother, with whom she is more guarded, she expresses disillusionment: 

I begrudge not sitting and working at my real trade, writing, which would certainly improve 

rapidly if I gave it the nervous energy I squander on my classes .... I hope, as soon as my job 

ends this year, to apprentice myself to writing in earnest. Part-time dallying never got a 

beginner anywhere, and now I don't even have time for that and feel my talent rusting, and it is 

very painful to me. (LH 327-328) 

Perhaps most telling, however, are letters Plath wrote to her brother Warren in 1957. We cannot be 

sure if Hughes was privy to these letters or if he read them only upon the publication of Letters Home. 

Excerpts from one reveal a miserable Plath, relentlessly self-abasing: 

I've been in a black mood and haven't felt like writing anybody, because I haven't had anything 

particularly cheerful to share. I've just now finished correcting a set of 66 papers on two 

Hawthorne stories I assigned and am faced with cramming for my preparation for this week's 

classes, which begin for me tomorrow. This coming weekend will be the first where I haven't 

had a set of papers or exams to exhaust me and put me off preparing anything much for class, 

so I hope I can face my problems squarely and get some idea of what the hell I'm teaching. I 

keep feeling I could make up some good stuff out of my head to teach them about symbolism or 

style, but have so little time as yet, and so am always deathly nervous3 
.... This week, too, I'm 

being 'visited' by other professors, which is enough to throw me into a cold twitch. I wish I were 

more conceited, it would be a big help .... I sometimes wonder if I can live out the grim looming 

aspect of this year without despairing. I miss not cooking and keeping up the house - Ted is an 

angel and makes my breakfast and lunch, but I only get a chance to make a dessert on the 

Saturday afternoon after classes when I have one breath of freedom. I envision myself as writing 

in the morning and reading widely and being a writing-wife. I am simply not a career woman, 
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and the sacrifice of energy and lifeblood I'm making for this job is all out of proportion to the 

good I'm doing in it. My ideal of being a good teacher, writing a book on the side, and being an 

entertaining homemaker, cook and wife is rapidly evaporating ... . I would like to be anonymous 

for a while, not the returned and inadequate heroine of the Smith campus. There is nothing 

worse than going back to a place where you were a success and being miserable. (LH 328-329, 5 

November) 

By November 28, according to a subsequent letter to Warren, Plath decides to end her teaching career 

in June and to focus solely on her writing while she and Hughes are in America. Seemingly, Plath begins 

to cope more successfully with her teaching load once the end is in sight.4 Once she feels the pressure 

releasing, she is able to take a more optimistic look at her position. In a December 8 letter to her mother 

she shares that students and teachers alike find her to be a "brilliant teacher" (LH 332). 

By January 14of 1958, Plath is recovering from a bout of pneumonia, suggested by her mother as the 

result of her physical and mental exhaustion. She feels she is losing her identity as a poet and is living 

through Ted's writing. "I live in him until I live on my own" she declares, which will happen only when 

she has finished teaching: "June 1st. Will I have any ideas then? I've been living in a vacuum for half a 

year, not writing for a year. Rust gags me. How I long again to be prolific. To whirl worlds in my head" 

(UJ 312). 

30.4 (67-68) 

••. lsaw 

The flayed nerve, the unhealable face-wound 

Which was all you had for courage. 

I saw that what gripped you, as you sipped, 

Were terrors that had killed you once already. 

Now, I see, I saw, sitting, the lonely 

Girl who was going to die. 

The "unhealable face-wound" is the scar that resulted from Plath's attempted suicide in 1953.5 That this 

scar is what Plath has for "courage" suggests that she has come through "the worst," and can therefore 

face anything. But Hughes suggests that those very "terrors" that had led her to suicide are present 

with her now. On that September morning in 1957, Hughes sees his nervous wife sip coffee before 

heading to a new job. Now he realizes that he saw something much different. In front of him was his 

tortured and lonely wife, possessed by the demons of her past and the unstoppable need to succeed no 

matter the cost, the "girl" who was inevitably heading towards an early death. That Plath is a "girl" 

suggests her vulnerability and also the lingering influence of her parents. The effect of the see/saw is to 

expose the duality of the situation, the two visions Hughes has/had, of the inner and outer Plath, and of 

the life she and Hughes shared in contrast with the life he now lives without her. Hughes "seesaws" 

through the entire collection of Birthday Letters, torn between forms of remembering, re-seeing the 

past as he saw it while confessing his biases and subjectivities. 6 
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30.S (68) 

That blue suit, 

A mad, execution uniform, 

Survived your sentence. But then I sat, stilled, 

Unable to fathom what stilled you 

As I looked at you, as I am stilled 

Permanently now, permanently 

Bending so briefly at your open coffin. 

The horrible blue suit, now seen as an execution uniform, outlives Plath. Hughes, unable to grasp in 

1957 what "stilled" Plath on that fateful morning is now "permanently'' "stilled" in the wake of her loss. 

He is stilled two times, mourning her loss every day. Her suffering is renewed as his memory of her lives 

in this poem. The reader is also "stilled" by Hughes's repetition in these final lines; the poem, too, 

becomes "stilled," paralyzed in its own sense as "The Blue Flannel Suit" pictures Hughes standing over 

Plath's coffin in eternal grief and guilt. The poem itself may be "brief' but its effects, like her death, are 

"permanent." As Erica Wagner describes, "[Hughes] shifts back to his past unknowingness . . . before 

returning to a terrible, eternal present" (AG 97). 

In the same letter to her mother referenced above (March 12) Plath writes of a teaching wardrobe: 

I am thinking of having a suit or two tailor-made here . ... I'll throw away all my knee socks for 

good and be a grown woman. (301) 

Figure 2: Smith College, College hall 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/ commons/7 /74/Smith_ College.jpg 

1 See annotations for "Night Ride on Ariel" : 75.1-75.16 [174)) 

2 A gift from Aurelia Plath, she rented them a cottage so they might write, see also "Flounders" 29 [65). 

3 In her analysis of this poem in Ariel's Gift, Wagner wrongly claims this letter was written to Aurelia Plath (96). 

4 See letters in Letters Home dated December 8, January 13 and January 20. 
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''The Literary Life" 

Annotations 32.1-32.5: 75-76 

In this poem, Hughes recounts his and Plath's relationship with American poet Marianne Moore. 

Plath admired Moore as a fellow female poet and Moore's criticism of her work was deeply 

painful, a pain oblivious to the older poet who never understood the effects of her objections and 

judgements from her place of authority. Hughes also alludes to Plath as emerging as a new 

poetic voice, often misunderstood and misread by her contemporaries. Moore, despite her own 

obvious talents, adhered to a very different philosophy about poetry- ideas, Hughes suggests, 

that were as old and frail as Moore herself. 

32.1 (75) 

We climbed Marianne Moore's narrow stair 

To her bower-bird bric-a-brac nest, in Brooklyn. 

Daintiest curio relic of Americana. 

Her talk, a needle 

Unresting - darning incessantly 

Chain-mail with crewel-work flowers, 

Birds and fish of the reef 

In phosphor-bronze wire. 

Her face, tiny American treen bobbin 

On a spindle, 

Her voice the flickering hum of the old wheel. 

Marianne Moore, an important Modern American poet (November 15, 1887- February 5, 1972), was 

well respected by Sylvia Plath. Moore, whose famous dictum - from her poem "Poetry'' - that poets 

should "present I for inspection, 'imaginary gardens with real toads in them,"' describes her attention to 

the "genuine" within the creative structured poetic space ("Poetry''). Moore feels poetry should be well 

crafted, but more importantly that it concern itself with experiences we know and things we 

understand. From 1925-1929, Moore acted as editor of the poetry journal Dial, putting her in contact 

with many major modernist poets. In 1951, her Collected Poems won the Pulitzer Prize and the National 

Book Award. Like Plath, Moore matured in absence of her father; unlike Plath, Moore never met her 

father who was condemned to a psychiatric ward before her birth, nor did she use his absence as fodder 

for her poems. 

Though Aurelia Plath indicates in a photo from Letters Home that Plath interviewed Marianne Moore for 

Mademoiselle in 1953 (see page 118 of LH), she is mistaken. It was, rather, in her final year at Smith 

College when she entered the Glascock Poetry contest, held annually at Mt. Holyoke College, that Plath 

made Moore's acquaintance. She and six other finalists travelled to the college in April where they met 

Marianne Moore. Plath writes to her mother of this occasion on April 16, 1955: 
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I took to Marianne Moore immediately and was so glad to have bought her book and read up 

about her, for I could honestly discuss my favorite poems. She must be in her late seventies and 

is as vital and humorous as someone's fairy godmother incognito. Interestingly enough, she 

asked about you and said she hopes to meet you some day, and also said you should be proud 

of me, which I thought I'd tell you in case you didn't already know! ... We were interviewed by 

the Monitor, had our pictures taken again and again, clustered around Miss Moore, interviewed 

by the reporter from Mademoiselle ... and went to dinner of lamb chops ... The whole affair 

was culminated by a delightful luncheon at which everyone was very intimate and cozy, and 

Marianne Moore signed a dear autograph in my book of her poems. I really loved them all ... 

{168-169) 

Plath became the co-winner of this contest, sharing the glory with William Whitman, a junior at 

Wesleyan. Shortly after, Plath received a letter listing some of the judges' comments on her work: 

'"Moore commends your spirit, patience, craftsmanship, and strong individuality,' ... 'Her main adverse 

criticism is of a too adjectival manner at times bordering on formula' (Alexander 155). 

Hughes's own contact with Marianne Moore began when, on February 23, 1957, he won a poetry 

contest guaranteeing the publication of his work The Hawk in the Rain. Moore, Stephen Spender and 

W .H. Auden were the contest judges. Paul Alexander, in his biography of Plath, quotes the letter Hughes 

received informing him of his award: 

The only difficulty facing us at the moment is a request from Miss Moore, ... In her letter 

announcing The Hawk in the Rain as her first choice, she praised your work, saying the 'talent is 

unmistakable'; 'The work has focus, is aglow with feeling, with conscience; sensibility is awake, 

embodied in appropriate diction .... HOWEVER, I would ask, if not insist, that The Little Boys 

and the Seasons, The Drowned Woman, and Bawdry Embraced be omitted.'(203) 

Initially, Hughes justified his inclusion of these three poems as important representations of his poetic 

visions. As Alexander suggests, they expressed Hughes's attention to the sexual and virile in his poetry 

(204). Eventually, however, he succumbed to Moore's suggestion/demand in an attempt to publish the 

book and in hopes that it could gain a wide American audience (Alexander 204). A knowledge of this 

experience illuminates Hughes's criticism of Moore in "The Literary Life." It is not Moore's mistreatment 

of Plath alone that angered Hughes. 

Plath and Hughes were later reunited with Moore in June 1958. In a letter describing their trip to New 

York City: "best of all [was], Marianne Moore, who was lovely at her home in Brooklyn and admires Ted 

very much and served us strawberries, sesame-seed buns and milk and talked a blue streak" (June 10, 

LH 340). The next day, in a letter to her brother Warren, Plath describes emulating Moore's style in her 

recent poem: 

Here is a poem ["Mussel-Hunter at Rock Harbor"]1 I made about the fiddler crabs we found at 

Rock Harbor when we went to get mussels last summer for fish bait. I hope you like it. If you find 

anything inaccurate about the crabs, do tell me about it. Read it aloud for the sounds of it. This 

is written in what's known as "syllabic verse," measuring lines not by heavy and light stresses, 
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but by the number of syllables, which here is 7. I find this form satisfactorily strict (a pattern 

varying the number of syllables in each line can be set up, as M. Moore does it) and yet it has a 

speaking illusion of freedom (which the measured stress doesn't have) as stresses vary freely. 

(LH 344, Plath's emphasis) 

In a letter to Olwyn Hughes dated June, 1958, Hughes writes of a Boston art festival he and Plath 

attended following their trip to New York. At the festival, Marianne Moore received an award and gave 

a reading. Hughes's comments here reveal admiration and humour, quite different from his attitude to 

Moore in "The Literary Life": "Marianne Moore was delightful. The audience sat in the open, under 

trees. She's the worst reader alive - mixes up remarks with the poem so you can't tell one from the 

other, and reads with a kind of plum in her mouth. But she's engaging" (LofrH 126). 

In his poem, Hughes begins his description of Moore as inhabiting a "bower-bird bric-a-brac nest" 

suggesting a female space - female bowerbirds are the nest builders - where Moore lived with her 

mother from 1929 until 1947 when her mother died. Hughes draws attention to Moore as a maid, a 

single woman living with her eccentric objects. Moore's relics reveal her as unusual and outdated, 

emphasizing her as part of the past generation of poets. That Hughes and Plath have to climb a "narrow 

stair" foreshadows the close-mindedness which they will eventually face. 

Hughes portrays Moore as a spinning wheel, conjuring her as a spinster: old, anachronistic, manless, 

childless. Hughes's use of the needle as a metaphor for Moore's speech and needlework as a metaphor 

for the stories she constructs is appropriate in that Moore enjoyed needlepoint. "She once said she 

would give much to have invented the admirably intricate stitch pattern of baseballs" (Gale et al.) 

Wagner writes how Moore's talk, "like Hughes's stabbing alliteration of 'b's- is a 'needle"' (Wagner 

101). In the poem, she darns fish and birds like the subjects of her poems and, although her "crewel 

work flowers" are just a part of her incessant, embroidered dialogue, the reader notes the play of 

"crewel" with "cruel" and prepares for the "cruel" dialogue that will ensue. 

Hughes's descriptions are also reminiscent of Plath's lines from "Old Ladies' Home": "Needles knit in a 

bird-beaked/ Counterpoint to their voices" (CP 8-9: 120). 
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260 Cumberland Street 
Brooklyn 5, New York 

April 18, 1955 

_ ____________ Jlear .. Jlr.o.feasor .. Bottkol: 

Sylvia Plath is ruy choice for the prize...- unless Kmmt Holyoke 
is willing to divide it betWeen Sylvia_fWd William Key Whitman. The balance is even, 
I think. I wish - llish ve:cy much - yoflleel you c&n divide it. 

. The •heavy bear" seems to i:le the best poem in the oontest. r . do 
:po%~e the title, TO A FOX GIRL ON HER BI.Rl'HDAY. If a profoundly subtle co.mplilllent, 
I think it should be less overt. I am disappointed by "early, early" in 5 A. Ii. by 
WilliH Whitman; and do not care for"wave-surf sti.q;~ though each choice of words 
justifies its use as one ponders the words. MACHTh'E MA."f: The machine is expertly 
observed and the end of the po& is a t=e cliJiiax; it bas style, moreover. THE li!AGIC 
is he.rmed by adjectives and mannertsm, but reveals abi;tity. DIRGE BEFORE MORNING, 
seems a little sell-obsessed - monotonJusly drowsy with adjectives and I see no reaJ. 
justification for the9 elug-necked oozing &cid~ And are not tbe"belJ.ylLvariants a trifle 
callous? Every poem by William Whitman has on it the mark of the writer; but the 
spirit of the work is inflexible and spiritually less alert-- indeed wilfully atatic 
spirituaJ.J.y,oompared nth Sylvia Plath's 'ii'ork. These Whitman poems seem marked bys. kind 
of dogged aplomb. 

Sylvia Plath is technically more consistently expert tllan William 
l'ihitman; evinces ability throughout'-although her adjectival manner borders on fo.rm\ili/.. 
Like Dorian Davis in Mirfi lleLean's fiction-clas1:3, she can •take a i'ew knocks", has -(1 

reserve of strength and 1110re patient with life .1 would sey-, than William Whl:tznM.ijh · 
+ 
W :K WHITMAN I made notes e.s I f:i:ret read the groups,- notes as i'ollows: 

'l'O A rox GIBL ON HER BIRI'HDAY 

The opening of this bear poem is so Datural it requires no 
sudden adjwrbnent OJl the part of the reader and the initial mood is sustained throughout. 
(The pc>elll of the contest, I feel); not because I like animals - I hope - but beca1;1Se 
the author picks his step:> with nicety, happy in his mission, e.g., "trot• 

And trot the thin ·grass to the wood. 

· But three faults o~ mark this slx>rt phrase, "so wild and quiet and hushlld• - or say 
dubieties: "1><>" is not ideal s.s a connective; "quiet and hushed" are almost tautology; 
the 0 BJ;ld" · suggest~ padding for :t:eytbm. But "leap the log• br~gs the ~ to li:fe aga:i,.n, 

"woods" as an .ad,jective snows taste; "cold and firm" is stereotyped but a firm good 
concl:11$ion 1l9De the lei>s. · 

I 

'filDr VALLEY TBEES Personification of nature is _dangerous; and I don't see that ;i.t is 
legitimate to call the sun's creep, "smirking". •tears wana1y flmm" seems mannered,. 
The la11t three ~ines redeem the too wilful syntax and logic, I -feel. 

,1' ! 

DIRGE 11 spr1Iig eager" appears to be a eyphenated a.djedtive. One resists the mixed dicti_on 
and ·nature of the diction at the end of etanza ;z , - squat and slug-necked in -rq bowels; 
indeed the entire rest of the piec·e estranges . 

THE MAGIC lines 4, 5, 6, qne 7 'I54 are pleasing . "A silver magic, hidden, lies/ /No bigg'el_" 
than a faLT-y- 1 s .band•and to tbe end of the page, nicely paced. 

MAC.HINE MAN borders on mannerism, but the poem is accurate. 

J.INNE LAWNER 
We are not

0
ihe Sall!e stuff - you and I, 

And what we do tonight has duo-breath. 

Figure 1: An excerpt from Moore's judging comments at the Glascock Poetry Contest, 1955. Used with 

permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 
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Figure 2: Marianne Moore in Cape and Tricorn Hat: <http://www.uta.edu/english/tim/poetry/mm/moore.gif> 

Figure 3: Plath with Moore in 1955; this photo appeared in The Christian Science Monitor, 18th April 1955: 

<http://l.bp.blogspot.com/_PUvwvVMnZKY/SQVLU04Je_l/AAAAAAAAAds/D5L5NArltUo/s200/MoorePlath195 

5.jpg> 

Figure 4: Plath with Moore and fellow Glascock poetry contestants: 

<http://www.mtholyoke.edu/ offices/ comm/ csj/980417 / glascock980417 .gif> 



32.2 (75) 

You sent her carbon copies of some of your poems. 

Everything about them -

The ghost gloom, the constriction, 

The bell-jar air-conditioning - made her gasp 

For oxygen and cheer. She sent them back. 

(Whoever has her letter has her exact words.) 

'Since these seem to be valuable carbon copies 

(Somewhat smudged) I shall not engross them.' 

I took the point of that 'engross' 

Precisely, like a bristle of glass, 

Snapped off deep in my thumb. 

From Plath's journal July 17, 1958: 
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Marianne Moore sent a queerly ambiguous spiteful letter in answer to my poems & request that 

she be a reference for my Saxton. So spiteful it is hard to believe it: comments of absolutely no 

clear meaning or help, resonant only with great unpleasantness: "don't be so grisly", "I only 

brush away the flies" (this for my graveyard poem), "you are too unrelenting" (in "Mussel 

Hunter''). And certain pointed remarks about "typing being a bugbear'', so she sends back the 

poems we sent. I cannot believe she got so tart & acidy simply because I sent her carbon copies 

("clear'', she remarks). This, I realize, must be my great & stupid error- sending carbons to the 

American Lady of letters. Perhaps I thus queered my chance of a Saxton. I hope not. (406) 

Vivian R. Pollak in her article "Moore, Plath, Hughes, and 'The literary life"' clarifies the exchange 

between Moore and Plath: 

This is the letter described in "The literary life" as missing. Moore is responding negatively to 

"Sow," "Moonrise," and "Mussel Hunter at Rock Harbor," all of them subsequently included by 

Plath in her first book, The Colossus (1960). Hughes included "Pike" in his second book, Lupercal 

(1960), and the "accompanying letter," now lost, may be from either him or Plath. 
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Figure 5: Moore's letter to Plath, courtesy of Pollak's article. 
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Since we now have Moore's "exact words," we can see where Hughes has misremembered. It is actually 

Hughes's first copy of "Pike," that she will not "engross," for she feels the "largess" of it. Hughes means 

to suggest that Moore's criticism of Plath lodges itself deep in Hughes's life; he must rescue and save 

Plath from the depression that ensues from this harsh judgement. In this case, the "bristle of glass" 

lodges "deep in [his] thumb" where it will be difficult to remove. Ironically, however, the "point" of 

Moore's "engross," as we see in the actual letter, concerns his poem, not Plath's. 

Most striking about Moore's letter is the tone. If we take Plath at her word - or Hughes, for that matter, 

at his - a reader might assume a much harsher, critical correspondence. In fact, Moore is very cordial 

and not without praise. Plath's concern over Moore's response to her carbon copies seems hyperbolic; it 

is her praise of Hughes's first copy and its "largess" that has Plath concerned about her own pages. 

Perhaps this is the real source of Plath's anxiety: that Moore, like so many other poets and critics at the 

time, praised Hughes and considered him the more talented poet of the couple. As Pollak writes: 

the contrast between Moore's enthusiasm for "Pike" and her criticism of Plath's poems is 

instructive, and not commented upon by Plath in her Journals, perhaps because she was 

unwilling to accept the fact that Moore viewed the two of them differently. Whereas Plath's 

"Sow," her "monument I Prodigious in gluttonies ... stomaching no constraint" (Collected 61) 

aroused Moore's instinct to regurgitate, Hughes's "Pike," despite its ominous undertones, struck 

her as "accurate." 

At the time of this letter's reception, Plath found herself spiralling downward in a familiar depressive 

pattern. Having just finished an arduous year teaching at Smith College, she had great difficulty finding 

the time and focus to write.2 She was extremely anxious about her vocation and planned to return to 

writing full time in the coming year. To receive any sort of criticism would be particularly difficult for her. 

Hughes has Moore objecting to the "bell-jar air-conditioning" at a time when Plath felt the "bell-jar" 

descending on her, yet again. Moore objects to the "gloom," that makes her feel the need to "brush 

away the flies." According to Hughes, Moore "gasps for oxygen." Plath resumed counselling with her 

psychiatrist, Ruth Beuscher, in the fall of 1958. 

32.3 (75-76) 

You wept 

And hurled yourself down a floor or two 

Further from the Empyrean. 

I carried you back up. 

And she, Marianne, tight, brisk, 

Neat and hard as an ant, 

Slid into the second or third circle 

Of my Inferno. 

Hughes speaks to the devastating effect of Moore's letter, while Moore herself remains oblivious and 

unaffected: "tight," "hard," "brisk," "neat." These adjectives also show how Moore and Plath differed 

in both personal and poetic traits. These are hardly words Hughes would use to describe his wife . 
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Plath's "hurl[s]" herself downward, further away from any happiness that she and Hughes might 

experience as poets and partners. It becomes Hughes's job to rescue her from the hell she finds herself 

in. Moore both becomes part of and is in part responsible for Hughes's living hell - he alludes to Dante's 

inferno and its concentric circles. 

After the infamous 1958 letter, Moore continued to influence Hughes's and Plath's life though he does 

not include the specifics in his poem. Still, the knowledge of her continued involvement explains 

Hughes's bitterness in the poem. Moore helped Hughes get a Guggenheim grant in 1959; by then, he 

knew, she clearly preferred his work to his wife's and she was later unimpressed by Plath's first 

published collection The Colossus. Vivian Pollak describes Moore's objection to the text and Plath's 

response: 

Moore was distinctly uncomfortable when she was unable to respond positively to The Colossus, 

explaining to Judith Jones, Plath's American editor, "I need commiseration. I do like to like a 

book, especially anything by Sylvia Plath." But she called Plath "bitter," "frostbitten," "burnt 

out," "averse." Plath was stung by the criticism, which Jones shared with her, and sought 

revenge in "The Tour," when she was in full Ariel bloom. The poem is dated 25October1962, 

and Moore is a prototype for the generic and censorious maiden aunt who visits the speaker 

and finds her too messy. "I am bitter? I am averse?" Plath writes, flinging Moore's words back at 

her. There was plenty of oral aggression to go around, and, picking up on the language of 

Moore's anti-Colossus letter, she warns her not to stick her finger in a "frost box" that 

represents the speaker's anger, her poems, and something obscene: "O I shouldn't put my finger 

in that/ Auntie, it might bite!/ That's my frost box, no cat,/ Though it looks like a cat, with its 

fluffy stuff, pure white .... Toddle on home to tea ." 

We can assume that Hughes was privy to this information. Certainly, he would be familiar with Plath's 

"The Tour" which also makes reference to "needl[es]" and "cross-stitch" (18, 21).3 

It is possible that Hughes was privy to another bit of information, made available by the Rosenbach 

Museum and Library in Philadelphia. 

Here is Pollak's Figure 3 (my Figure 6) from "Moore, Plath, Hughes and 'The Literary Life"': 

Letter from Moore, dated November 1961, to Henry Allen Moe. She refuses to recommend 

Plath for a Guggenheim and indicates her strong preference for Hughes, although he was not 

then applying to the Guggenheim Foundation for support. Moore also criticizes Plath for 

contributing to the population explosion. 
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Figure 6: Moore's letter to Henry Allen Moe, courtesy of Pollak's article 

In this letter, Moore shockingly disdains Plath as both mother and poet. She praises Hughes, rather 

ironically, for his "moral force" but rejects Plath's celebration of the maternal and of female sexuality. 

Though Vivian Pollak suggests it is highly unlikely Plath ever saw this letter (I have to agree, we would 

otherwise have seen some sort of direct, or indirect, response), if it is possible Hughes was privy to this 

commentary, it would explain his disdain for Moore and his scorn for her barren and aged existence in 

"The Literary Life ." 

32.4 [76) 

A decade later, on her last visit to England, 

Holding court at a party, she was sitting 

She wanted me to know, she insisted 

(It was all she wanted to say) 

With that Missouri needle, drawing each stitch 

Tight in my ear, 

That your little near-posthumous memoir 

'OCEAN 1212' 

Was 'so wonderful, so lit, so wonderful' -

As Pollak suggests, Hughes chronology is mistaken. He met Moore in 1964, when she last visited 

London: "[S]he was seeking closure. ["The Literary Life"] describes a Moore intent on placating not only 

him, but also Plath's ghost" (2005) . Again Hughes uses the needle metaphor, this time alluding to the 
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particular speech patterns of her birth state. In her attempt to praise the posthumous Plath, she draws 

"each stitch," each word, "Tight in [his] ear." 

Wagner rightly notes how "Hughes's bitterness is undisguised. [Moore) praises "'Ocean 1212,"' ... note 

the quotation marks around the title, reminding the reader that Miss Moore, despite her praise, cannot 

recall that the piece is actually called 'Ocean 1212-W', after Plath's grandparent's phone number during 

her childhood" (101) . Indeed, "Ocean 1212-W" is a childhood memoir written by Plath in 1963 when the 

BBC commissioned writers to describe their childhood landscapes. In light of Moore's objection to dark 

subjects, it is not surprising that Plath's memoir of childhood and her experiences of the ocean are more 

pleasing. 

32.5 [76) 

She bowed so low I had to kneel. I kneeled and 

Bowed my face close to her upturned face 

That seemed tinier than ever, 

And studied, as through a grille, 

Her lips that put me in mind of a child's purse 

Made of the skin of a dormouse, 

Her cheek, as if she had powdered the crumpled silk 

Of a bat's wing. 

And I listened, heavy as a graveyard 

While she searched for the grave 

Where she could lay down her little wreath. 

Hughes writes Moore as tiny, bowed; he, on the other hand, is large and heavy as a "graveyard," his size 

the manifestation of his grief. Moore's "tin[y)" "upturned face" suggests the insignificance of her praise, 

of her attempt to "do right" by Plath. Although she feels badly and she "searche[s)" for a way to praise 

Plath, Hughes continues to describe Moore as an "old maid," now an "old bat," with her cheek like "the 

crumpled silk/ Of a bat's wing" - an image, Erica Wagner suggests is "slightly sinister" (101). Yet, there 

is pity here; Hughes draws attention to Moore in her fragile age and emphasizes - somewhat accusingly, 

somewhat sadly- that Moore has no idea of the pain she caused his late wife. He looks at her "as 

through a grille," trying to bring her into focus, from dark to light; he sees an old woman who can offer 

no solace in the aftermath of Plath's death. 

1 Plath's poem was published in t he New Yorker, August 8, 1958: 
Mussel Hunter at Rock Harbor 

I came before the water --
Colorists came to get the 
Good of the Cape light that scours 
Sand grit to sided crystal 
And buffs and sleeks the blunt hulls 
Of the three fishing smacks beached 



On the bank of the river's 

Backtracking tail. I'd come for 
Free fish-bait: the blue mussels 
Clumped like bulbs at the grass-root 
Margin of the tidal pools. 
Dawn tide stood dead low. I smelt 
Mud stench, shell guts, gulls' leavings; 
Heard a queer crusty scrabble 

Cease, and I neared the silenced 
Edge of a cratered pool-bed 
The mussels hung dull blue and 
Conspicuous, yet it seemed 
A sly world's hinges had swung 
Shut against me. All held still. 
Though I counted scant seconds, 

Enough ages lapsed to win 
Confidence of safe-conduct 
In the wary otherworld 
Eyeing me. Grass put forth claws; 
Small mud knobs, nudged from under, 
Displaced their domes as tiny 
Knights might doff their casques. The crabs 

Inched from their pygmy burrows 
And from the trench-dug mud, all 
Camouflaged in mottled mail 
Of browns and greens. Each wore one 
Claw swollen to a shield large 
As itself-no fiddler's arm 
Grown Gargantuan by trade, 

But grown grimly, and grimly 
Borne, for a use beyond my 
Guessing of it. Sibilant 
Mass-motived hordes, they sidled 
Out in a converging stream 
Toward the pool-mouth, perhaps to 
Meet the thin and sluggish thread 

Of sea retracing its tide
way up the river-basin. 
Or to avoid me. They moved 
Obliquely with a dry-wet 
Sound, with a glittery wisp 
And trickle. Could they feel mud 
Pleasurable under claws 

As I could between bare toes? 
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That question ended it--1 
Stood shut out, for once, for all, 
Puzzling the passage of their 
Absolutely alien 
Order as I might puzzle 
At the clear tail of Halley's 

Comet coolly giving my 
Orbit the go-by, made known 
By a family name it 
Knew nothing of. So the crabs 
Went about their business, which 
Wasn't fiddling, and I filled 
A big handkerchief with blue 

Mussels. From what the crabs saw, 
If they could see, I was one 
Two-legged mussel-picker. 
High on the airy thatching 
Of the dense grasses I found 
The husk of a fiddler-crab, 
Intact, strangely strayed above 

His world of mud-green color 
And innards bleached and blown off 
Somewhere by much sun and wind; 
There was no telling if he'd 
Died recluse or suicide 
Or headstrong Columbus crab. 
The crab-face, etched and set there, 

Grimaced as skulls grimace: it 
Had an Oriental look, 
A samurai death mask done 
On a tiger tooth, less for 
Art's sake than God's. Far from sea --
Where red-freckled crab-backs, claws 
And whole crabs, dead, their soggy 

Bellies pallid and upturned, 
Perform their shambling waltzes 
On the waves' dissolving turn 
And return, losing themselves 
Bit by bit to their friendly 
Element--this relic saved 
Face, to face the bald-faced sun . 

2 See annotations for "The Blue Flannel Suit" 30.1-30.6 (67-68). 

3 Found in the Collected Poems, 95-97 
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"Black Coat" 

Annotations 41.1-41.6: 102-103 

In this poem, a direct response to Plath's poem "Man in Black, "1 and one that certainly has her "Full 

Fathom Five"2 in mind, Hughes continues to address Plath's obsession with the ghost of her father. In 

particular Hughes explores the ways in which he and Otto Plath become inseparable in Plath's psyche as 

she undergoes psychoanalysis with Ruth Beuscher in 1958-9. This is a "deadly connection" that is 

"catastrophic" for Ted Hughes (Erica Wagner, Ariel's Gift 103, Bundtzen, The Other Ariel 92). The poem 

suggests Hughes had no knowledge of this transference at the time; it is only with the knowledge of her 

later poems that he comes to understand the complicated relationship he shared with Plath's father 

through her "eye's inbuilt double exposure" {37). The complicated relationship between time and the 

construction of meaning may be a clue to why Hughes places "Black Coat" out of chronological order in 

Birthday Letters; though Hughes's and Plath's trip to Winthrop happens months before their cross

country tour, placing "Black Coat" after the poems concerning this trip suggests that it is only later that 

he begins to grasp his problematic relationship with Otto Plath. 

41.1 (102) 

I remember going out there, 

The tide far out, the North Shore ice-wind 

Cutting me back 

To the quick of the blood- that outer-edge nostalgia, 

The good feeling. My sole memory 

Of my black overcoat. 

"[O]ut there" refers to the sandbar that extends from Water Tower Hill in Winthrop, Massachusetts. 

Winthrop, where Plath lived as a child,3 is also the burial site of her father. Plath recounts in her journals 

the March 1959 visit to this ocean town that sired her, and ostensibly Hughes's, poem: 

A clear blue day in Winthrop. Went to my father's grave, a very depressing sight .... I found the 

flat stone, "Otto E. Plath: 1885-1940," right beside the path, where it would be walked over. Felt 

cheated. My temptation to dig him up. To prove he existed and really was dead. How far gone 

would he be? No trees, no peace, his headstone jammed up against the body on the other side. 

Left shortly. It is good to have the place in mind. 

Walked over rocks along the oceanside under Water Tower Hill. Out on the sandbar I found the 

same colony of thick white and orangey snailshells. Got wet-footed and frigid handed collecting. 

Ted out at the end of the bar, in black coat, defining the distance of stones and stones humped 

out of the sea. Walked the seawall to Deer Island: hey, you can't go any farther, the guard said. 

We talked to the young chap in the hexagonal house on the shore, like a summerhouse, a 

glassed-in bandstand. Glimpsed the floral pattern of a comfortable armchair inside. He told us 

there was a piggery on the island, and chickens and cattle and, in the summer, corn, beans and 

garden greens.4 (LH 473) 



Plath, just over a month later, comments on her composition of "Man in Black," acknowledging the 

"transference" that took place in the composition of her poem: 
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Also, yesterday, my second acceptance from the New Yorker: a pleasant two: the Watercolor of 

Granchester Meadows which I wrote bucolically "for" them, and Man in Black, the only "love" 

poem in my book, and the book-poem which I wrote only a little over a month ago at one of my 

fruitful visits to Winthrop. Must do justice to my father's grave. Have rejected the Electra poem 

from my book. Too forced and rhetorical ... The "dead black" in my poem may be a 

transference from the visit to my father's grave" {Ibid 477-478). 

Figure 1: The sandbar Plath speaks of is visible here. Note the red and blue water tower rising on the hill above 

and Deer Island in the distance. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 

Figure 2: Another view of the "oceanside under Water Tower Hill." Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 
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Figure 3: A map of Winthrop that notes the Winthrop Cemetery. The Water Tower is located on the east end of 

Prospect Ave. Arrows mark the approximate location of Plath's childhood home at 92 Johnson Avenue and of 

her maternal grandparents' (Schober) house at Point Shirley (892 Shirley St.) near Deer Island: 

<http://www.holyrosaryparish.net/images/map_winthrop.gif> 

z 
> _ ... 
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Figure 4: A map of Winthrop and the isthmus to Deer Island where Hughes and Plath walked along the shore. 

<http://pics4.city-data.com/mapszip/zma469.png. 
5 
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Figure 5: Aerial view of Winthrop. Note the water tower, sand bar, and a portion of Deer Island: Used with 
Permission of Peter K Steinberg. <http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbs32-42.html> 

41.2 [102) 

I was staring at the sea, I suppose. 

Trying to feel thoroughly alone, 

Simply myself, with sharp edges -

Me and the sea one big tabula rasa, 

Hughes self-consciously suggests a longing for freedom and transcendence in the face of nature's 

sublimity. In attempting to be one with the ocean and to accept its therapy, Hughes describes himself as 

a blank canvas, a tabula rasa, ready for inscription. He is trying to feel "thoroughly alone" with the 

ocean; this is certainly an irony, the reader comes to realize, as Hughes discovers how Plath's perception 

of him at that moment is both stifling and constricting. As she comes to associate him with her dead 

father, Hughes is anything but alone, never "simply" himself. Rather than liberated by the forces of 

nature, he is imprisoned by Otto Plath, who, mythologized as a sea god in Plath's mind, comes to share 

Hughes's skin. 

Hughes describes himself in line nine as having "sharp edges," and later, in line 42, as "sharp-edged." 

Though this suggests Hughes is strong and ready to receive, it later depicts him as a series of borders, an 

outline to be filled. He is simply the "Black coat," "black shoes," "Black hair" that picture him as a "Fixed 

vortex" in Plath's "Man in Black" (CP 17, 18, 19: 120). Despite the strong angles of his character, Plath 
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blurs Hughes until he embodies her father; he becomes only a black coat, housing the dead man in both 

his glories and flaws. The use of "tabula rasa" also conjures Plath's own description in her poem 

"Lyonnesse." This 1962 poem, tellingly concerned with male abandonment and the loss of family ties, 

describes an ambivalent male God whose mind is a "white gape," "the real Tabula Rasa" (CP 27: 234).6 

As Hughes re-imagines her, Plath is fearful and resentful of such a "gape"; she is seeking to bring her life 

and its mythology into sharper focus in Hughes's poem. See more on this in annotation 41.5 [103). 

41.3 [102) 

Putting my remarks down, for the thin tongue 

Of the sea to interpret. Inaudibly. 

A therapy. 

Instructions too complicated for me 

At the moment, but stowed in my black box for later. 

Like feeding a wild deer 

With potato crisps 

As you do in that snapshot where you exclaim 

Back towards me and my camera. 

Hughes describes the therapeutic value of human interaction with nature - an encounter so sublime he 

takes the experience away with him for further analysis and future catharsis; he references a "black 

box," suggesting flight data recorders that survive catastrophic events. A "black box," more specifically, 

however, is defined as a unit whose components are unspecified, or a box housing a mysterious and 

complex device. Hughes attempts to preserve the mystical experience of the Winthrop sandbar. He 

compares such an experience with one of Plath's own, where she encounters the raw wilderness in the 

form of a deer. That she feeds the deer "potato crisps" speaks to awkwardness of the encounter 

between human and animal, a moment where industrialization also meets wilderness; there is irony in 

Plath's feeding the deer "junk food." To photograph this moment is to store it, to "black box'' it for 

future reference. In both instances in question, the Winthrop sandbar and the encounter with a deer in 

Algonquin Park, Hughes sees the interaction with nature as also potentially deceptive. See Figure 6. 

Hughes's choice of the word "therapy" also speaks to the psycho-therapy Plath was undergoing at the 

time of "Man in Black"'s composition. Psychiatrist Ruth Beuscher encouraged Plath to confront her 

latent feelings for her father; Hughes, as we see throughout numerous Birthday Letters poems, felt this 

confrontation fatal, and as Lynda Bundtzen describes, he felt this "fatal insistence on the daughter's 

incestuous desire for the dead father [was a] fiction [that] menaced their marriage and instilled Plath's 

poetic symbolism with a morbid paternal influence" (92).7 Interestingly, several of Hughes's Birthday 

Letters also ascribe to this "fiction." 

Hughes's attention to a "snapshot" in line 25 extends to an important metaphor in subsequent lines 

where Plath now has Hughes in her sights: see subsequent annotation. 



Figure 6: Plath feeding a deer in Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, Canada, July 1959. 

<http://sylviaplath.org.uk/wp-content/gallery/sylviaplath/spfeedingdeeralgonquinprovintialpar.jpg> 

41.4 (102-103) 

So I had no idea I had stepped 

Into the telescopic sights 

Of the paparazzo sniper 

Nestled in your brown iris. 

Perhaps you had no idea either, 

So far off, half a mile maybe, 
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As in so many of these poems, Hughes insists he is bewildered by the situation in which he and Plath 

find themselves. He becomes the prey here, targeted by Plath's gaze. His reference to the paparazzo 

also recalls how Hughes has been prey for the hoards of Plath fans who demonize him and 

sensationalize his life with Plath while condemning him for her death. They, as he suggests Plath does at 

this moment, confuse him with someone - and something - he is not. Plath is "perhaps" unaware of the 

transference that takes place between Hughes and her father; she is "So far off," literally {she is "half a 

mile" away) and figuratively {far from any "reality" of the situation as Hughes sees it) outside the picture 

she constructs. She is intellectually unaware of her performance in a Freudian drama that plays out in 

her subconscious. Hughes continues to construct both himself and Plath as governed by forces beyond 

their control, a recurring theme in Birthday Letters. 

In Plath's "Man in Black," the speaker is even further removed: "For Plath, this distance permits her to 

make a stake on safer ground, but also signals her position of exile in relation to Hughes's enviable (and 

increasingly ominous) centrality; for Hughes, this centrality is not only unwanted, it transforms him into 

a prey in a telescopic rifle lens" {Wurst in Moulin 22-23). Hughes laments this construction of himself; in 

retrospect he feels stalked, hunted. 

41.5 (103) 
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No idea 

How that double image, 

Your eye's inbuilt double exposure 

Which was the projection 

Of your two-way heart's diplopic error, 

The body of the ghost and me the blurred see-through 

Came into single focus, 

Sharp-edged, stark as a target, 

Set up like a decoy 

Against the freezing sea 

From which your dead father had just crawled. 

This "double image," of course, is Hughes as Otto Plath, Otto Plath as Hughes. In a December 27 entry 

from 1958 (less than three months before she would make the fateful visit to her father's grave) Plath 

writes in her journal: 

I identify [Ted] with my father at certain times, and these times take on great importance: eg 

that one fight at the end of the school year when I found him not-there on the special day and 

with another woman. I had a furious access of rage. He knew how I love him and felt, and yet 

wasn't there. Isn't this an image of what I feel my father did to me? I think it may be. The reason 

I haven't discussed it with Ted is that the situation hasn't come up again and it is not a 

characteristic of his: if it were, I would feel wronged in my trust on him. It was an incident only 

that drew forth echoes, not the complete withdrawal of my father who deserted me forever. 

Ask: why didn't I talk about it afterwards? Is this a plausible interpretation. If it has come up 

since, it would be recollected by the stir-up of similar incidents and fears. Ted, insofar as he is a 

male presence is a substitute for my father: but in no other way. Images of his faithlessness with 

women echo my fear of my father's relation with my mother and Lady Death. (447) 

This entry, in particular, "implicate[s] Hughes as a scapegoat for unresolved feelings toward Otto Plath" 

(Bundtzen 92). Whereas Hughes was earlier gazing upon the sea for therapeutic possibilities, Plath's 

own therapy has led her to project her anxieties concerning her father onto her husband: "Even as 

Hughes is claiming the virtues of erasure in confrontation with the sea - that is, the proverbial sense of 

human diminishment before a mighty natural force - Plath's gaze insists on appropriating the image for 

her own, perhaps unconscious, meanings, and she inscribes his tabula rasa with paternal signification" 

(Bundtzen 93). Plath's fears of abandonment, stemming from the sudden and preventable death of her 

father, are transferred to Hughes. 

Plath's journals reveal that the association between Otto Plath and Hughes is acknowledged as early as 

May 11, 1958: 

Another title for my book: Full Fathom Five. It seems to me dozens of books must have this title, 

but I can't offhand remember any. It relates more richly to my life and imagery than anything 

else I've dreamed up: has the background of The Tempest, the association of the sea, which is a 
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central metaphor for my childhood, my poems and the artist's subconscious, to the father image 

- relating to my own father, the buried male muse & god-creator risen to be my mate in Ted, to 

the sea-father Neptune - and the pearls and coral highly-wrought to art: pearls sea-changed 

from the ubiquitous grit of sorrow and dull routine. (381) 

Plath recognizes her father's association with the sea in her poetic mythology; she sees him as the "god

creator" who rises to be her companion in the figure of her husband. The above entry closes by quoting 

James Joyce's Finnegan's Wake: "O, only left to myself, what a poet I will flay myself into. I shall begin by 

setting myself magic objects to write on: sea-bearded bodies - and begin thus, digging into the reaches 

of my deep submerged head, 'and It's old and old it's sad and old it's sad and weary I go back to you, my 

cold father, my cold mad father, my cold mad teary father . . .' so Joyce says, so the river flows to the 

paternal source of godhead" (381). As Hughes suggests in "Black Coat," it is this attempt to "get back" to 

Otto that causes, in part, Plath's demise as well the destruction of their marriage. 

Lynda Bundtzen argues that Hughes's "insistence ... on Plath's 'two-way heart' and her 'double image,' 

her 'double exposure' and 'diplopic error,' refutes the persistent charges in her poems that Hughes is a 

master of smiling pretense, charming duplicity, and dishonesty. In her projections on the world, she is 

the source of the doubleness she perceives, not he" (95). Hughes may, indeed, imply that Plath is 

responsible for this duality of vision, excusing himself as a "target" for Plath's needs, a mere "decoy." 

His poem, however, is also an act of "double exposure" where Hughes projects his own emotional 

responses to this moment onto the blank page. The black words on the white page too are sharp edged, 

an outline or vortex begging for reinterpretation and new meanings. 

Hughes's reference to "double exposure" exposes multiple meanings of its own. Double Exposure was 

one of the working titles for Plath's second novel. Though it was never published, Hughes confirms its 

existence and disappearance in the introduction to Plath's Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams. In a 

1962 letter to Olive Higgins Prouty (housed at the Lilly Library in Indiana) Plath tells how this work is 

"semi-autobiographical" and how it concerns itself with infidelities and a husband come to be a 

"deserter and philanderer'' (qtd. in Bundtzen 95). Hughes's choice to reference a novel where Plath 

exposes his adulterous behaviors, suggest that his later indiscretions can, in part, be seen as a reaction 

to his victimization by Plath early in their marriage. 

41.6 (103) 

I did not feel 

How, as your lenses tightened, 

He slid into me. 

Hughes pleads ignorance; he was unaware at the time of the ways in which he would "bec[o]me the 

villain in Plath's psychobiography" (Bundtzen 92). As Churchwell offers, "Hughes remembers and 

imagines what she must have seen at the time but he did not feel at the time" ("Secrets and Lies").The 

visit to Otto Plath's grave on the cold March morning found Plath needing to "dig" her father "up." In 

her "vision," he rises, indeed, from the "freezing" Winthrop sea, and "slid[es] into" Hughes who 

becomes a "fixed vortex" for Plath's mythology ("Man in Black" 19: 120). As she writes in "Full Fathom 

The Deer Island prison 

With its trim piggeries, 

Hen huts and cattle green 
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Five:" "Old man, you surface seldom./ Then you come in with the tide's coming/ When the seas wash 

cold, foam - / ... The muddy rumors/ Of your burial move me/ To half-believe: your reappearance I 
Proves rumors shallow," (CP 1-3; 21-24: 92-93). 

Figure 7: Plath and Hughes in Winthrop: <http://www.sylviaplathforum.com/images/th-sp.jpg> 

1 Man in Black 

Where the three magenta 

Breakwaters take the shove 

And suck of the gray sea 

To the left, and the wave 

Unfists against the dun 

Barb-wired headland of 

The Deer Island prison 

With its trim piggeries, 

Hen huts and cattle green 

To the right, and March ice 

Glazes the rock pools yet, 

Snuff-colored sand cliffs rise 

Over a great stone spit 



Bared by each falling tide, 

And you, across those white 

Stones, strode out in your dead 

Black coat, black shoes, and your 

Black hair till there you stood, 

Fixed vortex on the far 

Tip, riveting stones, air, 

All of it, together. (CP 119-120) 

2 Full Fathom Five 

Old man, you surface seldom. 

Then you come in with the tide's coming 

When seas wash cold, foam-

Capped: white hair, white beard, far-flung, 

A dragnet, rising, falling, as waves 

Crest and trough. Miles long 

Extend the radial sheaves 

Of your spread hair, in which wrinkling skeins 

Knotted, caught, survives 

The old myth of orgins 

Unimaginable. You float near 

As keeled ice-mountains 

Of the north, to be steered clear 

Of, not fathomed. All obscurity 

Starts with a danger: 

Your dangers are many. I 

Cannot look much but your form suffers 

Some strange injury 

And seem to die: so vapors 

Ravel to clearness on the dawn sea. 

The muddy rumors 

Of your burial move me 
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To half-believe: your reappearance 

Proves rumors shallow, 

For the archaic trenched lines 

Of your grained face shed time in runnels: 

Ages beat like rains 

On the unbeaten channels 

Of the ocean. Such sage humor and 

Durance are whirlpools 

To make away with the ground-

work of the earth and the sky's ridgepole. 

Waist down, you may wind 

One labyrinthine tangle 

To root deep among knuckles, shinbones, 

Skulls. Inscrutable, 

Below shoulders not once 

Seen by any man who kept his head, 

You defy questions; 

You defy godhood. 

I walk dry on your kingdom's border 

Exiled to no good. 

Your shelled bed I remember. 

Father, this thick air is murderous. 

I would breathe water. (CP 92-93) 

3See also "Point Shirley" (CP 110), "Green Rock, Winthrop Bay"(CP 104-105) and "Ocean 1212-W" (JP 117) 
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4Plath's protagonist, Esther Greenwood, also travels to Winthrop (and Deer Island) in The Bell Jar. See pages 143-
147 and 157-161. 

5 See also: 
<http:// maps .google. ca/ maps ?f=q&sou rce=s _ q&h l=en&geocode=&q=poi nt +sh irley+wi nth rop+mass&sll=42. 53901 

8,-71.64586&sspn=O. 710318, l.458435&ie=UTF8&11=42.359536,-70.971993&spn=0.044523,0.091152&t=h&z=l3> 

6 See also annotations for "Error'': 51.1-51.8 [122-123] 
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7 Bundtzen also suggests a reading of Hughes's "The Hidden Orestes" is helpful in understanding his disdain for the 
Freudian drama in which Plath was encouraged to participate. This poem is found in the collection Howls & 
Whispers (on page 1175 of his Collected Poems). 
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"Isis" 

Annotations 45.1-45.9: 111-112 

In this poem, Hughes remembers the birth of his first child, a daughter, Frieda Rebecca. This poem is a 

companion piece to the one before it, "Remission." In both poems, Hughes considers the life affirming 

effects of pregnancy and childbirth on Plath's being. In this poem, specifically, he conjures the goddess of 

fertility, Isis, who "put[s} on" Plath's body and defies Death. 

45.1 (111] 

M C)i ~a 

ISIS: "she of the throne" ~ I JJJ -\)· 

The myth of Isis is important to an understanding to Hughes's poem; Isis, goddess offertility, is also 

Hughes's and Plath's White Moon Goddess of poetic inspiration. The ways in which Isis embodies both 

Life and Death are important to Hughes's concerns in the poem, as they were to Plath, who came to 

associate the myth of the Goddess with her own mythology.1 The website Goddess Gift clearly outlines 

Isis's myth: 

Isis, the Egyptian goddess of rebirth remains one of the most familiar images of empowered and 

utter femininity. The goddess Isis was the first daughter of Geb, god of the Earth, and Nut, the 

goddess of the Overarching Sky. Isis was born on the first day between the first years of 

creation, and was adored by her human followers .... More than any other of the ancient 

Egyptian goddesses, Isis embodied the characteristics of all the lesser goddesses that preceded 

her. Isis became the model on which future generations of female deities in other cultures were 

to be based. As the personification of the "complete female", Isis was called "The One Who Is 

All", Isis Panthea ("Isis the All Goddess"), and the "Lady of Ten Thousand Names". 

The goddess Isis, a moon goddess, gave birth to Horus, the god of the sun. Together, Isis and 

Horus created and sustained all life and were the saviors of their people. Isis became the most 

powerful of the gods and goddesses in the ancient world. Ra, the God of the Sun, originally had 

the greatest power. But Ra was uncaring, and the people of the world suffered greatly during his 

reign. The goddess Isis tricked him by mixing some of his saliva with mud to create a poisonous 

snake that bit him, causing him great suffering which she then offered to cure. He eventually 

agreed. Isis informed Ra that, for the cure to work, she would have to speak his secret name 

(which was the source of his power over life and death). Reluctantly, he whispered it to her. 

When Isis uttered his secret name while performing her magic, Ra was healed. But the goddess 
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Isis then possessed his powers of life and death, and quickly became the most powerful of the 

Egyptian gods and goddesses, using her great powers to the benefit of the people. 

Isis was called the Mother of Life, but she was also known as the Crone of Death. Her immense 

powers earned her the titles of "The Giver of Life" and "Goddess of Magic". Her best known 

story illustrates why she is simultaneously known as a creation goddess and a goddess of 

destruction. 

Isis was the Goddess of the Earth in ancient Egypt and loved her brother Osiris. When they 

married, Osiris became the first King of Earth. Their brother Set, immensely jealous of their 

powers, murdered Osiris so he could usurp the throne. Set did this by tricking Osiris into 

stepping into a beautiful box made of cedar, ebony and ivory that he had ordered built to fit 

only Osiris. Set then sealed it up to become a coffin and threw it into the river ... In a state of 

inconsolable grief, Isis tore her robes to shreds and cut off her beautiful black hair. When she 

finally regained her emotional balance, Isis set out to search for the body of her beloved Osiris 

so that she might bury him properly. The search took Isis to Phoenicia where she [found Osiris's 

body in the palace of] Queen Astarte. 

Sheltering his broken body in her arms, the goddess Isis carried the body of Osiris back to Egypt 

for proper burial. There she hid it in the swamps on the delta of the Nile river. Unfortunately, 

Set came across the box one night when he was out hunting. Infuriated by this turn of events 

and determined not to be outdone, he murdered Osiris once again ... this time hacking his body 

into 14 pieces and throwing them in different directions knowing that they would be eaten by 

the crocodiles. The goddess Isis searched and searched, accompanied by seven scorpions who 

assisted and protected her. Each time she found new pieces she rejoined them to re-form his 

body. 

But Isis could only recover thirteen of the pieces. The fourteenth, his penis, had been swallowed 

by a crab, so she fashioned one from gold and wax. Then inventing the rites of embalming, and 

speaking some words of magic, Isis brought her husband back to life. Magically, Isis then 

conceived a child with Osiris, and gave birth to Horus, who later became the Sun God. Assured 

that having the infant would now relieve Isis' grief, Osiris was free to descend to become the 

King of the Underworld, ruling over the dead and the sleeping. His spirit, however, frequently 

returned to be with Isis and the young Horus who both remained under his watchful and loving 

eye. There are many other variations of this myth. ("Isis: Egyptian Goddess of Magic and 

Giver of Life") 

Isis is a White Goddess of Complete Being. Hughes, greatly influenced by Grave's text2 The White 

Goddess, sees her as ""inseparable from the Female as muse" and as "the major creative force in [his] 

writing" (Kazzer 112). As he tells us in his "Notes on Shakespeare," Isis and Venus are one and the same, 

goddesses of being and love; they are Nature. But, she is "also the Queen of Hell, in which aspect her 

wild boar is the demon of destruction and death. In that form, she is also Hecate, goddess of witchcraft, 
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all magical operations, the underworld, spirits, the moon, darkness, hounds etc" (WP 112). Isis is like the 

Plath Hughes constructs in many ways: Plath as Hughes's muse and poetic partner, Plath as the 

embodiment of Life and Death who struggles, in the poem, with the "Macabre debate" between the two 

extremes, and Plath as she who mourns the loss of her beloved and looks to reconstruct him. Isis, as 

Great Moon Goddess, figures prominently in Plath's poetic mythology; the culmination of this 

mythology is Ariel. As Judith Kroll writes: 

the Moon-muse of [her] late poems is a kind of witch, resembling the witch-goddess Hecate . .. 

the witch or hag is a single aspect of a more inclusive traditional moon-goddess whose full 

symbolism includes the cycles of birth, life, death and rebirth; and the female functions of 

menstruation, and fertility or barrenness. And she is the symbol of the origins of poetic 

inspiration ... Not only was the White Goddess [Plath's] muse, but the myth of the White 

Goddess seemed to be her myth. Of their common features no doubt the parallel between 

goddess mourning her god, and the poet her father, was the most important .... The White 

Goddess myth, when Plath first encountered it [through Ted Hughes], seemed to order her 

experience; and it continued to do so, and was more and more completely appropriated by her, 

so that she increasingly saw her life as defined by it. Her further experiences, particularly of 

pregnancy and motherhood, were very readily absorbed into this framework. (41-44) 

That Hughes has Plath embody the Goddess in the latter half of this poem comes as little surprise. As 

Kazzer writes: "Hughes saw [the Goddess] as "Nature" in the wildest, all-embracing sense, as the bringer 

of life and death. As such, for Hughes she was inseparably linked with his concepts of creativity, 

sexuality, myth, poetry, music -with the healing power of art" (112). Hughes, knowing The Great 

Goddess acts as muse for both himself and Plath, calls upon her - in the form of Isis - for the creation of 

his poem about Plath's own struggle with Life and Death. 

45.2 [111) 

The morning we set out to drive around America 

She started with us. She was our lightest 

Bit of luggage. And you had dealt with Death. 

You had come to an agreement finally: 

He could keep your Daddy and you could have a child. 

Hughes speaks of their cross-country trip in July of 1959. Before returning to London on December 9 

1959, they embarked on a camping trip across America (they also visited Canada, briefly) during July and 

August. They returned to New York in September where they spent an 11-week residence at Yaddo (9 

September -19 November), an artist's colony. Five poems in Birthday Letters treat this American 

journey. 

Erica Wagner charts their trip in Ariel's Gift: 
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The plan was now to spend the summer travelling across America - in a car borrowed 

from Aurelia Plath - before returning to New York for their stint at Yaddo. They travelled 

north to Ontario, west to Wisconsin and the Dakota Badlands, then to Montana; to 

Yellowstone, Lake Tahoe and San Francisco; then south to Los Angeles, east across 

Mojave desert and, taking in the Grand Canyon, to New Orleans before heading to 

Tennessee, Washington DC, Philadelphia and then back to Boston. (110) 

Anne Stevenson calls it an "ambitious driving and camping tour" that "opened new territory for them 

both, for although Sylvia had traveled in Europe she had never before ventured out of her continent's 

cozy New England corner'' (159). 

Their "lightest bit of luggage" is their recently conceived daughter, Frieda Rebecca; Plath, unbeknownst 

to them at the time of their departure, was newly pregnant. Ann Skea, however, rightly acknowledges 

that "the subject of this phrase, as it is positioned in the poem, is ambiguous, for the poem begins with 

the name of Isis, and she, too, "started with [them]" as part of their mental "luggage" ("The Path of the 

Fool") . Great Mother Goddess is ever present in both of their lives as poets, but particularly in Plath's as 

a woman, about to become a mother. 

While living in Boston from 1957-1959, Plath resumed psychotherapy, returning to sessions with her 

psychiatrist, Ruth Beuscher. Beuscher encouraged her to confront latent and debilitating feelings she 

harboured for both her mother and dead father.3 

Plath writes in her journal, December 12, 1958, after a profitable session with Beuscher: "Me, I never 

knew the love of a father, the love of a steady blood-related man after the age of eight .... He was an 

ogre. But I miss him. He was old, but [my mother] married an old man to be my father. It was her fault. 

Damn her eyes .. .. I hated men because they didn't stay around and love me like a father'' (431). 

She writes on the same date of her purpose in these sessions: "If I am going to pay money for her time & 

brain as if I were going to a supervision in life & emotions & what to do with both, I am going to work 

like hell, question, probe sludge & crap & allow myself to get the most out of it"(429). 

As Plath confronted demons from her past, and the omnipotent presence of her dead father in her life, 

she was also trying to conceive a child . Hughes's poem enacts this conflict between life and death, 

where Sylvia, in pregnancy and through childbirth, found a way to loosen Death's grip on her existence. 

Hughes personifies, even deifies, Death, focusing on the intimate role He played in their marriage. 

45.3 (111) 

Macabre debate. Yet it had cost you 

Two years, three years, desperate days and weepings. 

Finally you had stripped the death-dress off, 

Burned it on Daddy's Grave. 

Did it so resolutely, made 

Such successful magic of it, 
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"The Macabre debate" between life and death had, indeed, cost Plath much. Hughes, in re

encountering Plath in her writings and journals when writing these poems, is now more privy to her 

internal struggle, to her "desperate days." That Hughes suggests this debate has cost Plath "Two years" 

but then amends it to "three" speaks to our inability to ever know what Plath's struggle with depression 

and suicidal anxieties had cost her. 

In a therapeutic venture, March 9, 1959, Plath visited her father's grave for the first time, a grave 

located in Winthrop, Mass. Here, she could strip "the death-dress off' and "bur[n] it on Daddy's grave." 

This trip inspired "Electra on Azalea Path" and "Man in Black,"4 two of Plath's celebrated poems; they 

are the "successful magic," the result of confronting Death and her determined, "resolute," attempt to 

shed the tragedy of her past:5 

From her journal entry on March 9: 

A clear blue day in Winthrop. Went to my father's grave, a very depressing sight .... I found the 

flat stone, 'Otto E. Plath 1885-1940,'right beside the path, where it would be walked over. Felt 

cheated. My temptation to dig him up. To prove he existed and really was dead. How far gone 

would he be? No trees, no peace, his headstone jammed up against the body on the other side. 

Left shortly. It is good to have the place in mind. (473) 

In April, having visited Winthrop again (April 23, 1959), Plath calls the visits "fruitful" (477), a word 

Hughes returns to in the poem. 

The following are lines from Plath's, "Electra on Azalea Path": 

In this charity ward, this poorhouse, where the dead 

Crowd foot to foot, head to head, no flower 

Breaks the soil. This is Azalea Path. 

A field of burdock opens to the south. 

Six feet of yellow gravel cover you. 

The artificial red sage does not stir 

In the basket of plastic evergreens they put 

At the headstone next to yours, nor does it rot, 

Although the rains dissolve a bloody dye: 

The ersatz petal drip, and they drip red. (10-28, CP 117) 

In Plath's semi-autobiographical novel, The Bell Jar, protagonist Esther Greenwood also visits her 

father's grave in Winthrop: 

I thought it odd that in all the time my father had been buried in this graveyard, none of us had 

ever visited him. My mother hadn't let us come to his funeral ... so the graveyard and even his 

death, had always seemed unreal to me . ... Then I saw my father's gravestone. It was crowded 

right up by another gravestone, head to head, the way people are crowded in a charity ward 

when there isn't enough space. The stone was a mottled pink marble, like tinned salmon, and all 



figures less in Plath's thoughts, allowing Hughes a more active role, more control to help steer their 

marriage and relationship. 

45.5 (111) 

Was Death, too, part of our luggage? 

Unemployed for a while, fellow traveller? 

Did he ride on the car top, on the bonnet? 

Did he meet us now and again on the road. 

Smiling in a cafe, at a gas station? 

Stowaway in our ice-box? 

Did he run in the wheel's shadow? 

Or did he sulk in your papers, back in your bedroom, 

Waiting for your habits 

To come back and remember him? You had hidden him 

From yourself and deceived even Life. 
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Though Plath has a renewed interest in her life, Hughes questions where Death had gone. Was He still 

stowed away in her baggage, just out of sight on their journey? Or, had Plath left him at home, among 

her poems, where she channeled her suicidal obsessions, and made "successful magic of [them]." 

Hughes's questioning, as in so many other Letters, reveals the answers as unknown to him; Plath had 

hidden Death, but He would reemerge eventually. This poem speaks powerfully of a time when Life had 

the upper-hand in the "Macabre debate." Though Frieda was their "lightest bit of luggage," the baggage 

of the past still weighed them down. The poem shifts formally with these lines; line 17 is set half way 

across the page. Hughes indicates that he and Plath had only come half way, and Death was still nearby; 

He had only temporarily been defeated. 

45.6 [111) 

But your blossom had fruited and in England 

It ripened. There your midwife, 

The orchardist, was a miniature Indian lady 

Black and archaic, half Gond, 

Plath's blossom fruited in America, but "ripened" in England because they returned to London when 

Plath was six months pregnant. 

Living at Chalcot Square, London, they decided to give birth at home.7 Though Plath saw Dr. Horder for 

her prenatal visits, her midwife, Sister Hannaway, first came to see her in February of her pregnancy. 

She was not the midwife on call the evening of the birth, however, as the "miniature Indian lady" was 

Sister Mahdi8 (Stevenson 190). Frieda Rebecca Hughes9 was born on Friday, April, 1at5:45 A.M. Sister 

Hannaway did not begin her shift until Saturday. Plath tells her mother in a letter dated 31 March, there 
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was a "shift of three midwives" (LH 372). Plath indicated in a letter written April 1, that Sister Mahdi had 

visited her "once before" (Ibid 373). 

Hughes suggests that Sister Mahdi was small, dark skinned and capable, that she cultivated Plath's 

"fruit," and harvested it as "Orchardist." He describes her as "half Gond." The Gonds are among the 

largest tribal groups in South Asia, usually peoples in India's Deccan Peninsula ("Gonds"). 

From a letter from Ted Hughes to Lucas Myers, April 22, 1960: 

On the 31st of March the weather, which had been draughty, sleety & treacherous, turned very 

mild - and there was a delicate spring evening of the most delicious sort. So we walked out & 

across Regent's Park. Sylvia felt very well, -- impatient. At 1-45 in the morning she awoke, & said 

she thought it had begun ... I rang up the midwife who rode leisurely across London on her 

bicycle - just to make sure that "things got going nicely" and intending to go back, finish her 

sleep, have her breakfast & return about 9 with anaesthetics & so on .... [she] was a little 

Indian woman, very good & sensible, but adamant, obviously, for natural drugless childbirth. 

(LofTH 158) 

45.7 (112) 

Our Black Isis had stepped off the wall 

Shaking her sistrum -

Polymorphous Daemon, 

Magnae Deorum Matris - with the moon 

Between her hip-bones and crowned with ears of corn. 

Plath writes to her mother on February 7, 1960: "We are going to have a lovely engraving of Isis from 

one of Ted's astrological books blown up to cover one of the side-wall panels"(LH 365). 

"The Hugheses had a print of Isis on the wall of their Chalcot Square Flat, taken from a French astrology 

book published by Editions Le Seuil (the original is in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris)" (Wagner, AG 

124). 

The print is "captioned: 'Oedipus Aegyptiacus, Isis.' Presumably one 'Oedipus the Egyptian' was the 

artist" (Stevenson 183). 

Isis's sistrum is the Egyptian percussion instrument she holds in her left hand (see figure 5). The 

instrument is considered sacred and used in religious ceremonies. Isis, often depicted as holding the 

sistrum in one hand, and a pail of water -representing the Nile - in the other, could ward off the God 

Set (God of chaos, destruction, storms), and thus the flooding of the Nile. It becomes a powerful 

"instrument" in containing and controlling fertility, again a link to both life and death. 

Ann Skea comments on how Hughes writes Plath as Isis: 
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she becomes a priestess of Black Isis and Ted uses her to magically summon the Goddess, 

ritually invoking Isis by her full magical name, Polymorphous Daemon Magnae Deorum Matris, 

[Great Mother of the Gods] and welcoming her into the poem with the music of voice and 

sistrum. This is powerful and dangerous magic which usually only an adept will attempt, and he 

takes care to contain her powers within the poem, giving her a body "to create with" and the 

"soft mask" of a human face which, with vivid realism, is both "triumphant" and "grotesque" on 

"the bed of birth." ("The Path of the Fool") 

Isis is crowned with ears of corn, symbols of life, and of fruitfulness; that we see the barren moon at her 

hipbones, however, conjures images of death and decay and thus, again, the complex relationship 

between life and death. 

Figure 5: The Print of Isis that hung in Plath's and Hughes's home: 
<http://www.esotericarchives.com/kircher /isis.jpg> 

Figure 6: Chalcot Square, home of Plath and Hughes at the time of Frieda's delivery. Used with permission of 
Peter K. Steinberg. <http://www.sylviaplath.info/photos/chalcot.jpg> 

45.8 (112) 

The great goddess in person 

Had put on your body, waxing full, 



Using your strainings 

Like a surgical glove, to create with, 

Like a soft mask to triumph and be grotesque in 

On the bed of birth. 
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Here, Plath becomes the bodily manifestation of the dueling forces of life and death in a battle for 

dominance; Isis possesses her body in order to produce life, the baby, Frieda. She is the moon Goddess, 

"waxing full." The malleable "surgical glove" is a strange simile, but the glove's stretching properties 

suggest how the Goddess moulds herself to Plath's body while emphasizing the ductility of the birth 

canal. The "triumph" of birth, combined with the word "grotesque," again conjures the dualities of life 

and death, but also calls to mind Hughes's other poems10 where he describes the experience of birth as 

"infinitely disastrous & shocking," acknowledging the violence of what is often romanticized as 

beautiful. 

It is important to note that Hughes too, as creator of the poem that invokes Plath, is possessed by the 

Goddess; she uses his body to "triumph and be grotesque in" in the writing of these poems. He too, 

strains to recall Plath, to write his version of the "story." 

45.9 [112) 

It was not Death 

Weeping in you then, when you lay among bloody cloths 

Holding what had come out of you to cry. 

It was not poetic death 

Lifted you from the blood and set you 

Straightaway lurching - exultant -

To the phone, to announce to the world 

What Life had made of you, 

Your whole body borrowed 

By immortality and its promise, 

Your arms filled 

With what had never died, never known Death. 

Plath, here the conduit of new life, is transformed by the experience. Rather than relying on her poetic 

outlet to conjure and channel Death, here Life "lif[ts her] from the blood" to announce the miracle she 

has performed. Plath's body, borrowed by the Goddess ("immortality and its promise"), has her arms 

filled with the new, unblemished child, still innocent, unknowing, and, at that moment, free of Death. 

Aurelia Plath comments in Letters Home: 

On the morning of April 1, 1960, at about 3 a.m., the phone at my bedside rang. I was awake at 

once, grabbed the receiver, and called into it, 'Hello!' 
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'Mother,' said a tremulous voice. 'Sylvia!'/ cried. 'How are you!' 

A click and we were disconnected. I waited a bit, then called the overseas operator, who advised 

me just to wait. 

Wait I did, for a whole, interminable hour, walking the floor, praying, and reassuring myself with 

'At least, she's alive.' Then the ring once more and Sylvia's voice, now clear and strong, giving me 

details of the baby's vital statistics. I interrupted to ask, 'Is it Nicholas or Frieda Rebecca?' 

'Oh, Frieda Rebecca, of course! Ein Wunderkind, Mummy. Ein Wunderkind!' (373, her emphasis) 

Hughes describes the birth in letters to Esther and Leonard Baskin and Lucas Myers, dated 14 May and 

22 April 1960, respectively: "On April 1'1, at 5:45, Sylvia produced a little girl. She's pleased with herself 

since she had it at home, without anesthetic, in 4 Yi hours, and one hour later got up and phoned her 

mother in America, & has been in pristine form ever since" (LofTH 160) . 

. . . The baby's head appeared like a mushroom & the midwife guided it every second. Then all 

at once it slid clean out - looking exactly like a pink translucent balloon, baby-shape, smeared all 

over with a whitish cream like wet flour. The cord was round its neck, but not tightly. A little girl. 

In the same second that it came clear it gave a little sneeze, and muttered to itself and began to 

move its fingers. The afterbirth came five minutes later. The whole business took 4 Yi hours -

which is almost record time. The baby opened its eyes a few minutes after that. Sylvia was 

amazed. So was I. (Ibid 159) 

Figure 7: Sylvia Plath and Frieda Hughes, 1960 <http://www.zarif.net/lnterviews
<Video/ A%20Way%200ut%20of%201ran's%20Nuclear%201mpasse%20-

%20TIME_files/175 _plath_sylvia_frieda0313.jpg> 



Vague as fog and looked for like mail. 
Farther off than Australia . 
Bent-backed Atlas, our traveled prawn. 
Snugasabugand~home 

Like a sprat in a pickle jug. 
A creel of eels, all ripples. 
Jumpy as a Mexican bean. 
Right, like a well-done sum. 
A clean slate, with your own face on. (CP 141) 

7 Part of this decision seems to be a scepticism they shared for modern birthing techniques, particularly pain 
management. See Hughes's Letters, 22 April 1960, page 159. 

8 See annotation 44.6 (109] 
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9 Their daughter is named after Otto Plath sister, Frieda, whom they visited, in Pasadena California, on their cross
country tour, and for D.H. Lawrence's wife. 

10 See, specifically, "A Kill," From Crow and "February lih," from Moortown Diary. 
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"Epiphany'' 

Annotations 46.1-46.6: 113-115 

In this poem, importantly situated just past halfway in the Birthday Letters collection, Hughes evokes a 

metaphor common to his poetic work: the fox. In "Epiphany," according to some critics, a fox cub 

becomes an important symbol for Plath, a wife refusing to be "tamed" and whose "unpredictability" and 

']lashing temperament" become reasons Hughes abandons their marriage. More likely however, as Keith 

Sagar and Elaine Feinstein have argued, the fox cub represents Hughes's creative self, his "inner 

meaning," a self he finds stifled by marriage and fatherhood, but that he sacrifices to maintain his 

relationship with Plath. Hughes suggests that this failure to cultivate his inner self and creative vision, to 

"grasp" what "comes with a fox," leads to the demise of his and Plath's relationship. This poem marks a 

shift in Hughes's and Plath's marriage and in the Birthday Letters collection itself; the poems following 

"Epiphany" are increasingly abstract and symbolic. 

46.1 (113) 

London. The grimy lilac softness 

Of an April evening. Me 

Walking over Chalk Farm Bridge 

On my way to the tube station. 

A new father - slightly light-headed 

With the lack of sleep and the novelty. 

Hughes walks to the London tube station on an April evening in 1960. Frieda, born April 1, is the cause of 

his "light-headed[ness]." He is both sleep-deprived and excited by his new daughter. April then, is a 

happy month for Hughes, despite Eliot's dictum that it is the "cruellest month." However, when Hughes 

writes of the evening's "grimy lilac softness" - possibly another gesture towards Eliot - he reasserts the 

tension of dark and light, innocence and corruption: the city is at once grimy and soft, a mixture of the 

smells of industrialization and the soft scent of the lilac. Hughes foreshadows his treatment of the wild 

and the domestic, of emotion versus reason. 

Figure 1: Bridge approach toward Gloucester Road & Primrose Hill district from the Chalk Farm tube 

station, London: <http://www.katemoses.com/gallery/index2.html> 



46.2 (113) 

Next, this young fellow coming towards me. 

I glanced at him for the first time as I passed him 

Because I noticed (I couldn't believe it) 

What I'd been ignoring. 
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These four lines are important in establishing that Hughes has been ignoring something that is already 

happening. He is incredulous that he did not notice "it" (literally, the fox, metaphorically, as we will see, 

his own containment) and pay it proper attention earlier. 

46.3 (113) 

Not the bulge of a small animal 

Buttoned into the top of his jacket 

The way colliers used to wear their whippets -

But its actual face. Eyes reaching out 

Trying to catch my eyes - so familiar! 

The huge ears, the pinched, urchin expression -

The wild confronting stare, pushed through fear, 

Between the jacket lapels. 

'It's a fox-cub!' 

I heard my own surprise as I stopped. 

Hughes's exclamation and his choice to have it offset emphasizes not only his surprise, but the 

importance of this "discovery." The fox-cub is not hidden, it is buttoned into the top of the young man's 

jacket in the way working men would travel with their dogs.1 The fox's eyes try to catch Hughes's own 

and he recognizes in them something "so familiar!" The "wild" stare confronts Hughes despite the 

animal's inherent fear; the fox is both brave and unsure. These lines make clear that Hughes is speaking 

of the fox metaphorically. There is something familiar in the young fox's face that speaks to him in a 

meaningful way. 

In order to make sense of this metaphor, a reader recalls Hughes's treatment of the fox in his other 

poems and writings. One familiar with Hughes's work knows the fox to be his totem, notably in "The 

Thought-Fox": 

I imagine this midnight moment's forest: 

Something else is alive 

Beside the clock's loneliness 

And this blank page where my fingers move. 

Through the window I see no star: 
Something more near 



Though deeper within darkness 
Is entering the loneliness: 

Cold, delicately as the dark snow, 
A fox's nose touches twig, leaf; 
Two eyes serve a movement, that now 
And again now, and now, and now 

Sets neat prints into the snow 
Between trees, and warily a lame 
Shadow lags by stump and in hollow 
Of a body that is bold to come 

Across clearings, an eye, 
A widening deepening greenness, 
Brilliantly, concentratedly, 
Coming about its own business 

Till, with a sudden sharp hot stink of fox 
It enters the dark hole of the head. 
The window is starless still; the clock ticks, 
The page is printed. {CPTH 21) 
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The fox in "The Thought Fox" represents the magic of the creative process, which must be conjured by 

the act of writing. His choice of the fox as this symbol points to Hughes's history of experiences with the 

animal. As Keith Sagar explains: 

The importance of foxes in Ted Hughes's spiritual and poetic psyche extends back to his 

childhood experiences with the natural world of Northern England. Readers of Hughes's "The 

Deadfall" know that Hughes's "magical" relationship with the animal began at a very young age. 

What, then, are the thoughts and memories, the 'feelings and energies', which Hughes here 

tries to articulate through the metaphor of the fox? His experiences of foxes had been so many 

and so vivid that he had already, when he wrote this poem in 1955, come to regard the fox as 

his totem .... In his story 'The Deadfall' Ted goes camping with his older brother Gerald in 

Crimsworth Dene. In the middle of the night he is woken by a ghostly old lady, who takes him to 

the deadfall, where he is able to release a fox cub caught by its tail and a hind leg under the 

edge of the fallen slab. He does not notice until next morning that an adult fox lies dead under 

the slab. The brothers remove it and bury it. From the loosened earth Ted picks up what he 

thinks is a white pebble. It is an ivory fox. I asked Hughes if this had really happened. He said it 

had, and he still kept the ivory fox. 

After the move to Mexborough when Ted was eight, he would get up early in order to walk 

along the Don before school. The river in spate had scooped out great hollows between the tree 

roots. He found that if he crept up the side of one of these hollows as quietly as possible, and 

peeped over into the next, he might see some interesting wildlife. On one occasion, as he crept 
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up one side of such a slope, a fox, unknown to him, was creeping even more stealthily up the 

other. They reached the top at the same moment, and from a distance of about nine inches, for 

a split second that seemed an eternity, gazed into each other's eyes. The presence of the fox, its 

perfect selfhood, was so intense that it seemed to enter the boy's head and dislodge his own 

more provisional self. (Sagar, "The Thought Fox") 

The following, from Hughes's 1993 "The Burnt Fox," is a description of a dream Hughes had while 

studying at Cambridge. It demonstrates the complexity of the relationship Hughes shares with foxes: 

At Cambridge University in my third and final year I read Archaeology and Anthropology. 

But for my first two years, from 1951 to 1953, I read English. Like plenty of others, I had 

assumed that the course in English would help my own writing. Students of English were 

expected to produce a weekly essay. Though I felt a strong liking for my supervisor, and 

could not have been more interested in the subject, I soon became aware of an 

inexplicable resistance, in myself, against writing these essays. Perhaps many students 

experience this. With each week, the task was more of a struggle. The difficulty seemed 

to be quite separate from the actual business of having ideas. Towards the end of my 

second year, when I had recovered from the initial culture shock of University life, and 

was well on my way to developing my own route through it, in other words as I became 

happier, this resistance became much more serious. I say serious because it had a 

distressful quality, like a fiercely fought defence. In the end, it brought me to a halt. 

As I recall, I had come to the last or all but the last essay before the exams for Part 1 of 

the degree. I had started it early in the week, hoping to get it out of the way quickly. But 

I had bogged down in the usual struggle and toiled on for three or four days. After 

several hours each day, usually on into the night, I had covered many pages, all torn up, 

and had retreated again and again to my opening sentence that I had rewritten and 

rearranged dozens of times. I thought I knew what I wanted to say- but to no avail. 

Once again, I finished up by two a.m., exhausted, sitting in my college room at my table, 

bent over a page of foolscap that had about four lines written across the top of it - my 

opening sentence in its latest state. My desk lamp fell on the paper. Close to my left was 

my high curtained window. In front of me, beyond my table, was my bed, the head at 

the far end. To my right, across the room, were the three wooden steps that climbed to 

my door, on which hung my gown. At last I had to give up and go to bed. 

I began to dream. I dreamed that I had never left my table and was still sitting there, 

bent over the lamplit piece of foolscap, staring at the same few lines across the top. 

Suddenly, my attention was drawn to the door. I thought I heard something there. As I 

waited, listening, I saw the door was opening slowly. Then a head came round the edge 

of the door. It was about the height of a man's head but clearly the head of a fox -

though the light over there was dim. The door opened wide and down the short stair 

and across the room towards me came a figure that was at the same time a skinny man 
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and a fox walking erect on its hind legs. It was a fox, but the size of a wolf. As it 

approached and came into the light I saw that its body and limbs had just now stepped 

out of a furnace. Every inch was roasted, smouldering, black-charred, split and bleeding. 

Its eyes, which were level with mine where I sat, dazzled with the intensity of the pain. It 

came up until it stood beside me. Then it spread its hand - a human hand as I now saw, 

but burned and bleeding like the rest of him - flat palm down on the blank space of my 

page. At the same time it said: 'Stop this-you are destroying us.' Then as it lifted its 

hand away I saw the blood-print, like a palmist's specimen, with all the lines and 

creases, in wet, glistening blood on the page. 

I immediately woke up. The impression of reality was so total, I got out of bed to look at 

the papers on my table, quite certain that I would see the blood-print there on the page. 

(WP 8-9) 

As these writings show, a fox often arrives for Hughes to remind him of the important forces of 

creativity. Diane Middlebrook describes that "[w]hat comes with a fox [for Hughes] seems to be the 

capacity for undertaking creative separation .... The fox has served each time as a magical agent of 

release, guiding Hughes back into the authentic solitude of his creativity, his imaginative wildness" (Her 

Husband 102-103). This imaginative wildness is "familiar" to Hughes in the form of "Epiphany'"s fox 

cub; but this imaginative wildness is also what he has been "ignoring." As Sagar offers, "the fox . .. 

embodie[s] values alternative to, and under pressure from, the outer conditions of Hughes's life -

school, university, now marriage" (Laughter of Foxes 60). 

46.4 [114) 

'You can have him for a pound.' 'But 

Where did you find it? What will you do with it?' 

'Oh somebody'll buy him. Cheap enough 

At a pound.' And a grin. 

What I was thinking 

Was - what would you think? How would we fit it 

Into our crate of space? With the baby? 

What would you make of its old smell 

And its mannerless energy? 

And as it grew up and began to enjoy itself 

What would we do with an unpredictable, 

Powerful, bounding fox? 

The long-mouthed, flashing temperament? 

That necessary nightly twenty-miles 

And that vast hunger for everything beyond us? 

How would we cope with its cosmic derangements 

Whenever we moved? 
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Hughes suggests that the cub "comes cheap" but only in a monetary sense. With this "fox" comes a 

variety of complications: "mannerless energy," "unpredictab[ility]," and a "flashing temperament." Here 

is where many critics have argued that the fox comes to represent Plath. Linda Bundtzen, for example, 

suggests that, 

The fox's unpredictability, its sharp temperament, and its "derangements" all suggest an 

analogy to Plath's "vast hunger'' as she is portrayed in Birthday Letters. Only retrospectively, 

with regret, does Hughes recognize that he "failed" his marriage when he turned away from the 

problem of raising a fox cub ... Loving guardianship of a creature wild and precious, of a wife 

who is akin to the fox, is how he depicts his marital relationship to Plath - and his abrogation of 

that responsibility. (62) 

Diane Middlebrook argues that Hughes is "defending Plath in her wildness the way he defends the 

wildness of the fox-totem - as an aspect of his bond with her, misunderstood by others but not by him: 

the "mannerless energy" that needed protection from interfering outsiders" (Her Husband 104). Indeed, 

Hughes has identified Plath with a fox in his prior writings; consider this quotation from a 1989 letter to 

biographer Anne Stevenson: 

All those fierce reactions against her - which she provoked so fiercely - from people who 

thought, perhaps, sometimes, that they were defending me - were from my point of view 

simply disasters from which I had to protect her. It was like trying to protect a fox from my own 

hounds while the fox bit me. With a real fox in that situation, you would never have any doubt 

why it was biting you" (qtd. in Malcolm 143). 

Elaine Feinstein tells us in her biography of Hughes that Olwyn Hughes supports this reading: "'The Fox's 

small woebegone eyes were those of Sylvia herself,"' she wrote to the biographer in 2000 (106). 

It seems more likely, however, that these characteristics of the fox cubs also represent Hughes's sacred 

life force, his "own inner meaning, his authenticity, the ultimate truth of his being, the god or luminous 

spirit in him, the nugual, the duende" (Sagar 62). Hughes's poetic spirit has a "vast hunger''; it is often 

"mannerless," "unpredictable," and "cosmically deranged." This is the force which allows him to be a 

poet. Although its passion might not fit well in a married life with children, in a "crate of space" or with 

"the baby," his choice to stifle this energy/drive is far more detrimental to his family. Sagar describes 

this inner meaning as "that part of each of us that the pressures of living in our society, the 

compromises demanded by relationships and domestic responsibilities, force us to walk away from, to 

ignore or repudiate, to condemn to suffering or death by neglect" (Laughter of Foxes 62). By denying 

the core of who he is, Hughes dooms his relationship to failure. 

Saga r's mention of the "duende" - a Spanish word meaning "charm," it is defined as a dark spirit or 

goblin, or charm/magnetism - speaks to Hughes's appreciation of Spanish poet Federico Garcia Lorca's 

treatment of the term. In Lorca's lecture La Teoria y Juego de/ Duende (The Theory and Function of 

Duende) Lorca describes the duende as a dark creative force: "Thus duende is a power and not a 

behavior, it is a struggle and not a concept. I have heard an old master guitarist say: 'Duende is not in 
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the throat; duende surges up from the soles of the feet.' Which means it is not a matter of ability, but of 

real live form; of blood; of ancient culture; of creative action." ("Duende"). 

A recent memoir of Hughes by Ehor Boyanowsky, Savage Gods Silver Ghosts: Into the Wild with Ted 

Hughes (2009), confirms Hughes's cultivation of the duende as that which he laments neglecting in 

"Epiphany." The memoir finds its author visiting the Hugheses' at Court Green in the 1980s. Retiring to 

bed after a day on the water, Hughes tells Boyanowsky that he has left him a collection of essays by 

Lorca in his guest room. Hughes specifically asks Boyanowsky to read Lorca's essay on duende in order 

that they might discuss it the next day. Boyanowsky quotes a passage from the essay that he finds 

particularly meaningful: "Manuel Torres ... made his splendid pronouncement: 'All that has dark sounds 

has duende.' And there is no greater truth. These dark sounds are the mystery, the roots thrusting into 

the fertile loam known to all of us, ignored by all of us, but from which we get what is real in art" (145). 

Boyanowsky then interprets Lorca in terms of Hughes's creative concerns: 

To me it sounds like the creative energy that Ted told me about when describing his dream at 

university and that he wrote about in his poem "The Thought-Fox," an energy that was in 

danger of being snuffed out by writing endless essays of literary criticism and that spurred him 

on to change his concentration to anthropology. (145) 

Boyanowsky proceeds to discuss the duende, with Hughes, at Court Green, the next morning: 

While we sip thick creamy mugs of delicious coffee, Ted returns to the subject of the duende. 

And to my inquiry regarding "The Thought-Fox" he responds enthusiastically: "Yes, exactly, And I 

believe that like a pit viper's venom, it is a finite reservoir in each person, though perhaps not of 

equal size, and must not be wasted or transformed into effluent by useless, bloodless tasks. It is 

why, Ehor, you must give up the endless, soul-destroying busy work and get down to what you 

really want to do. Must do." 

"What about you, Ted?" I inquire, attempting to deflect the onslaught. 

"It has been the unending struggle of my life: to capture the essence of experience in a poem 

and to do so one must extricate oneself from everyday life .... " (145-146) 

"Epiphany" marks the time when Hughes became aware of the struggle he faces in extricating himself 

from "everyday life." His marriage to Plath asks of him to repress that font from which he draws the 

"real in art." 

46.5 [114) 

Round, orphaned-looking, woebegone 

As if with weeping. Bereft 

Of the blue milk, the toys of feather and fur, 

The den life's happy dark. And the huge whisper 

Of the constellations 

chain and with an expression of knowing and a total lack of fear- is a baby fox. The owner, a 

child of about eight years, is with her mother and - probably-her boyfriend, for the couple 
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Here is Hughes's evocation of how he feels; he is saddened by his departure from his "true self." Like the 

cub, who is "bereft" of its mother's milk, Hughes has betrayed the "White Goddess" and her poetic gifts. 

The fox, taken out of its element, will be unable to find happiness in a world without the "toys" and 

"joys" of his forest freedom. Hughes is also misplaced within the constraints of his marriage. Like an 

astrologer, Hughes hears the "huge whisper/ Of the constellations"; he feels akin to the fox longing for 

his unbridled place in nature. "The unreal fox in this example is his totem animal, which it is his 

responsibility to nurture ... within the domestic sphere that is also his workplace" (Middlebrook Her 

Husband 103). 

46.6 (114-115] 

Then I walked on 

As if out of my own life. 

If I had paid that pound and turned back 

To you, with that armful of fox -

If I had grasped that whatever comes with a fox 

Is what tests a marriage and proves it a marriage -

I would not have failed the test. Would you have failed it? 

But I failed. Our marriage had failed. 

In walking away from the cub, Hughes abandons himself; as he divorces himself from his deep creative 

impulses, his divorce from Plath seems inevitable. His refusal to embrace an essential part of his nature 

as both man and poet dooms his marriage.2 All the energies and unpredictibilities suggested by the fox 

are what Hughes craves; when he walks away from these important aspects of himself, he fails, their 

marriage fails. 

Hughes's letter to Lucas Myers on 14 Feb. 1987 reaffirms these ideas: "Poor old Sylvia! If only I hadn't 

humoured her, & nursed her like a patient, & coddled her like a child - if only I'd had the guts to carry on 

just as I was, instead of wrapping my life up in a cupboard, while I tended to her. Then maybe she'd 

have emerged in better shape. And me too" (537-538) . 

Writing to Keith Sagar in July of 1998, Hughes expresses a similar sentiment: "I accepted her 

temperament & its apparent needs as a given set of facts, to be tended, humoured, cared for, cured if 

possible in the long-term, and did not impose on her a whole new pattern of behaviour, more actively 

extroverted & organised towards a disciplined engagement with the world . .. " (Lo[TH 722). 

In her strange memoir, Burnt Diaries, Emma Tennant, who recalls a relationship with Hughes, describes 

an interesting moment with him: 

Then we see it. Trotting from the little dirt path that leads into the park's heartland - led on a 

chain and with an expression of knowing and a total tack of fear - is a baby fox. The owner, a 

child of about eight years, is with her mother and - probably-her boyfriend, for the couple 
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don't look married, somehow. They look happy, perhaps that's the reason: the fox is no bother 

to them, clearly, and they treat it as they would any other pet. The child beams with 

satisfaction. This must be, I think with a surprising twinge of envy, what she has always wanted: 

a fox. 

'Did you know I nearly brought you one up from Devonshire the other day?' Ted says. His whole 

mood has altered, he is staring as if hypnotised at the animal. I in turn stare up at him, all kinds 

of restrictions filling my mind at the very idea of a fox brought to my house, the excitement of 

the children, the inevitable domestic rows and ensuing confusion. 'I should have brought it,' he 

goes on, and his eyes cloud as the cheerful family-with-fox party makes it way down to the 

Chestnut Walk. 'I nearly- there was a man selling fox cubs by the Underground - took one 

home to Sylvia. If I'd .. .' Then Ted's voice goes quiet, he frowns, and he doesn't seem to 

remember that it is I he had just wanted to appoint the guardian of a fox. (154-155) 

This meeting with a fox cub certainly haunts Hughes; he clearly regards it as a pivotal moment in his 

marriage to Plath and this explains his choice to locate the poem just after the half-way mark of the 

Birthday Letters. 

In a letter to his sister, Olwyn, written in the late summer of 1962 - after the initial stages of the 

dissolution of his marriage - he describes the feeling of confinement he felt in the final years of his 

marriage: 

I'm aghast when I see how incredibly I've confined & stunted my existence, when I compare my 

feelings of what I could be with what I am. What I am, is completely a consequence of certain 

ideas which I arrived at quite rationally & imposed like laws .. .. I've had the most terrific 

labours to get back to the flow of mind & memory that used to be quite spontaneous, & should 

be, if one's not to become an infantile sort of gloom-cloud of repressed utterance, occasionally 

producing fantasies. {204-205) 

Finally, describing the demise of his and Plath's relationship to Aurelia Plath (just two months after 

Plath's death), Hughes writes: "my love for her simply underwent temporary imprisonment by 

something which can only be described as madness, as much an attempt to free myself from the 

strangling quality of our closeness as by any outer cause" (LofTH 218). 

Hughes's "epiphany" comes too late. He realizes after the fact that if he had not "confined" himself or, 

as he wrote to Lucas Myers, "wrapped [his] life up in the cupboard," he may have saved himself, his 

marriage and, perhaps, Plath. 
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Figure 2: A Fox Cub: <http://newsimg.bbc.eo.uk/media/images/42661000/jpg/ _ 42661913_fox_cub_pa416.jpg> 

1 A whippet: "This graceful breed is nothing more or less than a miniature Greyhound, and was originally known as 

a snap dog by the colliers and working men in the north of England, who originated the breed, and used t hem for 

rabbit coursing" http://whippethistory.blogspot.com/2009/02/complete-dog-book-1921.html. 

2 This theme is further developed in "The Lodger": 52.1-52.8 [124-126). 
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"The Minotaur'' 

Annotations 49.1-49.6: 120 

This poem is one of Hughes's poetic explorations of Plath's physical and poetic violence. Using the 

mythology of the Labyrinth and the Minotaur that he introduced in "18 Rugby Street"(l0.1-10.15 (20-

24]), Hughes laments the role he played in encouraging Plath to delve into her dark and volatile psyche in 

the pursuit of great poems. The anger that he cheered and roused, he suggests, fed a demon in part 

responsible for her demise.1 Hughes's collection, Howls & Whispers, contains "The Minotaur 2," an 

interesting point of comparison. Other work by Hughes underlines his fascination with the myth, 

including his final publication, a translation of Racine's Phedre. As David Berry writes in "Ted Hughes and 

the Minotaur Complex:" "[t]hroughout his poetic life Hughes was likewise pursued by images of violent 

animal nature and by haunting memories of his dead wife and their wild destructive love. The myth of 

the Minotaur enables him to give powerful poetic expression to these disturbing emotions" (552). 

49.1 [120) 

The Minotaur 

Figure 1 :Theseus fighting the Minotaur by Etienne-Jules Ramey (French, 1796-1852). Marble, 1826. In the Tuileries Gardens, 

Paris: <http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9b/Theseus_Minotaur_Ramey_Tuileries.jpg> 

L.M. Scigaj, in "The Deterministic Ghost in the Machine," argues that "the central structural design of 

Birthday Letters concerns an obsessive equation of Otto and Sylvia Plath with King Minos and the 

Minotaur of Cretan Mythology" (Moulin 2). 

An understanding of the myth is essential to the poem (to elaborate on 10.2 [20)): 

In Greek mythology, the Minotaur was a monstrous creature with the head of a bull on a man's 

body. Like many other mythological monsters, the Minotaur had a ravenous appetite for human 

flesh. He was eventually slain by a worthy hero with the help of a resourceful heroine. 
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The Minotaur-which means "Minos's bull"-was born in the palace of King Minos of Crete, a 

large island south of Greece. Some time earlier, the sea god Poseidon had sent Minos a pure

white bull to be sacrificed in his honor. When the king saw the magnificent creature, however, 

he refused to kill it. This angered Poseidon, who arranged for Minos's wife, Pasiphae, to fall in 

love with the bull. The offspring of their unnatural mating was the Minotaur. The king 

imprisoned the Minotaur in the Labyrinth, a maze built by a craftsman at his court named 

Daedalus. 

In later years, after the people of the Greek city of Athens killed one of Minos's sons, the Cretan 

king called down a plague on their city. Only by agreeing to send seven young men and seven 

young women to Crete every year could the Athenians obtain relief. These youths and maidens 

were sent into the Cretan Labyrinth, where the Minotaur devoured them. 

Theseus of Athens was determined to end the slaughter of young people. He volunteered to go 

to Crete as one of the sacrificial victims, vowing to slay the Minotaur. When the ship carrying 

the Athenians reached Crete, Ariadne, daughter of Minos and Pasiphae, fell in love with 

Theseus. She gave him a plan of the Labyrinth that she had obtained from Daedalus and a ball of 

string. He was to tie one end of the string to the exit as he went in and then to follow the string 

to find his way out. Deep in the Labyrinth, Theseus met the bellowing, bloodthirsty Minotaur 

and killed it with a blow of his fist. He and the other Athenians then fled Crete, taking Ariadne 

with them. 

Some scholars suggest that the myth of the Minotaur arose out of ancient rituals in which a 

priest or king donned a bull mask before performing sacrifices. The Labyrinth may have 

represented the ancient palace at Knossos on Crete, which was a sprawling complex of 

chambers and hallways. ("Minotaur'') 

49.2 (120) 

The mahogany table-top you smashed 

Had been the broad plank top 

Of my mother's heirloom sideboard -

Mapped with the scars of my whole life. 

Hughes begins the poem with a description of Plath's violence. The table-top of the sideboard she 

smashes is an heirloom of his mother's, literally and figuratively marked by Hughes's lineage. Plath 

jeopardizes, in this act, Hughes's links with his family and past; Hughes suggests here the stain Plath 

makes on his personal identity and family tradition. 

Ann Skea describes how Plath, "destroys the 'heirloom sideboard' which is Ted's link (in this poem) with 

his mother and his past. Metaphorically, the Father's powers, here, destroy the 'broad plank' of stability 

and the inherited, continuous connection with human origins which the Mother provides" ("The Path of 

the Emperor''). 
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Skea suggests that Hughes sees Plath's obsession with "the Father" as jeopardizing maternal lineages -

both his and hers. The power Plath thus allows the Father, here Otto Plath as Minotaur, destroys Plath, 

Hughes, and their families. 

49.3 [120] 

That came under the hammer. 

The high stool you swung that day 

Demented by my being 

Twenty minutes late for baby-minding. 

Hughes suggests a rather minor event set Plath "crazy." His use of the word "demented" conjures Plath 

as irrational and fearsome. The sideboard, and ostensibly Hughes and his marriage, come "under the 

hammer" long before he helps "the goblin snap his fingers." That this phrase is associated with auctions 

and bidding suggests that Plath's behavior comes at high cost; in effect, she bids herself to the darker 

demons of her past. 

49.4 [120] 

'Marvellous!' I shouted, 'Go on, 

Smash it into kindling. 

That's the stuff you're keeping out of your poems!' 

And later, considered and calmer, 

'Get that shoulder under your stanzas 

And we'll be away.' 

Hughes suggests that Plath's rage should be channeled into poetic creation; he later regrets the 

suggestion. He encourages her to harness and transform her physical energy into artistic, poetic 

energies; his use of "we'll" suggests that this process might save them and their relationship. As the 

poem continues, he decides that he is mistaken in these assumptions. 

49.5 [120] 

The goblin snapped his fingers. 

So what had I given him? 

The bloody end of the skein 

That unravelled your marriage, 

Left your children echoing 

Like tunnels in a labyrinth. 

Hughes accepts some responsibility for Plath's confrontation with "The Goblin." This is the same demon 

Hughes describes as possessing Plath throughout many of the poems. He suggests this Goblin is, in part, 

Plath's possession by the memory of her dead father. Facing this demon/Goblin in her poetic expression 
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results in great poetry (the Ariel poems) but is a slippery slope. In a letter to Anne Stevenson, written in 

1986, Hughes describes his role in encouraging Plath to confront these demons: 

I taught her some simple procedures of meditation - but only because whatever was going on 

inside her made it for quite long periods very difficult for her to think, or follow deliberately an 

imaginative train of thought. Quite a few of her early poems are about this tormented state. The 

meditations at least brought her a temporary freedom where she could write something, and 

she did develope [sic] this. Once she got her mind freed she had as her analyst had noted quite 

abnormal access to her subconscious - abnormally direct, lucid, and emotionally complete. My 

responsibility, if anything, is for having held her so hard to the prolonged concentrated effort to 

get there, to come into possession of herself, whatever it might be, and to do it in writing. 

Would we have been better to ease off. Or would she have got there anyway. And was that final 

confrontation so dangerous? (LofTH 522-523) 

As David Berry suggests: "the figure of Daddy is seen as the monster within his wife's increasingly 

tangled psyche, a necrophiliac obsession that ultimately resulted in family disintegration and death ... 

[it is a] fixation that, once creatively metamorphosed and transformed into a personal myth, will 

become, as Hughes himself understands, the very stuff of her poetry" ( 550). 

Erica Wagner calls attention to how Plath now enters the labyrinth first encountered in "18 Rugby 

Street" (130).2 Wagner suggests that "Hughes retreats from the awfulness of it .. . it is your marriage 

(not their marriage); your children (not their children); the second person scrambles backwards, away 

from the awful vision at the centre of the labyrinth" (131). This awful vision, as Wagner and other critics 

rightly suggest, is the Minotaur, representative of Otto Plath. 

Linda Bundtzen suggests that "The Minotaur," like many other Birthday Letters poems, "portray[s Plath] 

as unwittingly conspiring with a fate that demanded the sacrifice of herself and everyone she loved" 

(41). 

Here, Ariadne's ball of string is a bloody skein that unravels their marriage, rather than help Plath find 

her way out of the deadly maze. Frieda and Nicholas are tunnels in the labyrinth, echoing in their 

mother's absence, lost without her. 

Figure 2: Roman mosaic picturing Theseus and the Minotaur. Rhaetia, Switzerland 
<http://www.utexas.edu/courses/larrymyth/images/theseus/> 
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Left your mother a dead-end, 

Brought you to the horned, bellowing 

Grave of your risen father -

And your own corpse in it. 
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Aurelia Plath is the dead-end of a labyrinth tunnel, no help or guidance for either Otto, Sylvia or herself 

in this labyrinth. Hughes suggests more sympathy here for Aurelia than he does in other poems; she is 

unable to save her husband or daughter. She too is left helpless and vulnerable in the aftermath of their 

deaths. 

According to Hughes, Plath takes his advice. In getting "that shoulder under [her] stanzas," she writes 

some of the greatest poetry of the twentieth century, but at great expense. In conjuring Otto, and in 

facing the goblin/demon, she made the grave of her father her own. Plath, through many of her poems, 

particularly those of Ariel, attempts to re-piece and re-know her father. Hughes suggests there is a price 

for this performance: Plath's death and its aftermath. 

1 Although Hughes seems to argue in several Birthday Letters that Plath's poetic confrontation with this demon 
was dangerous and ultimately fatal, he explains Plath's demise differently in several of his letters. In the same 
letter to Anne Stevenson quoted in annotation 49.5, he describes Plath's "final confrontation" in the Ariel poems: 
"It wasn't the confrontation, the controlled eruption of all the primal material that killed her. It was something that 
ran up, when she was completely exhausted after it, when she'd actually won and had lowered her guard. It's too 
facile to regard her death as some inevitable culmination of her inspiration" (LojTH 523). In an earlier letter in 
Keith Sagar (1981), Hughes describes Plath's later work as: 

footwork & dexterity - the honesty (nakedness) to meet the matter on its own terms, & the brave will to 
master it - which she did. Those poems enact a weird fusion & identity with the material & 
simultaneously take control of it, & possession of it. It's a process of 'integration,' start to finish . By Dec. 
62 she was quite a changed person - greatly matured, and a 'big' personality. In Dec./Jan. she stopped 
writing ... & set up a new home, a new circle of friends, & a new life - and had almost completely 
repaired her relationship to me. She had set the Ariel poems behind her as 'a-Hell-of-a-necessary phase' .. 
. . So you see I read those Ariel poems as a climb - not a fall. A climb to a precarious foothold, as it turned 
out. (LojTH 445) 

These comments seem at odds with many poems in Birthday Letters, particularly "The Minotaur." One could 
suppose this poem was written earlier than Hughes's two letters and he thus adjusted his feelings about Ariel in 
the decades following Plath's death. Or, perhaps, Hughes's comments lend this poem a different reading whereby 
Hughes is more concerned that he directed Plath towards Otto Plath whose possession of her destroyed their 
marriage and set in motion the events that led to her death. In one letter (to Aurelia Plath, July 1966), Hughes 
suggests that poems Plath wrote by the end of November 1962 had "cured her" but that it was "her novel being 
published on Jan 19th - then the reviews .. . that required the tranquillizers" (LojTH 260).The best evidence I can 
find to reconcile these ideas is Hughes's essay, "Sylvia Plath's Collected Poems and The Bell Jar'' (WP 466-481). 
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Here, Hughes talks about both an "upper" and "lower" level in Plath's realization of the Ariel voice. Reductively, 
the "upper" level achieves the success of her mythic journey (rebirth) through the magical language of the Ariel 
poems while the "lower'' level is the reality of her personal torture that she must ultimately return to. The "upper'' 
"climb" was jeopardized due to the temporality of the magic of Ariel and, according to Hughes's essay, Plath was 
doomed to fall. See Hughes's essay for clarification and expansion. 

2 See also annotation 10.2 [20] 
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"Error" 

Annotations 51.1-51.8: 122-123 

In this poem, Ted Hughes - as speaker- discusses the mistake he made in taking Plath to Devon. Like 

many other poems in Birthday Letters it asks as many questions as it offers answers. Hughes seemingly 

accepts responsibility for the choice as primarily his; he suggests that had they stayed in London and 

foregone the move to South Western England, their marriage might have been saved and with it, Plath's 

life. Another poem, "The Error," was published in Cappricio (1990); this earlier poem is written with 

Assia Wevill as its addressee and explores her fascination with Sylvia Plath. 

51.1 (122) 

I brought you to Devon. I brought you into my dreamland. 

I sleepwalked you 

Into my land of totems. Never-never land: 

The orchard in the West. 

Hughes and Plath moved from London to North Tawton, Devon in August of 1961. Anne Stevenson 

describes the details of the purchase in Bitter Fame: 

Almost as soon as they saw it Ted and Sylvia decided to buy Court Green. Importantly for them, 

the village was at that time only the fourth or fifth stop on the direct train line from London. At 

first they thought they would need a small mortgage, and before Aurelia Plath flew to Boston 

[home from a visit to England] she offered to take on the mortgage herself at three percent 

interest- an offer Ted refused. She then arranged to lend them 500 [pounds]. Edith Hughes 

provided a gift of 500 [pounds], which, with their $6,000 savings, made up enough to buy the 

house outright and cover initial expenses. (219) 

Hughes describes Court Green in a letter to Leonard Baskin, dated August 1961: "We've sublet Chalcot 

Square1
, for good, and bought a house in Devon - a house with 6 bedrooms, a stable with 3 stalls, a 

spare 2 room cottage, a big vegetable garden, an extensive orchard and 2 Yi acres of land. Also a 

thatched roof. It's an old farm - part of it 11th Century. There's a prehistoric tumulus or fort-mound in 

the orchard. It's a knock-out. We're having the owner clear out the population of woodworm and death

watch beetles before we move in, this weekend" (LofTH 186). 

In a letter from October 1961 to Helga Huws2
, Plath describes their new home: 

It is [ ... ] very very ancient [ ... ] with castle-thick walls in the original back part and almost 10 

rooms, yet very compact and not at all rambling, feeling almost small (except when I look at 

floor space [ ... ]) We have a U-shape of out-buildings around a cobbled courtyard - a big 

thatched barn, stables(!), and a thatched cottage which someday we would like to make into a 

guest house for mothers-in-law and such people. But those are all 10-year plans. The house is 

white, with a black trim and this primeval peaked thatch. We have just over two acres of land .. 

. I have a tiny front lawn carved out of the wilderness - a laburnum tree, lilacs and a few rose 



bushes. We adjoin the town church, Anglican, with its own 8 famous bell-ringers. (qtd in 

Stevenson 222) 
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And to her mother, on September 4th of 1961, Plath writes: "This place is like a person; it responds to 

the slightest touch and looks wonderful immediately. I have a nice, round dining table we are 'storing' 

for the couple who have moved into our London flat, and we eat on this in the big back room, which has 

light-green linoleum on the floor, cream wood paneling to shoulder height, and the pink-washed walls 

that go throughout the house .... What is so heavenly here is the utter peace" (LH 427-428). 

Figure 1 & 2: Maps of Devon and North Tawton: <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Tawton> 

Figures 3,4, & 5: Court Green Property, Devon. Used with Permission of Peter K. Steinberg 

<http://www.sylviaplath.info/biography.html> 

In these lines Hughes both accepts and relinquishes his responsibility for this "error." He "brings" Plath 

to his "dreamland," but he, caught in the romanticism of it all, "sleepwalks" her in. Hughes is oblivious 

to the actuality of the situation, he is the one sleepwalking through his "Never-never land" of the 

imagination.3 In this poem, "Hughes portrays himself as foolhardy, overconfident that he could offer his 

American wife ... a paradisal garden, a miracle of quaint device" (Bundtzen 90). 
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Figure 6: "Floor plan of Court Green (ground floor) and Outbuildings, circa 1961-1962: A detailed map utilizing a 
similar one drawn by Sylvia Plath's brother Warren during a visit to Court Green in September 1961. Using 

details from Plath's letters as a guide, this map includes the location of her washing machine, bookshelves built 
by Ted Hughes, and the location of the wine cellar 'at the heart of the house' described by Plath in the poem 

'Wintering'" (Moses, The Books, Map drawn by Zachary Tomlinson 
<http://www.katemoses.com/src/maps/3.html>). 

51.2 (122) 

I wrestled 

With the blankets, the caul and the cord, 

And you stayed with me 

Gallant and desperate and hopeful, 

Listening for different gods, stripping off 

Your American royalty, garment by garment -

Till you stepped out soul-naked and stricken 

Into this cobbled, pictureless corridor 

Aimed at a graveyard. 

Attempting to help Plath in her own rebirthing process - hence "caul" the amniotic sac and the umbilical 

"cord" - Hughes wrestles with the labour involved and brings her to North Tawton in Devon. Plath's 

attempts to comply with his desires for their future requires her to "strip off' her American identity until 

she is vulnerable, naked and exposed in this cold, wet and dreary landscape that Hughes describes. 
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"While Hughes may accuse Plath of betrayals in her poems, he is equally hard on himself for making her 

life miserable by bringing her to Devon. Plath is stripped of her 'American Royalty, garment by garment' 

(122), and sentenced to a place of utter 'desolation,' as it is depicted by Hughes: overgrown by weeds, 

mired in mud, a constant rain dripping through their thatched roof' (Bundtzen 91). 

One side of the Court Green property bordered a Church, complete with a wall of Gravestones (see 

figure below); this location partly explains Hughes's expression "aimed at a graveyard." Hughes's use of 

the word "this," suggests he is writing the poem at Court Green and that he now sees the property as a 

corridor leading to Plath's demise. 

Figure 7: Row of Headstones of the Court Green property. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 

<http://www.sylviaplath.info/biography.html> 

COURT GREEN ~ G<O>NDS 
c,.; ...... ,,.", - l 'f~l. 

"' 
Figure 8: "Court Green and Grounds, circa 1961-1962: Map showing Sylvia Plath's home, Court Green, as 

situated within the town of North Tawton, Devonshire. In addition to Court Green and its surrounding acreage, 
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this map shows the location of the village playground and the directions of both Dartmoor and the Taw River, as 
well as the location of the village's public restrooms and ancient jail, both mentioned in Plath's 1962 short story 

'Mothers.' The signage on the restroom doors - 'Gentlemen' and 'Ladies' - is sarcastically echoed in Plath's 
poem 'Lady Lazarus,' written later the same year" (Moses, The Books, Map Drawn by Zachary Tomlinson 

<http://www.katemoses.com/src/maps/2.html>). The map also illustrates the grave markers, located behind St. 
Peter's church, which bordered the Hughes's property. 

51.3 (122) 

What had happened 

To the Italian sun? 

Had it escaped our snatch 

Like a butterfly nettle? The flashing trajectory. 

The trans-continental dream-express 

Of your adolescence - had it 

Slammed to a dead-end, crushing halt, fatal, 

In this red-soil tunnel? Was this why 

We could not wake - our fingers tearing numbly 

At the mesh of nettle-roots. 

The Italian sun represents the Somerset Maugham travel award (the winner was required to spend the 

award travelling in the subsequent year) that Hughes postponed in deciding to move to Devon. Hughes 

won the award in March of 1960 (Middlebrook, Her Husband 130-131}. 

Plath writes to her mother in an August 13, 1961 letter: "Ted and I are seriously thinking of giving up the 

Somerset Maugham award, unless, of course, they'll give us another 2-year extension. The prospect of 

cramming in a trip to Europe after a move to a house which will need a lot of attention and before a 

second baby just doesn't seem worth 500 pounds, even though we were hoping to save half of it'' (LH 

423). 

Anne Stevenson, in Bitter Fame, writes: "Ted wrote to the Maugham trustees but was told to keep the 

money for future travel" (219}. 

Hughes's use of the word "trajectory" returns the reader to "The Shot''; Plath is a speeding bullet, 

speeding towards her own death, taking Hughes down with her. Her dreams of studying and writing in 

Britain in order to make her name, and her specifically American energy and ambition are speeding 

trains which fatally derail in the dead-end that is Devon. They both are oblivious to the treachery 

involved in this place; they cannot wake up, are numb to the reality of their situation. 

Their fingers "tea[r] numbly/ At the mesh of nettle-roots" in an attempt to wake from the gloomy 

nightmare. Nettles, plants known for their stingers - sometimes injecting fatal venom - are suitable 

images. Their attempts to uproot that which infected their marriage were unsuccessful. Plath, in her 

poem, "Wreath for a Bridal," describes (through the metaphor of the wreath} marriage as a refuge from 

"cloisters of stinging nettle" (CP 7:44); clearly, in this poem, that refuge was under attack. 



51.4 [122-123) 

What wrong fork 

Had we taken? In a gloom orchard 

Under drumming thatch, we lay listening 

To our vicarage rotting like a coffin, 

Foundering under its weeds. What did you make of it 

When you sat at your elm table alone 

Staring at the blank sheet of white paper, 

Silent at your typewriter, listening 

To the leaking thatch drip, the murmur of rain, 

And staring at that sunken church, and the black 

Slate roofs in the mist of rain, low tide, 

Gleaming awash. 
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Hughes's poem "forks" to find that he and Plath are rotting in a coffin; the imagery suggests doom, 

gloom and humid darkness. Only Plath's blank paper remains stark and white, suggesting an increasing 

vacancy in her mind. This image parallels Plath's own in "Lyonesse" (written 21 Oct. 1962) where her 

speaker describes the addressee's (an addressee often associated with Hughes) mind (see following 

annotation and footnote three) as a "white gape" and "tabula rasa." If Plath is thinking of Hughes, she 

suggests he is oblivious to her emotional alienation; Hughes, agreeing with her in this poem -

wondering here what she felt, something he failed to ask her at the time - suggests that Devon made of 

her mind too, a "white gape." Like lyonesse, they are "foundering" under the weeds and nettles of 

Court Green. 

These images of Devon are in stark opposition to the descriptions offered in their letters. Here is not a 

place of glory and fruitfulness; this is a barren environment where Plath cannot write. Yet, in a May 1962 

letter to Aurelia and Warren Plath, he writes, "I think Sylvia's happier here ... than she's been since I've 

known her" (Lo[TH 197). In "Error," Hughes reconsiders Plath's life at Devon and the new reality that he 

sees in retrospect, with the knowledge of her writings. In these lines, Plath sits at her elm table4 unable 

to compose herself, or a poem. Plath's faith in all things is gone; this depletion and dilapidation are 

represented by the image of the sunken church. 

51.5 [123) 

This was Lyonesse. 

Inaccessible clouds, submarine trees. 

The labyrinth 

Of brambly burrow lanes. 

Erica Wagner describes the significance of these lines in Ariel's Gift: 

Hughes's use of "Lyonesse," "brings into the reader's mind the work of both Plath5 and Thomas 

Hardy6. 'Lyonesse', a poem that Plath wrote in October 1962, makes symbolic reference to her 
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sense of suffocation in Devon, returning as it does to her underwater imagery ... 'Lyonesse' is a 

term denoting the north and northwest coast of Cornwall: Tennyson and Swinburne used it in 

their Arthurian romances. Hardy recalled his first meeting with his wife, Emma Gifford, at St 

Juliot in Cornwall in his lyric 'When I set out for Lyonesse'[see annotation iv]. Plath, in her poem, 

identifies Hughes with the English landscape and history to which he was so bound; it drowns 

her, and her poem ends with a chilling line ... (135-136)7 

Hughes returns, in these lines, to the Labyrinth where he and Plath found themselves trapped. The 

brambly lanes of their new landscape, like the weeds and nettles, become a maze, a trap from which 

they cannot escape.8 

51.6 (123) 

Bundled women -

Stump-warts, you called them -

Sniffing at your strangeness in wet shops. 

Their eyes followed you everywhere, loamy badgers, 

Dug you out of your sleep and pawed at your dreams, 

Jabbered hedge-bank judgements, a dark-age dialect, 

Peered from every burrow mouth. 

Erica Wagner's comments, from Ariel's Gift, are also helpful here: 

Now, years later, [Hughes] can see how everything is threatening, alien, seen through her eyes. 

The village women - 'Stump-warts, you called them' - 'jabbered hedge-bank judgements, a 

dark-age dialect'. In a story she set in Devon, 'Mothers'9, Plath called her alter ego by the same 

name she used in The Bell Jar, Esther, and had her express the same misgivings Plath must have 

felt as a newcomer in the close community. A new neighbor tells Esther she knows 'hardly a 

soul' in the village, causing misgivings, like a flock of chilly-toed birds, to clutter at Esther's heart. 

If Mrs. Nolan, an Englishwoman by her looks and accent, and a pub-keeper's wife as well, felt 

herself a Stranger in Devon after six years, what hope had Esther, an American, of infiltrating 

that rooted society ever at all?' (136) 

Plath is Othered by her experience in Devon; the women there are burrowing creatures, intent, she 

feels, on stealing both her happiness and her ambitions. She is Othered by their language - her 

American English decidedly different from their west country accents. She feels watched and judged by 

these "badgers" who observe her every move from their "burrow mouths" in the Devon "loa[m]." 

51.7 (123) 

The world 

came to an end at bullocks 

Huddled behind gates, knee-deep in quag, 

Under the huddled, rainy hills. A bellow 



Shaking the soaked oak-woods tested the limits. 

And, beside the boots, the throbbing gutter -

A thin squandering of blood-water -

Searched for the river and the sea. 
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"This new country, in Hughes's poem, is a prison, ending under dark cloud and rainy hills" (Wagner, AG 

136). 

In Devon cattle are assembled "behind" gates, they are attempting to find shelter. Hughes's use of the 

word "huddle" in both lines 48 and 49, suggests an attempt to protect oneself from the harshness of the 

environment. The cattle, like Plath, are "knee deep" in the boggy ground. The wetness, the marsh land, 

provides a "thin squandering of blood water" that looks to find "the river and the sea." Plath, too, in her 

attempts to return to the Father and to the land she romanticizes in her work, looks to return to the 

openness of the ocean, to escape the confines of landlocked quag. That the water is blood-water speaks 

to the sacrifice Plath makes in coming to Court Green with Hughes. Formally, he offsets "The world," 

calling attention to how Plath's world, too, became one of isolation and alienation; she found herself 

relegated to the margins. Their world, their marriage, "came to an end" at Devon. These words also 

foreshadow the ultimate end of Plath's world. 

51.8 [123) 

And this was what we had chosen finally. 

Remembering it, I see it all in a bubble: 

Strange people, in a closed brilliance, 

Laughing and crying soundlessly, 

Gazing out of the transparency 

At a desolation. A rainy wedding picture 

On a foreign grave, among lilies -

And just beneath it, unseen, the real bones 

Still undergoing everything. 

Hughes sees all of this through the veil of the past, "all in a bubble." These images are but a "rainy 

wedding picture" set upon a grave, marking the death of all they were. 

Scigaj suggest that "Had [the Hugheses] remained in London, there is at least a chance that their 

marriage could have survived, and a stronger chance that Plath may not have attempted suicide again, 

even had the marriage not survived"(qtd. in Moulin 14). This poem confirms that Hughes agrees. "Error" 

is a poem that unusually assumes almost sole responsibility for Plath's unhappiness. The error, here, is 

Hughes's. 

1 The address of the apartment they were renting in London. Plath and Hughes sublet to David Wevill and his wife 
Assia. 

2 Wife of poet Daniel Huws, Daniel was a Cambridge companion of Hughes and member of the St. Botolph's circle. 



3 "Dreamers" 67.1-67.10 (157-158) also has Hughes oblivious and "sleepwalking." 

4 This table was constructed by Hughes and Warren Plath - see also "The Table" (138) 

5 Lyonesse 
No use whistling for Lyonesse! 
Sea-cold, sea-cold it certainly is. 
Take a look at the white, high berg on his forehead -
There's where it sunk. 
The blue, green, 
Gray, indeterminate gilt 

Sea of his eyes washing over it 
And a round bubble 
Popping upward from the mouths of bells 

People and cows. 
The Lyonians had always thought 
Heaven would be something else, 

But with the same faces, 
The same places . . . 
It was not a shock -

The clear, green, quite breathable atmosphere, 
Cold grits underfoot, 
And the spidery water-dazzle on field and street. 

It never occurred that they had been forgot, 
That the big God 
Had lazily closed one eye and let them slip 

Over the English cliff and under so much history! 
They did not see him smile, 
Turn, like an animal, 

In his cage of ether, his cage of stars. 
He'd had so many wars! 
The white gape of his mind was the real Tabula Rasa . 

6 When I Set Out for Lyonnesse 

When I set out for Lyonnesse, 
A hundred miles away, 
The rime was on the spray, 

And starlight lit my lonesomeness 
When I set out for Lyonnesse 

A hundred miles away. 
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What would bechance at Lyonnesse 
While I should sojourn there 
No prophet durst declare, 

Nor did the wisest wizard guess 
What would bechance at Lyonnesse 

While I should sojourn there. 

When I came back from Lyonnesse 
With magic in my eyes, 
All marked with mute surmise 

My radiance rare and fathomless, 
When I came back from Lyonnesse 

With magic in my eyes! 

Thomas Hardy 
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7 Lyonesse is the name of a legendary land, most famous for sinking under the sea. In Arthurian romance, it was 
the western-most kingdom of Arthur's realm, extending beyond the end of Cornwall and joining the Isles of Scilly 
to the rest of Britain .... In many versions of Tristan and lseult, Tristan is the son of the King of Lyonesse. In other 
stories, Lyonesse is the land where Mordred pursues Arthur's armies in the last battle (as in Tennyson's version ... 
}. The sinking of Lyonesse plays a part in some legends; after the fall of King Arthur, Merlin's ghost is to have 
appeared and have sunk the land beneath the feet of Mordred's forces, while allowing Arthur's army to escape to 
the Isles of Scilly . .. . Given the distinct possiblity that the land at the end of Cornwall was never called Lyonesse, 
how else might it have found a place in the Arthurian legend? It was Tristan's homeland-- also called Lianes in 
other legends. Lyonesse/Liones could originally have been Lothian in Scotland (Leonais in Old French} or Leonais in 
Brittany .... According to The Arthurian Encyclopedia (Garland Publishing, New York, 1986}, "Lyonesse is not 
completely devoid of factual foundation." Cornish folklore has the legend of Lethowstow, a land that was 
supposed to have not only joined Cornwall from Land's End to the Isles of Scilly, but to have also joined the Isles of 
Scilly to themselves. The ocean is supposed to have submerged this low-lying land of numerous towns at an 
unknown date. There is also one slim reference in Roman times to Scilly having been one single island-- Sy/ina 
lnsula, the Isle of Scilly, possibly giving life to the legend, if later this island was broken up into several. Reference is 
made to Lyonesse in Britannia by Camden in 1586 and in Survey of Cornwall by Carew in 1602.<http://www
persona I. u mi ch. ed u/~merrie/ Arthur /lyonesse. html>. 

8 See also annotations 49.1-49.5 (120) and 10.2 (20) 

9 Published in Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams. 
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"The Lodger'' 

Annotations 52.1-52.8: 124-126 

In this poem Ted Hughes describes a heart condition that he suffered from 1959 to 1962. The poem, 

though Lucas Myers suggests it be read "quite literally," (CSBA 78} suggests a correlation between the 

"possession" of his heart - a possession suffered by Sylvia Plath as well - and his marriage as it 

developed at Court Green. Hughes suggests that his heart's irregularities complicate his poetic gifts, 

rendering him largely impotent in terms of his creative process; he implies that his marriage to and love 

of Plath are largely involved in this complication. 

51.1 (124) 

Potatoes were growing in the yard corner 

That September. They were the welcome wagon! 

First fruits of our own ground. And their flavor 

Was the first legend. 

The location here is Court Green, Devon, in the fall of 1961. Plath and Hughes moved to Devon the prior 

month; potatoes were the first crop of the lush property.1 Plath and Hughes came to Devon hoping to 

cultivate their writings. The fertile grounds of Court Green offer the opportunity for growth, both 

literally and figuratively. Hughes attempts to create a paradisal garden, a metaphor for the fecundity he 

hopes to harvest with Plath. Plath explores the connection between these potatoes and her poetic 

endeavor in her poem, "Poems. Potatoes" (CP 106), and Hughes certainly has in mind her line where 

"the potato/ Bunches its knobby browns on a vastly/ Superior page" (11-13).2 

51.2 (124) 

Gluttonous to swallow all horticulture, 

The whole cornucopia. I began to dig. 

I had to start right - I double-dug 

The entire garden. And my heart, 

And whatever hid in my heart, dug with me. 

Hughes suggests that he is anxious to take advantage of all opportunities to cultivate his inner and outer 

life. His optimism at the abundant opportunity is complicated by something that "hid[es] in [his] heart." 

Though he dives in with enthusiasm, "matters of the heart" - immediately conjuring Plath - impede his 

progress. 

Ann Skea, in Poetry and Magic, offers an interesting insight: 

Both Ted's reading and his writing in 1960/61/62 dealt with the heart and with living and dying. 

He has said that The Chemical Wedding of Christian Rosencreutz influenced him so strongly that 
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"around 1962" he gave the "working title", Difficulties of a Bridegroom, to everything he wrote 

"for the next few years" ... Late in 1960, Ted was also working on a libretto based on the Bardo 

Thodol, and the work was reflected in his play, The Wound ... In its setting, theme, and some of 

its characters, The Wound appears very like a sequel to an earlier play, The House of Aries, . .. 

One of the characters in The House of Aries is called, 'The Lodger', and this is not the only link 

between this play and the Birthday Letters poem of that name. Not only is the 'House of Aries' 

an astrological term denoting the first House of a horoscope (the House which deals with the 

Self}, but the play also presents the extremes (the boundaries) of male and female natures; and 

the play's underlying message ... is of the need to balance cruelty and the Law with love and 

mercy. 3 ("The Path of the Chariot") 

51.3 (124) 

I assumed I was doomed - a matter of time 

Before the heart jumped out of my body 

Or simply collapsed. After a few hours digging 

Suddenly something gave, the sweat burst out, 

I was shaking. Heart. By now I was accustomed. 

It could only be heart. 

As we see in "Error,"4 Hughes came to regard the move to Devon as a mistake. "The Lodger'' suggests, 

"his heart knows it is wrong before his mind does" (Wagner, AG 132}. 

Digging in his Devon garden, Hughes is subject to heart palpitations and fibrillations. These irregularities 

of his heart are not a new phenomenon; as he suggests, he already "assumed" he was "doomed" and 

"[b]y now [he] was accustomed" to such irregularities in his heart's function. 

A letter, written to Seamus Heaney on November 28, 1991, contains an in-depth commentary on 

Hughes's heart condition: 

In 1959, I was sitting with Sylvia's 2 Uncles- one of them (a salesman) just recovering from a 

near-fatal heart-attack (at age 45 about) ... the other- one of the big-chief Blood-Analysts in 

the U.S. They were talking hearts, & the big chief asks the convalescent: 'Do you ever get any 

twinges of it?" Whereupon the convalescent, holding in his hand slightly curved as he might be 

stroking the head of a baby, stroked his left lapel with his finger-tips in a peculiar gesture (--I 

still feel that stroking movement, almost like the memory of a burn). 'Sometimes" he said 

"something, down here." As he said it, I had the sensation of a sword being pushed vertically 

down beside my neck into that hollow behind the left clavicle & so on down through my chest .. 

The point is: from that moment the beating of my heart was in chaos. I couldn't lie with my ear 

to the pillow, because the wild syncopations of the beat-sounding in the pillow-scared me 

too much. It seemed genuinely physical, because at times I would suddenly feel utterly 

strengthless, trembling etc. Gradually, it developed into real pains & aches-especially back 
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ache (behind the heart, as if my ribs were bruised). I started a diary of the 'episodes'. Generally, 

I expected to drop dead every moment. Most of the time, I couldn't feel it - though I could hear 

it, if I listened, or feel it in my pulse. Once or twice I blacked out -for 2 or 3 seconds . 

. . . I went to a doctor (in England) in 1960, & he called it Tachycardia or something such, & gave 

me a tranquilliser - which didn't affect it. About a year later, another doctor call it something 

else, gave me another tranquilliser, & told me it was 'not uncommon'. I never told Sylvia. 

Then I read in Scientific American an account by some medic in the American Civil War. He had 

commented on the number of disordered hearts they were reporting to him. These became so 

numerous that he made a survey, & discovered that 1/3 of the soldiers between 25 & 35 

complained of irregular, staggering, stumbling, jittery heart-beats. The commentary widened 

this and concluded that this sort of heart disorder is almost general among males above 25/30, 

up to 45, who are leading stressful lives. 

That convinced me (as I had already tried to convince myself) that my ailment was purely 

psychological. So I hypnotised myself, over a week, asking for 'instructions' - to correct 

whatever, in my life, was wrong. Finally, I got them - blindingly clear!! (The whole business -

about 3 years up to that point-was tangled with sinister dreams). 

Very strange, that following the instructions - though it smashed up everything - was effortless 

and in spite of the general psychological cataclysm absolutely resolute. And from the moment 

that I understood the 'instructions' - my heart righted itself. From the very moment. After 3 

years. 

After that - not a murmur from it, in spite of no lack of big upheavals & 4th degree stress, until 

about 1975 .. . . Since then, it recurs as a sort of warning. The moment I agree to do something 

it doesn't want me to do - it starts. Now (I imagine - 61st year) it's presumably more serious. But 

usually I can stop it by figuring out what my mistake is, & undoing that. I had a bad day (first for 

some time) last week. In general, what sets it off is - agreeing to do something that will put me 

in what I feel to be a false situation, literally, involving myself in anything that I can't put my 

heart into, yet where I will have to lay myself on the line. 

God knows, ordinary cowardice, idleness, etc could get to controlling me in that way. But my 

feeling is, my sensation is, during 'attacks', that I've somehow been drawn 'out of myself, that 

I'm flapping about somewhere above myself, and if only I could get deeply back into myself, into 

my own body & private self, I'd be O.K . 

. . . In my case, whenever this heart-dither touches me, I think of the Arab Proverb: "Wherever 

you go-go with your whole heart. If you can't go with your whole heart-don't go." And I've 

noticed, when I get into hectic high-stress situations where I'm on the attack-Le. where I want 

to be ... - never any problem. But if I agree to "grace" a public event, especially a semi-literary 

event, or where I'm to appear as "that curiosity" - that will finish me off, one day, probably. 

(LofrH 598-602) 
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In addition to providing a narrative version of his experience, the letter also suggests that Hughes came 

to realize in 1962 that living in a "false situation" had produced his condition. Readers can infer from 

Hughes's letter that his marriage to Plath had become a relationship he could no longer "put his heart 

into." 

51.4 (124-125) 

I carried it everywhere with me, a dying child, 

Weighing at my chest. A sudden spike 

Under my left shoulder-blade. 

Or a sword - horrible image of the thin blade 

Pushed down vertically beside my neck 

Inside the clavicle. 

In the same 1991 letter to Heaney, he explains this image in relation to the pain of/in his heart: 

I used to stare at a sword in the University of Anthropology Museum which had been used by 

the Chinese for ceremonial executions .. . a tuft of wool was placed on the point of entry, & the 

sword point then pushed down through the wool - which was held in place by the fingers of the 

executioner's left hand. The sword was then withdrawn through the wool -which presumably 

cleaned the blade & took the first blood ... (599) 

51.5 (125) 

Hypochondria walked, holding my arm 

Like a nurse, her fingers over my pulse. 

Well, I was going to die. 

I started a diary - observations 

Of my heart's errata. 

Hughes suggests he bears the burden of his preoccupation with his heart's irregularities. He is convinced 

of his impending doom. He personifies Hypochondria who leads the way, monitoring his irregular heart 

rate, assuring him he will die. The diary is his "heart's errata," a chronicling of the errors of his heart. It is 

impossible not to read these images in terms of his marriage; Hughes suggests that he becomes more 

conscious of his wife's pre-occupation with her demons, which lodge in her heart, and of the ways in 

which this pre-occupation affects his physical and mental/creative health. 

Lucas Myers confirms in his memoir that Hughes told him about this diary of his heart's irregularities. He 

also wonders if this journal may surface, perhaps at Emory, where Hughes's papers are housed (CSBA 

78-9). 

51.6 (125) 

Efforts to make my whole 

Body a conduit of Beethoven, 



To reconduct that music through my aorta 

So he could run me clean and unconstrained 

And release me. I could not reach the music. 

All the music told me 

Was that I was a reject, belonged no longer 

In the intact, creating, resounding realm 

Where music poured. I was already a discard, 

My momentum merely the inertias 

Of what I had been, while I disintegrated. 

I was already posthumous. 

In his letter to Heaney, Hughes describes himself as a "freakish far-into-posthumous life survivor of a 

delinquent heart" (602). 
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In a letter to Keith Sagar, July 18, 1998, Hughes describes the importance of Beethoven: "his music 

dominated my life till I left University & lost my gramophone & radio. Even so, ever since, it has 

preoccupied me at some level. I still listen to it in preference to anything else" (LofTH 722). Beethoven is 

representative of the artistic world of beauty essential to Hughes. His body is no longer a "conduit" for 

the artistic impulse; he has lost his muse. 

Hughes's "heart's lurching, his separation from life and its music, is an obvious metaphor for his 

distress" (Wagner, AG 138). Hughes has become disconnected from his creative self. His preoccupation 

with his heart's malfunction - a metaphor for his preoccupation with defects in his own marriage -

distracts him from what he once was: he finds himself disintegrating. The music and joy of Hughes's life 

are gone; without these, he is already "dead." As examined in "Epiphany,"5 Hughes's marriage is failing; 

it is separating him from his poetic/artistic life force. Fixing this problem, Hughes suggests to Heaney in 

the above letter, "smashed up everything," but seems necessary for Hughes to return to the "realm" 

"[w]here music poured." As the poem continues, we come to understand, in part, the source of Plath's 

problems, problems that he shares. As in many Birthday Letters poems, it is Plath's failure to lay Otto 

Plath to rest that haunts them both. 

51.7 (126) 

My new study 

Was all the ways a heart can kill its owner 

And how mine had killed me. Of all this one, 

Two, three years I told you nothing. 

Important here is Hughes's choice to "protect" Sylvia from his own fears. He chooses to keep his ailment 

private though he acknowledges that she is occupied by a similar debilitating force. We can interpret 

this decision as Hughes's need to shield Plath not only from his preoccupation with death, but from his 

realization that she and her demons are stifling his "heart." 



51.8 [126) 

Meanwhile 

Who was using my heart, 

Who positioned our bee-hive and planted, 

With my unwitting hands, to amuse himself, 

Nine bean rows? Who was this alien joker 

Who had come to evict us, 

Sharing my skin, just as he shared yours, 

Watching my digging, so calmly? And gazing 

Over your shoulder, into the poems you polished 

As into this or that or the other mirror 

That tried to ignore him? 
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Hughes's images are borrowed from W.B. Yeat's "The Lake Isle of lnnisfree" where the speaker seeks 

refuge in a pastoral setting:6 

I will arise and go now, and go to lnnisfree, 

And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles made: 

Nine bean-rows will I have there, a hive for the honey-bee, 

And live alone in the bee-loud glade. (1-4) 

Yeats's poem, like Hughes's, reveals a troubled speaker. In "The Lake Isle of lnnisfree," the speaker 

suggests that the memory of time spent in the pastoral setting might bring him some peace. Hughes's 

poem suggests that life in pastoral Devon was too complicated by forces at work to allow either him, or 

Plath, refuge. 

Hughes claims that Plath, too, is possessed by an alien force; that this force is the memory of Otto Plath 

is implied by Hughes's reference to the bee-hive. Hughes's lines conjure Otto Plath, entomologist and 

expert on bees,7 pointing to the possession he has of Plath. As Wagner suggests, Plath's possession 

becomes his own; he is stifled by his wife's demons and is thus unable to channel his own poetic 

energies. Hughes's life with Plath and her "demons" is costing him his inner life and pleasure. 8 

Otto's haunting of Plath is no longer something Hughes can ignore. As he demonstrates in "Black Coat"9 

he comes to believe that she sees him and Otto as interchangeable. The baggage that Plath carries from 

her father's death is an important aspect of many Birthday Letters poems; here, Hughes suggests this 

baggage "evict[s]" them both from a happy life . 

. . . the real heart of this poem only comes at its end, the revelation of the lodger, the secret 

hiding in the heart. Hughes leads the reader in with his sidelong 'meanwhile', far out to the right 

of the page .. . Bean flowers bloom ominously in Plath's poem of October 1962, 'The Bee 

Meeting', in which the speaker becomes a sacrifice to a mysterious god. In Hughes's poem, 'this 

alien joker/ Who had come to evict us' is the same spirit whose 'blackness and silence' inhabits 



the Gothic shape of the yew tree in her poem 'The Moon and the Yew Tree': her black, risen, 

bee-keeping father. . . inhabiting Hughes as much as he did his daughter. (Wagner, AG 139) 
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Lucas Myers writes how "In Ted's understanding, an alien force larger than they had come to evict them 

from their lives. The poem stops here. It does not record the fact that Ted decided to evict the alien 

force itself and successfully did so" (CSBA 79). 

Myers, later in Crow Steered Bergs Appeared, speculates: 

When Ted told me about his heart fibrillations, I did not ask when they stopped but 

understood from the context that we were talking about the spring of 1962. As I would 

reconstruct it now, I believe they had stopped by May 1962. "The Lodger'' mentions 

positioning the beehive as one of the exertions that brought fibrillations on and Ted 

placed their beehive, I think, on 15 June 1962. However, that poem was written many 

years after the event and Ted's heart, physically at least, was probably sound again by 

15 June although exertions at the beehive make quite a powerful metaphor for what he 

thought must have been happening. (126) 

Plath confirms in a letter to her mother, that June 15, 1962 is indeed the day she and Ted became 

beekeepers. From her letter dated that day: 

It is expensive to start beekeeping (over $50 outlay), but Mr. Pollard10 let us have an old hive for 

nothing, which we painted white and green, and today he brought over the swarm of docile 

Italian hybrid bees we ordered and installed them. We placed the hive in a sheltered out-of-the

way spot in the Orchard - the bees were furious from being in a box. Ted had only put a 

handkerchief over his head where the hat should go in the beemask, and the bees crawled into 

his hair, and he flew off with a half-a-dozen stings. (LH 457) 

Importantly, within a week of this letter Aurelia Plath arrived to visit Ted and Sylvia at Court Green. 

There she encountered a very troubled relationship. She writes: "the marriage was seriously troubled, 

and there was a great deal of anxiety in the air. Ted had been seeing someone else, and Sylvia's jealousy 

was very intense" (LH 458). Hughes's choice to use the image of the bee-hive in "The Lodger'' further 

reinforces a reading of this "alien joker'' as Otto Plath and reveals that this confrontation with him, 

through the stings of the bees, sends him away from Plath in an attempt to escape this "lodger." 

Myers suggests in his memoir that Hughes made his decision to "be well" in May 1962. That this month 

is famously the month that Assia and David Wevill visited Court Green, implies that Hughes's choice to 

leave Plath and to pursue his carnal and creative desires alleviate his difficulties . 

. . . in the Birthday Letters sequence, ever since 'Epiphany' (BL 113) when Ted rejected the 

untamed energies of Nature and opted for an ordinary domestic role, he has depicted himself as 

sleepwalking after Sylvia and supporting her as she finds her poetic rebirth. This sleepwalker 

was the ordinary ego which was still in charge after the move to Devon. This, for Ted, was the 
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Lodger his Poetic Self (which he regarded as the true self) had come to evict. ("The Path of the 

Chariot") 

In "The Lodger," Hughes speaks of the demon and "joker" that Plath was unable to escape. Everything 

around her became a reflection of that intruder, eventually manifesting itself in her most "polished" 

poems. Hughes's choice to escape this controlling force may have freed him mentally and physically, but 

left his wife behind to suffer the consequences. 

1 See Annotations for "Error" 51.1-51.8 [122-123) 

2 "Poems.Potatoes" 
The word, defining, muzzles; the drawn line 
Ousts mistier peers and thrives, murderous, 
In establishments which imagined lines 

Can only haunt. Sturdy as potatoes, 
Stones, without conscience, word and line endure, 
Given an inch. Not that they're gross (although 

Afterthought often would have them alter 
To delicacy, to poise) but that they 
Shortchange me continuously: whether 

More or other, they still dissatisfy. 
Unpoemed, unpictured, the potato 
Bunches its knobby browns on a vastly 
Superior page; the blunt stone also. (CP 106) 

3 Ann Skea's section "The Chariot," from her study of Birthday Letters, Poetry and Magic, offers a more extensive 
study of Hughes's "The Lodger" in terms of Cabala. 

4 Annotations 51.1-51.8 [122-3) 

5 See annotations 46.1-46.6 [113-115) 

6"The Lake Isle of lnnisfree" 
I Will arise and go now, and go to lnnisfree, 
And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles made: 
Nine bean-rows will I have there, a hive for the honey-bee, 
And live alone in the bee-loud glade. 

And I shall have some peace there, for peace comes dropping slow, 
Dropping from the veils of the mourning to where the cricket sings; 
There midnight's all a glimmer, and noon a purple glow, 
And evening full of the linnet's wings. 

I will arise and go now, for always night and day 
I hear lake water lapping with low sounds by the shore; 
While I stand on the roadway, or on the pavements grey, 
I hear it in the deep heart's core. 



7 See also "The Bee God" 64 [150) 

8 See also annotations for "Epiphany": 46.1-46.6 [113-115) 

9 See annotations 41.1-41.6 [102-103) 

10 For a more detailed description of the bee keeper, Charlie Pollard, and of Plath's and Hughes's schooling in 
beekeeping, see Plath's Unabridged Journals: 656-659, as well as ''The Bee God" 64 [150) 
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"Daffod i Is" 

Annotations 53.1-53.9: 127-129 

As Claire Toma/in describes: '"Daffodils', with its most correct of English titles, is about how {Plath and 

Hughes] cut and sold the drifts of flowers growing round their Devon house in the last spring of Plath's 

life"(The Epic Poise 152). Hughes's title places him within a long history of writers who treat the flower 

as subject: Hood, Shakespeare, Wordsworth, Rossetti, Raethke (Gill, '"While My Pen Travels On'" 109). 

Hughes's poem is laden with the sadness of memory; the rebirth of the daffodils starkly contrasts the 

permanence of Plath's absence and of Hughes's and his children's loss. He writes another "Daffodils" in 

his 1986 Flowers and Insects; the latter is not addressed to Sylvia Plath, but the two poems share several 

lines, and provides interesting comparison. The poem, "Perfect Light," (see annotations 61.1-61.5 (143]) 

treats as its topic the famous photograph of Plath among the Court Green daffodils. 

Figure 1: A field of daffodils <http://www.freefoto.com/images/19/12/19_12_6--Daffodils_web.jpg> 

53.1 (127) 

Remember how we picked the daffodils? 

Nobody else remembers, but I remember. 

Anne Stevenson's biography of Plath, Bitter Fame, describes Court Green's "thousands upon thousands 

of daffodils and narcissi" as "famous in the neighborhood" (223). 

Plath's 1962 letters to her mother remember Court Green's ample crop of daffodils: "Our daffodils and 

jonquils are wonderful. I've picked about 300 these last two weeks and they're only beginning. Once a 

week I pick for myself and once a week to sell at the stands" (LH 452, April 8). 

"How I wish you could see us now with all the daffodils. I pick about 600 a week for market and friends 

and notice no diminishing. They are so heavenly" (LH 452, April 16). 



"On Easter Sunday the world relented and spring arrived. Our daffodils are in full bloom; we picked 

about 1,000 this week, and I look out over a literal sea of several thousand more" (LH 453, April 25). 
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"I hope by now you have received the color photos and have some idea of our lovely daffodils that have 

now vanished. We earned about $17 or so by selling them, very small in amount, but we are proud of it 

because it makes it seem as if the place is 'earning111 (LH 454, May 14). 

Ted Hughes describes the flowers in his own letter to Aurelia Plath, dated 1 May, 1962: "The daffodils 

are a perpetual court-ball - every day some stunning new variety bursts out in a drift. Today it was a tall 

slender white narcissi with a big golden eye. Twenty or thirty times a day Sylvia staggers & exclaims - hit 

by a fresh wave of the wonders of this place" (Lo/TH 196-7). 

Wagner suggests that Hughes, in these lines, "is categorical, possessive of his memory, his alone" (AG 

142). Hughes reminds the reader that although his memory is fallible, it was he, and he only, who shared 

these pivotal moments with Plath. Such statements lend greater authority to his remembering. 

Figure 2: Daffodils stalks emerging at Court Green. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 
<http://www.sylviaplath.info/photos/propertyl.jpg> 

53.2 (127) 



Your daughter came with her armfuls, eager and happy, 

Helping the harvest. She has forgotten. 

She cannot even remember you. 
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Hughes suggests that their daughter, Frieda Rebecca, who turned two on April 1of1962, helped to 

harvest the daffodils (being so young, the memory of the flowers and of her mother eludes her). Plath 

confirms the suggestion in a letter to her mother. From May 4, 1962: "Frieda is an expert at picking 

handsome bouquets -you simply mention the word 'daffodil,' and she is off .... Our daffodils are 

waning, but our cherry trees are coming into bloom - better than Washington!"(LH 454) 

153.3 [127] 

And we sold them. 

It sounds like sacrilege, but we sold them. 

Were we so poor? Old Stoneman, the grocer, 

Boss-eyed, his blood-pressure purpling to beetroot 

(It was his last chance, 

He would die in the same great freeze as you), 

He persuaded us. Every Spring 

He always bought them, sevenpence a dozen, 

'A custom of the house'. 

It was custom that the residents of Court Green share their wealth of daffodils with the local merchant, 

the grocer, "Old Stoneman." The Grocer is described as grotesque, deathly, especially with Hughes's 

remarking that he, like Plath, would meet his death that next winter (one of London's coldest, hence the 

"great freeze"). Still Hughes questions their motivation in the endeavor, which sounds like sacrilege. 

According to conversion rates for 1962,1 one British Pound was equivalent to 2.8 American dollars. 

Hughes claims they sold a dozen daffodils for sevenpence and Plath, in the above annotation, claims 

they made $17 dollars US. This suggests that Plath and Hughes garnered 6.07 pounds for their harvest; 

thus they picked and sold between 1040 and 1041 daffodils that year. If Plath meant to claim 17 pounds 

as their income from the flowers, rather than dollars, they sold in excess of 2910 daffodils that Spring. 

153.4 [127] 

Besides, we still weren't sure we wanted to own 

Anything. Mainly we were hungry 

To convert everything to profit. 

Still nomads - still strangers 

To our whole possession. The daffodils 

Were incidental gilding of the deeds, 

Treasure trove. They simply came, 

And they kept on coming. 



As if not from the sod but falling from heaven. 

Our lives were still a raid on our own good luck. 

We knew we'd live for ever. 
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Hughes describes the innocence of youth; that Hughes and Plath "knew [they'd] live forever" stands in 

stark contrast with the readers' knowledge that Plath will be dead in less than a year. The golden, 

heavenly, daffodils that "ke[ep] on coming," starkly remind the poet that his late wife will not be 

returning; it is only her memory that will plague him, that will 'keep on coming.' 

Ann Skea, in "Poetry and Magic," offers: 

Ted's and Sylvia's success in selling their manuscripts at that time, in publishing their poems and 

reviews, and in broadcasting, was also part of their urge "to convert everything to profit" . As 

Sylvia's letters to her mother show (e.g. 20 Nov. 1961 and 31 Jan. 1962), they "worked at 

selling" as much of their work as possible and Sylvia was full of plans to write and sell more. It 

was not, surely, that Ted believed that their creations should not have been sold: but that 

money should not have started to become the reason for further creation. ("The Path of 

Justice") 

Hughes is certainly alluding to narcissistic behavior exhibited by both of them in their attempts to profit 

from the beauty of nature, and from their poetic gifts. That all daffodils are Narcissi is important in this 

poem, where Hughes faults both himself and Plath for their greed at the expense of the natural beauty 

that surrounded them. 

153.5 (127) 

We had not learned 

What a fleeting glance of the everlasting 

Daffodils are. Never identified 

The nuptial flight of the rarest ephemera -

Our own days! 

We thought they were a windfall. 

Never guessed they were a last blessing. 

"The daffodils, .. . are a miraculous glory, golden ... standing in their beautiful fragility for the 

transient happiness of their marriage" (Wagner, AG 142). 

In the tradition of the Romantic poets, Hughes describes the daffodils as a "fleeting glimpse of the 

everlasting," as having direct connection with immortality and the sublime. Plath and Hughes see the 

flowers as economic good fortune but miss them as a "last blessing" that they share as a happy couple 

in Plath's last Spring on earth; the use of "ephemera" suggests how their love and time together are 

fleeting and they contribute to its passing in their disruption of the sacred blessing that is the daffodils. 

153.6 (128) 



So we sold them. We worked at selling them 

As if employed on somebody else's 

Flower-farm. You bent at it 

In the rain of that April -your last April. 

We bent there together, among the soft shrieks 

Of their jostled stems, the wet shocks shaken 

Of their girlish dance-frocks -

Fresh-opened dragonflies, wet and flimsy, 

Opened too early. 

We piled their frailty lights on a carpenter's bench, 

Distributed leaves among the dozens -

Buckling blade-leaves, limber, groping for air, zinc-silvered -

Propped their raw butts in bucket water, 

Their oval, meaty butts, 

And sold them, sevenpence a bunch -

April of 1962 was Plath's "last April" as she died in February of 1963. 
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Hughes's description of picking the flowers is violent and violating; the fragile flowers "shriek" and 

"grop[e] for air" as they are defenselessly sacrificed. Their butts, now "raw" from the violation they 

have endured, are "propped ... in bucket water" and commodified; according to Hughes this violation 

of nature is a blasphemous act. 

153.7 [128) 

Wind-wounds, spasms from the dark earth, 

With their odorless metals, 

A flamy purification of the deep grave's stony cold 

As if ice had a breath -

We sold them, to wither. 

The crop thickened faster than we could thin it. 

Finally, we were overwhelmed 

And we lost our wedding-present scissors. 

Hughes describes the daffodils as a sacred offering from the cold winter earth. The miracle of their birth, 

of their maturation in the cold spring air, contributes to his insistence that their choice to sell them was 

wrong; they sold them but to die, to "wither." As Erica Wagner notes: "Selling them seems sacrilege, a 

fatal error'' (AG 142-3). Hughes's description of the loss of their scissors alludes to the greater loss the 

next year will bring. Their actions lead them to be "overwhelmed" and they lose the tool necessary for 

their actions. That these scissors were a "wedding-present" foreshadows the loss of that sacred 

relationship. 
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Ann Skea comments on Hughes's poem in "Poetry and Magic": 

Underlying Ted's horror (in this poem) at their sale of flowers, is the suggestion that he and 

Sylvia failed to respect the first sign of their own imaginative potential for the blessing which it 

was: that they treated the first "flamy" meltings of their own creative ice . .. as booty and began 

to prostitute a divine gift. So, they "were overwhelmed", lost their wedding-present scissors, 

and could cut off and sell no more frail beauty. ("The Path of Justice") 

153.8 [128-129) 

Every March since they have lifted again 

Out of the same bulbs, the same 

Baby-cries from the thaw, 

Ballerinas too early for music, shiverers 

In the draughty wings of the year. 

On that same groundswell of memory, fluttering 

They return to forget you stooping there 

Behind the rainy curtains of a dark April, 

Snipping their stems. 

The daffodils persevere; they return each spring and grow from the frozen earth. Hughes describes their 

innocence and grace: they are "Baby-cries" and "Ballerinas." Miraculously, the fragility of these 

newborns defy the elements and return. This return inevitably recalls Plath to Hughes; memory here is a 

"groundswell," a surge that unsettles and disorients him. The flowers return to forget Plath in a way 

that their return will always call her to Hughes's mind: "Memory, as [he] indicates at the beginning of 

this poem, is elusive. And yet at the end of the poem he hints at the possibility of permanence, too . .. 

The daffodils, rising again each March ... rise 'on that same ground-swell of memory'; although their 

resurrection 'forget[s]' Plath, their simple existence calls her to the poet's mind" (Wagner, AG 143). 

153.9 [129) 

But somewhere your scissors remember. Wherever they are. 

Here somewhere, blades wide open, 

April by April 

Sinking deeper 

Through the sod - an anchor, a cross of rust. 

The lost wedding scissors are a holy grave marker; each year they bring Plath closer to harmony with the 

earth and nature they violated in the sacrifice of the daffodils. The memory of them, and Plath, are 

anchors on Hughes's being and soul. The poem, then, also becomes a holy marker in his return to the 

images of the open scissors and to Plath's last spring on earth. 

"Their scissors, lost in the earth, are not gone, but 'here somewhere', 'an anchor, a cross of rust'. It is 

their loss that, in the face of the breakdown of their marriage, ensures their survival as a memorial. They 
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are tarnished but they survive, each April moving into closer communion with the Earth" (Wagner, AG 

143). 

"Only the 'wedding present scissors' they lost while cutting daffodils in the garden remember, but what 

they remember is her burial. ... For Plath . . . there is no Christlike resurrection; the scissors are a 

rusting anchor pulling her down and a symbol for a life prematurely cut short. As a symbol of the Plath

Hughes marriage, too, the scissors both contrast and complement the meaning of the daffodils. The 

scissors are about the burial of memory, its gradual submergence and the healing of an old wound, 

while the daffodils ... kee[p] Plath's loss fresh in the poet's heart" (Bundtzen 175). 

1 
<http://209.85. l 73.132/search ?q=cache:3A8p5nuiz-OJ :fx.sauder .ubc.ca/etc/GBPpages.pdf + 

British+pou n d+ 1962&h l=en &ct=cl n k&cd=6&gl=ca > 
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"A Short Film" 

Annotations 56.1-56.2: 134 

In this poem Hughes discusses a film of Plath taken when she was a child. The source of this film is 

difficult to verify, but Hughes points to the ways in which these 'Jew frames" are a dangerous form of 

remembrance. The volatile language employed throughout the poem speaks to his construction of the 

film as "a dangerous weapon" and a "time bomb." 

56.1[134) 

It was not meant to hurt. 

It had been made for happy remembering 

By people who were still too young 

To have learned about memory. 

In attempting to verify the existence of this film, and to determine its source, the following email 
exchanges occurred: 

Thursday, April 10, 2008 8:49 AM 

Dear Kara, 

We do not have any films of Plath at Smith. But I will forward your query 

to Warren Plath's daughter. Susan Plath Winston will know if any home 

movies still exist. I expect Susan will email you directly if she has any 

information to share. 

Best wishes, 

Karen 

Karen V. Kukil 
Associate Curator of Special Collections 
William Allan Neilson Library 
Smith College 
Northampton, MA 01063 

Karen Kukil is the curator of Smith College's special collections, where many of Plath's papers are housed. 
She is also responsible for editing the 2000 unabridged version of Plath's journals. 

Wednesday April 23, 2008: 10:06 am: 

Hi Kara -

I'm so sorry it's taken me so long to respond to your inquiry (via Karen}. I keep 



meaning to pose this question over the phone to my father but it slips my mind each 

time. 

The short answer is there aren't any home movies I'm aware of. I seriously doubt my 

grandmother would've been able to afford a camera. To my knowledge, she never owned 

one or spoke of owning one. 

But I promise to double-check with my father at some point in the near future and 

get back to you with the definitive answer. 

~susan 

Susan Plath Winston 

Susan Plath Winston is Warren Plath's second daughter 

Thursday, May 8, 2008 9:46 am 

Hi again Kara --

I remembered to ask my father about the film when I spoke to him last week. The 

only thing he could think of was a film that was taken at my Great Aunt Dorothy's 

wedding (Aurelia's younger sister). Sylvia and my father were young children at the 

time and my father remembers there was a brief clip of the two of them standing 

outside the church (it was a Catholic wedding). He doesn't remember there being any 

shots of dancing, however. Then again, it's been decades since he's seen the film. 

He has no idea if the film still exists. It's hard to imagine how Ted would've seen 

it -- unless maybe my Great Aunt and Uncle played it for him the year Sylvia and Ted 

lived in the Boston area, which is certainly a possibility. If anyone has 

possession of it, it would likely be my cousin Nancy, Dorothy and Joe Benotti's 

daughter. 

The timing makes sense in terms of the poem, though. My grandfather died in 1940 

and Dot and Joe were married in 1941. 

I hope this helps. 

Susan 

56.2 (134) 

Now it is a dangerous weapon, a time-bomb, 

Which is a kind of body-bomb, long-term, too. 

Only film, a few frames of you skipping, a few seconds, 

You aged about ten there, skipping and still skipping. 

Not very clear grey, made out of mist and smudge, 

This thing has a fine fuse, less a fuse 
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Than a wavelength attuned, an electronic detonator 

To what lies in your grave inside us. 

And how that explosion would hurt 

Is not just an idea of horror but a flash of fine sweat 

Over the skin-surface, a bracing of nerves 

For something that has already happened. 
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Hughes's language conjures images of horror and violence. The experience of viewing this film of Plath 

as a child evokes a visceral and violent response. His word choices lead the reader back to poems 

concerned with Plath's experience of ECT. The viewer of this film, like Plath in poems such as ''The 

Tender Place,"1 risks detonation. 

Tracey Brain, in The Other Sylvia Plath, examines Hughes's poem: 

More often than not, though, Hughes seems to say, I can only provide my own interpretation, I 

am rarely sure of anything ... One of the Birthday Letters poems, 'A Short Film', is explicit about 

the problem of memory: the human ability to anticipate the importance of an event, and pay 

attention while it happens. Therefore, we do not record these events for history, or if we do, we 

cannot understand their full implications. We certainly cannot control the way such evidence 

will be used ... The film, over time, becomes a 'dangerous weapon', something which cannot be 

anatomized for the roots of inevitable tragedy, for the pathology of its star (the dancing child), 

or to criticize the parents who made it. Reviewers, in spite of the many cues to read Birthday 

Letters as a fallible set of recollections, have professed that Hughes, at last, has told his story. He 

has given them a heavy dose of indisputable fact ... (183) 

Erica Wagner, in Ariel's Gift, suggests that this poem "eloquently describes the pain inflicted by 

something meant to engender only pleasure" (155) .... Commenting on the poem's structure: 

"Hughes's free verse seems a kind of tormented explosion of the more formal rhythms of his earlier 

work: work in which already the notion of the frozen image as agent of damage existed" (156). 

Anne Whitehead in "Refiguring Orpheus: the possession of the past in Ted Hughes's Birthday Letters" 

argues that the poem "brings together the themes of representation, reality and remembrance" (236) . 

She points to the ways in which Hughes constructs the film as dangerous and traumatic: 

The hazardous nature of the film does not lie in its apparent access to reality: Hughes implies 

that the images which the film contains are grainy and cannot be confused with the real. The 

danger of the film lies instead in its very nature as repetition, so that it is designed to be played 

over and over again. As a replay of a single action, the film is intimately connected to the nature 

of traumatic memory. Remembrance of a past which has not been assimilated is less an act of 

recalling the lost object than a painful repetition of its loss, a losing over again. Hughes is 

interested both in the intensely physical impact of the traumatic memory and in its strange 

temporality. The original moment of loss can never be recovered, but only endlessly and 

repeatedly replayed in a painful and compulsive mode of re-enactment. Throughout Birthday 
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Letters, Hughes is fascinated with exploring the complex temporality of traumatic loss. The 

poem recalls Plath outside the normal order of remembrance. The type of memory with which 

Hughes is concerned in Birthday Letters is one which must be learned over time, and can only be 

acquired through loss. In the opening lines of 'A Short Film', Hughes observes of the few, blurred 

frames of film that they were recorded by the young, who were not aware of their potentially 

devastating effect. By implication, Hughes himself is old enough to have encountered an 

alternative and more painful form of remembrance. (236-7) 

Figure 1: Warren and Sylvia Plath in front of the house in Winthrop, Massachusetts, with their cat Mitzi, 

Mowgli's mother. Courtesy the Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. © Estate of Aurelia S. 

Plath: <http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/ cgi-bin/wiacrev /wiacrev

idx?type=HTM L&rgn=DIV1&byte=611629&ql=&q2=&q3=>. 

1 See annotations 6.1-6.6 [12-13] 
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"Perfect Light'' 

Annotations 61.1-61.5 [143) 

In this poem Hughes refers to the now-famous photograph of Plath and her children among the Court 

Green daffodils. This poem complements a reading of the earlier "Daffodils" (see annotations 53.1-53.9 

[127-129}}. Hughes writes of the innocence and beauty captured by the photograph while 

acknowledging Plath's suffering and death as occupying a spot just outside the frame. 

61.1 [143) 

Figure 1: Plath with Frieda and Nicholas, April 1962. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg 
<http://www.sylviaplath.info/thumbs60-63.html>. 

There you are, in all your innocence, 

Sitting among your daffodils, as in a picture 

Posed as for the title: 'Innocence'. 

This photo of Plath and her two children was taken on April 22, 1962, Easter Sunday. Daffodils at Court 

Green were in bloom at this time. Hughes's use of the word innocence in lines one and three speak to 

the purity of the image, a picture untainted by the "goblins" and "demons" that occupy Plath 

throughout her lifetime. "While Plath is innocent of the knowledge of what she will do to herself, 

Hughes (and, by extension, any informed viewer) is not" (Moran)1
. 

Plath writes to her mother on May 4, 1962: "These photographs are meant for a late birthday surprise2
• 

We took them Easter Sunday, the first day of real spring. I think you can see some of the reason I am so 

happy. This is just the very smallest corner of our daffodils" (LH 454). 
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In Anne Stevenson's biography, Bitter Fame, she names the photographer of the picture: Siv Arb, a 

young Swedish journalist visiting Court Green to interview Ted on the Easter weekend (240) not, as 

Anita Helle suggests in The Unraveling Archive, to take photos for a Swedish magazine that had 

published Plath's poems (190). Plath comments on Arb's visit in "Appendix 15" of her Unabridged 

Journals. In an entry dated April 24, 1962, Plath writes that "they were embroiled with the curious blond 

Swedish lady journalist" and later that she was "so fuming at the Swedish girl" (642). The entry is more 

concerned with other matters and does not elaborate on either point concerning Arb. Later in the same 

appendix, Plath has an Easter Sunday entry, April 22; here, it is Hughes who is photographing Plath and 

their children in the daffodils: "Ted and I were picking daffodils in the early evening .... Ted had sat 

Frieda & the baby & me in the daffodils to take pictures" (668).3 

61.2 (143) 

Perfect light in your face lights it up 

Like a daffodil. Like any one of those daffodils 

It was to be your only April on earth 

Among your daffodils. 

That Plath becomes a daffodil is interesting in light of the guilt Hughes expresses in "Daffodils" for his 

com modification and sacrifice of the flower.4 Plath, dead by her own hand in February of 1963, had but 

one spring to experience the Court Green-daffodils: "On one level, the April referred to here is the April 

of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, a time of life and growth ('that Aprill, with his shoures soote'), but in 

another sense it is the April of Eliot's The Waste Land ('April is the cruelest month'). Both Aprils are 

present, in the photograph and the poem, simultaneously" (Moran). 

61.3 (143) 

In your arms, 

Like a teddy bear, your new son, 

Only a few weeks into his innocence. 

Mother and infant, as in the Holy portrait. 

Plath and Hughes's son, Nicholas Farrar Hughes, was born January 17, 1962. At the time of the 

photograph, he was 13 weeks and 4 days. That Plath holds him like a "teddy bear'' continues to 

construct Plath as childlike in her innocence. 

Hughes compares Plath and her son to the "Holy portrait" of the Virgin Mary and the infant Jesus, 

thereby sacralizing Plath in the picture's "perfect" light. The Blessed Virgin Mary is essentially innocent; 

she carries the fruit of the Immaculate Conception. The use of the word "innocence" again suggests not 

only the beauty of childhood - importantly connecting this daffodil poem with Wordsworth and his 

"Immortality Ode" - but that Plath, Hughes and their children were, at this moment of bliss and 

happiness, all ignorant to the horrors that the next year would bring. 
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Figures 2 &3: Famous "Holy Portraits." 

Madonna and Child by Raphael, 1502-03 

<http://images.nortonsimon.org/erez4/cache/Norton%20Simon%20lmages_M19722P _fpx_74080dc108eclae2.jpg> 

Madonna and Child with Angel by Botticelli, 1465 -1467 

<http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/43/Botticelli_Madon 

na.jpg/300pxBotticelli_Madonna.jpg&imgrefurl=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madonna_and_Child_with_an_Angel_(Bottice 

lli)&usg= _iNduixBNR_ngiTZCllEqEmDZbHk=&h=396&w=300&sz=36&hl=en&start=4&tbnid=kMZMhTWX5lsMbM:&tbnh=12 

4&tbnw=94&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmadonna%2Band%2Binfant%2Bbotticelli%26hl%3Den> 

61.4 (143) 

And beside you, laughing up at you, 

Your daughter, barely two. Like a daffodil 

You turn your face down to her, saying something. 

Your words were lost in the camera. 

Frieda Rebecca Hughes turned two in April, 1962. That Plath's words are "lost" in the camera speaks to 

how only this picture can preserve a perfect image of Plath. All else has been "lost" despite Hughes's 

efforts to reconstruct her and their relationship in these poems. 

61.5 (143) 

And the knowledge 

Inside the hill on which you are sitting, 

A moated fort hill, bigger than your house, 

Failed to reach the picture. While your next moment, 

Coming towards you like an infantryman 

Returning slowly out of no-man's-land, 

Bowed under something, never reached you -

Simply melted into the perfect light. 

With these final lines, Hughes moves away in subject and in form from the aesthetics of the picture. He 

moves beyond the frame of picture and poem to the stark and painful knowledge that exists just outside 
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the beautiful and innocent light. Here are innocence and knowledge contending with one another; 

knowledge shatters innocence. The moated fort hill of Court Green, also described by Hughes in a letter 

as a "prehistoric tumulus," is the site of the photo shoot.5 The knowledge inside the hill, possibly an 

ancient burial ground, is death, Plath's own; that Hughes describes it as a "moated fort hill" suggests a 

temporary protection from an oncoming assault. This guilty knowledge of Plath's imminent death does 

not blemish or discolour the picture. Plath is frozen here in a glorious moment of innocence and 

happiness, her next moment, tellingly characterized as a soldier returning from a war in "no-man's

land," simply "melts," disappears into the "perfect light" of the photo. 

Daniel Moran interprets Hughes's lines: 

Plath's "next moment," a moment that would both disrupt the "perfect light" and bring her 

closer to her suicide, was "coming towards" her "like an infantryman I Returning slowly out of 

no-man's-land"-but never "reached" her. In other words, the moment is static, frozen in time 

by the photograph, and in that frozen moment, the violence that the "infantryman" time would 

bring to her is no match for the power of her innocence. Therefore, it "Simply melted into the 

perfect light." The poet thus stands in awe of Plath's innocence while simultaneously struggling 

with the knowledge that longs to assault such innocence. One cannot avoid the knowledge 

brought about by time, nor can one pretend that such knowledge does not affect one's 

perceptions of the past. Before Plath's suicide, the "perfect light" is that of perfect innocence; 

today, the light seen in that photograph is painful and ironic. 

1 See: <http://www.novelguide.com/a/discover /pfs_19/pfs_19 _00022.html> 

2 Aurelia Plath celebrated her birthday on April 26. 

3Emory University, which holds this photograph in their acquired collection of Hughes's papers, confirms both that 
this it was taken by Arb (as well as confirming the reason for her visit to Court Green). Kathy Shoemaker, research 
archivist, shares an email from Arb (dated December 5, 2003} held in their internal files: " ... my photo of Sylvia and 
her very young children Frieda and Nicholas among their daffodils. In April 1962, I was there in fact to interview 
Ted as I had just introduced some poems of his in a Swedish magazine (Rondo} ... " 

4 See annotations 53.1-53.9 (127-129) 

5 See annotation 51.1 (122) 
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"The Rabbit Catcher'' 

Annotations 62.1-62.17: 144-146 

A poem that shares its name with one of Plath's most famous, this is Hughes's attempt to account for the 

events surrounding the creation of her poem. Hughes's '7he Rabbit Catcher" reads as a particularly 

defensive piece where he repeatedly portrays Plath as unreasonable and unknowable while he is victim 

to her unpredictability and to the raging demons that possess her. 

62.1 [144) 

The Rabbit Catcher 

Plath's "The Rabbit Catcher'' was written on Monday, May 21, 1962. Numerous critics suggest that her 

poem - along with "Event," written the same day-were inspired, in part, by Assia and David Wevill's 

visit to Court Green on the weekend of May 18. This meeting is largely seen as the initiation of Hughes's 

romantic relationship with Wevill though they weren't to consummate the relationship until Friday, July 

13th of that year (Lover of Unreason 98). Though Hughes offers his version of what inspired Plath that 

day in May, Koren and Negev - knowing how Plath's and Hughes's work influenced each other- surmise 

that "[t]he rabbit in Sylvia's poem may be related to the hare in Hughes's morality play, Difficulties of a 

Bridegroom, about which he wrote to his friends Bill and Dido Merwin on 24 May, four days after the 

Wevills' return to London" (92)1
. Importantly, Plath's "The Rabbit Catcher'' was omitted by Hughes from 

the original publication of Ariel. Considering that he defended this and other omissions, writing: "[t]he 

Ariel eventually published in 1965 ... omitted some of the more personally aggressive poems from 

1962," we can assume that he felt attacked by Plath's poem (qtd. in Koren and Negev 92-3). Writing to 

Anne Stevenson in 1989, Hughes explains: "[Plath] never did anything that I held against her. The only 

thing I found hard to understand was her sudden discovery of our bad moments ("Event," "Rabbit 

Catcher'') as subjects for her poems" (qtd. in Malcolm 143). Diane Middlebrook in "Creative Partnership: 

Sources for 'The Rabbit Catcher"' calls Plath's "The Rabbit Catcher," "a poem .. . that forecast the end of 

their marriage" (254) . Hughes's defense, his version of 'the story,' is his own poem of the same name. 

This is his "critique of, and meditation on, Plath's version ofthe occasion on which she realized their 

relationship was at an end" (Ibid 256). It is also important to acknowledge the influence of D.H. 

Lawrence in these - and particularly Plath's- poems. His "Love on the Farm" and "Rabbit Snared in the 

Night" should be read for a full appreciation of both "The Rabbit Catcher'' poems.2 

62.2 [144) 

It was May. How had it started? What 

Had bared our edges? What quirky twist 

Of the moon's blade had set us, so early in the day, 

Bleeding each other? What had I done? I had 

Somehow misunderstood. 



Hughes's opening line recalls Plath's own: "It was a place of force." 

He remembers, although the subsequent lines call attention to his misremembering, the event that 

inspired Plath's writing of "The Rabbit Catcher." 
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The moon of May 1962, - in fact, a blue moon3 
- became full on the 19, while the Wevills were visiting 

at the Hughes' home.4 His reference here suggests that this 'day's outing' took place not long before the 

weekend of May 18-20. 

Felicity Rosslyn provocatively offers: "If the husband were genuinely asking what he had done, he would 

not preface the question with an appeal to the moon (indeed Hughes' entire preoccupation with the 

occult, like his interest in carnivorous animals, could be interpreted as a ploy for locating real issues in a 

place where they could not be discussed)" {"Plath and Hughes among the Psychiatrists") . 

This passage speaks to the governing power of the tripartite "moon goddess" in the lives of these poets, 

and the influence of works like Robert Graves's The White Goddess.5 As in several other Birthday Letters 

poems, Hughes attempts to explain away behavior through a discussion of fate and pre-determined 

patterns of astrology and mysticism. Their response to each other is dictated, in part, by the pull of the 

full May moon. The moon, according to folkloric conventions, has the tendency to render people 

'lunatics' thereby explaining 'mad' behavior. His metaphorical reference to "bleeding each other" 

conjures a woman's body and her menstrual cycle as controlled by the moon, and also plays with the 

folkloric suggestions that people are more prone to bleeding during a full moon. According to several 

belief systems, prior to the advent of modern techniques, many surgeons would refuse to operate 

during the full moon because of the increased risk of death through blood loss.6 Knowing readers will 

likely come to Plath's "The Rabbit Catcher" before his own, Hughes attempts to place blame in the realm 

of the pseudo-sciences. He desires the reader believe that he was not conscious in any significant way of 

the source of Plath's fury that day. 

It is important here - and throughout Birthday Letters - that Hughes poses questions. Although this 

questioning supports his own claims of bafflement and often presents Plath as incomprensible and 

irrational, by questioning the actions of addressor {Hughes) and addressee {Plath), and in using words 

like quirky and twist, Hughes suggests he can present only his perception of a situation, not the Truth. 

He attempts to recapture his experiences with Plath, but acknowledges, as we have seen from the first 

poem, the fallibility of memory, the impossibility of objectivity and the difficulty in separating Plath's 

textual and lived selves. 

62.3 (144) 

In your dybbuk fury, 

In Jewish folklore, a dybbuk is the malevolent spirit of a dead person that enters and controls the body 

of a living person until exorcized: "a disembodied human spirit that must wander restlessly, burdened by 

former sins, until it inhabits the body of a living person" ("Dybbuk"). 
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Considering its Jewish associations, it is significant that Hughes uses this word to describe Plath's 'fury.' 

Later in the poem (see annotation 62.11) he focuses on the Germanness that Plath inherited from her 

father. In a poem where he constructs Plath/addressee as both the victim and the aggressor in this 

"domestic drama," his choice to represent Plath as both Jew and German is telling. This binary is also 

relevant to readers aware of Plath's contentious use of Holocaust imagery in several of her poems and 

prose pieces. Appropriating Jewish suffering, ("my skin/ Bright as a Nazi lampshade" (CP 5: 244)) Plath 

uses fascist and Nazi metaphors to construct male dominance and misogyny. Her "dybbuk fury," then, is 

a contentious description on Hughes's part as well. 

L.M. Scigaj, in his article, "The Deterministic Ghost in the Machine," argues that 

Hughes asserted [in his article "Sylvia Plath's Collected Poems and The Bell Jar'' (WP 466-481)] 

that in writing The Bell Jar Plath ... uncovered the source of her emptiness, a tendency toward 

violence buried deep in her German genetic roots .... Genetic determinism is how Hughes 

understands [in Birthday Letters] his former wife's bouts of sullenness, her hostility, anger, and 

her final act of self-violence. Otto's [Plath's] hands are the hands of Fate manipulating Plath 

actions (184-5), and those hands function as a perfect incarnation of a German death-wish" 

(qtd. in Moulin 2, 3). 

62.4 (144] 

So we drove West. West. Cornish lanes 
I remember, a simmering truce 
As you stared, with iron in your face, 
Into some remote thunderscape 
Of some unworldly war. 

Figure 1: Devon: < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devon> 

Figure 2: Cornwall:< http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornwall> 

They travelled South West to Cornwall - a county known for its rugged coastlines - in search of a 

waterfront to have a picnic with their two children. 



Hughes continues to assert throughout the Birthday Letters poems that the source of Plath's misery, 

anger, and, ultimately, sickness, preexisted him and that he could do little to control it. As Carol Bere 

writes: "Probably one of the more controversial aspects of the book is Hughes's apparent belief that 

regardless of his effort to either assuage or understand Plath's turmoil, he was ultimately a helpless 

witness." 
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Jo Gill, commenting on this section of the poem, offers: "In a bitter parody of the archetypal American 

journey to escape from the past and find a better future, the participants travel 'West' (the direction is 

emphasized: 'So we drove West. West') to find only increasing misery" ("'Exaggerated American': Ted 

Hughes's Birthday Letters" 167-8). 

62.5 (144) 

I simply 

Trod accompaniment, carried babies, 

Waited for you to come back to nature. 

Felicity Rosslyn speaks to Hughes's construction of a "drama" in which he is not playing a significant role. 

This is a strategy we see time and time again in these Letters: 

[Hughes's) representation of himself as just a stage-hand in the drama ... would seem 

deliberately to minimize his role and involvement. And though he is obviously talking about the 

key question by the end of the poem, his ability both to arrive at the threshold of the truth .. . 

and to slide away from considering it is painfully evident ... there is also a shockingly casual use 

of the word 'nature', a word Hughes spent decades of his life redefining. 

More importantly, Hughes's desire for Plath to "come back to nature," further emphasizes the 

irrationality of her behavior. Nature for Hughes, as alluded to by Rosslyn, is a complex subject; his 

poetic career marks his engagement with the violent and mystical experiences of the natural world at 

every turn. That Plath, in her 'lunacy,' is less knowable than nature, that nature is tame by comparison, 

is suggested by Hughes's line. Hughes provocatively suggests that nature is his ally here, it is after all, 

natural; Plath's behavior, on the other hand is largely unnatural. 

62.6 (144) 

You 

Raged against our English private greed 

Of fencing off all coastal approaches, 

Hiding the sea from roads, from all inland. 
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Hughes calls attention to the importance of water as a symbol and source of solace for Plath. She 

associates it with the romanticism of a time prior to the death of her father; she is also overwhelmed 

and fascinated by the violent nature of the water. She discusses the influence of the ocean in her 1962 

semi-autobiographical prose piece "Ocean 1212-W": 

My childhood landscape was not land but the end of land - the cold, salt, running hills of the 

Atlantic. I sometimes think my vision of the sea is the clearest thing I own. I pick it up, exile that I 

am, like the purple 'lucky stones' I used to collect with a white ring all the way round, or the 

shell of a blue mussel with its rainbowy angel's fingernail interior; and in one wash of memory 

the colors deepen and gleam, the early world draws breath. (JP 117) 

In the piece, she explores her dislike for the English coast; she romanticizes a childhood spent in 

Winthrop, specifically at her grandparents' (Schober) home at Point Shirley. Of the British coast and sea 

she writes: "But that is not it, that is not it at all. The geography is all wrong in the first place. Where is 

the grey thumb of the water tower to the left and the sickle-shaped sandbar (really a stone bar) under it, 

and the Deer Island prison at the tip of the point to the far right?" (118)7 

She concludes: "And this is how it all stiffens, my vision of that seaside childhood. My father died, we 

moved inland. Whereon those nine first years of my life sealed themselves off like a ship in a bottle -

beautiful, inaccessible, obsolete, a fine, white flying myth" (124). 

The Concordance to the Collected Poems of Sylvia Plath records the usage of the word 'ocean,' five 

times; water, 68 times; while Plath uses the word 'sea' 82 times (Matovich 347, 554-555, 427-428). 

In a letter to her mother dated June 5, 1958, Plath writes: "I am going back to the ocean as my poetic 

heritage and hope to revisit all the places I remember in Winthrop with Ted this summer" (LH 347). 

In her journal, from May 11, 1958: "the association of the sea, ... is a central metaphor for my 

childhood, my poems and the artist's subconscious, to the father image- relating to my own father, the 

buried male muse & god-creator risen to be my mate in Ted, to the sea-father Neptune" (UJ 381). 

62.7 (144) 

That day belonged to the furies. 

The following is a description of "the furies": 

Three goddesses of vengeance: Tisiphone (avenger of murder), Megaera (the jealous) and 

Alecto (constant anger). They were also called the Daughters of the Night, but were actually the 

daughters of Uranus and Gaea. Another name for them is the Erinyes. 

Without mercy, the Furies would punish all crime including the breaking of rules considering all 

aspects of society. They would strike the offenders with madness and never stopped following 

criminals. The worst of all crimes were patricide or matricide, and first and foremost, the Furies 

would punish this kind of crime. ("Furies") 
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Hughes suggests a crime has been committed and that the furies possess to seek vengeance on the 

guilty. His poem, however, complicates any attempt to determine who is to blame. That the furies often 

drive offenders to madness in their relentless pursuit seems to subtly construct Plath as the guilty party. 

62.8 (144-5) 

We crossed a field and came to the open 

Blue push of sea-wind. A gorse cliff, 

Brambly, oak-packed combes. We found 

An eyrie hollow, just under the cliff top. 

It seemed perfect to me. 

What seems "so perfect" to Hughes, is seen quite differently by Plath in her poem: 

It was a place of force -
The wind gagging my mouth with my own blown hair, 
Tearing off my voice, and the sea 
Blinding me with its lights, the lives of the dead 
Unreeling in it, spreading like oil. 

I tasted the malignity of the gorse, 
Its black spikes, 
The extreme unction of its yellow candle-flowers. 
They had an efficiency, a great beauty, 
And were extravagant, like torture. (CP 1-10 193) 

Figure 3: A Gorse: < http://www.ukstudentlife.com/Travel/Tours/Northernlreland/ Antrim/Gorse.jpg> 



62.9 (145) 

Your Germanic scowl, edged like a helmet, 

Would not translate itself. 
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To continue the discussion of 62.4, I quote Jo Gill: "what is significant here is that the hostility meted out 

to the speaker stems not simply from the addressee's Americanness [or, as I have argued, from Hughes's 

acknowledgement of her tendency to identify with Jewishness] but from her originary German identity .. 

. This is an Anglo-German as well as Anglo-American conflict, one which .. . belongs very much in the 

immediate aftermath of World War II" ("'Exaggerated American': Ted Hughes's Birthday Letters" 168). 

Erica Wagner offers: "And in this poem she seems to be some other creature ... as if the ferocious face 

of her Daddy was inside her"(AG 147). Indeed Daddy's face is a German one, the helmet, conjuring a 

further image of war and the battle Hughes feels Plath has launched on this day. Again, Hughes presents 

himself as at a loss when he fails to "translate" the meaning of her scowl. Plath, seemingly, speaks her 

own language; these differences in constructing meaning, these losses in translation, speak to the 

differing versions of "The Rabbit Catcher'' constructed by poet and addressee. In essence, this poem is 

Hughes's attempt to "translate" Plath's poem though hers, too, resists "translation." 

62.10 (145) 

And I found a snare. 

Copper-wire gleam, brown cord, human contrivance, 

Sitting new-set. Without a word 

You tore it up and threw it into the trees. 

Figure 4: A Rabbit Snare: <http://www.genuinearmysurplus.eo.uk/acatalog/snare.jpg> 

In Plath's poem, her hatred of the snare manifests itself in a series of powerful poetic metaphors that 

have little to do with the practicality of 'living of the land' and the necessity of filling a 'Sunday stewpot' 

as Hughes describes it: 

There was only one place to get to. 
Simmering, perfumed, 
The paths narrowed into the hollow. 



And the snares almost effaced themselves -
Zeroes, shutting on nothing, 

Set close, like birth pangs. 
The absence of shrieks 
Made a hole in the hot day, a vacancy. 
The glassy light was a clear wall, 
The thickets quiet. (CP 10-20: 193-194) 

62.11 (145) 

I was aghast. Faithful 

To my country gods- I saw 

The sanctity of a trapline desecrated. 
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Hughes speaks to a fundamental, ideological difference between his and Plath's cultural affiliations.8 

Hughes, born and raised in Northern England, argues how he is "faithful" to "country gods" that Plath 

cannot appreciate. Plath, raised in a middle-class home in suburban Massachusetts, has little 

understanding of rural custom. Hughes sees a trapline as sacred, its destruction as a "desecrate[ion]."9 

He is aghast - as is Plath - but their individual responses are born of extremely different experiences 

and of, Hughes would have us believe, Plath's extreme response to personal anguish. 

62.12 (145) 

You saw blunt fingers, blood in the cuticles, 

Clamped round a blue mug. 

Echoes of D.H. Lawrence's poems ring in these lines, as well as in Plath's: 

From "Love on the Farm": 

The rabbit presses back her ears, 

Turns back her liquid, anguished eyes 

And crouches low; then with wild spring 

Spurts from the terror of his oncoming; 

To be choked back, the wire ring 

Her frantic effort throttling: 

Piteous brown ball of quivering fears! 

Ah, soon in his large, hard hands she dies, 

And swings all loose from the swing of his walk! 

Yet calm and kindly are his eyes 

And ready to open in brown surprise 

Should I not answer to his talk 

Or should he my tears surmise. (36-48)10 

From "Rabbit Snared at Night": 



What are you waiting for? 
What are you waiting for? 
What is the hot, plumb weight of your desire on me? 
You have a hot, unthinkable desire of me bunny. (Lawrence 10-13).11 

And from Plath's "The Rabbit Catcher": 

I felt a still busyness, an intent. 

I felt hands round a tea mug, dull, blunt, 

Ringing the white china, 

How they awaited him, those little deaths! 

They waited like sweethearts. They excited him. (CP 21-25: 194). 

N.J. Roberts, in "Hughes & the Female Addressee," suggests that: 
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Hughes writes lines that play intriguingly round those of Plath's poem, but studiously ignores the 

sexual parallel, and with it the implied identification ... of himself as the rabbit catcher. Plath's 

erotic language is replaced by an unsexualised and even sentimental family scene. By asserting 

his own perspective in this overt way Hughes answers not only Plath's reaction to the traps but 

also the popular image of himself as a violent and sexual predator. The most direct echo, the 

image of the hands round the mug, is perhaps even more interesting. The brilliant detail of 

"blood in the cuticles" suggests that Hughes has immersed himself in Plath's vision to the extent 

of retrieving from her consciousness a graphic image that did not find its way into her poem. 

This introduction of an element of horror that even exceeds that of the poem could be 

interpreted, again, as an outflanking manoeuvre. And why does Hughes change the colour of the 

mug from white to blue?12 In any other writer this could only be a mistake; in Hughes's, 

however, it could be interpreted as a sign of access to an authentic reality not available in 

Plath's poem." (qtd. in Moulin 90) 

Roberts claims that Hughes subtly undermines the construction of Plath's addressee, largely accepted to 

be him, in order that he might sway popular perception in his favour. She also draws attention to an 

important aspect of Birthday Letters: Hughes continuously calls attention to the fallibility of memory. 

Hughes mug is blue, as is Plath's head-scarf in "St. Botolph's." That Hughes knowingly rewrites, or 

recolours - as he also does her poems by borrowing their titles- these images from Plath's texts, 

renders memory increasingly subjective. Another clue for his choice of blue may lie in a reading of the 

collection's final poem, "Red." 

62.13 (145] 

Filling a Sunday stewpot. You saw baby-eyed 

Strangled innocents, I saw sacred 

Ancient custom. You saw snare after snare 

And went ahead, riving them from their roots 
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"Strangled innocents" recalls the gospel of Matthew, 2: 16-18: Herod's slaughter of the innocents in 

Bethlehem. In this version of the gospel, Herod, hearing the Magi announce the birth of the "King of the 

Jews" (Christ), was fearful he would lose his throne; he thus ordered the slaughter of all male children 

under the age of two. 13 

Hughes acknowledges that Plath empathizes only with the "victim." For Plath, the snares represent 

torturous devices set to strangle the innocent. Hughes demonstrates Plath's own feeling of victimization 

and "constriction" that is "killing her also"; she is unable in his account to think outside of herself (CP 

30). 

62.14 [145) 

I saw you 

Ripping up precarious, precious saplings 

Of my heritage, hard-won concessions 

From the hangings and the transportations 

To live off the land. 

Again, Hughes speaks his country's cultural heritage. The snares to Hughes are both "precarious" and 

"precious." Hughes appreciates the efforts made by farmers and hunters to have the right to trap and to 

"live off the land." To him, Plath's actions are sacrilegious, offensive to his core sensibilities. She offends 

the ethic of British rural living, of survival in its most basic form. 

62.15 [145-146) 

You cried: 'Murderers!' 

You were weeping with a rage 

That cared nothing for rabbits. You were locked 

Into some chamber gasping for oxygen 

Where I could not find you, or really hear you, 

Let alone understand you. 

Hughes continues to plead ignorance; he cannot understand Plath's violent reaction. He can only ask 

questions. He again suggests, however, that Plath's response to the snares is born of her own 

victimhood and that she "care[s] nothing for rabbits." That she is locked in a chamber, struggling to 

breathe, suggests images of Nazi extermination chambers, and conjures the ultimate victim/aggressor 

scenario - a scenario Plath often invokes in her own writings. Hughes, however, is unwilling to accept his 

own portrayal as aggressor (a fact readers of Plath's poem largely accept), and constructs Plath as 

occupying both a victim and aggressor position herself- a dichotomy often suggested by her own 

poems. 

62.16 [146) 



In those snares. 

You'd caught something. 

Had you caught something in me, 

Nocturnal and unknown to me? Or was it 

Your doomed self, your tortured, crying, 

Suffocating self? 
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Hughes suggests that if Plath had "caught something in" him, it was "unknown" to him. His words are an 
attempt to confront the concluding lines of Plath's poem: 

And we, too, had a relationship -
Tight wires between us, 
Pegs too deep to uproot, and a mind like a ring 
Sliding shut on some quick thing, 
The constriction killing me also. (CP 26-30: 194) 

Hughes is intent to suggest that Plath is caught by something herself, something that has little to do with 

him. As we've seen in so many of the Birthday Letters poems, Plath is already "doomed." She is tortured 

by demons that have possessed her from a young age. 

62.17 [146) 

Whichever, 

Those terrible, hypersensitive 

Fingers of your verse closed round it and 

Felt it alive. The poems, like smoking entrails, 

Came soft into your hands.14 

Plath's fingers, like the snares, 'trap' experience in her own words. Although Hughes uses words like 

"soft," and "hypersensitive" in opposition to the 'terribleness' of Plath's fingers, it is obvious he suggests 

his own entrapment by Plath's poem. 

John Daniel offers: "Hughes's admiration for Plath's poetry is everywhere evident [in Birthday Letters] 

and here - comparing her compositional process to gutting a rabbit - he pays homage to her 

achievement. In a sense the poems in Birthday Letters are about the incidents which Plath has laid out 

like her own guts" ("Unveiled and Open"). 

From Felicity Rosslyn: 

On the face of it, this is an honourable tribute to Plath as a poet - that "in those snares" she had 

"caught something", and Hughes ruefully allows that it might have been something in himself, 

"nocturnal and unknown to me." Whether it was something in him, or her own "suffocating 

self', however, the poem that came out of it was hotly alive and delivered from her own 

entrails: Hughes, like most other readers, feels even as he writes how much better her poem is 

than his. All he can do is meditate helplessly on how it felt at the time ... (her emphasis) 
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Hughes constructs Plath as an aggressor as much as a victim, suggesting that Plath uses her poetry to 

channel that which possesses her. Her "tortured," "crying," "suffocating self' finds poetic energy and 

seizes it. Despite the harsh language used to describe this magic, the poems come "soft" into her hands. 

Here is an ultimate tension for Hughes in these poems: that the very poetic talent she possessed was 

part and parcel of a "demonic" possession. 

1 See Koren and Negev's study of Assia Wevill, Lover of Unreason 

2 Page 169 of Diane Middlebrook's Her Husband discusses the influence of Lawrence. 

3See: <http://space.about.com/od/astronomynews/a/bluemoon.htm> for definition of "blue moon." 

4 <http://home.hiwaay . net/~krcool/ Astro/moon/fullmoon.htm> 

5 See also annotations for "Caryatids I": 1 2.1-2.3 [4], "St. Botolph's": 7.1-7.13 (14-15] and "Night-Ride on Ariel": 

75.1-75.15 (174] 

6 Roman, E.M., Soriano, G., Fuentes, M., Luz-Galvez, M., Fernandez, C. (2004) The influence of the full moon on the 
number of admissions related to gastrointestinal bleeding. International Journal of Nursing Practice. Vol. 10;6, 
p296. For more information on the alleged effects of the full moon on biochemistry, please see: 
<http://www.policeops.com/full-moon-ion-effect.htm>. 

7 See also annotations for "Black Coat'': 41.1-41.6 (102-103] and the poem ''The Beach" 66: (157-8] 

8 See also annotations for ''The Owl": 15.1-15.4 (33] 

9 For a fascinating document concerning snaring laws and regulations in England from 2005, visit 

<http://www.d efra .gov. u k/wi Id life-countryside/vertebrates/snares/ pdf I snares-cop. pdf> 

10 For a complete version of this poem, see: 
<http://www.web-books.com/Classics/Poetry I Anthology /Lawrence/Love. htm > 

11 <http://books.google.ca/books?id=cQYRp8EQrzUC&pg=PA186&1pg=PA186&dq=rabbit+snared+at+night&source 
=web&ots=l6AGlgOyXJ&sig=PQxVUozUrguq_ 41PujllmlGwP3k&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=l&ct=result# 
PPA186,Ml>. 

12 See annotations of "St. Botolph's" 7 .12(15] for another instance of this colour change 

13 For more information: <http://customsholidays.suitelOl.com/article.cfm/the_massacre_of_the_innocents>. 

14 See also ''The Hands" 81 (184] 
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"Dreamers" 

Annotations 67.1-67.10: 157-158 

In "Dreamers" Hughes recounts the introduction of Assia Wevill into his and Plath's marriage. The poem 

is one of the more problematic of the eighty-eight Birthday Letters in that he largely exonerates himself 

for his adultery and remembers his late mistress with a series of shocking cliches. In attempting to view 

Wevil/ through Plath's eyes, he constructs her as a dark, dangerous, irresistible and "exotic" Other under 

whose control both he and Plath are helpless, even as he simultaneously excuses all three players as 

victims of a predetermined fate. 1 

67.1 (157) 

We didn't find her - she found us. 

She sniffed us out. The Fate she carried 

Sniffed us out 

And assembled us, inert ingredients 

For its experiment. The Fable she carried 

Requisitioned you and me and her, 

Puppets for its performance. 

"[S]he" is Assia Esther Wevill, nee Gutmann (15 May 1927 - 23 March 1969). Assia's mother, Elizabetha 

Bertha Margarete Gadeke (Lisa) was a Lutheran German. Her father, Lonya Gutmann, was a Jew from 

the Ukraine. Married on May 5, 1926 Lonya and Lisa settled in Germany where Lonya, a doctor, set up 

practice as a physician. Assia and her younger sister, Celia (now Chaikin), were born in Germany. Though 

Dr. Gutmann had "distanced himself from his ancestral faith," (Negev and Koren 7) as a Jew married to a 

German he posed a serious threat to Nazi doctrine in the early 1930s. In the spring of 1933 the Gutmann 

family fled Germany for Pisa, Italy, where they remained a refugee family until early 1934. In January of 

the New Year, the family emigrated to the Jewish city of Tel Aviv in Palestine where Assia would remain 

until her move to London in 1946. 

While in Tel Aviv, Assia acquired "proper" English. As a teenager she dated British Soldier John Steele 

who worked for several years in Palestine; in 1946 after Steele had returned home, Assia set sail for 

England where she found and married him. The two later emigrated to Canada, settling in Vancouver; 

Assia's family soon followed. In Canada, Assia became a university student and divorced Steele to marry 

Richard Lipsey, a student of economics, in 1952. They eventually moved to London where they later 

divorced on account of Assia's affair with a young Canadian poet living in London: David Wevill. She 

followed him to Mandalay, Burma, where he was teaching and they married in Rangoon on 16 May, 

1960. They eventually found themselves in London and looking for an apartment. 

In the late summer of 1961 Assia inquired about a flat for lease at 3 Chalcot Square.2 It was the home of 

Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes; they had decided to sublet the flat because they had purchased Court 

Green in Devon.3 '"We got on with them like a house on fire,' recalls [David] Wevill. He and Assia were 

invited to Chalcot Square for supper, and a few days later Ted and Sylvia went with baby Frieda for 
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dinner at the Wevills'. In the next three weeks they met about half a dozen times .... In the following 

months the couples corresponded and exchanged a few phone calls" (Koren and Negev 82). In May of 

1962 the Wevills travelled to Court Green to visit with Plath and Hughes. This trip is the setting for 

"Dreamers." The poem is concerned with the weekend of May 18, 1962, when his feelings for her arose 

(though he is sleeping and dreaming throughout) .4 

The actual events of the weekend of May 18, 1962 are disputed in several biographies and essays. Linda 

Wagner-Martin writes that: 

David and Assia Wevill .. . spent a weekend, the last of several pairs of friends that had visited 

Devon in the spring [of 1962]. The day after they left, Sylvia wrote two angry, revealing poems, 

"The Rabbit Catcher" and "Event." It had been clear to Sylvia that Ted was either seeing Assia 

already or making plans to do so. The beautiful woman, whose present marriage was her third, 

made no secret of her admiration for Ted. She had boasted earlier to friends that she would 

seduce him, and had told Sylvia that her present marriage was "little more than a loving 

friendship." (1981, 205) 

Paul Alexander's biography, Rough Magic, describes an awkward scene at Devon: 

[A]s the weekend progressed, an odd chemistry formed between Ted and Assia: their 

interaction began to take on obvious sexual overtones. This should not have been surprising. 

Ted had been the object of women's flirtations in the past ... and Assia ... had the reputation 

of having affairs, especially with poets. Her marriage to Wevill had evolved out of an affair the 

two had started while Assia was married to another man. 

Strong-willed and determined, Assia - apparently - made the first move with Ted. On one 

morning of the Wevill's stay, as Sylvia would later contend, Assia came downstairs to discover 

Ted sitting alone at the kitchen table drinking a cup of coffee. Creeping up behind him, she lifted 

her nightgown to her chin, released it to flutter down over his face and torso, and trapped him 

inside the nightgown with her. Though Plath never saw anything so flagrant as Ted and Assia 

straight-jacketed in her nightgown together, she did pick up on unmistakable clues - a 

prolonged glance, a subtle body gesture, a suggestive insinuation. Nevertheless, she did nothing. 

(276-277) 

In Edward Butcher's controversial biography, Method and Madness, he uses the pseudonym, Olga, to 

write about Wevill: 

a woman named "Olga" and her husband, a Canadian poet, had paid a visit to Sylvia's home. 

While there she had drawn Ted into an affair which would shatter forever Sylvia's last illusions .. 

. . [Assia] was overwhelmed by the force of Ted's self-contained presence, as well as by his 

poetry- she had always wanted to be a "real" writer .. . she found in him a perfect male 

representative, was aroused sexually as she had never been before, to the point where Ted 

Hughes became and remained an obsession. Ted, for his part, fell just as deeply in love with her. 

(313, 315) 
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Anne Stevenson's biography, Bitter Fame, offers another version of events: 

By Sunday afternoon Sylvia's mood had changed. David interpreted this as Sylvia's inability to 

sustain too much sociability. After lunch Sylvia silently drove them to the station, and the 

Wevills departed with a sense that something had gone wrong. Assia confided to Suzette 

Macedo5 that Sylvia had picked up "a current of attraction" between Assia and Ted and had 

reacted badly. Suzette is sure there was nothing of a more romantic nature that weekend than 

this feeling of attraction; Assia might well have told her if there had been. Assia later gave Olwyn 

Hughes much the same account she gave Suzette of the weekend and remarked that she 

doubted whether the attraction between Ted and herself would ever have developed into an 

affair, as it later did, had Sylvia behaved differently. (243-244) 

Koren's and Negev's biography suggests that the events of the weekend were less "sensational" than 

these biographies propose. They quote David Wevill, offering a first-hand - though perhaps equally 

problematic - recollection of the infamous visit:6 

"On Sunday morning we got up late and hung about until lunch," David Wevill recalls. "Assia was 

in the kitchen making a salad, and Ted was with her. Sylvia and I were sitting outside chatting. 

We could hear Assia and Ted's muffled voices, and suddenly Sylvia went very still. She touched 

me on the knee and said, 'I'll be back.' She jumped from her chair and ran into the kitchen as if 

she remembered that she had left some fire burning." 

David waited, but Sylvia did not return, and at lunch she was very quiet, "as if a door had 

slammed down on her." David supposed that their hostess had had enough of company, or else 

she had had a quarrel with Ted. After lunch, she drove the Wevills to the railway station, with 

Ted in the passenger seat next to her. "She was very nervous, clashed the gears, and was on 

edge," says David, but nonetheless, he is certain that he and Assia were not kicked out of Court 

Green, and did not leave any earlier than they had planned, as has been sometimes suggested; 

they were due to leave anyway that afternoon, to make the four-hour train journey to London, 

toward another busy working week ahead. 

"We waved good-bye and as we were alone in the cabin, I said to Assia, 'What happened to 

Sylvia? She changed completely, she was so friendly before.' And Assia answered, 'Ted kissed 

me in the kitchen, and Sylvia saw it."' David did not probe any further, and Assia did not 

elaborate as to whether Ted had nearly lightly brushed her lips with his or had proffered a more 

sensuous kiss; nor did she indicate if she had reciprocated. "It was the first time that something 

like that happened in our relationship, and it wasn't characteristic of her." David had then put 

the fact of the kiss aside and minimized its significance. "I wasn't terribly alarmed, and didn't 

want to make a scene. Mild flirtations can happen among friends, and I thought that Ted made 

the move since boys will be boys. I got the sense from Assia that the kiss surprised her, and that 

nothing would follow." 

David thought that Sylvia overreacted: "I hadn't seen her nerves act up before. Had I know her 

past history, we would have come to the weekend more cautiously." (90) 
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Plath wrote two angry poems by noon on the Monday following the Wevills' visit: "Event" and "The 

Rabbit Catcher."7 The poems, though they suggest tension in the speakers' relationships, "do not in any 

way suggest [Plath's] suspicion of a rival; they do not bear even a trace of the tremendous acrimony that 

informs the poetry written by Plath when the affair was full blown" (Koren and Negev 92). Further 

evidence that the weekend was less dramatic than re-tellings have implied8 is a letter and gift of 

tapestry materials Assia sent amicably on May 22. The letter, signed "much love" offers no hint of 

animosity or strangeness9 between the two women. 

In the opening lines of "Dreamers," Hughes blames Assia, or some part of Assia, (though later in the 

poem she too is being controlled) for the indiscretions. Here, her "Fate" and her "Fable" are puppeteers 

controlling the strings of all their destinies. Images of puppets and performance appear elsewhere in the 

Birthday Letters and are important components of his construction of Fate as responsible for the demise 

of Plath and their marriage.10 

That she "sniffs them out" suggests a longing in Wevill for what Plath has, not just her husband, but the 

domestic bliss and groundedness combined with success as a writer. It is a theme he develops further in 

his poem "The Other" where he tells his addressee (Wevill): "Of everything she had you had I Absolutely 

nothing, so you took some .. . Everything she had won, the happiness of it, I You collected I As your 

compensation I For having lost. Which left her absolutely I Nothing. Even her life was I Trapped in the 

heap you took. She had nothing" (CPTH 2-3, 17-22). This description also writes Wevill as a dog, "bitch

like." 

Though Assia's life with Hughes, the birth of their daughter, Shura, and her death (with Shura) in 1969 

by her own hand also inform this poem, the consummation of their affair and it subsequent dramas are 

not implied in this particular poem. Koren and Negev's biography offers a detailed description of the 

affair, but its events are peripheral to "Dreamers." 

Figures 1 & 2: Assia Wevill: <http://www.styl24.pl/i/1/ _art/1733/250_19993682794948f9ad6d219.jpg> 

<http://4.bp.blogspot.com/ _hSblY9mmrlw/Ru7XtlgpZFI/ AAAAAAAAACO/ AhnygYVnW-

l/s200/ AssiaWevill_web.jpg> 
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Figures 3 & 4: David Wevill: 

<http://3.bp.blogspot.com/ _3j16AABV3rk/SFYTKmc4-kl/ AAAAAAAAAMM/Yfvk9LaP _ Ow/s320/Scan10001.JPG> 

<http://www.shearsman.com/images/photos/wevill.jpg> 

67.2 (157) 

She fascinated you. Her eyes caressed you, 

Melted a weeping glitter at you. 

Her German the dark undercurrent 

In her Kensington jeweller's elocution 

Was your ancestral Black Forest whisper -

Edged with a greasy, death-camp, soot-softness. 

In a November 1997 letter to Jutta and Wolfgang Kaussen, Hughes annotates poems that the pair are 

preparing for a German translation. These comments are relevant to his construction of Assia in 

"Dreamers"; in the following excerpt he discusses the poem "Shibboleth" (CPTH 794):11 

Country House guests tend to affect - almost as a sort of defiant perversity if not political 

correctness - violently racist and often quite anti-Semitic attitudes. Defence of the attitudes of 

Colonial times. On this occasion I was not present, but I know exactly what was going on. The 

'you' was an exotic and by fashionable standards very beautiful foreigner whose mother tongue 

was German but who now spoke (left Germany in 1935, though her mother was Prussian) an 

elocutioner's English rather more lofty than the elite English who sat around her (German 

behind English can sound super-echt English). True to type, all were disturbed by her. They were 

out of their depth with her, of course, and at some point their attentions turned nasty. She had 

no defences, being born a refugee: a jew [sic] born in Hitler's Germany (Father a Russian Jew); 

later, a German in Israel (Mother as I said Prussian); later, in Western Canada, a continental 
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freak (married to an English ex-Army officer); later, cosmopolitan beauty and wife of a 

wandering Canadian student in the far East, eventually settling in England - but never forgetting 

for a moment that she was on the run and belonged nowhere. But a big personality. Passionate 

about Tolstoy. (LofrH 696-697, his emphasis) 

Plath, according to Hughes's poem, is enthralled by Wevill's speech. It is the speech of a "jeweller" in 

"Kensington," suggesting a phony affectation like a middle class shopkeeper's speech working in an 

affluent district in West London. Hughes toys with Jew/eller. As he describes in the above letter, the 

German undercurrent makes Wevill's voice distinct. Her voice is also Plath's "ancestral Black Forest 

whisper'' whereby Plath hears the voices of her German ancestors, the Black Forest being a wooded 

mountain range in south-western Germany.12 The voice is also "edged" with the Jewish experience she 

inherits from her Ukrainian father- an experience that fascinated Plath throughout her life. Wevill's 

"elocution" then is darkened by the death camps that threatened her family during World War II and 

sent her family into exile. 

Hughes uses the word "soot" to describe Wevill's speech, alluding to her experiences as a Jew in Hitler's 

Germany. He will again use the word in line 37 (see annotation 67.8). Plath, fascinated with her own 

German/Prussian heritage and its associations with dominance, violence and fascism, appropriates a 

Jewish identity in several of her poems.13 She attempts to both problematize this dichotomy and expose 

her pain, and especially a woman's pain, in a male-dominated and hostile historical moment. Hughes 

suggests that Plath's poetic metaphors have become flesh in the form of Assia. 

Linda Bundtzen also points to the association between "soot" and Assia's name as "ashes." In her poem 

"Burning the Letters," Plath describes burning Hughes's personal correspondence (including letters from 

Assia) upon her realization of their affair. Famously, as Plath built this pyre, a piece of one of the letters 

fell on the ground revealing one word, the name Assia. Aurelia Plath witnessed this event and wrote 

about it (see Middlebrook, Her Husband 175). In her poem Plath describes the event: "I flake up papers 

that breathe like people, I I fan them out I Between the yellow lettuces and the German cabbage I 
Involved in its weird blue dreams,/ Involved as a foetus. / And a name with black edges// Wilts at my 

foot" (CP 37-43: 204-205). "A discarded line from 'Burning the Letters' reads, 'This red earth loves the 

taste of ashes,' and following as it does the 'black-edged' name that 'presents itself (draft 2,2), one 

cannot help but hear - or mishear- the pun on Assia in 'ashes.' As Plath goes on to boast, 'I am salting 

the earth/ It is red with women"' (Bundtzen 64). Bundtzen goes on to examine how Hughes's use of 

"soot" imagery in "Dreamers" "recalls Plath's link of Assia-ashes and her own burning of Assia's letter

body ... but also tells the reader that Assia came into their lives trailing clouds of gas and smoke from 

Hitler's crematoria" (notes section, 193, her emphasis). That Hughes toys here with Assia's history of 

persecution is disturbing and offensive but also points to his intent to see Wevill through Plath's eyes 

(also a problematic appropriation). 

67.3 (157) 

When she suddenly rounded her eyeballs, 

Popped them, strangled, she shocked you. 

It was her mock surprise. 



But you saw hanged women choke, dumb, through her, 

And when she listened, watching you, through smoke, 

Her black-ringed grey iris, slightly unnatural, 

Was Black Forest wolf, a witch's daughter 

Out of Grimm. 
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As Assia gestures in feigned surprise, Plath envisions a nightmare landscape of "hanged" and silenced 

women. She sees Wevill "through smoke," suggesting a hellish presence of "soot'' and ashes, conjuring 

both the pyre Plath would later construct in the wake of her husband's affair and the crematoria of Nazi 

Germany. Assia's eyes not only "pop," but their irises are "grey" and "black-ringed," making her seem 

"slightly unnatural." 

Hughes's "Black Forest wolf' could allude to Wagner, a fictional "wehr" wolf created by G.M.W. 

Reynolds in 1846. Hughes also references Wihelm and Jacob Grimm, 19th century German academics 

famous for collecting folk and fairy tales. Their stories are rife with witches, battles of good and evil, and 

the supernatural - all important themes in "Dreamers." In particular, "Sweetheart Roland" and "Little 

Brother and Little Sister" have conniving witches' daughters. The wolves of "Little Red Riding Hood" and 

"The Wolf and the Seven Little Kids" roam the Black Forest looking to deceive and devour the innocent. 

Daughter of a German mother, Wevill was read these stories as a small child (Koran and Negev 4) . 

67.4 [157) 

Warily you cultivated her, 

Her Jewishness, her many-blooded beauty, 

As if your dream of your dream-self stood there, 

A glittering blackness, Europe's mystical jewel. 

A creature from beyond the fringe of your desk-lamp. 

After focusing on Assia's German heritage, Hughes turns to her Jewishness; her mixed heritage makes 

her a "many-blooded beauty." Cautiously, Plath befriends Assia, a version of her "dream self." Plath, as 

we see in a poem like "Daddy," has constructed herself as both German and Jew. Her speaker's father, 

in the poem a dominating Nazi, makes the speaker "a bit of a Jew." Her love for her fascist father- later 

embodied by her equally torturous husband - makes her complicit in her own victimization. This is 

precisely the self-imposed torment that Hughes stresses of Plath throughout these Birthday Letters. 

Though her poem attempts to break away from her victimized position, we see the tension in her 

speaker's desire for the same things she wishes to reject. In Hughes's account Plath feels herself "many

blooded" and desires to be "beautiful and desirable." That Assia is "[a] creature from beyond the fringe 

of [her] desk lamp" suggests that she is Plath's fiction become reality. In Bitter Fame, Plath's friend 

Suzette Macedo describes how Plath felt she had "conjured" Wevill as her opposite (Stevenson 273). As 

Erica Wagner writes, "it is as if, in this poem, Assia is a figure Plath has drawn from her subconscious, the 

dark fount of her work" (163). 

67.5 [157) 

Who was this Lilith of abortions 



Touching the hair of your children 

With tiger-painted nails? 
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Here, Hughes writes Wevill as the demon-lover Lilith. Koren and Negev write how: "Biographical 

literature on Plath and Hughes generally has portrayed Assia as a kind of Lilith tempting Ted, her Adam, 

out of his Eden" (86). 

Ann Skea offers interesting analysis of this poem: 

This is a chilling image, for Lilith, in Jewish legend, was the first wife of Adam who, banished and 

demonised, was jealous of Eve's children and became their devourer. Lilith was made with 

Adam from dust and was his equal in every way but, refusing to submit to his will, she invoked 

the Name of God in order to escape. For this invocation, she was banished. Then, because Adam 

had no mate, God took one of Adam's ribs and created Eve - made from him and therefore part 

of him and subject to his will. Lilith, meanwhile, conceived her own demonic children by 

coupling with men in their sleep, provoking erotic nightmares and nocturnal emission. ("The 

Path of the Fool") 

Hughes's collection Capriccio is largely accepted as a series of poems about his relationship with Wevill. 

"The Mythographers" from this collection also alludes to her as a Lilith figure: "When God had created 

Man and Woman. He gave them to the Mythographers I For testing. Said the Mythographers: I 'Let 

there be a Lilith. Let this Lilith I Owlish from her hole in the willow I Flap into bedrooms laughing or with 

a screech/ (The abortion of a laugh) .... / Lilith', said the Mythographers, 'Shall be immortal" (CPTH 1-7, 

17: 784-85). 

From Koren and Negev's Lover of Unreason: 

On 21 January and again on 9 February 1963, the BBC broadcast Difficulties of a Bridegroom. 

Hughes was familiar with the Cabbala, and the play owes much to the myth of Lilith, who 

seduces men in their sleep and then steals their semen; she sometimes also eats their flesh. 

Thus, in the broadcast version of Hughes's play, the voluptuous mistress is a "man eater," who 

sets out to make the bridegroom forget his bride and have complete possession over him ... . 

Assia, who could not fail to see herself in the Lilithine mistress, detested the play. It was no less 

painful for Plath, who identified herself not with the play's bride but with the slaughtered hare. 

(113) 
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Figure 5: Lilith o La Reina de la Noche Terracota con restos de policromfa Periodo de lsin-Larsa y Babilonia (2025-
1594 a. C.) o Babil6nico Antiguo, 1792-1750 a. C. British Museum, Londres ANE 2003-7-18, 1 

<http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/Lilith_Periodo_de_lsin_Larsa_y_Babilonia.JPG> 

Figure 6: Adam Lilith and Eve 1210 A.O. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilith> 
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Koren and Negev quote John Boshers diary note from Saturday, January 20, 1951:"Pam Steele [a name 

Assia used for a time when living in Canada] phoned this afternoon, and wanted me to go to see her. 

She's not well. I went, of course, to see her at her parents' place on Cambie Street, opposite the City 

Hall, and found her as attractive as ever, but in trouble as ever. It seems she conceived a child by a man 

she was in love with (until last night) and had an abortion" (47-48). 

Koren and Negev continue: "[Assia's] parents knew nothing of this, but she divulged all to her younger 

sister Celia, who, then and on another occasion, helped her find a clandestine abortion clinic. In those 

pre-pill days, abortion was the prevailing, though illegal and aggressive, method of birth control. In later 

years, Assia never hid her past abortions, and Ted Hughes gave her the derogatory title of 'Lilith of 

Abortions"' (48). 

By the time Hughes wrote "Dreamers," Assia terminated a pregnancy that had resulted from their union 

in late 1962 or early 1963. 

After Plath's suicide, 

[t]here was another secret to be kept: Assia's pregnancy. There was no question about it being 

Ted's child, since for the past months there had been no sex between the Wevills ... On 

Thursday, 21 March 1963, Elizabeth Compton, Sylvia's friend, took her daughter Meg to London 

for a treat after doing her 11+ exams, dropping in on Ted and the children. 'You know she's 

living here?' whispered the nanny. 'Who?' asked Elizabeth. 'Mrs. Wevill. But they are out, she's 

having an operation.' 'What kind of operation?' inquired Elizabeth suspiciously. 'You know,' said 

the nanny evasively. (Koren and Negev 119) 

In a letter to friend Jannice Porter, Assia confides the experience of her abortion (Koren and Negev's text 

contains a scanned photograph of the letter): 

Darling Janice, [sic] 

I tried to phone you today- but half way through the lih ring realized you'd be out. 

Tomorrow is the day. I found a very old Pole in Maida-Vale. It should be alright. At least he was 

kind and human. I had to go and see a succession of Harley St. Bastards. Oh Janice. At least it'll 

be over by noon tomorrow. Could you come and visit me on Friday, or Saturday in the ghost

house? 23 Fitzroy Rd. N.W.1. (It's just round the corner from Chalcot Sq.) And please burn this 

note. 

Love, Assia. 

In a letter to her mother in September 21, 1962, Plath writes that Wevill has "had so many abortions, 

she can't have children" and to Olive Higgins Prouty on September 29 writes how Wevill is "beautiful & 

barren and hates all I have created here" (qtd. in Bundtzen 117). In "Burning the Letters," Plath writes of 

the "bodiless owl" (CP 30: 204). In "The Other," the speaker's husband's "fornications I circle a womb of 

marble" (CP 21-22: 202). 



67.6 (158) 

Her speech Harrod's, Hitler's mutilations 

Kept you company, weeding the onions, 

An ex-Nazi Youth Sabra. Her father 

Doctor to the Bolshoi Ballet. 
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Hughes's language here -equally if he intends the reader to see Wevill through Plath's lens- is heartless 

and cruel. Considering the protests Hughes has made to keep his personal affairs out of the public eye, it 

is surprising that he chooses to expose her, no matter how distorted his visions, in this way. We must 

consider that his intent is not to reveal much of Wevill the woman, but the impression that she left on 

his wife, an impression that has little basis in "reality." 

That Wevill's speech is "Harrod's" recalls Hughes's attention to her affected shop-keeper accent (see 

67.2); Harrod's is a famous department store in London. This polished appearance, a European elegance 

coveted by Plath and manifest in what Hughes describes as Wevill's attempt at a sophisticated manner 

of speaking, is offset by the horrific "Hitler's mutilations" which keep Plath company while she weeds 

the onions on that May weekend.14 Because Wevill possesses both a Jewish and German background 

she is both the mutilated and the mutilator. In addition, Plath's own German ancestry provokes her 

problematic identifications with Assia's Jewish identity. Certainly, it is a dichotomy that interested Plath, 

as she struggled to define herself in her poems within aggressor/victim positions. The word "Harrod," 

however, also plays on Herod, the "King of the Jews" responsible for the Massacre of the Innocents after 

the birth of Christ. Assia's Jewishness is relevant here, as is her depiction as a barren Lilith responsible 

for many abortions. 

Again, alluding to Assia's complicated history, she is "[a]n ex-Nazi Youth Sabra." Sabra, a word to 

describe a Jew native to Israel, literally translates to "cactus." Israelis call themselves sabras because a 

cactus is tough, resilient and native to the soil. Assia, an immigrant to the Jewish state, certainly 

possesses qualities of resilience. Once the child of a German mother living in Hitler's Germany, she 

becomes an "ex-Nazi," certainly an extraordinary way to refer to a Jew who escaped from Nazi 

Germany. 

With regards to Assia's father, I turn to Koren and Negev's Lover of Unreason: 

The American writer Lucas Myers, who met Dr. Gutmann . . . remembers his "marvellous tales of 

dancing and drinking in the gypsy camps on the outskirts of Moscow, when he was a medical 

student." A born storyteller, Lonya Gutmann often mixed fact with fiction to amaze his audience 

and create an aura of intrigue around himself. He thus told Myers that he "had once been 

physician to the Bolshoi Ballet."15 Hearing this same story, Assia's future lover, Ted Hughes, 

incorporated it into his poem about her, "Dreamers" ... No documents were found to prove 

that Gutmann ever worked for the Bolshoi, and his daughter Celia never knew whether it was 

true or not. (2-3) 

67.7 (158) 

She was helpless too 
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None of us could wake up. 

Nightmare looked out at the poppies. 

These "Dreamers" are "helpless;" they are sleepwalking through a nightmare from which none of them 

"could wake up." Poppies suggest not only the flower's (opium's) association with sleep but conjures 

images of death. Hughes is also conscious here of Plath's own poppy poems16 and their associations 

with pain and death. Plath's "Poppies in July" was composed in July 1962, the month when Hughes and 

Wevill consummated their affair. "Poppies in October'' was composed on Plath's birthday, October 27, 

1962, the same day she wrote "Ariel." At these times, she was intensely experiencing the "nightmare" of 

Hughes's infidelity, from which she would never fully resurface. That they are all "helpless" and cannot 

"wake up" fuels Hughes's construction of this indiscretion as beyond his control. They are all pawns in a 

fatalist drama. So begins the nightmare that ends with the death of these two women. 

67.8 [158) 

She sat there, in her soot-wet mascara, 

In flame-orange silks, in gold bracelets, 

Slightly filthy with erotic mystery-

A German 

Russian Israeli with the gaze of a demon 

Between curtains of Black Mongolian hair. 

Koren and Negev write that Wevill wore an orange dress on the occasion of her first dinner with Plath 

and Hughes at Court Green (87). Hughes writes Wevill as an exotic and erotic Other, threatening Plath in 

her domesticity. Blackened around the eyes - again, notice the use of "soot" -Assia is demonized and 

"slightly filthy." Again alluding to her mixed heritage, Hughes describes her demonic gaze as peering 

from "between curtains of Black Mongolian hair." The darkness that exudes from Wevill is both alarming 

and desirable for Plath. Her silk dress is "flame-orange," again conjuring the fire Plath will build and from 

which Assia's "name with black edges" will emerge. Her Black Mongolian hair (also referred to in his 

letters as her "Mongol-tent of hair'') depicts hair long, dark, and parted in the middle. Mongolian culture 

values hair as a sign of strength and honour. That Assia's hair falls in "curtains" conjures the "blacks" 

that "crackle and drag" in Plath's poem "Edge." These curtains close on Plath, suffocating and ultimately 

silencing her. 

67.9 [158) 

After a single night under our roof 

She told her dream. A giant fish, a pike 

Had a globed, golden eye, and in that eye 

A throbbing human foetus -

You were astonished, maybe envious. 

Koren and Negev claim that David Wevill "does not remember that Assia recounted any dream at all 

during the[ir] visit" and quote him as saying '"that dream is not typical of her. It's loaded with mythic 

imagery, almost too much to go into"' (88). 
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Hughes suggests that Wevill shares his sacred dreamscape. Their love and union, he then suggests, are 

inevitable. Her reference to a pike, suggests this intimate connection, since the pike, like the fox, is a 

totemic animal for Hughes: 

At this point in Hughes's life, pike - predatory fish that put up a fierce fight when hooked -

figured significantly and recurrently in his dreams, and his best, most gratifying nights were filled 

with them. For the pike had become an integral part of his imaginative life, "always an image of 

how I was feeling about life," as he would tell Thomas Pero of the American angling magazine 

Wild Steelhead & Salmon . ... That Assia, like Hughes, should have dreamed of a pike, to judge 

by his account in "Dreamers," left Plath overwhelmed and jealous, knowing, as she did, the 

significance of this particular fish for her husband. In reality, it did not seem to affect her 

behaviour, however, and, even months later, she did not say or write anything about Assia's 

strangely sentient dream. (Koren and Negev 88) 

Hughes's poem "Pike" begins: 

Pike, three inches long, perfect 

Pike in all parts, green tigering the gold. 

Killers from the egg: the malevolent aged grin. 

They dance on the surface among the flies. 

Or move, stunned by their own grandeur, 

Over a bed of emerald, silhouette 

Of submarine delicacy and horror. 

A hundred feet long in their world. (CPTH 84-85) 

In his essay "Poetry in The Making," Hughes comments on the poetic importance of fishing. Assia' s 

dream and its impact on Hughes are increasingly powerful in light of such writings: 

Now where did the poet learn to settle his mind like that on to one thing? It is a valuable thing 

to be able to do - but something you are never taught at school, and not many people do it 

naturally. I am not very good at it, but I did acquire some skill in it. Not in school, but while I was 

fishing .... 

All the little nagging impulses, that are normally distracting your mind, dissolve. They have to 

dissolve if you are to go on fishing. If they do not, then you cannot settle down: you get bored 

and pack up in a bad temper. But once they have dissolved, you enter one of the orders of bliss. 

Your whole being rests lightly on your float, but not drowsily: very alert, so that the least twitch 

of the float arrives like an electric shock. And you are not only watching the float. You are aware, 

in a horizonless and slightly mesmerized way, like listening to the double bass in orchestral 

music, of the fish below there in the dark. At every moment your imagination is alarming itself 

with the size of the thing slowly leaving the weeds and approaching your bait. Or with the world 

of beauties down there, suspended in total ignorance of you. And the whole purpose of this 
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concentrated excitement, in this arena of apprehension and unforeseeable events, is to bring up 

some lovely solid thing, like living metal, from a world where nothing exists but those inevitable 

facts which raise life out of nothing and return it to nothing. (WP 18-19) 

In Plath's "Burning the Letters:" "At least I won't be strung just under the surface, I Dumb fish/ With 

one tin eye,/ Watching for glints, I Riding my Arctic/ Between this wish and that wish" (CP 23-28: 204) 

67.10(158] 

I refused to interpret. I saw 

The dreamer in her 

Had fallen in love with me and she did not know it. 

That moment the dreamer in me 

Fell in love with her, and I knew it. 

Though Hughes "refuse[s] to interpret" Assia's dream, he is certain that the dreamers in both of them 

have fallen in love. The only hint he offers of his own culpability in the indiscretions that follow is his 

acknowledgment that his conscious self "knew" what was happening, whereas Wevill's conscious self 

did not. Despite Hughes's "refus[al]," there is much interpretation throughout this poem. "Dreamers" is 

his interpretation of Plath's reaction to Wevill as she entered their lives. Hughes, intent to reveal aspects 

of his two late lovers, reveals much about his own fascinations and fears; the poem's nightmare 

landscape is thus both provocative and disturbing. 

Figure 7: Assia Wevill, Ted and Frieda Hughes. <http://www.dispatch.com/2007 /03/18/20070318-Pc-07-

0600.jpg> 

Figure 8: Assia and Shura Wevill: <http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/ ABPub/2007 /02/23/2003585869.jpg> 
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1 Readers should also consider Hughes's "The Other," a poem from Capriccio with Assia Wevill in mind; in "The 
Other," Hughes imagines Plath through Wevill's eyes, opposite the way he does in "Dreamers:" "She had too much 
so with a smile you took some. I Of everything she had you had/ Absolutely nothing, so you took some. I At first, 
just a little" (CPTH 1-4:790). 

2 See annotations for "Isis" 45.1-45.9 [111-112): figure 6 

3 See annotations for "Error'' 51.1-51.8 [122-123) 

4See also annotation 62.1 [144) 

5 An English professor born in Mozambique in 1931, she befriended Hughes and Plath in June 1961. The wife of 
Portuguese poet Helder Macedo, Suzette was also friends with Assia. 

6 When David Wevill was asked to contribute to these annotations, I received the following reply by email {dated 
July 14, 2009) : 
Dear Ms. Kilfoil, 
I must disappoint you with regard to your request. 
I have not read Plath or Hughes since the late 1960's, and have not 
wanted to. So I can be of no use to you in your project, and don't 
know who else to suggest. 
sincerely, David Wevill. 

7 See annotations: 62.1-62.19 [144-146) 

8 Christine Jeffs' movie Sylvia {2002) offers a sensational and inventive re-telling of the weekend . 

9 Koren and Negev's biography offers a copy of the letter in their second photo section. 

10 See annotations for "Visit," "Rugby Street" etc. 

11 The majority of Hughes's poems concerning Wevill are found in his collection Capriccio; he also dedicates his 
collection Crow to the memory of Wevill and their daughter, Shura. Shibboleth is a Hebrew word that usually 
describes features of a speaker's language that place him or her in a particular group or region. 

12 See also Hughes's "Smell of Burning," from Capriccio, which describes Wevill as a "Black Forest Giant" (CPTH 
792). 

13 In particular, see "Daddy'' and "Lady Lazarus" in Collected Poems {222-224, 244-247). 

14 See page 243 of Stevenson's Bitter Fame. 

15 See Myers's Crow Steered Bergs Appeared 127. 

16"Poppies In July" 

Little poppies, little hell flames, 

Do you do no harm? 



You flicker. I cannot touch you. 

I put my hands among the flames. Nothing burns. 

And it exhausts me to watch you 

Flickering like that, wrinkly and clear red, like the skin of a mouth. 

A mouth just bloodied. 

Little bloody skirts! 

There are fumes that I cannot touch. 

Where are your opiates, your nauseous capsules? 

If I could bleed, or sleep! -

If my mouth could marry a hurt like that! 

Or your liquors seep to me, in this glass capsule, 

Dulling and stilling. 

But colorless. Colorless. (CP 203) 

"Poppies in October" 

Even the sun-clouds this morning cannot manage such skirts. 

Nor the woman in the ambulance 

Whose red heart blooms through her coat so astoundingly----

A gift, a love gift 

Utterly unasked for 

By a sky 

Palely and flamily 

Igniting its carbon monoxides, by eyes 

Dulled to a halt under bowlers. 

0 my God, what am I 

That these late mouths should cry open 

In a forest of frost, in a dawn of cornflowers. (CP 240) 
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"The Inscription" 

Annotations 74.1-74.8: 172-173 

In "The Inscription," Hughes recounts a visit Plath paid him when he was living in London after 

their separation. Hughes describes Plath's despair, her demands for reassurance and his failure 

to provide her with what she needs. Her discovery of an Oxford Shakespeare, inscribed by Assia 

Wevill and like one Plath had previously destroyed, is represented as a fatal bullet which wounds 

them both. Hughes uncharacteristically writes this Birthday Letter in the third person. Ann Skea 

suggests that his use of "pronouns 'she' and 'he', 'her' and his' . .. is less personal and gives the 

poem more general meaning," but I argue that this poem is a particularly difficult memory for 

Hughes and that his act of distancing himself in the third person isolates himself from pain 

{http://ann.skea.com/Chariot.htm). This is one poem where he records a specific instance where 

he feels, in retrospect, that he held the power to keep Plath alive. 

74.1 [172) 

Snow-cakes banked the streets. Frozen grey 

Barricades of dirty sugar. Hard 

Cold. Cold 

The setting of this poem is London in the winter of 1962-63; Hughes is addressing an event that took 

place just prior to Plath's death. Koren and Negev conclude that the date is Thursday, February 7 (113). 

Jillian Becker's1 memoir of Plath's last days, Giving Up, also remembers this as the day Plath and her 

children moved into the Becker household for what became the final weekend of her life. Becker 

remembers Plath calling around 2 pm, asking if she could "come round with the children" (2). When she 

arrived, she declared she felt "terrible," needed to "lie down," and later that she "would rather not go 

home" (Ibid). Becker's memoir describes a distraught and depressed Plath unable to care for her 

children. If we assume Koren and Negev date Plath's visit to Hughes's apartment correctly, than her 

meeting with him, and her discovery of his Shakespeare, quite possibly set in motion a negative chain of 

events for which Hughes still feels responsible. On the other hand, Becker's memoir also recalls Plath's 

leaving their house, alone, in a dress, on the night of Saturday, February 9th (14-15). Many biographers 

speculate she met Hughes; Becker cannot confirm, nor deny, this assertion. The possibility that Plath 

met Hughes this night suggests another possible date for the encounter that Hughes writes about in the 

poem. 

Records of the year indicate this Great Britain winter, also called The Great Freeze of 1963, as one of the 

coldest and harshest to date. Jillian Becker describes February 7 as "freezing" (Ibid). 

Alvarez describes the atmosphere of this winter in The Savage God: 

It was an unspeakable winter, the worst, they said, in 150 years. The snow began just after 

Christmas and would not let up. By New Year the whole country had ground to a halt. The trains 

froze on the tracks, the abandoned trucks froze on the roads. The power stations, overloaded by 
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million upon pathetic million of hopeless electric fires, broke down continually ... Water pipes 

froze solid ... Doing the dishes became a major operation . .. . The lights failed and candles, of 

course, were unobtainable. Nerves failed and marriages crumbled. Finally, the heart failed. It 

seemed the cold would never end. (48) 

Plath writes her story "Snow Blitz" to describe the despair of the London cold. Peter Steinberg calls it "a 

faithful, funny and detailed account of th[at] winter." Her children developed flu, she lost power and 

she struggled with water as the result of frozen pipes. She describes in the semi-autobiographical story 

the unpreparedness of the British for abundant snow-fall: "The snow was a huge joke, and our 

predicament that of Alpine climbers marooned in a cartoon" (JP 126). She describes the process of 

clearing "Barricades" like those Hughes describes: "Two hours later the boy [hired to shovel her steps] 

was still working. Four hours later he rang to borrow a broom. I glanced out of the window and saw a 

pram full of tiny icebergs. Finally, he had finished. I inspected the job. He seemed to have cleaned 

between the railing struts with a chisel" (JP 126). The weather of late 1962 and early 1963 becomes a 

metaphor for her inner struggle and for her dismal outlook; the cold and dreary winter certainly 

exacerbates her despair. In Hughes's poem, the "Hard/ Cold. Cold," also extends to the difficulties of 

his and Plath's now cold relationship. 

74.2 [172) 

His morning flat in bright sun, 

Sooted in Soho. Brick light. New light. 

Cargo-dumped empty lightness. 

Packing-case emptiness, lightness. Ice-breaker 

Her bows had butted through, the missing supplies 

Warm in her hold. Cracked through the frozen sea 

A rigid lightning of icy but open water 

Where she moved closer. So here he was. 

Hughes describes his new flat as in Soho in the West End of London. During much of the twentieth 

century, Soho had a reputation for sex shops, night life and its film industry, although the area has now 

improved ("Soho"). 

His new flat is actually located just north of Soho at 110 Cleveland Street, an area more commonly 

known as Fitzrovia. Hughes writes to Olwyn in December of 1962: 

I've got a little flat in Soho - just North of Charlotte St, exactly where I wanted it. A bit like a 

hotel room, but nice, & a very pleasant district - 3 licensed betting offices within shouting 

distance. Sylvia has finally, by a series of extraordinary flukes - which she calls her witchcraft -

acquired the top two floors of the house in which Yeats lived as a child - Fitzroy Road, which 

leads onto Primrose Hill, 200 yards from the Chalcot Square flat. Very nice . ... Sylvia & I are 

great friends - though it's better I keep clear of her. I shall see Frieda. Apparently she talks 

about me all the time. (LojTH 210) 
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Diane Middlebrook times his move as "[o)nce the [1962) holidays were past" (Her Husband 201). Hughes 

is seeing Assia Wevill at this time, though she still lives with her husband, David Wevill, at 14 Highbury 

Place, having just left Chalcot Square in December of 1962.2 

A page from Plath's 1963 address book (see figure 5), now held at Smith College, notes Hughes's new 

address and phone number. Peter K. Steinberg suggests Hughes's phone number was entered, in Plath's 

preferred black ink, prior to his address, likely in early January 1963. This discrepancy in ink, he thinks, 

might indicate Plath "obtained his address while away from home; it isn't inconceivable to speculate 

that she carried [her] address book in her purse" (personal correspondence, April 2010). Steinberg also 

proposes that Plath may have obtained Hughes's address when staying with the Beckers which would 

support an argument for Plath's visit to Cleveland Street on February 9 (see annotation 74.1) as opposed 

to 7 (ibid). 

Hughes finds "new light" in his new brick apartment, "lightness" to his life no longer burdened by wife 

and fatherly duties, by the stress of an unhappy marriage. With this freedom, however, comes an 

emptiness, a loneliness. Plath barges into his isolation like a cargo ship at sea, the "missing supplies" -

the domesticity they had once shared, namely their children - still, "Warm in her Hold." Despite his new 

found independence, Hughes pictures himself as marooned on this icy expanse without Plath; she is the 

"rigid lightning" that comes in to "crack" his "frozen sea." 

©2009~ 
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Figures 1 & 2: Maps of Hughes's and Plath's respective London addresses in the Winter of 1963. Provided by 

googlemaps.com 
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Figure 3: a partial map of London marking the distance from Hughes's Cleveland Street addresses and Plath's 

Primrose Hill home, near the Zoo. <http://www.aaccessmaps.com/show/map/gb/soho_ctrsubn> 

Figure 4: 110 Cleveland St: Courtesy of Steinberg photographs of Sylvia Plath related places, held at Smith 
College. See catalogue@ <http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/70134256&referer=brief_results> 
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Figure 5: A page from Plath's address book noting Hughes's new address. Photo by Peter K. Steinberg. Used with 
permission of Smith College. 

74.3 (172) 

She had got what she wanted - to see 

The islet or reef or rock he'd ended up on. 

Her eyes went over the walls and into 

Every corner, like a dog in a new home. Like a dog 

That had seen a rat vanish, that smelt a rat. 

There was his bed, yes. There was his phone. 

But she had that number. 

Plath is intent to inspect where Hughes has been living away from her. She visually explores his new 

quarters, all the while looking for evidence of her rival, Assia Wevill - the "rat" she smells. Hughes notes 

her attention to both his bed and his phone - the former a means for physical communication, the latter 

for verbal. Plath has his "number;" she can call, but they no longer share a bed. Though Assia is not a 

physical presence, Plath "smells" her lingering everywhere in Hughes's new space. Hughes indicates that 

this is "what [Plath] wanted," a chance to investigate where Hughes has come to live away from her and 

their children. 



74.4 (172) 

She wanted his assurance, weeping she begged 

For assurance he had faith in her. Yes, yes. Tell me 

We shall sit together this summer 

Under the laburnum. Yes, he said, yes yes yes. 

The laburnum draped deathly in the blue dusk. 

The laburnum like a dressed corpse in full yellow. 
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Plath pleads for "assurance" that she and Hughes have a future together. The laburnum tree, an image 

referenced in her poetrv3 has both literal and figurative significance in these lines. Literally, under the 

huge laburnum trees at Court Green, in Devon, is where she hopes to sit with Hughes in the summer of 

1963; we can assume they spent time under this same tree in 1962. Ann Skea writes how, "[i]n reality, 

as in the poem, the laburnum tree was of special significance to Sylvia. She knew it as the Golden Rain 

Tree and the Bean Tree, and both she and Ted would have known of its association with The Goddess in 

myth and poetry, where its golden flowers represent the full summer sunshine of the Goddess's life

giving energies whilst its poisonous seeds embody her deathly powers" ("The Path of the Chariot"). 

Skea also points to a passage from Plath's letter to her mother in June 1962: "Isn't it odd that I've 

written about Golden Rain Trees in my book and now have six" (LH 455, Plath's emphasis). 

Hughes assures Plath four times that they will spend this time together. His use of the repetitive "yes" 

recalls Molly Bloom's "yeses" from the "Penelope" chapter of Joyce's Ulysses. Joyce describes, in a 1922 

letter to Frank Budgen, how his final chapter "begins and ends with the female word yes." In the same 

year, he writes to Harriet Shaw Weaver, "I sought to end [Ulyssess] with the least forceful word I could 

possibly find. I had found the word yes which is barely pronounced, which denotes acquiescence, self 

abandon, relaxation, and end of all resistance" ("James Joyce: Quotations"). Hughes, familiar with 

Joyces's work and scholarship, suggests here the end of his own resistance. In these lines, he suggests he 

acquiesces to Plath's desires for their reunion, while occupying the more feminine role in their 

relationship in his need to nurture and console his wife. His use of the "female word yes" suggests his 

submission to Plath, her needs and demands, but also a sense of resignation in their relationship. 

The laburnum tree itself, as indicated by Hughes's lines, knows otherwise. The figurative significance of 

the tree as a poisonous beauty - all parts of the tree are poisonous and can be lethal - foreshadows 

Plath's imminent death: the tree is a "yellow" "dressed" "corpse" and is "draped deathly." 

For more insight into Hughes's use of the laburnum tree, consider his poem, "The Laburnum," from 

Howls & Whispers, which shares lines with "The Inscription"; in the poem, the Laburnum represents 

Plath's and Hughes's relationship as a poisonous beauty.4 



Figures 6 & 7: A laburnum tree and its flowers. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laburnum> 

74.5 [172 -173] 

He had promised her everything she had asked for, 

And she had told him all she wanted 

Was for him to get out of the country, to vanish. 

I'll do whatever you want. But which do you want? 

Go together next week North 

Or for me to vanish off the earth? 
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Plath, in her debilitating anger and sadness, sends Hughes mixed messages. On the one hand she wants 

him far away from her, Frieda and Nicholas; like her pain, she wants him to disappear. On the other 

hand, she is desperate to return to a time when "happiness/ Was invulnerable" (see 75.7) . Her anger 

pushes Hughes away but her love bids him come closer; Hughes is confused about her real feelings. 

74.6 [173] 

She wept, pleading for reassurance - that he have 

Faith in her, and he reeled when he should have grabbed: 

'Do as you like with me. I'm your parcel. 

I have only our address on me. 

Open me or readdress me.' 

Here is Hughes's admission of guilt and responsibility. He leaves their future open to Plath; he does not 

provide the solid reassurance that Plath needs. He is but a package addressed to their future; she must 

decide whether she is "open" to this future or if she should send him elsewhere. He laments his failure 

to "grab" Plath at this moment, a moment just prior to her suicide, and to reinstate their future 

together. His failure to act more aggressively, he believes, leads in part to their permanent separation. 

The sadness and guilt he experiences at this revelation demand that he distance himself from this 

memory- to witness it objectively in third person perspective. 

74.7 [173] 



She saw his Shakespeare. The red Oxford Shakespeare 

That she had ripped to rags when happiness 

Was invulnerable. Resurrected. 

Wondering, with unbelieving fingers, 

She opened it. She read the inscription. She closed it 

Like the running animal that receives 

The fatal bullet without a faltering check 

In its stride. 
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Hughes alludes to an event that took place in early February of 1961. Several biographies and memoirs 

describe the destruction of his Shakespeare and it is fodder for a scene in the 2003 film Sylvia. Dido 

Merwin, in her controversial memoir of Plath, "Vessel of Wrath," recalls the event she claims Hughes 

confided to her in 1962: 

The head of the Schools Broadcasting Department [at the BBC], Moira Doolan - a lady of a 

certain age - had telephoned to arrange a meeting. Sylvia had answered and decided that the 

timbre and lilt of the voice on the line boded Shared Experience beyond the call of duty. Ted 

returned half an hour late for lunch (having secured the job he was after) to find that she had 

torn up all his work in hand: manuscripts, drafts, notebooks, the lot. As a final, gratuitous act of 

pure spite, she had also gralloched his complete Shakespeare. Only the hard spine and the end 

boards had stood up to the onslaught. The text had been more or less reduced to "fluff' (qtd. in 

Stevenson 334) 

Anne Stevenson, in Bitter Fame, suggests that "Ted could neither forget nor forgive this desecration; it 

seems to have marked a turning point in his marriage" (206). Hughes himself later called for the 

extraction of this sentence from Stevenson's biography. In The Silent Woman, Janet Malcolm quotes 

from a letter the poet wrote to the biographer: 

The truth is that I didn't hold that action against [Sylvia] - then or at any other time. I was rather 

shattered by it, and saw it was a crazy thing for her to have done. But perhaps I have something 

missing. She never did anything that I held against her .... But to say I could not forgive her for 

ripping up those bits of paper is to misunderstand utterly the stuff of my relationship to her. It is 

factually untrue. (143) 

In "The Inscription," Plath astonishingly picks up the revived volume and reads the inscription. Assia 

Wevill's words- according to Hughes Wevill having inscribed the new edition - are fatal to Plath. 

Though she tries to remain composed, Hughes realizes in retrospect how these words are like a bullet.5 

74.8 [173) 

The wound she had given herself, striking at him 

Had given herself, that had emptied 

From her hands the strength to hold him against 



The shock of her words from nowhere, that had 

Fatally gone through her and hit him. 
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Plath wounds herself whenever she lashes out at Hughes. The awkward syntax in this passage captures 

her self-defeating rage. Having destroyed the original Shakespeare volume, it now returns as a token of 

Hughes's mistress. Plath loses any strength to "hold" Hughes "against/ The shock of her words from 

nowhere." These are the words that kill her and leave him permanently wounded. However, there is a 

double meaning at work here. Hughes also alludes to the "shock of' Plath's "words." Ariel wounds both 

her and him. In this moment, she is "Helpless handed," unable to accept Hughes's attempts to reassure 

her. The sting of this moment manifests itself in the powerful poems of Ariel, but, Hughes argues, to the 

detriment of them both. 

Figure 8: The 1963 edition of The Oxford Shakespeare: we can assume Hughes's copy resembled this one. 

<http://www.marywardbooks.com/books/The-Oxford-Shakespeare-1963,-with-32-illustrations-from-stage

productions.-by-W.-J.-Craig/MW001122.htm> 

1 Jillian Becker, British novelist, critic and journalist, befriended Plath after her separation from Hughes. Plath and 
her children stayed with Becker and her husband then husband Gerry until Sunday February 10. Becker's memoir 
recalls her relationship with Plath and the experience of knowing her those final days. 

2 For a live view of Hughes's apartment building at Cleveland Street, visit: 

<http://maps.google.ca/ maps ?f=q&sou rce=s _ q&h l=en&geocode=&q= 1 lO+Cleveland+street +London, +EN 

gland&sll=49.891235,97.15369&sspn=27.767087,108.369141&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=llO+Cleveland+St,+ 

London+W1T,+United+Kingdom&l1=51.522883,0.141645&spn=0.000816,0.003307&z=19&iwloc=A&layer= 

c&cbll=51.522955,-0.141734&panoid=krh2fXOUnWZkcBSRCoK8VQ&cbp=l2,36.82,,0, 7.4> 

3 See "Letter in November" {CP 253) and "The Arrival of the Bee Box" (Ibid 212) 

4 Erica Wagner tells us that "The Laburnum" originally occupied the place of "The Inscription" when she first saw 

the draft for Birthday Letters (AG 25). Here is the poem: 



Tell me 

We shall sit together this summer 

Under the laburnum. But the laburnum 

Has gone. Yes, I said, yes yes yes. 

The laburnum draped deathly in the blue dusk. 

The laburnum like a dressed corpse in full yellow. 

The huge clock of the laburnum struck at noon 

Striking noon noon noon -

Who dug up the laburnum? So far off 

From where their words sawed at you, all that week, 

Chipped at you. They wanted you to know 

Exactly what they thought you should know 

About what they had heard. They sharpened 

With nail-files 

The little teeth, all the cutting edges 

To get it over with, as a favour 

To you . Their bodies were craving 

For the exercise. And their eyes craving 

To see the wintery twigs trembling. Hit 

Harder, you probably said, 

Cut deeper. So they did. Your mother 

Typing her letters saw the pods spit out 

Poisonous laburnum seeds, sprinkling her pages -

She had to get you from under that tree, 

To get that tree from over you. She drove 

Her fingers deeper. She had not 

Taught the hands to type 

All her life for nothing. The laburnum 

Strengthened only in my sleep, 

Winter barely half over. I need, 

You told them, only the truth. They consoled you 

With howls from their own divorce, with the revenge 

You could not find in yourself, with a future 

You could not find in yourself. 

With their bare hands they tore up the laburnum 

By the roots. Only the truth, you begged it, 

Only the truth. They almost laughed 

To show you your grave, the raw hole 

Of root ends - broken in air. Who else dare 

Tell you this truth? We are your true friends. 

Then they stepped back to let it happen. 

So, in my sleep, without my hearing a whisper 

The laburnum fell. {CPTH 1176-1177) 
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5 
See also ''The Shot" 8 (16) 
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"Night-Ride on Ariel" 

Annotations 75.1-75.15: 174 

Hughes's title borrows from Plath's poem "Ariel." Written on her birthday, October 27, 1962, "Ariel" 

became the title poem of her posthumous and award-winning collection. It is a poem concerned with 

liberation and poetic empowerment and its title is significant for many reasons especially, considering 

this metaphoric "ride," that Plath regularly rode a horse named Ariel just months before her death. 

Hughes's poem conjures Plath's poem in several ways, 1 but most importantly, it is a startling 

condemnation of the female mentors in her life. Their expectations, according to Hughes, pressured her 

to perform in dangerous ways. These influential women contributed to her mental illness, to their marital 

difficulties and to her death. Writing to Keith Sagar, Hughes describes the "Stirrers & troublemakers," 

who "complicated [his and Plath's] getting together again, in no small way," as contributing to her 

suicide (LofTH 446). 

75.1 [174) 

Night-Ride on Ariel 

In understanding how Hughes responds to Plath's "Ariel," readers should acknowledge how Hughes 

understands her poem. He wrote: 

[Her] poem describes and almost apotheosizes a dawn ride, on Dartmoor, on her horse which 

was called Ariel. It is the quintessential Plath Ariel poem in that the speaker, the I, hurls herself 

free from all earthly confinements and aims herself and her horse - as the poems says, 'suicidal' 

directly into the red, rising sun. The overt sense here is that the liberation from earthly 

restraints (earthly life) is a rebirth into something greater and more glorious but which is still 

some kind of life - a spiritual rebirth perhaps.2 (WP 199) 

Plath took riding lessons in the fall of 1962. They are first mentioned in her letter to Aurelia August 17, 

1962 (LH 459). On October 25, she indicates she will be at her riding lessons on her birthday. 

"Night-Ride on Ariel" is dark and constricting in opposition to the empowering images of Plath's poem. 

The moon, unlike her rising sun, is here a force that oppresses and stifles her as she moves towards 

darkness and night, rather than towards the transforming and transcendent light of her" Ariel." 

75.2 [174) 

Your moon was full of women 

The symbolic importance of the moon is central to appreciating Plath's poetry, and certainly to 

understanding this poem in relation to her work. A Concordance to the Collected Poems of Sylvia Plath 

notes more than one hundred uses of the word "moon" (Matovich 322-323). This symbol is particularly 

compelling in her later poems. As Hughes writes in his 1965 "Sylvia Plath: Ariel," "[b]ehind these poems 

there is a fierce and uncompromising nature. There is also a child desperately infatuated with the world. 
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And there is a strange muse, bald, white and wild, in her 'hood of bone', floating over a landscape like 

that of the Primitive Painters, a burningly luminous vision of a Paradise. A Paradise which is at the same 

time eerily frightening, an unalterably spot-lit vision of death" (WP 161). Many critics consider the moon 

Plath's central poetic symbol, especially Judith Kroll in Chapters in a Mythology: the Poetry of Sylvia 

Plath (1976), which explores the influence of Robert Graves's The White Goddess {1948 - enlarged and 

reproduced 1966}, on the lives of both Plath and Hughes.3 Kroll writes: 

The Moon-muse of the late poems is a kind of witch, resembling the witch-goddess Hecate.4 Like 

other goddesses in a wide range of related mythologies, she is muse, prophetess, and hag, 

portending death or doom. The witch or hag is a single aspect of a more inclusive traditional 

moon-goddess whose full symbolism included cycles of birth, life, death and rebirth; and the 

female functions of menstruation, and fertility or barrenness. And she is symbol of the origins of 

poetic inspiration. The 'life' of a moon-goddess typically includes the death of a male god, 

whose loss she either mourns or celebrates, depending on the story. And in this and several 

other notable particulars, the 'life' of the goddess parallels that of Sylvia Plath and her mythic 

protagonist. Plath's source for this and related material was Robert Graves's The White Goddess: 

A historical grammar of poetic myth, a book which was of crucial importance for her life and her 

work. She had encountered many of these myths elsewhere, but the manner in which they are 

organized and analyzed by Graves invested them with unique relevance to her life as a woman 

and as a poet. As did the circumstances under which she was first introduced to, or rather, 

initiated into, the realm of the White Goddess. Ted Hughes ... and a friend had a 'cult' of the 

White Goddess, which Sylvia Plath 'immediately took up.' In June 1956, less than four months 

after their first meeting, she and Ted Hughes were married. Later in their marriage, they had as 

a wall decoration in their flat a poster enlarged from an astrology book depicting the great 

Moon-goddess, 'lsidis' - 'Magnae Deorum Matris' - and listing various of her epithets, including 

'Hecate', 'Proserpina,' 'Diana,' and 'Luna.'5 (39-40) 

Graves's text discusses the moon-inspired White Goddess as the 'earliest European deity,' whose myth 

is intricately connected to poetic theme and vision. The Moon Muse is tri-partite, her new, full, and old 

phases corresponding with birth, life and death. "I cannot think of any true poet from Homer onwards 

who has not independently recorded his experience of her. The test of a poet's vision, one might say, is 

the accuracy of his portrayal of the White Goddess" (24).6 

75.3 [174] 

Your moon-mother there, over your bed, 

The Tyrolean moon, the guttural, 

Mourning and remaking herself. 

It was always Monday in her mind. 

Hughes refers (as he does many times in Birthday Letters) to Plath's mother, Aurelia Schober Plath (26 

April, 1906 -11 March, 1994), a second-generation American Austrian, the daughter of Frank Schober 

and Aurelia Grunwald/Greenwood. Aurelia and Sylvia Plath had a complex relationship that Hughes 
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explores in several of the Birthday Letters poems. That she is "over [her] bed" suggests that Hughes 

refers to Aurelia through either a photograph, or perhaps through the engraving of Isis that hung in their 

home, a representation of the 'great mother' in which death and life meet. This image is further 

discussed "Isis." 7 In Aurelia Plath, whom Sylvia always associated with the death of her father, Otto, life 

and death are also intertwined. As she writes in her journal entry of December 12, 1958, "So mother 

never had a husband she loved. She had a sick, mean-because-he-was-sick, poor louse, bearded-near

death 'Man I knew once.' She killed him (The Father) by marrying him too old, by marrying him sick to 

death and dying, by burying him every day since in her heart, mind and words" (UJ 431). 

The relationship between mother and daughter is emotionally fraught and performative; it plays out on 

Plath's pages, leaving readers to speculate as to the "Truth." In the same journal entry, she exclaims her 

feelings of liberation after her therapist permits her to "hate her mother'': "Ever since Wednesday I 

have been feeling like a 'new person'. Like a shot of brandy went home, a sniff of cocaine, hit me where 

I live and I am alive & so-there. Better than shock treatment: 'I give you permission to hate your 

mother'" (429). Hughes alludes to Aurelia's guttural speech because she was raised speaking German 

and English. Plath also alludes to the oppression and entrapment she associates with these languages 

(though usually describing the language of "the father''). In "Daddy'' she writes: "I never could talk to 

you. I The tongue stuck in my jaw. I It stuck in a barb wire snare./ lch, ich, ich, ich, / I could hardly 

speak. I I thought every German was you. I And the language obscene"(24-40); and in The Bell Jar: 

"What I didn't say was that each time I picked up a German dictionary or a German book, the very sight 

of those dense, black, barbed-wire letters made my mind shut like a clam" (33). 

Plath's negative depiction of Esther Greenwood's mother in The Bell Jar is largely associated with Aurelia 

Plath. Aurelia Plath's response to the novel - and to the publication of Plath's journals - is well 

documented in letters she wrote to Ted and Carol Hughes: "The American publication of The Bell Jar 

came very close to killing me - this ten years of hammering at me with bare-faced lies is too much. 

Enough" (29 Aug. 1972). The Journals, she writes, have "branded [me] as an unfeeling, unsympathetic, 

unloving parent ... It is cruel that for all the thought, all the love, all the work, I am pictured as an 

antagonistic figure" (Letter to Carol Hughes, 5 July 1982). In an attempt to challenge these 

representations, Aurelia published Letters Home. She hoped that by publishing her correspondences 

with Plath that she could give "irrefutable evidence of one other facet of our mother-daughter 

relationship that I want the world to know. It will put an end to the horrible and unjust accusation that I 

was the model for Esther Greenwood's cold, aphorism-spouting, cut-and-dried mother'' (Letter to Ted 

and Carol Hughes, 28 Nov. 1974). Clearly, there were many components to this mother-daughter 

relationship. Hughes, writing these poems, knew Aurelia as his mother-in-law, but also had a 

complicated relationship with her (as these and numerous other letters indicate)8 after Plath's death 

and in the posthumous life her writingscreated. 

Important to note is the significance of Monday (with its connection to the moon, named for Mani, the 

German god of the Moon) in Plath's work; as Hughes himself said in his Notes on her Collected Poems: 

"Monday held an ominous symbolic significance for Sylvia Plath." He specifically points to "The 

Everlasting Monday'' and to "An Appearance."9 In Plath's "An Appearance," she addresses what 

Christina Britzolakis calls the speaker's "persecutory double" (qtd. in Gill, Cambridge Companion 113) 



telling the reader, "It is Monday in her mind" (6). Hughes writes: "'An Appearance', finished ... on 4 

April [1962), presents a ... face-to-face pointblank but mythic portrait of her mother, the genius of 

Monday'' (WP 474, Hughes's emphasis). 

Figure 1: Sylvia and Aurelia Plath. <http://www.cosmicbaseball.com/sp_ap.gif> 

75.3 (174) 

Prouty was there, tender and buoyant moon, 

Whose wand of beams so dainty 

Put the costly sparkle 

Into Cinderella. 
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Olive Higgins Prouty (January 1882 - 24 March 1974) was an American novelist (most famous for Stella 

Dallas, 1922) and philanthropist. She became Plath's benefactress at Smith College after Plath was 

awarded Prouty's scholarship to fund a promising writer. When Plath suffered a breakdown, and 

attempted suicide in 1953,10 Prouty paid for medical expenses incurred at Maclean's hospital in 

Belmont, Massachusetts, including the cost of electroshock therapy.11 Having suffered a nervous 

breakdown herself, Prouty was intent that Plath receive the best care available (Stevenson 47). Letters 

from Prouty to Aurelia Plath concerning Plath's care are included in Letters Home: "You have been 

through a terrific ordeal and I know well you are still terribly anxious and beset by all the decisions to be 

made and also by Sylvia's suffering. I wish I could help relieve your anxiety about Sylvia's future, but I am 

very hopeful there will be no disfiguring scars left on either her body or soul" (127) . 

Plath and Prouty maintained a relationship - mainly through letters - and Prouty continued to send 

money for the duration of Plath's life. Diane Middlebrook suggests that Prouty was never a fan of Ted 

Hughes, possibly one of the sources of his contempt for her: "So Plath turned to Olive Prouty as a 

mentor while working out her rationale for marrying Ted Hughes, writing Mrs. Prouty a lyrical account of 

this perfect love. Mrs. Prouty paid close attention, but was not persuaded -she thought Ted Hughes 

sounded too much like Dylan Thomas, a bad husband. She had also seen Plath starry eyed before. She 

encouraged Plath to enjoy the infatuation, not marry the man" (Her Husband 44). 

Paul Alexander, in his biography, quotes an unpublished letter written to Plath from Prouty (among 

Plath's papers at Indiana University) in June 1956: "'You anticipated that I would feel skeptical. I think 

"skeptical" isn't quite the word. Fearful more closely describes it .... You don't really believe, do you, 
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that the characteristics which you describe as "bashing people around," unkindness and I think you said 

cruelty, can be permanently changed in a man of 26?"' (189-90). 

These letters speak to the intimate relationship that developed between the two women; indeed Plath 

was still receiving money from Prouty in late 1961(LH480/491). Aurelia Plath writes: "After her 

marriage and the establishment of her writing career, Sylvia spoke of Mrs. Prouty as her 'literary 

mother"' (LH 3). Hughes, though seemingly respectful of his wife's relationship with Prouty- as is 

indicated by his correspondence with her- was angered by the role that she and the other women 

alluded to in this poem played in their separation and in Plath's request for a divorce (LofTH 163-5). 

After her death, 

[Hughes] found the letters that Plath's accusations of him had elicited from her female friends

from Olive Prouty, Ruth Beuscher, and Aurelia, all commiserating with Plath over Hughes's 

failings, and counseling her to assert herself in a divorce suit. Hughes never got over his anger at 

what he regarded as their meddling; he believed they had goaded Plath into impulsive and 

misguided actions that painted her into a corner. She'd had to maintain her angry stance out of 

pride. (Middlebrook, Her Husband 215) 

Prouty is parodied as the inane Philomena Guinea in Plath's novel, The Bell Jar. Her protagonist, Esther 

Greenwood, fails to feel any gratitude for Guinea's support (See The Bell Jar 184-5). Still, in a letter 

dated November 29, 1962, she indicated to her mother that she planned to dedicate her second 

collection of poems and her second novel to Prouty (LH 478, 483) . 

Figure 2: Olive Higgins Prouty. <http://www25.uua.org/uuhs/duub/images/olivehigginsprouty.jpg> 
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Figure 3: Olive Higgins Prouty's Home. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 

<http://sylviaplath.info/thumbsSO-SS.html> 

Beutscher 

Moon of dismemberment and resurrection 

Who found enough parts on the floor of her shop 

To fill your old skin and get you walking 

Into Tuesday. 
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Hughes, though he intentionally misspells her name, refers to Ruth Tiffany Barnhouse Beuscher (1923 -

8 May, 1999) - after her second divorce, she dropped the name Beuscher - the psychologist who 

became Plath's therapist in 1953. In his misspelling, Hughes calls attention to the ways in which she 

"butchered" her wife's psyche. He also calls to mind Plath's first biographer Edward Butscher who also 

"butchers" Plath's memory in his problematic study. Butscher illegally quotes material denied him by 

the Hughes estate and "collected all he could persuade people to say about Sylvia Plath" (LofTH 559). 

Dr. Beuscher treated Plath after her hospitalization for attempted suicide and prescribed electroshock 

therapy.12 She is the basis of Dr. Nolan in The Bell Jar. Beuscher supported Plath's decision to take the 

Fulbright Scholarship to Cambridge and Plath returned to Beuscher's care in 1958, after she and Hughes 

temporarily moved to Massachusetts. Plath's journal entries show an important bond between the two 

women; she felt that Beuscher was liberating her. Not only does Beuscher give Plath permission to "hate 

her mother'' (UJ 429), she becomes a surrogate mother whom Plath desires to pleas (UJ 435, 333, 336). 

The two women remained close even after Plath returned to England; they continued to correspond by 

letter and by phone. Karen Maroda, interviewing Beuscher in 1998, offers many interesting insights: 

Plath's last journals, when she was communicating with Ruth mostly through letters, 

mysteriously disappeared, and her final one was destroyed after her death by Ted Hughes, who 

said that he never wanted their children to see it. The letters from Ruth to Sylvia, held in the 

Smith College library, will not be fully available to the public for decades, though a reputable 

source has described them as "surprisingly intimate." And Ruth Barnhouse burned the dozens of 

letters she received from Sylvia while she lived in England. So an interview with Ruth offered the 

only opportunity for real answers about their relationship. ("Sylvia and Ruth") 
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Maroda's interview reveals Beuscher's intimate love for Sylvia, her attempts to cure her, speculations as 

to her failings to that end, as well as her dislike of Hughes, whom she came to see as "evil." Maroda 

discusses their late correspondence: 

In two separate letters written to Sylvia in September 1962, months before her suicide, Ruth 

gave her specific advice on how to handle her divorce. One letter is so directive it conveys an air 

of desperation. She advised Sylvia to get a good lawyer, and to ban Ted from her bed and the 

house. This letter reads more like one from a close friend or relative than a therapist. Ted 

Hughes, who clearly read at least some of Ruth's correspondence to Sylvia, retaliated years later 

in his volume Howls & Whispers. 

From "The Laburnum:" "They consoled you/ With Howls from their own divorce, with the revenge I You 

could not find in yourself' (CPTH 32-33}; and from "Howls & Whispers": "And from your analyst: 'keep 

him out of your bed. I Above all, keep him out of your bed"' (14-15).13 

In "Night-Ride on Ariel" Hughes is condemning Beuscher for misdirected therapy sessions and for 

meddling in their marriage affairs. He clearly feels that Beuscher's relationship with Plath was 

detrimental to her health and that she, like the other mentors in Plath's life, expected her to be 

something she could not. That she is the Moon of "dismemberment" and "resurrection" speaks to the 

therapist's attempts to put Plath "together again" and "to make her as good as new." That she finds the 

"parts" on the "floor of her shop" conjures images of Victor Frankenstein, and of Beuscher as a butcher 

- again, note Hughes's misspelling - compiling a patchwork person from the dismembered remnants of 

others. This attempt seems to get Plath "walking into Tuesday," but the results backfire. 

Hughes's lines also surely recall Plath's poem "Event": "Love cannot come here. / A black gap discloses 

itself I On the opposite lip. I A small white soul is waving, a small white maggot. I My limbs, also, have 

left me. I Who has dismembered us?" (CP 16-21: 194-5}. A poem written in May 1962, after spending 

the "infamous"weekend with the Wevills, 14 Plath describes a cold and ominous relationship. In this 

poem, Hughes suggests that it is other, less likely, women who are responsible for Plath's demise. 

75.6 [174) 

Mary Ellen Chase, 

Silver nimbus lit, egg eyes hooded, 

The moon-owl who found you 

Even in England, and plucked you out of my nest 

And carried you back to college, 

Dragging you all the way, your toes trailing 

In the Atlantic. 

Chase (b. 24 February 1887 - d. July 28 1973} was an important figure in Plath's scholarly endeavors. 

Holding a M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota (1918 and 1922), Chase worked as an 

assistant professor of English until she took up the same post at Smith College in Northampton, 

Massachusetts, where she eventually became the chairwoman of the English department, Plath's 
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professor and mentor. The author of more than thirty books, she is regarded as an important twentieth 

century regional literary figures. Depicted here as the wise "owl" of Plath's women, she coaxes Plath 

back to America, where she would teach at Smith in 1958/9.15 The phrase "Silver nimbus lit'' suggests 

that Plath coveted the wisdom and success of her former professor. In having Chases "pluck" Plath from 

Hughes's nest in order to join her own, Hughes alludes to the strain that her Smith teaching experience 

put on their home life and intimacy.16 

Plath's journals make it clear that Chase disapproved of her marriage to Hughes: "How can I be happy 

when I did something so dangerous as to follow my own heart and mind regardless of her [Aurelia's] 

experienced advice and Mary Ellen Chase's disapproval and the pragmatic American world's cold 

eye"(435, 12 Dec. 1958). Clearly, Chase felt that the marriage would compromise Plath's bright future as 

a writer and academic. Hughes's contempt for Chase also points to a significant difference in the ways 

Plath and Hughes view academia. Plath, often longing to complete a PhD, thrived on her successes at 

university: "Why do I feel I should have a PhD, that I am aimless, brainless without one" (Ibid, 438). 

Hughes writes: "She grew up in an atmosphere of tense intellectual competition and Germanic rigour ... 

. Sylvia was the perfect pupil: she did every lesson double. Her whole tremendous will was bent on 

excelling" (WP 162). Plath felt pressure from Chase when she writes in her January 10, 1959 journal 

entry: "I am also afraid of MEC: you must hate her, fear her: you think all old women are magical 

witches" (460). 

Hughes, always more skeptical of the culture of institutionalized learning, lashes out at academics in 

several of the Birthday Letters poems; he is disgusted by the ways in which Plath became fodder for the 

studies of scholars and students. 

That Chase has her "silver nimbus lit'' is also significant is creating her as an owl figure. Plath's poem, 

"Owl," also makes use of the description: "nimbus-flit, but unpeopled" (2-3). Though Chases's aura is 

illuminating, Hughes does not write her as a "wise old owl." On the contrary, owls, often associated with 

the moon goddess Hecate, who is associated with dying, represents Plath's demise rather than her 

nourishment. 

In these lines, readers should catch the allusion to Plath's "Daddy": "Ghastly statue with one gray toe I 
Big as a Frisco seal/ And a head in the freakish Atlantic" (9-11). Hughes uses her own imagery to show 

that, like her father, she is now gone. 



Figure 4: Mary Ellen Chase. <http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/107773/Mary-Ellen
Chase#tab=active-checked%2Citems-checked&title=Mary%20Ellen%20Chase%20-

%20Britannica%200nline%20Encyclopedia> 

75.7 [174] 

Phases 

Of your dismal-headed 

Fairy godmother moon. 
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Hughes re-works a line from Plath's "The Disquieting Muses" {CP 74-75). The poem, which takes its title 

and inspiration from a painting by de Chirico, has the speaker hostilely address her mother and reject 

the world the mother represents. In the poem, the faceless statues of de Chirico's painting are "three 

ladies I Nodding by night around my bed,/ Mouthless, eyeless, and stitched bald head" {14-16). These 

are the muses Plath "face[s]"as "travelling companions" and from who she "learned" while her mother's 

"little planet bobbed away" {48, 39, 46). Hughes borrows from stanza four of the poem: "I could I Not 

lift a foot on the twinkle-dress I But, heavy-footed, stood aside I In the shadow cast by my dismal

headed /Godmothers, and you cried and cried:/ And the shadow stretched, and the lights went out" 

(27-32). Plath's poem, like Hughes's, emphasizes the sinister aspects of these muses, though Plath also 

embraces them as forms of liberation. 

The moon waxes and wanes through four phases, totaling eight: significantly, Hughes lists the four 
women he sees as most influential in Plath's life/death. The poem follows her as she waxes and then 

permanently wanes in accordance with these "phases." 



Figure 5: Cycles of the Moon. <http://www.skyandtelescope.com/ 
observing/objects/moon/3381766.html?showAll=y&c=y> 

Figure 6: Giorgio de Chirico's The Disquieting Muses (1916) 

<http://marichulambino.files.wordpress.com/2007 /11/chiricol2.jpg> 
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75.8 (174] 

Mother 

Making you dance with her magnetic eye 

On your Daddy's coffin 

(There in the family film). 
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Possibly, Hughes alludes to the film in question from : "A Short Film": 56.1-56.2 (134]. More importantly, 

he is pointing to a performance where Aurelia encourages her daughter to achieve and behave 

appropriately. This pressure to perform/conform plagued Plath throughout her life and is the subject of 

many poems, journal entries and, in part, of her novel, The Bell Jar. That her mother's eye is magnetic 

speaks to the controlling influence that Aurelia holds over Plath as she demands that Plath behave in a 

particular way. 

Hughes's reference to dancing, specifically, might allude to dances Plath performed for her sick father 

when she was a child. Aurelia writes: "Those last years, the children were with him a half an hour before 

bedtime ... they went into the living room, where he rested on the couch. Sylvia would play piano or 

dance for him" (2 July, 1972). Hughes suggests that Plath, performing for praise from an early age, may 

have (unsuccessfully) dealt with the grief at her father's death through achievement and performance. 17 

75.9 (174] 

Prouty 

Wafting you to the ballroom of broken glass 

On bleeding feet. 

Returning to Olive Higgins Prouty, Hughes indicates that Plath was not well enough to play "Cinderella at 

the ball"; Prouty hoped that she would become a successful writer, encouraged her to 'dance' with the 

literati and to pursue her education. Hughes suggests that she was only further injured by this pressure 

to perform. 

75.10 (174] 

Beutscher 

Twanging the puppet strings 

That waltzed you in air out of your mythical grave 

To jig with your Daddy's bones on a kind of tightrope 

Over the gap of your real grave. 

Again, Hughes misspells Beuscher's name and returns to Frankenstein imagery whereby Plath's therapist 

is a sort of Butcher, chopping and cutting Plath, never fully aware of the damage she causes. 

These lines speak to the "dangerous dance" in which Beuscher and Plath engaged. In acting as 

puppeteer, Beuscher controls Plath's mental health. In conjuring her dead father and his mythology in 
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the therapy sessions, Hughes has Plath walk a "kind of tightrope" which, rather than providing a safety 

net, hovers directly over her suicidal death. 

75.11 (175) 

Mary Ellen Moon of Massachusetts 

Struck you with her chiming claw 

And turned you into an hourglass of moonlight 

With its menstrual wound 

Of shadow sand. She propped you 

On her lectern, 

Lecture-timer. 

Hughes alludes to Mary Ellen Chase's desire to create Plath in her own image, a successful student 

become a successful teacher.18 Having already constructed Chase as a moon-owl, he suggests that her 

demands were grievously injurious as she strikes Plath with her "claw." Chase turns Plath into an 

"hourglass of moonlight" whose "shadow sand" times the "lecture" that now becomes Plath's life. This 

image is also a commentary on the academics who plagued Hughes's life. 

75.12 (175) 

White-faced bolts 

Of electrocuting moonlight -

Masks of the full or over-full or empty 

Moon that tipped your heart 

Upside down and drained it. 

Hughes recalls the shock treatment that Plath experienced at Maclean's in 1953. The "gravitational" 

influence of these women, representing the different phases of the moon and of Plath's life, drains her 

being. These images of blood and electricity recall her own lines: "there is a charge, a very large charge/ 

For a word or touch/ Or a bit of blood" ("Lady Lazarus," CP 61-3). As Erica Wagner suggests: "Everything 

is gathered together in this poem: the imagery of the moon, of blood, of electrocution that fills her work 

fills this poem. It is both homage and appropriation: as if by using her words and ideas in this way the 

poet could somehow gather back into himself something that has been lost"(AG 181). 

75.13 (175) 

As you flew 

They jammed all your wavelengths 

With their criss-cross instructions, 

Hughes reiterates Plath's need to please these mother figures. As seen in her journal entries, Plath was 

conflicted by her ever-present need to perform for the benefit of others. Her inability to satisfy 

everyone left her unable to satisfy herself. Hughes's use of the word "instructions" again calls to our 

attention the disdain he held for these women who "instructed Plath" after the disintegration of their 
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marriage. As he suggests in the following lines, her "flight" was already "failing." He accuses Aurelia 

Plath, Mary Ellen Chase, Olive Higgins Prouty and Ruth Barnhouse Beuscher of misdirecting Plath to the 

point of despair. Comments from her December 12, 1958 journal entry suggest she felt conflicted by her 

"mother figures" long before 1962: 

I have done practically everything she said I couldn't do and be happy at the same time and here 

I am, almost happy. Except when I feel guilty, feel I shouldn't be happy, because I am not doing 

what all the mother figures in my life would have me do. I hate them then. I get very sad about 

not doing what everybody and all my white-haired old mothers want in their old age. (432-433) 

75.14 (175) 

Crackling and dragging their blacks 

Over your failing flight, 

Hauling your head this way and that way 

As you clung to the sun - to the last 

Shred of the exploded dawn 

In your fist-

Hughes borrows from Plath's poem "Edge" (CP 272-3), written in the last week of her life: "The moon 

has nothing to be sad about, I Staring from her hood of bone.// She is used to this sort of thing. I Her 

blacks crackle and drag" (17-20). As Erica Wagner explains, "[the] notion of sacrifice closes 'Night-Ride 

on Ariel.' The women she has looked to bring her down, in the end .... it is this that causes her flight to 

fail. They are 'crackling and dragging their blacks' just as the moon does in Plath's poem 'Edge'; and their 

hauling of her head 'this way and that way' recalls the real ride that inspired 'Ariel,' reminding the 

reader of her solid, living self, on horseback, on Ariel"( AG 182). 

Hughes again echoes one of Plath's last poems, as he returns to an image from "Balloons": "A red I 
Shred in his little fist" (CP 29-30). It is significant that he incorporates images from her final poems. The 

images from "Edge" are more readily comprehensible as these women figures become moon mothers 

who wax and wane on the psyche of Sylvia Plath. "Balloons," a poem addressed to daughter Frieda, 

explores illusions, the precariousness of existence, the fragility of happiness, and the na"ivete with which 

we, like children (in the poem, a son), assume permanence in a world about to explode. The "shred" of 

red left in Plath's fist (a symbol of defiance) is overwhelmed by darkness in Hughes's reworking of the 

image. Unlike the empowering possibility offered by the rising sun in Plath's "Ariel" -- her "suicidal 

drive" towards "the cauldron of morning" - his poem denies rebirth and transcendence. As she 

attempts to cling to the empowering light, seen as her poetic voice, she is overwhelmed by despair. 

Hughes's poem boldly suggests that these "moon-muses" are responsible for her suicide; there is no 

"rebirth into something greater and more glorious" (WP 199). 

75.15 (175) 

That Monday. 



Hughes refers to the Monday of Plath's suicide, February 11, 1963, when she gassed herself in her 

London apartment, 23 Fitzroy Road. 
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Ann Skea comments in "Poetry and Magic": "Sylvia's moon is full of all those women who laid the 

foundation of her life and from whose influence she could not, in the end, free her true self. They, in the 

end, are Hecate's demons. So, for Ted, Sylvia's ride on Ariel is a ride into night" ("The Path of Justice"). 

~---- --------• 

Figure 7: 23 Fitzroy Road, London. 
<http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/ commons/1/ld/23 _Fitzroy_Road,_London_-_Sylvia_Plath_ -

_W.B._Yeats.jpg> 

1 "Ariel" 

Stasis in darkness. 
Then the substanceless blue 
Pour of tor and distances. 

God's lioness, 
How one we grow, 
Pivot of heels and knees! - The furrow 

Splits and passes, sister to 
The brown arc 
Of the neck I cannot catch, 

Nigger-eye 
Berries cast dark 
Hooks -



Black sweet blood mouthfuls, 
Shadows. 
Something else 

Hauls me through air -
Thighs, hair; 
Flakes from my heels. 

White 
Godiva, I unpeel -
Dead hands, dead stringencies. 

And now I 
Foam to wheat, a glitter of seas. 
The child's cry 

Melts in the wall. 
And I 
Am the arrow, 

The dew that flies 
Suicidal, at one with the drive 
Into the red 

Eye, the cauldron of morning. {CP 239-240) 

2 Plath's poem, written on her thirtieth birthday, is 31 lines. This choice seems to indicate her optimism in 
recreating and rebirthing herself for a new year. 

3 See also "Caryatids I": 2.2 (157) 

4 See <http://www.theoi.com/Khthonios/Hekate.html> for further explanation of Hecate/Hekate 

5 See also annotations for "Isis": 45.1-45.9 [111-112) 

6 See also annotations for "Isis": 45.1-45.9 [111-112) 

7 See annotations 45.1-45.9 [111-112)): 
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8See also Letters of Ted Hughes: 217,259, 364,366, among others. 

9 See Collected Poems pages 275, 62, 189 

10 See annotations for ''The Tender Place": 6.1- 6.6 [12-13) 

11 See annotations for ''The Tender Place": 6.1- 6.6 [12-13] 

13 See also annotations for ''The Inscription": 75.1-75.8 [172-173) 

14See annotations for "Dreamers": 67.1-67.10 [157-158) 

16 See annotations for ''The Blue Flannel Suit": 30.1-30.6 [67-68) 

17 See also "God Help the Wolf after Whom the Dogs Do Not Bark" 12[26] 
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18 ''The Blue Flannel Suit": 30.1-30.6 [67-68] also engages with Plath's experience of teaching at Smith in 1957 /58. 
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"Freedom of Speech" 

Annotations 84.1-84.4: 192 

Hughes imagines a sixtieth birthday celebration for his late wife. His bitterness towards those who have 

exploited her memory and the life they shared is explicit. The approximate time of the poem's 

composition reveals Hughes's state of mind in 1992 when he was engaged in a lengthy debate about 

Plath and the rights of those who write about her. In this poem, he continues to assert that although her 

realization of a powerful poetic voice in Ariel immortalizes her as a poet, the cost of this realization 

forced her to face the demons that plagued her; this confrontation, as he also argues in '7he Minotaur" 

(annotations 49.1-49.5: 120} was, in part, responsible for her demise. 1 Hughes's poem recalls Plath's "A 

Birthday Present"; this poem as argued in the introduction, lends the readers clues as to why he chooses 

Birthday Letters as the title of his collection. 

84.1 [192) 

At your sixtieth birthday, in the cake's glow, 

Ariel sits on your knuckle. 

You feed it grapes, a black one, then a green one, 

From between your lips pursed like a kiss. 

Why are you so solemn? 

Sylvia Plath would have celebrated her sixtieth birthday on October 27, 1992; we can assume Hughes 

wrote this poem on, or around, this date. That he writes of this particular birthday calls to mind lines 

from her 1962 poem, "A Birthday Present," where she pleads for inspiration through a deathly gift she 

fears may arrive too late: "Let it not come by word of mouth, I should be sixty I By the time the whole 

of it was delivered, and too numb to use it" (53-54: 208).2 

Ariel is present at this celebration, forever immortalized as her final work. She is still a servant to the 

poetic inspiration embodied by Ariel, as she feeds "it" both a dark and light grapes, her dark and bright 

selves. Linda Bundtzen describes Ariel as "very much alive, happily sitting on Plath's knuckle like an 

exotic bird" making the "publishers and doctors and professors" at this party ever grateful (41). Plath, 

who wrote her poem "Ariel" on her 30 and final birthday, sacrifices herself in order to bring both Ariel 

and "Ariel" into being. The title poem reminds its reader how the ultimate goal is to be the "arrow, I The 

dew that flies/ Suicidal, at one with the drive I Into the red I Eye, the cauldron of morning" (CP 27-31: 

239-240).3 Plath must accept the consequences of her work, both good and bad. Hughes depicts her as 

"solemn" as she continues to "feed" Ariel's force at the sacrifice of her own. 

84.2 [192) 

Everybody laughs 

As if grateful, the whole reunion -

Old friends and new friends, 

Some famous authors, your court of brilliant minds, 



And publishers and doctors and professors, 

Their eyes creased in delighted laughter - even 
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In 1992 Hughes is particularly sensitive to Plath's "court of brilliant minds." This is the year he engaged 

in a ferocious debate with Jacqueline Rose, as Bundtzen writes: "1992, [is] also the year of Rose's 

publication of The Haunting of Sylvia Plath and the controversy over her freedom of speech versus what 

Hughes believed to be a slur on Plath's sexual identity and a violation of his own" (41). Before and after 

publication Rose and her publisher, Virago, were legally advised to allow Olwyn and Ted, as executors, 

to read the finished drafts before they were published.4 Hughes took issue with two particular chapters. 

One, entitled "The Archive," concerns itself with "the control by Ted Hughes of Sylvia Plath's legacy and 

her work" (65) and how he, along with Aurelia Plath and Olwyn Hughes, was "involved in th[e] process 

of editing, censoring, attempting to direct the interpretation of, and response to, Plath's work" (74). The 

second, "No Fantasy Without Protest," contains Rose's analysis of Plath's "The Rabbit Catcher," a 

reading that Hughes found abhorrent and offensive. Rose offers a unique reading of the sexual 

overtones in the poem; here is a short excerpt from her lengthy study:5 

the sexuality that it writes cannot be held to a single place - it spreads, blinds, unreels like the 

oil in the sea. More crudely, that wind blowing, that gagging, calls up the image of oral sex and 

then immediately turns it around, gagging the speaker with her own blown hair, her hair in her 

mouth, her tasting the gorse (Whose body- male or female - is this? Who - man or woman - is 

tasting whom?), even while 'black spikes' and 'candles' work to hold the more obvious 

distribution of gender roles in their place .. . If we pass to the next stanza, the uncertainty 

intensifies as we are given what can only be described as a symbolic geography of (the female) 

sex. (138) 

Rose asserted in 2002, "My question then, as now, is this: if Plath uses an image, the rabbit catcher, 

which so obviously calls up a feminist reading - woman trapped like a rabbit by marriage and man - and 

turns it sexually around in her mind, what is she doing in the process? For if the trap starts to look 

(sound, smell) like the body of a woman, then there can be no easy accusation" (On Not Being Able to 

Sleep 57). Rose's analysis of Plath's sexuality was interpreted by Hughes as questioning her 

heterosexuality- which is, Rose, insists, to miss the point of her criticism. 

In the preface to The Haunting of Sylvia Plath she writes: 

In correspondence with the Hughes's, this book was called 'evil'. Its publisher was told it would 

not appear. At one point an attempt was made to revoke previously granted permissions to 

quote from Plath's work. I was asked to remove my reading of 'The Rabbit Catcher', and when I 

refused, I was told by Ted Hughes that my analysis would be damaging for Plath's (now adult) 

children and that speculation of the kind I was seen as engaging in about Sylvia Plath's sexual 

identity would in some countries be 'grounds for homicide.' (xiii) 

Hughes's actual words read as follows: 
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"the sexual identity of mothers is a very delicate topic - presumably because it is internalized in 

such a vulnerable way in the sexual identities of the children. Ms Rose will surely agree with this. 

After all, there are still countries where speculation about somebody's mother's sexual life is 

grounds for homicide .... Ms Rose thought that she was writing a book about a writer dead 

thirty years, and seems to have overlooked, as I say, the plain fact that she has ended up writing 

a book largely about me." (qtd. in Rose ''This is not a biography" 2002)6 

In the same letter, written to Rose, he makes clear his sentiments about scholars who are in search of 

his dead wife's "identity":7 

Critics established the right to say whatever they pleased about the dead. It is an absolute 

power, and the corruption that comes with it, very often, is an atrophy of the moral 

imagination. They move onto the living because they can no longer feel the difference between 

the living and the dead. They extend over the living that licence to say whatever they please, to 

ransack their psyche and reinvent them however they please. They stand in front of classes and 

present this performance as exemplary civilised activity - this utter insensitivity towards other 

living human beings. Students see the easy power and are enthralled, and begin to outdo their 

teachers. For a person to be corrupted in that way is to be genuinely corrupted. (qtd. in Malcolm 

46-47) 

The debate continued when, in 1992, the Times literary Supplement published several letters disputing 

the controls of the Plath estate on writers and biographers. Initially responding to a letter from Olwyn 

Hughes, Rose describes the "pressures" to which she "had been subjected" (On Not Being Able to Sleep 

60). Hughes responded on April 24, 1992, reiterating his position with regard to critics, specifically Rose, 

and attempting to clarify his remark concerning "homicide." He wonders what will happen when Rose's 

ideas are left to the interpretation of others: 

[Won't they] leave her head, and start up a life outside her control, inside other people's heads? 

Don't they, at that point, cease to be speculations and become - nine times out of ten -facts? 

Or at least, quasi-facts - that do influence ideas, if only in a fluctuating, provisional way? 

I ask her to imagine her 'interpretation' in the context of small-town gossip. Here, Ms Rose's 

shocking fantasy about the controversial public figure Sylvia Plath would follow the course 

familiar, I thought, to all. By the third step, that is, it would no longer be 'interpretation' or 

'fantasy' but plain fact ... As part of the teaching of Sylvia Plath's poetry worldwide, a titillating 

'revelation', for almost everybody taught, a kind of 'fact'. 

Only when one of those students or readers meets Sylvia Plath's actual children will the 

connection be made: this is the son or daughter of that freaky woman who was like that . 

. . . I was so strenuously locked into beating at [Rose's) door, as I have described, simply to wake 

her up - it never dawned on me that all she could feel is threatened ... . (Ibid 60-61, Hughes's 

emphasis) 



Malcolm's The Silent Woman, quotes the letter's subsequent lines: "I was trying, rather 

desperately and with a sense of futility, to get her to look into her heart, but the only effect I 

had, as she now tells, was that she consulted her lawyer. (188) 
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This is the climate in which Hughes finds himself in 1992. His characteristic silence in the years following 

Plath's death is broken when he feels the need to defend himself, Plath and their children from 

"corruption" at the hands of "professors" and "brilliant minds" who engage in what he considers the 

"[un]civilized activity" of speculation about his late wife. As critics continue to publish analyses of Plath's 

poems, he fears the effects that these readings will have on those who continue to be influenced by 

Plath as an "actual" person, wife and mother. In "Freedom of Speech," he concludes that these scholars 

all make great fun of this act, the irony not lost on this analysis, their eyes "creased" in laughter as they 

gather to "bristle and vomit/ Over their symposia" (BL,"The Dogs Are Eating Your Mother'' 37-38: 196)8 

Figure 1: Jacqueline Rose 

<http://static.guim.eo.uk/sys-images/Guardian/Pix/pictures/2009/2/24/1235472931191/rose.jpg> 

84.3 [192] 

The late poppies laugh, one loses a petal. 

The candles tremble their tips 

Trying to contain their joy. And your Mummy 

Is laughing in her nursing home. Your children 

Are laughing from opposite sides of the globe. Your Daddy 

Laughs deep in his coffin. And the stars, 

Surely the stars, too, shake with laughter. 

Hughes references Plath's two poppy poems: "Poppies in July" and "Poppies in October." The word 

"late" specifically points to the later poem, where the flowers are "late mouths" (CP 11: 240) and a "love 

gift" (CP 4: 240), and it speaks to the fact -as is discussed in "Dreamers" 67 .7 [158) - that Plath wrote 

"Poppies in October'' on her thirtieth birthday, the same day she wrote "Ariel." Her earlier poppy poem 

has the flowers as "little hell flames" that "flicker'' much as this sinister birthday cake alights the "party" 

with candles that "tremble" with a perverse "joy" (CP 1,3: 203). The poppies are so ecstatic with their 

role in this drama that one starts to deflower, an allusion to how Plath's sanctity is despoiled by her 

"admirers." 
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Plath's mother, aged and infirm in 1992 just two years before her death, no longer has a stake in Plath's 

legacy. She "laughs," oblivious to the continuing controversy surrounding her daughter. 9 Plath's 

children are "laughing from opposite sides of the globe" as they continued their lives in Australia and 

Alaska.10 Frieda and Nicholas never really knew their mother and cannot experience her loss in the same 

ways Hughes does. Plath's father, already gone, is also untouched. 

The stars in Hughes's poem also shake with laughter; in Hughes's mind they foresaw this reality long 

before, perhaps the night the solar system married them.11 Hughes's line here recalls Plath's poem, 

"Words," and his, "A Dream," where "fixed Stars I Govern a life" (CP 270, BL 118). The solar system and 

its stars are in "joyful celebration of Ariel's immortality and place in the poetic firmament" (Bundtzen 

41) . 

84.4 (192) 

And Ariel-

What about Ariel? 

Ariel is happy to be here. 

Only you and I do not smile. 

Ariel is immortalized and happy to be here. "Here" is not only the privileged position Plath's work 

occupied in 1992, but here, repeatedly, in Hughes's poem. Ariel is forever alive and attached to the 

poets. As Plath writes in "Kindness": "The blood jet is poetry,/ There is no stopping it" (18-19: 270); her 

celebrity remains forever attached to Ariel. She is a martyr in the feminist community for the courage to 

voice herself and to transgress boundaries imposed on women, particularly women writers; what she 

contributes is thus attached to the freedom to speak. What Hughes represents in that same community 

is also part of Ariel, its reception and its interpretation. In this poem, Hughes feels that the power to 

publish certain types of criticism is corrupting and damaging; freedom of speech can be detrimental. 

Plath and Hughes are thus humourless: they do not smile. 

1 Hughes has also suggested that Plath's writing of The Bell Jar was responsible for her demise. See footnote one 
from "The Minotaur." 

2 A Birthday Present 

What is this, behind this veil, is it ugly, is it beautiful? 
It is shimmering, has it breasts, has it edges? 

I am sure it is unique, I am sure it is just what I want. 
When I am quiet at my cooking I feel it looking, I feel it thinking 

'Is this the one I am to appear for, 
Is this the elect one, the one with black eye-pits and a scar? 

Measuring the flour, cutting off the surplus, 
Adhering to rules, to rules, to rules. 



Is this the one for the annunciation? 
My god, what a laugh!' 

But it shimmers, it does not stop, and I think it wants me. 
I would not mind if it was bones, or a pearl button. 

I do not want much of a present, anyway, this year. 
After all I am alive only by accident. 

I would have killed myself gladly that time any possible way. 
Now there are these veils, shimmering like curtains, 

The diaphanous satins of a January window 
White as babies' bedding and glittering with dead breath. 0 ivory! 

It must be a tusk there, a ghost column. 
Can you not see I do not mind what it is. 

Can you not give it to me? 
Do not be ashamed - I do not mind if it is small. 

Do not be mean, I am ready for enormity. 
Let us sit down to it, one on either side, admiring the gleam, 

The glaze, the mirrory variety of it. 
Let us eat our last supper at it, like a hospital plate. 

I know why you will not give it to me, 
You are terrified 

The world will go up in a shriek, and your head with it, 
Bossed, brazen, an antique shield, 

A marvel to your great-grandchildren. 
Do not be afraid, it is not so. 

I will only take it and go aside quietly. 
You will not even hear me opening it, no paper crackle, 

No falling ribbons, no scream at the end. 
I do not think you credit me with this discretion. 

If you only knew how the veils were killing my days. 
To you they are only transparencies, clear air. 

But my god, the clouds are like cotton. 
Armies of them. They are carbon monoxide. 
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Sweetly, sweetly I breathe in, 
Filling my veins with invisibles, with the million 

Probable motes that tick the years off my life. 
You are silver-suited for the occasion. 0 adding machine-----

Is it impossible for you to let something go and have it go whole? 
Must you stamp each piece in purple, 

Must you kill what you can? 
There is one thing I want today, and only you can give it to me. 

It stands at my window, big as the sky. 
It breathes from my sheets, the cold dead center 

Where split lives congeal and stiffen to history. 
Let it not come by the mail, finger by finger. 

Let it not come by word of mouth, I should be sixty 
By the time the whole of it was delivered, and too numb to use it. 

Only let down the veil, the veil, the veil. 
If it were death 

I would admire the deep gravity of it, its timeless eyes. 
I would know you were serious. 

There would be a nobility then, there would be a birthday. 
And the knife not carve, but enter 

Pure and clean as the cry of a baby, 
And the universe slide from my side. 

3 See also annotations for "Night-Ride on Ariel": 75.1-75.15 [174) 

4 See Malcolm's The Silent Woman 187 

5 See endnotes of annotations for ''The Rabbit Catcher": 62.1-62.17 [144-146) for Plath's poem in its entirety. 

6 Janet Malcolm's The Silent Woman, "Part Three," "Chapter Three," offers a particularly interesting and 
compelling analysis of Rose's involvement with Hughes and the Plath Estate. 

7 These remarks are reminiscent of the public dispute Hughes had with A. Alvarez over the publication of The 
Savage God: see annotation 87.2 [195) from ''The Dogs Are Eating Your Mother'' 

8 See annotations for ''The Dogs Are Eating Your Mother'': 87.1-87.7 [195-196) 

9 Consider the following: my correspondence with Plath's niece (Warren Plath's daughter), Susan: 

November 9, 2009: My grandmother lived in a retirement community with an attached nursing home called 
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North Hill in Needham, Massachusetts just south of Boston, and adjacent to 
Wellesley. I believe she moved into an apartment in the retirement home in 1987, 
but that may be off by a few years. It could have been as early as '84 or '85. I 
could ask my father if you need me to be more specific. 

She moved to the adjacent nursing care facility shortly after my mother's death -
probably January or February 1993. I remember cleaning out her apartment during my 
spring break from law school in late February 1993. She had spent time in the 
nursing care facility off and on during the prior year but once the doctors decided 
she needed to be there on a permanent basis she was required by contract to give her 
apartment up for sale. 

10 See annotations for ''The Dogs Are Eating Your Mother": 87.1-87.7 [195-196) 
Nicholas Hughes lived in Australia until his death in March 2009. 

11 See annotations for "St. Botolph's": 7.1-7.13 [14-15) 
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"The Dogs Are Eating your Mother'' 

Annotations 87.1-87.7: 195-196 

In this jarringly titled poem, one of four not addressed to Plath specifically, Hughes addresses their 

children, Frieda and Nicholas. The poem is a scathing condemnation of the academics, biographers, and 

critics who write about Sylvia Plath. He chastises the cult that perpetuates Plath's legend, immortalizing 

her as a feminist icon while vii/ionizing him as an adulterous husband; he sees these writers and readers 

as "nothing more than jackals in a feeding frenzy" (Bundtzen 41). This poem suggests how his children 

might reclaim Plath for their own. 

87.1 [195) 

That is not your mother but her body. 

She leapt from our window 

And fell there. 

In these first lines, Hughes is intent to distinguish - for his children - Plath as she is presented in the 

biographies as separate from Plath as he knew her but whom they barely remember. He insists there is 

little "truth" in Plath as she has been represented and hopes his children can reclaim some of her 

sanctity as the mother who loved them. That it is Plath herself who "leap[s]" conveys the agency of her 

suicide, and suggests her actions problematize her posthumous reception. She falls where these "dogs" 

have access to her; her posthumous poems - which "fall" with her - in part encourage her own 

dismemberment. That these "remains" are just "her body" suggests her "body of work" does little to 

reveal the woman/mother she was. 

Figures 1 & 2: Frieda Hughes, with Plath and Nicholas in 1961; Frieda Hughes as an adult. 

<http://files.splinder.com/8e0811f160de40c01e084dc17e6c6c79.jpeg> 

<http:/ /static.guim.co.uk/Guardian/books/gallery/2008/may/29/poetry/hughesCUT02_fea14_300Smjbc-

5817 .jpg> 



Figures 3 & 4: Nicholas Hughes with Plath in 1962; Nicholas Hughes in 1998, at his father's funeral. 

<http://www.southernconnections.com/roller/frink/resource/Plath_Nicholas_Hughes.jpg> 

<http://images.mirror.co.uk/upl/m4/mar2009/7 /3/nicholas-hughes-pic-pa-971457478.jpg> 

87.2 (195) 

Those are not dogs 

That seem to be dogs 

Pulling at her. Remember the lean hound 

Running up the lane holding high 

The dangling raw windpipe and lungs 

Of a fox? Now see who 

Will drop on all fours at the end of the street 

And come romping towards your mother, 

Pulling her remains, with their lips 

Lifted like dog's lips 

Into new positions. 
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Plath is Hughes's beloved fox, ravaged by scholars and fanatics who have perverted her memory with 

their own {Hughes would argue false) interpretations. This violent description of those who "hound" him 

and his family portrays scholars of Plath as bestial; they tear a posthumous Plath until she is 

unrecognizable by those who knew her best. The word "raw" speaks to the hurt Hughes feels these 

"dogs" have inflicted, wounding him and her children. 
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Because Hughes chose to remain largely silent about Plath's life and death until the publication of 

Birthday Letters - in an attempt, he argued, to protect his children and his late wife's integrity- critics 

have assumed that silence was an admission of guilt for the role he played in her death. In a letter he 

wrote to Anne Stevenson1 in 1989, Hughes discusses this assumption in language similar to the poem's: 

I have never attempted to give my account of Sylvia, .. . I know too that the alternative -

remaining silent - makes me a projection post for every worst suspicion. That my silence seems 

to confirm every accusation and fantasy. I preferred it, on the whole, to allowing myself to be 

dragged out into the bull-ring and teased and pricked and goaded into vomiting up every detail 

of my life with Sylvia for the higher entertainment of the hundred thousand Eng Lit Profs and 

graduates who - as you know - feel very little in this case beyond curiosity of a quite low order, 

the ordinary village kind, popular bloodsport kind, no matter how they robe their attention in Lit 

Crit Theology and ethical sanctity. If they do feel anything more vigorous, it is generally 

something even lower: status anxiety, their professional angst on the promotion scramble ... 

Maybe this is a vile angle to view this business from, but what else can I see when I'm howled at 

to revere it above my own life and to feed it, in fact, chunks of my own life, or at least not try to 

snatch any of my life out of its mouth? ... My simple wish [is] to recapture for myself, if I can, 

the privacy of my own feelings and conclusions about Sylvia , and to remove them from 

contamination by anybody else's ... (qtd. in Malcolm 141-142) 

Writing to Lucas Myers in February of 1987, Hughes describes his sentiments:" ... the cult which 

interpreted my continued silence in the blazing martyr-light shed by Sylvia's consecrated image. In 

which light I could only appear as a demon, the villain, the cause of all Sylvia's pains" (Lo[TH 537). 

And to W.S. Merwin in 1988, he reaffirms his feelings: "The dogs in the street seem to have more ideas 

about me than I have" (Ibid 545). 

In the well-known feud between Hughes and A. Alvarez over Alvarez's The Savage God, 2 Hughes penned 

two letters to his once close friend in furious protest concerning the book's memoir of Plath; it was, he 

said, "permanent dynamite" for his family. The first of these letters, written in 1971, is particularly 

important with regard to "The Dogs are Eating Your Mother" in that it speaks on behalf of Frieda and 

Nicholas:3 

For you she is a topic of intellectual discussion, a poetic, existential phenomenon .... But for F. 

and N .... she is the absolute centerpin - they have made her very important, the more so 

because of her obvious absence. Throughout the mess I've been making of replacing her these 

last years, their image of her - of what she did and was - is going to decide their lives .. . . It is 

infuriating for me to see my private experiences and feelings re-invented for me, in that crude, 

bland, unanswerable way, and interpreted and published as official history - as if I were a 

picture on a wall or some prisoner in Siberia. And to see her used in the same way. (qtd. in 

Malcolm 124-125) 

Hughes, harshly criticized for re-ordering the Ariel poems and destroying her journal, has always argued 

that he was protecting the feelings of others. He insists he destroyed the journal, because he "didn't 
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want her children to read it." "The Dogs are Eating Your Mother," then, reads as another defense of his 

actions. 

87.3 (195) 

Protect her 

And they will tear you down 

As if you were more her. 

They will find you every bit 

As succulent as she is. Too late 

To salvage what she was. 

"Hughes warns [his children] that if they try to protect their mother, they will be cannibalized 'as if you 

were more her' ... Hughes's advice here presumably derives from his own bitter experience of being 

savaged by the literati, and from his belief that 'what she was' has been utterly misrepresented by 

hyena critics and biographers who have made both him and Plath their 'spoils"' (Bundtzen 40). 

This warning is particularly interesting in light of the responses of Frieda and Nicholas to life lived in the 

public eye. Nicholas, seeming to heed his father's admonitions, lived his life away from the camera 

glare; to my knowledge, he was never interviewed, nor issued any public statements about his parents 

prior to his death in 2009. He lived the latter part of his life in Alaska. 

Frieda, on the other hand, has, indeed, attempted to "salvage" what her mother "was." In a transparent 

defense of her father, Frieda has penned many poems that attempt to reclaim her mother, and she also 

wrote the foreword to the 2002 publication of Ariel: The Restored Edition. Though neither the public nor 

the literati find her "[a]s succulent" as Plath, she creates her own niche among the literati through 

continued association with her now-deceased parents. A talented painter, Hughes's artistic website 

welcomes visitors by declaring herself as the daughter of Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes. As executor of 

Plath's estate, she forbade the use of Plath's words in the 2003 film Sylvia; she penned an angry protest 

letter in response to the film.4 Scholars continue to find the estate difficult to deal with as she has the 

final say on the use of Plath's work and she is hesitant to sanction the use of her mother's material. 

Though Nicholas, too, officially shared the role of executor until his death, he largely allowed Frieda to 

run the show: "He was a man who made it clear to friends that he would rather discuss the finer points 

of ice fishing than the writings of his parents. Indeed, some of his colleagues in the School of Fisheries 

and Ocean Sciences at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, worked with him for years without knowing 

he was the son of two major 20th_century poets" (Barstow 1). Nicholas was not interested in capitalizing 

on his lineage: "Unlike his sister Frieda, who has dealt with their harrowing family history partly by 

talking about it and scrutinising it in her writing, her poetry and her art, Dr Hughes had always actively 

avoided the subject" (qtd. in article by Ben Hoyle). Friend Joe Saxton says: "I never heard Nick tell 

anyone about his parentage, ... he wasn't embarrassed; it just wasn't something he wanted to be a 

feature of him" {Ibid). 

87.4 (195) 



I buried her where she fell. 

You played around the grave. We arranged 

Sea-shells and big veined pebbles 

Carried from Appledore 

As if we were herself. 
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Plath is buried in Heptonstall's5 Thomas a Becket's churchyard . Located in West Yorkshire near Hughes's 

birthplace (Mytholmroyd), this graveyard is where his mother, father and uncle are also buried. Hughes 

suggests it was important to bury Plath "where she fell" - in England where she had not only committed 

suicide but where she married him and gave birth to her children. 

Appledore, a fishing village, near their home in North Devon. The fate of these ornaments is described in 

the following annotation. 

Figures 5 & 6: Aerial views of Heptonstall and its graveyard. Sylvia Plath's grave is marked in red: 

<http://sylviaplathinfo.blogspot.com/2007 _09_01_archive.html> 



87.5 (195] 

Figure 7: Sylvia Plath's headstone. Used with permission of Peter K. Steinberg. 

<http://www.sylviaplath.info/photos/plathgrave.jpg> 

But a kind 

Of hyena came aching upwind. 

They dug her out. Now they batten 

On the cornucopia 

Of her body. Even 

Bite the face off her gravestone, 

Gulp down the grave ornaments, 

Swallow the very soil. 
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Hughes suggests that these "hyena[s]" thrive at the expense of Plath and her family. They come 

"aching" to Northern England, longing to find communion. They come "upwind" so as not be detected. 

They steal the "ornaments" left with love, deface her grave and bottle the soil in a perverse attempt to 

possess some essence of Plath. 

Hughes, in a letter to the Guardian, dated April, 1989, responds to complaints about Plath's grave:6 

I would like to assure them that what has been happening to Sylvia Plath's gravestone concerns 

me. Here is what I know about it. If I had followed custom, the gravestone would have borne the 

name Sylvia Hughes, which was her legal name, the name of her children's mother. Avoiding 

the more cumbersome form of indicating the maiden name of the deceased, I took it into my 

head to insert Plath after Sylvia because I knew well enough in 1963 what she had brought off in 

that name, and I wished to honour it. That was the beginning and end of my thoughts about the 

name. I added the sentence from Sanskrit because that was what I used to tell her when she 
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was low, and because she had fulfilled it in such a way. I got the granite from Dartmoor because 

of her special feeling for the place. 

The Mason persuaded me that riveted lead letters were more practical than letters engraved, 

though they seemed to me too vulnerable and temporary (as they have proved). 

One day he informed me that the letters of her married name had been levered off. I asked him 

to replace them, which he did. They were removed again, and again he replaced them. They 

were removed a third time and again I asked him to replace them. Each time he had to take the 

stone back to his workshop, while I considered what to do next. 

When the name was violated a fourth time, last year, I asked him to keep the stone in his 

workshop, while I considered what to do next. In November, I visited him, intending to have a 

new kind of gravestone cut, of a shape that could not be easily shattered, in which the letters 

would be deeply incised. I found he had already repaired the old stone. It stood in his workshop, 

waiting for my decision. I asked him to give it another go and set it up. If he has not yet done so, 

I'm sure I agree with him that there is no hurry. (LofTH 555-6). 

Later, in the same letter he describes: 

the horror of what it will be when Sylvia Plath's grave becomes one more trampled Disneyland 

toy in the Northern Cultural Theme Park, hawked on brochures. That is not so unlikely. It has 

already all but happened to one or two places not far off. Even as things are, visitors to the 

grave have not given me any reason to feel that they should be encouraged. Their record is 

poor. Occasionally relatives of mine up there tend the grave, but visitors merely take from it. 

The big North Devon beach pebbles that I set around it at one time soon disappeared. The shells 

with which I covered it went in no time, etc. (LofTH 556) 

Hughes also planted daffodil bulbs at Plath's grave - from their home at Court Green - but they too 

were removed.7 He describes how he: "rooted a cutting from the Yew tree that appears in some of her 

poems, but did not transplant it to her grave when I began to realise what would happen to a hostage 

of that sort" (qtd. in Daniel 119). 

Interviewed in 2007, Frieda Hughes was asked about her mother's grave stone, and about people 

wanting to remove the name Hughes from it: 

They did. I haven't seen it for a while, so I don't know what the situation is at the moment. I did 

go up a couple of times before we moved [to Wales] and planted and gardened it. I turned her 

grave into a sort of flower bed. I went up there and it was hard to find it. A stranger looked at 

me and said, "oh, if you're looking for the Plath grave, it's over there." I hadn't said anything. I 

realize that it's a tourist attraction. I really find that very, very difficult. It impersonalizes it for 

me. (Sachs) 
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Frieda Hughes, in an interview with Mick Brown, says she "grew up thinking of her [mother] very much 

as an angel" (2001). In the same interview she talks about her own poem, "Readers," from her 1998 

publication Wooroloo. "Readers," she tells Brown, 

[was] prompted by a discussion with her father about Plath's gravestone being defaced by irate 

feminists wanting to 'reclaim' the poet from her marriage. 'For a child to have their parents so 

usurped and reinterpreted is very difficult' ... 'they completely forget that this was a real 

human being who had real children who have to watch what's happening. And for a child it's 

very painful. And when I say child, it doesn't matter what age you are; you are always the child 

of your parents. So that was my acknowledgement. And it was my first ever public 

acknowledgement of, yes, she is my mother - and by the way, she really is my mother."' 

("Poetic Justice") 

In much the same vein as "The Dogs are Eating you Mother," Frieda Hughes's poem protests the 

possession of Plath by her readers: 

Wanting to breathe life into their own dead babies 

They took her dreams, collected words from one 

Who did their suffering for them. 

They fingered through her mental underwear 

With every piece she wrote. Wanting her naked. 

Wanting to know what made her. 

Then tried to feather up the bird again. 

The vulture with its bloody head 

Inside its own belly, 

Sucking up its own juice, 

Working out its own shape, 

Its own reason, 

Its own death. 

While their mothers lay in quiet graves 

Squared out by those green cut pebbles 

And flowers in a jam jar, they dug mine up. 

Right down to the shells I scattered on her coffin. 

They turned her over like meat on coals 

To find the secrets of her withered thighs 

And shrunken breasts. 

They scooped out her eyes to see how she saw, 

And bit away her tongue in tiny mouthfuls 

To speak with her voice. 



But each one tasted separate flesh, 

Ate a different organ, 

Touched other skin, 

Insisted on being the one 

Who knew best, 

Who had the right recipe. 

When she came out of the oven, 

They had gutted, peeled 

And garnished her. 

They called her theirs. (from Wooroloo 1-33: 61-62) 

87.6 [195-196) 

So leave her. 

Let her be their spoils. Go wrap 

Your head in the snowy rivers 

Of the Brooks Range. Cover 

Your eyes with the writhing airs 

Off the Nullarbor Plains. Let them 

Jerk their tail-stumps, bristle and vomit 

Over their symposia. 
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Hughes suggests his children "leave" this false version of Plath, to let her be the spoils of others. 

Formally, he proposes this renunciation by off-setting his words. Encountered with Hughes's line break, 

readers may pause after reading the vicious attacks of critics. Hughes tells his reader and children to 

seek comfort in the serenity of the natural environments, which are the homes of Nicholas and Frieda. 

His suggestion offers his children anonymity outside the glare of the British and U.S. media in Alaska and 

Australia, but also proposes that the natural world is where they will have access to the essence of their 

mother. 

The Brooks Range is a mountain range than spans northern Alaska to Canada's Yukon Territory. The 

range stretches 1100 kilometres and is the northernmost extension of the Rocky Mountains. Located 

within the Arctic Circle, it is named for geologist Alfred H. Brooks.8 Hughes mentions it here because of 

Nicholas's association with it, particularly its rivers, as a Doctor of marine biology. 

In an article entitled "A New Chapter of Grief in Plath-Hughes Legacy," David Barstow discusses the life 

and death of Nicholas Hughes. He considers lines one to four of the above excerpt to be "a succinct 

rendering of Nicholas Hughes, a man who joyously devoted his career to the study of fish in Alaska's 

snowy rivers and whose home, a handsome 2,800-square-foot cabin on 20 pristine acres of spruce and 



birch, faced toward the distant Brooks Range .. . he also appreciated another quality of Alaska - the 

shared reverence for being left alone." 

Figure 8: Photo of Brooks Range. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Brooks_Range-400px.jpg> 

The Nullarbor Plains are a Southern Australian Plateau spanning 195 200 square kilometres: 
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The Nullarbor Plains are a vast, dry plateau that remains relatively uninhabited .. .. Nullarbor 

stretches from Western Australia into South Australia, and is bordered by the Great Australian 

Bight to the south and by the Great Victoria Desert to the north. No trees grow in the heart of 

the plateau, which earned its name from nullus arbor--Latin for "no tree." (National 

Geographic}9 

Figure 9: The Nullarbor Plains. 

<http://www.nationalgeographic.com/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/aa/aa1306_pto.html> 

Frieda Hughes lived in Australia from 1991-1998. Drawn to the vast and diverse landscape of the 

Western part of the continent, she originally settled in Perth but move to Wooroloo, a hamlet just 

outside, in 1994.10 The "writhing airs" of the vast Nullarbor plain will offer Frieda more communion with 

her mother than the writings of those who "bristle" and "vomit," who "gut" and "peel" her. 



87.7 (196) 

Think her better 

Spread with holy care on a high grid 

For vultures 

To take back into the sun. Imagine 

These bone-crushing mouths the mouths 

That labour for the beetle 

Who will roll her back into the sun. 
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In another broken line offset here, Hughes demands something of his readers after a dramatic pause. Of 

his children, he asks that they think better of their mother than that which is regurgitated by critics. 

From the more general reader, he asks that we think Plath better than fodder for public interest. He 

appeals to us to re-visit her as a mother rather than as a poet. Unlike in Frieda's poem, "Readers," here 

the vultures are more desirable than the "dogs" who ravage Plath's memory and "body." 

The vultures are not a metaphor for the destructive critic; they are rather foragers in a natural cycle of 

life. Hughes is thinking specifically of the Tibetan Sky Burials11 where a human corpse is cut and put on a 

mountain top (or large rock/raised area) and left for vultures. The Tibetan word for this practice is 

Jahator which translates as "alms for the birds." Because the majority of Tibetans are Buddists, who 

believe in reincarnation of the spirit, a human corpse is an empty vessel. The Jahator takes remains to 

the sky, rather than underground, which is a symbolically powerful gesture.12 

Hughes's vultures are scavengers who "labour for the beetle" through the process of decomposition. 

This natural process will bring Plath "back into the sun" where she may find peace. Though a seemingly 

grotesque image - as many find the sky burial a grotesque practice- Hughes powerfully contrasts the 

natural process of death and life to the real scavengers, the "dogs," who unnaturally "tear" at Plath and 

contaminate her, sullying her memory for her children. It is the "dogs" who "eat" their mother and who 

are grotesque. Plath, through vulture and beetle, returns to the earth as she is rolled "back into the sun" 

while, as is the belief in Buddhist philosophy, her spirit remains untouched and untainted. 13 

1 Plath biographer whose participation with Olwyn Hughes in writing Bitter Fame became a source of much 
controversy. 

2 Alvarez's memoir of Plath (1971) recounts the last days of her life and makes public the details of her suicide; 
Hughes found this "unspeakable." 

3 Hughes also speaks of behalf of Frieda and Nicholas in his debate with Jacqueline Rose over the publication of 
The Haunting of Sylvia Plath; for an analysis of this series of disagreements and debates, see annotations for 
"Freedom of Speech": particularly 84.2 (192). 

4 The poem, "My Mother," appeared in the Tat/er of March 2003; it also appears in the PS section of the soft-cover 
version of Ariel: The Restored Edition. In the poem, Hughes writes: 



Now they want to make a film 
For anyone lacking the ability 
To imagine the body, head in oven 
Orphaning children. 

The peanut eaters, entertained 
At my mother's death, will go home, 
Each carrying their memory of her, 
Lifeless - a souvenir. 
Maybe they'll buy the video. 

5 See also, Hughes's poem "Climbing into Heptonstall" (CPTH 751-752). 
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6 The Guardian had published a letter written by Julia Parnaby and Rachel Wingfield "complaining that Sylvia 
Plath's grave in Heptonstall was both hard to find and poorly looked after, and suggesting that the Plath Estate had 
been neglecting its duty of care" (LofTH 556). Several signatories endorsed the letter, including A. Alvarez. 

7 See annotations for "Daffodils": 53.1-53.9 (127-129) 

8 
<http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/81290/Brooks-Range> 

9 <http://www.nationalgeographic.com/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/aa/aa1306.html> 

10 http://www.friedahughes.com/frieda.dm 

11 Hughes may also have in mind the Parsi ''Tower of Silence" : see 
<http ://www.dailyundertaker.com/2009/02/vulture-club-tower-of-silence.html> 

12 To read more about Tibetan Sky burial, visit: <http://www.fractalenlightenment.com/2008/08/tibetan-sky
burial.html> 
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